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Letter from the Editors

Dear reader,

As with our previous four issues, we are glad to present the proceedings of
yet another San Marino Symposium, which took place in 2007, on the theme
of ”Science, Reason and Truth”. These proceedings were originally meant
to be published elsewhere, but due to reasons external to Euresis, the process
was greatly delayed and we finally publish this volume within our Journal.
The theme of the 2007 SM Symposium was inspired by the title of the Rimini
Meeting: ”Truth is the destiny for which we have been made”. These words
by Luigi Giussani remind us that the idea of “truth” is present in our cultural
tradition as a foundational concept. For Giussani, truth is a constitutive el-
ement in our nature, manifested as a fundamental need of reason.

But regardless of that, the modern cultural climate forces us to ask a pressing
question: does it still make sense to speak of truth in our times? Or has
this view of reality been superseded by another, where the detailed descrip-
tion of the scientific laws and the quantification of the interactions between
the elements of the world are enough to satisfy man’s thirst for knowledge?
As we grow in our understanding of natural phenomena, the idea of what
it means to have knowledge of the natural world seems to coincide with the
causal descriptions that we are able to provide within the framework of the
scientific disciplines. For instance, our concept of life is ever more linked to
the understanding of the DNA, and the measurement of cosmological param-
eters offers the potential for a self-contained description of the Universe.

The question about the existence and the possibility of knowledge of truth
becomes even more relevant then, when we realise that the kind of certain-
ties that science can provide us with are marked by limitations of method,
observational capabilities, and lack of complete information. Scientific truth
is determined by concepts such as ’domains of validity’, for example, and
even if science gradually and continually progresses to a greater understand-
ing of natural phenomena, its certainties will always have a provisional and
limited character, which may seem to keep any final truth forever out of reach.

Even in the face of these intrinsic limitations of the scientific method, and of
conceptual open problems such as the interpretation of quantum mechanical
systems or Gödel’s incompleteness theorem, it seems to us that truth remains
a fundamentally relevant concept, and crucial also in the scientific adventure
—not because its existence can be secured by the many scientific discoveries,
neither because it is fully reachable through them, but because it is afirmed
and required as a fundamental necessity of reason itself.

Reason, this mysterious energy of man which the Christian tradition identi-
fies with man’s “imago Dei”, is indeed what provides the links that connect all
things into an ordered, unified world-view. Reason, by its natural dynamism
is rooted in the concept of truth —a “positive hypothesis” which renders reality
understandable, or at least a path towards knowledge possible to be followed.

The contributions in this volume are a testimony that the question of truth,
before being a judgement on the objectivity or subjectivity of the knowledge
of reality, is intimately related to our conception and use of reason, as the
movement of reaching out to the knowledge of things starts within man, the
only being capable of a conscious relation with others, and not outside him.

This volume is dedicated to the memory of our long time collaborator and
friend, Peter Hodgson, who passed away in 2008. His contribution to this
volume is yet another testimony of his everlasting quest for beauty, truth and
meaning.

The Editors.
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Abstract

“In some strange way, any new fact or insight that I may have found has not seemed to me as
a discovery of mine, but rather as something that had always been there and that I had chanced
to pick up. These words by the great astrophysicist Subramanyan Chandrasekhar, Nobel laureate
in physics in 1983, beautifully describe a fundamental trait of scientific knowledge. While there is
no progress in science without the systematic application of a rigorous methodology, surprise and
unexpectedness are often components of scientific discoveries at all scales, from the daily advances
in an average research laboratory to the major breakthroughs of quantum mechanics and relativistic
physics in the twentieth century. The progress of science continuously opens up wider horizons on
the physical world and new findings often challenge our imagination and common sense. To cite a
recent example, cosmologists have come to understand that almost all our universe, something like
95% of its mass-energy content, is composed of two distinct unknowns, an unknown kind of energy
and an unknown kind of matter. We have stumbled on the evidence for this state of affairs with no
premonition of the existence of these things. These gigantic discoveries were a complete surprise to
everybody. Science can be like that.

1. The San Marino 2007 Symposium

The statement by Chandrasekhar seems to point to something that is not confined to the

natural sciences, rather, it indicates a feature that is common to many other fields of investi-

gation. For every discipline, whatever the methods it employs, truth is something out there

to be discovered: it is not a product of definition, it is not constructed by human thought, but

it is rather the result of an encounter with a reality outside the investigator. It is something

that —on occasion— we happen to bump into without prior notice.

This issue of Euresis Journal hosts a number of contributions presented at the 2007 edition

of the San Marino Symposium on Science, reason and truth. Due to a number of unfortunate

circumstances – independent from the San Marino Symposium organization – these proceed-
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ings are published quite late; however, the central content of each paper remains perfectly

valid and, when relevant, revisions have been applied by the authors. The theme of the San

Marino Symposium was inspired by the title of the Rimini Meeting of that year: Truth is

the destiny for which we have been made. These words, taken from a book by Don Luigi

Giussani, are suggestive of the yearning for an ultimate meaning that characterises human

experience. Indeed, every positive human act, relationship or investigation can be seen as

an expression of our deep yearning for truth. Of course, as soon as we betray our original

direction to truth, we are involved in many aspects of deception as well. One of the most

attractive aspects of scientific and philosophical inquiry is that they are focused directly and

formally on truth-seeking. Our search for truth takes different forms, and is carried out in

accordance with a variety of cognitive methods. In particular, attention to the theme truth is

inevitable for those who work in scientific research. Around the theme set forth by the Rim-

ini Meeting, a group of scientists and scholars from Europe and the United States organized

an academic symposium whose goal was to investigate —from a wide range of disciplinary

perspectives— the dynamics of human reason when it is engaged in scientific research.

Under the title “Science, Reason and Truth”, the symposium was jointly sponsored by Euresis

and the John Templeton Foundation, in collaboration with the University of San Marino. The

beautiful ancient Monastery of Santa Chiara, now the main building of the University of San

Marino, was a perfect setting for the presentations and discussions, which took place on 17-19

August 2007, immediately before the 2007 Rimini Meeting.

The invitation to the participants, reflected in the papers collected in this issue, was to discuss

topics in the specific disciplines mastered by each speaker and to explore their connection

with fundamental issues of reason and truth, as emerging from within that discipline. So

we addressed such questions as, What use do we make of our reason when we carry out our

scientific research? and In what sense can we speak of truth in connection with the sciences?

Ultimate questions of meaning and purpose where therefore at stake, both in the talks and

in the discussions, calling for the philosophical positions or religious beliefs of the speakers.

However, this was not a science and religion workshop in the usual sense of the phrase: the

contents were driven by open dialogue based on personal experience rather than by abstract

apologetic or agnostic discourses.

It is not common for scholars of different disciplines to meet to face questions that lie at the

foundations of their own research, and express the deepest motivations and the meaning of

their work. The debate was passionate, sometimes not easy, and always interesting. The

dialogue among distinguished scientists from different fields (such as Mathematics, Physics,

Cosmology, Geology), philosophers and theologians, in an open and friendly atmosphere, has

been a uniquely enriching experience. We believe that everyone left the Symposium having

learned something important and with a greater desire to learn more. At the end, it was

clear that the popular view of how science works —according to the empirical and positivistic
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view— falls short of what its reality actually is. It also clearly emerged an increasing desire

for a unity of knowledge, not as a questionable wish to return to the past, but rather as

a forthcoming, post-modern model yet to be elucidated. The paper by Keith Ward, in

particular, provides an interesting, explicit example.

The three key words of the title of the symposium (science, reason and truth) marked the

three sessions of the debate. We have maintained the same structure in the organization

of the papers in this EJ issue. It will be clear to the reader, however, that there are many

points of contact —indeed, a rich set of interconnections— among the various contributions

well beyond the distinction set by the three sessions.

1.1 Science, a passionate search

An important aspect of science is the adventure of seeking and understanding deep rational

order in nature. Scientists strive to achieve a systematic and synthetic description of the

complexity of physical phenomena, with an indomitable hope to discover fundamental laws

of nature behind them. But is there a limit to the extent to which we can know the universe?

And what are these laws of nature that the physical world appears to obey with astonishing

faithfulness? The contribution by physicist and cosmologist Paul Davies proposes an original

and ambitious hypothesis concerning the underlying reality of the laws of nature. Tradition-

ally, natural laws are considered as immutable mathematical relationships, infinitely precise,

somehow impressed in the universe from outside. Davies suggests, however, that this may

be an idealization. Physical laws may in fact have developed, this development being con-

strained by the amount of information that the universe can contain at any given time. Just

like in a man-made computer, no law can be applied in a system to a level of precision finer

than all the information that system can express. In the present universe the information

content is huge. However, just after the big bang, when the basic physical properties were

being set, the cosmic information capacity was much smaller and the laws may therefore have

been quite fuzzy. This “wiggle room” in the laws, suggests Davies, perhaps was enough for

the universe to engineer its own bio-friendliness. Davies discusses the consequences of this

idea and its implications for the relationships between the form that physical laws take and

the emergence of life and consciousness. The philosopher Nancy Cartwright also questions

the notion that laws are immutable, but from a widely different viewpoint than that offered

in Davies paper. She cites authors that claim that biological laws are contingent, and dis-

cusses the nature of scientific laws and the limitations on order that are intrinsic to nature.

She points out that Western science and Christian theology have supported a view of nature

as fully ordered by deterministic laws, an image that has not been substantially modified

by quantum mechanics. She suggests, however, that in the last twenty years this paradigm

has been breaking down, a development that according to Cartwright can be seen by a

detailed analysis of recent changes in scientific practice both in the biological sciences and in

economics. She also claims, rather controversially, that even the world of physics is ordered
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by laws only in patches, and with gauzy edges, a point that –as the reader can imagine–

generated lively discussion in the workshop.

How does a novel scientific truth enter the horizon of human experience? What is the pur-

pose and the context of scientific knowledge? The paper by theologian and philosopher David

Schindler deals with the relationship between natural sciences and theology, a relationship

that is described in terms of mutual but asymmetrical implication. Scientism and reduction-

ism are criticized in the course of a reflection on the concept of abstraction, a concept to

which according to Schindler conventional discussions of the relation between the natural

sciences and theology have paid insufficient attention. Scientism and reductionism result

from the failure to observe the limits of science. Such problems are avoided when one recog-

nizes that science does not exhaust the width of human reason and its ability to understand

reality. On the other hand, there is a tendency to regard science as an activity essentially

independent from the human persons who are actually engaged in it. But what is the role of

the personal characters and human attitude of those engaged in the daily battle of scientific

research? Cosmologist Marco Bersanelli suggests that scientists who are actually engaged in

the battle of scientific research, in order to move towards new knowledge and discovery use

a much wider range of rational and affective capabilities than is usually assumed. Scientific

knowledge is often perceived as the result of a set of rigorously defined procedures, based

on experiment and logical-deductive reasoning. However, looking at the actual experience

of distinguished scientists, one can see how wonder and an aesthetic attraction to natural

phenomena are essential to initiate and to maintain scientific interest, curiosity, and imagi-

nation. A deep regard for the ultimate questions of meaning, origin and destiny appears to

act as a decisive —though often implicit— motivation for the creativity and dedication of

many great scientists.

1.2 Reason: an open window on reality

In the second session, which is focused on reason, the contributors discuss the rational ad-

venture of knowledge from the perspective of their scientific and personal experience. What

factors establish a new paradigm in a scientific discipline? Geologist Xavier Le Pichon was

one of the key players in the revolution in geology that happened between 1966 and 1968,

when the theory of plate tectonics replaced previous models of the Earths crust. In his paper,

Le Pichon gives an entertaining, first-hand account of the events by which, in those years,

the new paradigm was accepted and adopted by almost all geologists. In the process he sheds

light on the scientific process and how it converges toward truth. Interestingly, he points out

that there was at that time no actual demonstration of the validity of plate tectonics. A true

demonstration of the validity of the model was achieved gradually during the following 20

years as more accurate techniques of measurement became available. Le Pichon thus empha-

sises the pragmatic character of experimental sciences, which tend to promote the view that

best explains the observations, even if that view has not been conclusively demonstrated to
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be correct.

The concept of reason has changed significantly throughout history. When its capacities have

been exaggerated, when reason has been treated as the only source of truth and the only guide

to values, its scope and effectiveness have been, paradoxically, much reduced. In his paper,

philosopher and theologian Keith Ward reflects on reason from a historical perspective, in

particular by examining the Age of Enlightenment in 18th Century Europe, from Diderot

and Voltaire, to Hume, to Hegel. For Ward, reason —and hence science— alone cannot

resolve the ultimate questions, those about the meaning of existence, the human person, the

ultimate nature of reality. Ward argues for a new, comprehensive view of reason and for the

creative construction of a coherent, plausible metaphysics. The intelligible cosmos disclosed

by modern science is one part of such a metaphysics, but not the whole: such a metaphysics

will also include the dimensions of value, purpose and meaning found in personal experience.

Science, in this view, is seen as a rational enterprise that is one important part of the realm

of reason.

The question of how human reason recognises scientific truth has deep relationship with

mathematics. The paper by mathematician Harvey Friedman summarizes some fundamental

results that stem from the work of Turing and Gdel. These results, partly presented in a

rather technical language, entail that our ability to decide the truth or falsity of mathemat-

ical assertions in a number of important mathematical contexts has significant limitations.

Friedman goes on to discuss recent advances in our knowledge of different kinds of limits on

what can be decided in mathematics, as well as limits (undecidability) on what can be known

in simplified physical systems. The cognitive sciences help us to realize the intrinsic insepa-

rability of perception of the other and knowledge of the world. Philosopher Eleonore Stump

maintains that knowledge of the world provided by academic disciplines, including the sci-

ences, is not sufficient to fulfil the formation of a human being. It needs to be accompanied by

knowledge of others through second-person experiences and narratives (story-telling). Stump

illustrates the role of second-person experiences by comparing the mental states in normal

children with those of autistic children, whose human cognitive capacities are impaired and

who lack an intuitive knowledge of persons and their mental states. Recent discoveries in

this field illuminate the nature of second-person experience and are highly suggestive both for

epistemology and the philosophy of art. It is interesting to see, in this respect, the connec-

tion of Stumps paper with those by Hodgson, Ward and Bersanelli, who in widely different

contexts indicate human attitude and relationship as key elements in scientific discovery.

1.3 The unmistakable fascination of truth

The great physicist Victor Weisskopf, one of the founders of quantum mechanics, noted that

every scientist, either consciously or unconsciously, has an intuition of a meaning: otherwise,

he would not go on with that ardor so common among scientists, in his quest for something
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that he calls truth. Where does this quest for truth originate? What role does a desire for

truth play in scientific research? The third and last session in the Symposium focussed on

truth — and particularly on the idea that truth is a goal of scientific research.

What do we mean when we say that truth is a goal of scientific research? Human reason has

displayed great agility and has employed a great variety of resources in its attempts to reach

true conclusions. What role do human qualities such as creativity or the ability to trust others

play in the search for truth? Even in scientific research the emergence of a new achievement is

not the result of a mechanism. It is, rather, an outcome of the convergence of a set of diverse

clues, often gathered through a patient devotion to observation and experiment. Physicist

Peter Hodgson points out that the way to truth in science is not a linear process starting

from observations and experiments and leading to a logical conclusion as is often described

in textbooks. He argues that, for both scientists and theologians, truth is usually obtained by

a process involving the cumulative convergence of many different indications, none of which

is conclusive by itself, but all of which point in the same direction. He discusses, as historical

examples, the theory of the atom and the heliocentric model of the solar system. Interestingly,

the paper by Le Pichon, describing the emergence of the plate tectonics, provides a further

clear example: there was no single line of evidence that was conclusive enough, but it was the

convergence of many indications that introduced credibility to the new paradigm. Hodgson

also points out that a similar process occurs in theology. Newman called the human capacity

on which way of knowing rests the illative sense. The concept of truth in science raises

questions peculiar to mathematics. The concepts of truth and of proof in mathematics have

undergone important changes in the course of the history of mathematical thought, changes

that mathematician Enrico Bombieri discusses in his contribution. He examines the main

philosophical positions in mathematics, with a writing enriched with episodes from his own

personal experience. He discusses Platonic realism (mathematics exist independently of us),

formalism (mathematics is only a construction of the mind, and mathematical statements

are consequences of the allowed rules), and social constructivism (mathematics is a product

of culture, influenced by racism and ethnocentrism). Bombieri also reflects on how recent

progress in computer science that allow now computers to do probabilistic proof-checking

has modified the notion of proof in mathematics.

The discussion at San Marino clearly documented ways in which human reason engages in

the search for truth in accordance with a wide spectrum of approaches, a spectrum that

encompasses many elements besides logical reasoning. The dynamical relation between trust

and desire is one of the most important of these elements. Philosopher Linda Zagzebski argues

that human beings have a natural primary desire for truth, and that trust that such desire for

truth can be satisfied leads to self-trust – as opposed to doubt. This self-trust leads in turn to

trust in others and the desire for understanding and meaning. She then criticises both strong

and weak forms of epistemic egoism, as well as the concept of epistemic autonomy. Linda

Zagzebski further argues that trust that the desire for truth can be satisfied leads to trust
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that other natural desires are also satisfiable. In particular, the desire for connectedness

to the universe is highly relevant for the formation of religious beliefs. The philosopher

Peter Van Inwagen examines the notion of objective truth as it figures in both political and

philosophical discourse. In philosophy, he considers the realist (facts exist independently

from us and are more or less discoverable) as opposed to the anti-realist position (there is

no objective truth on beliefs and statements). It is interesting to note the analogy of these

two positions –though with different interpretations– with those of realist and constructivist

positions in mathematics, as described in Bombieris paper. Van Inwagen then compares the

current debate among philosophers in academic circles on objective truth to the fictional

debate on the same topic by two characters in the novel 1984, by George Orwell, one of the

great political writers of the twentieth century.

2. Outlook

The title of the Rimini Meeting focussed on truth not simply as a philosophical, scientific or

theological concept, but as the destiny of each human individual — as the ultimate goal of

every human life. Truth as destiny is not mainly communicated through intellectual argument

or scientific proof, but through personal witness. The theme science, reason and truth,

considered at an academic level at San Marino, was proposed to the much wider audience of

the Rimini Meeting as a dialogue in a more personal mode, a round-table discussion, with

three of the participants in the San Marino Symposium, Xavier Le Pichon, Paul Davies and

Enrico Bombieri. Their round-table discussion provided an opportunity for the over 3,000

people in attendance to encounter three scientists who are both involved in scientific research

at the highest level and open to the big questions of truth and ultimate meaning. These

initiatives at San Marino and Rimini were attempts to contribute to the invitation by Pope

Benedict XVI to “enlarge the area of our rationality, to reopen it to the larger questions of

the truth and the good, to link theology, philosophy and science between them in full respect

for the methods proper to them and of their reciprocal autonomy, but also in the awareness

of the intrinsic unity that holds them together”, as he addressed to the participants in the

Fourth Italian Ecclesial Convention in Verona in October 2006. Discussing a fundamental

theme such as the nature of truth from a variety of perspectives and approaches may indeed

help our awareness of the intrinsic unity which holds together all things and our own lives.
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Abstract

For thousands of years, human beings have contemplated the world about them and asked the great
questions of existence: Why are we here? How did the universe begin? How will it end? How is the
world put together? Why is it the way it is? For all of recorded human history, people have sought
answers to such ultimate questions in religion and philosophy, or declared them to be completely
beyond human comprehension. Today, however, many of these big questions are part of science,
and some scientists claim that they may be on the verge of providing answers.

1. The universe is weirdly fine-tuned for life

One of the most significant facts —arguably the most significant fact— about the universe

is that we are part of it. For life to emerge, and then to evolve into conscious beings like

ourselves, certain conditions have to be satisfied. Among the many prerequisites for life —

at least, for life as we know it— is a good supply of the various chemical elements needed

to make biomass. Carbon is the key life-giving element, but oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,

sulphur and phosphorus are crucial too. Liquid water is another essential ingredient. Life

also requires an energy source, and a stable environment, which in our case are provided by

the sun. For life to evolve past the level of simple microbes, this life-encouraging setting has

to remain benign for a very long time; it took billions of years for life on earth to reach the

point of intelligence.

On a larger scale, the universe must be sufficiently old and cool to permit complex chemistry.

It has to be orderly enough to allow the untrammelled formation of galaxies and stars. There

have to be the right sorts of forces acting between particles of matter to make stable atoms,

complex molecules, planets and stars. If almost any of the basic features of the universe,

from the properties of atoms to the distribution of the galaxies, were different, life would
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very probably be impossible1.

Now, it happens that to meet these various requirements, certain stringent conditions must

be satisfied in the underlying laws of physics that regulate the universe, so stringent in fact

that a bio-friendly universe looks like a fix — or a put-up job, to use the pithy description

of the late British cosmologist Fred Hoyle. It appeared to Hoyle as if a super-intellect had

been monkeying with the laws of physics [2]. He was right in his impression. On the face

of it, the universe does look as if it has been designed by an intelligent creator expressly for

the purpose of spawning sentient beings. Like the porridge in the tale of Goldilocks and the

three bears, the universe seems to be just right for life, in many intriguing ways. No scientific

explanation for the universe can be deemed complete unless it accounts for this appearance

of judicious design.

Until recently, the Goldilocks factor was almost completely ignored by scientists. Now, that

is changing fast. Science is at last coming to grips with the enigma of why the universe is

so uncannily fit for life. The explanation entails understanding how the universe began and

evolved into its present form, and knowing what matter is made of and how it is shaped and

structured by the different forces of nature. Above all, it requires us to probe the very nature

of physical laws.

2. The cosmic code

Science is familiar, and familiarity breeds contempt. People show little surprise that science

actually works, that we are in possession of the key to the universe. Beneath the surface

complexity of nature lies a hidden subtext, written in a subtle mathematical code. This

cosmic code2 contains the rules on which the universe runs. Newton, Galileo and other early

scientists treated their investigations as a religious quest. They thought that by exposing

the patterns woven into the processes of nature they truly were glimpsing the mind of God.3

Modern scientists are mostly not religious, yet they still accept that an intelligible script un-

derlies the workings of nature, for to believe otherwise would undermine the very motivation

for doing research, which is to uncover something meaningful about the world that we do not

already know.

Finding the key to the universe was by no means inevitable. For a start, there is no logical

reason why nature should have a mathematical subtext in the first place. And even if it

does, there is no obvious reason why humans should be capable of comprehending it. You

1I shall restrict my discussion to life as we know it. The possibility of exotic forms of life based on other
chemical elements, or other physical processes entirely, is certainly fascinating but completely speculative. If
life is common, we have no reason to suppose that our form of life is atypical. Readers interested in a less
conservative approach will find an up-to-date discussion in [1].

2The term was popularized by the physicist Heinz Pagels [3].
3See, for example, [4].
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would never guess by looking at the physical world that beneath the surface hubbub of

natural phenomena lies an abstract order, an order that can not be seen or heard or felt,

but deduced. Even the wisest mind could not tell merely from daily experience that the

diverse physical systems making up the cosmos are linked, deep down, by a network of

coded mathematical relationships. Yet science has uncovered the existence of this concealed

mathematical domain. We human beings have been made privy to the deepest workings of

the universe. Other animals observe the same natural phenomena as we do, but alone among

the creatures on this planet, Homo sapiens can also explain them.

How has this come about? Somehow the universe has engineered, not just its own awareness,

but its own comprehension. Mindless, blundering atoms have conspired to make, not just life,

not just mind, but understanding. The evolving cosmos has spawned beings that are able

not merely to watch the show, but to unravel the plot. What is it that enables something

as small and delicate and adapted to terrestrial life as the human brain to engage with the

totality of the cosmos and the silent mathematical tune to which it dances?

Could it just be a fluke? Might the fact that the deepest level of reality has connected

to a quirky natural phenomenon we call the human mind represent nothing but a bizarre

and temporary aberration in an absurd and pointless universe? Or is there an even deeper

sub-plot at work?

3. The concept of laws

The founding assumption of science is that the physical universe is neither arbitrary nor

absurd; it is not just a meaningless jumble of objects and phenomena haphazardly juxtaposed.

Rather, there is a coherent scheme of things. This is often expressed by the simple aphorism

that there is order in nature. But scientists have gone beyond this vague notion to formulate

a system of well-defined laws. The existence of laws of nature is the starting point for science.

But right at the outset we encounter an obvious and profound enigma: where do the laws of

nature come from? Galileo, Newton and their contemporaries regarded the laws as thoughts

in the mind of God, and their elegant mathematical form as a manifestation of Gods rational

plan for the universe. Few scientists today would describe the laws of nature using such quaint

language. Yet the questions remain of what these laws are and why they have the form that

they do. If they are not the product of divine providence, how can they be explained?

By the thirteenth century, European theologians and scholars such as Roger Bacon had

arrived at the conclusion that laws of nature possess a mathematical basis, a notion that

dates back to the Pythagoreans. Given the cultural background, it is no surprise that when

modern science emerged in Christian Europe in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, it

was perfectly natural for the early scientists to believe that the laws they were discovering in

the heavens and on earth were the mathematical manifestations of Gods ingenious handiwork.
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Even atheistic scientists will wax lyrical about the scale, the majesty, the harmony, the

elegance, the sheer ingenuity of the universe of which they form so small and fragile a part.

As the great cosmic drama unfolds before us, it begins to look as though there is a scripta

scheme of thingswhich its evolution is following. We are then bound to ask, who or what

wrote the script? Or did the script somehow, miraculously, write itself? Is the great cosmic

text laid down once and for all, or is the universe, or the invisible author, making it up as it

goes along? Is this the only drama being staged, or is our universe just one of many shows

in town?

The fact that the universe conforms to an orderly scheme, and is not an arbitrary muddle of

events, prompts one to wonder –God or no God– whether there is some sort of meaning or

purpose behind it all. Many scientists are quick to pour scorn even on this weaker suggestion,

however. Richard Feynman, arguably the finest theoretical physicist of the mid-twentieth

century, thought that [5] “the great accumulation of understanding as to how the physical

world behaves only convinces one that this behaviour has a kind of meaninglessness about

it”. This sentiment is echoed by the theoretical physicist and cosmologist Steven Weinberg:

The more the universe seems comprehensible the more it also seems pointless” [6].

To be sure, concepts like meaning and purpose are categories devised by humans, and we

must take care when attempting to project them onto the physical universe. But all attempts

to describe the universe scientifically draw on human concepts: science proceeds precisely by

taking concepts that humans have thought up, often from everyday experience, and applying

them to nature. Doing science means figuring out what is going on in the worldwhat the

universe is up to, what it is about. If it isnt about anything, there would be no good reason to

embark on the scientific quest in the first place, because we would have no rational basis for

believing that we could thereby uncover additional coherent and meaningful facts about the

world. So we might justifiably invert Weinbergs dictum and say that the more the universe

seems pointless, the more it also seems incomprehensible. Of course, scientists might be

deluded in their belief that they are finding systematic and coherent truth in the workings of

nature. Ultimately there may be no reason at all for why things are the way they are. But

that would make the universe a fiendishly clever bit of trickery. Can a truly absurd universe

so convincingly mimic a meaningful one?

4. Are the laws real?

The fact that the physical world conforms to mathematical laws led Galileo to make a famous

remark. The great book of nature”, he wrote, can be read only by those who know the

language in which it was written. And this language is mathematics” [7]. The same point

was made more bluntly three centuries later by the English cosmologist James Jeans: The

universe appears to have been designed by a pure mathematician” [8]. It is the mathematical

aspect that makes possible what physicists mean by the much-misunderstood word theory.
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Theoretical physics entails writing down equations that capture (or model, as scientists say)

the real world of experience in a mathematical world of numbers and algebraic formulas.

Then, by manipulating the mathematical symbols, one can work out what will happen in the

real world, without actually carrying out the observation! That is, by applying the equations

that express the laws relevant to the problem of interest, the theoretical physicist can predict

the answer. And it works! But why is nature shadowed by a mathematical reality?

Given that the laws of physics underpin the entire scientific enterprise, it is curious that very

few scientists bother to ask what these laws actually mean. Speak to physicists, and most

of them will talk as if the laws are real thingsnot physical objects of course, but abstract

relationships between physical entities. Importantly, though, they are relationships that

really exist, out there in the world, and not just in our heads.

The idea of laws began as a way of formalizing patterns in nature that connect together

physical events. Physicists became so familiar with the laws that somewhere along the way

the laws themselves —as opposed to the events they describe— became promoted to reality.

The laws took on a life of their own. One reason for this way of thinking about the laws

concerns the role of mathematics. Numbers began as a way of labelling and tallying physical

things such as beads or sheep. As the subject of mathematics developed, and extended

from simple arithmetic into geometry, algebra, calculus, and so forth, so these mathematical

objects and relationships came to assume an independent existence. Mathematicians believe

that statements such as 3 × 5 = 15 and 11 is a prime number are inherently true —in some

absolute and general sense— without being restricted to three sheep or eleven beads.

Plato considered the status of mathematical objects, and chose to locate numbers and ideal-

ized geometrical shapes in an abstract realm of perfect forms. In this Platonic heaven there

would be found, for example, perfect circles — as opposed to the circles we encounter in the

real world, which will always be flawed approximations to the ideal. Many modern math-

ematicians are Platonists (at least at weekends). They believe that mathematical objects

have real existence, yet are not situated in the physical universe. Theoretical physicists, who

are steeped in the Platonic tradition, also find it natural to locate the mathematical laws of

physics in a Platonic realm.

5. Does a multiverse explain the Goldilocks enigma?

A popular explanation for the Goldilocks enigma is the multiverse theory, according to which

what we have all along been calling the universe is, in this theory, just an infinitesimal

part of a single bubble, or pocket universe, set amid an infinite assemblage of universes a

multiverse. This follows naturally if we regard the big bang origin of our universe as a

natural physical process, in which case it cannot be unique. There will be many big bangs

scattered throughout space and time. An explicit model of multiple big bangs is the theory of
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eternal inflation, which describes an inexhaustible universe-generating mechanism, of which

our universe —our bubble— is but one product [9]. Each pocket universe will be born in a

burst of heat liberated in that bubble when inflation ceases, will go on to enjoy a life cycle

of evolution, and will perhaps eventually suffer a death, but the assemblage as a whole is

immortal.

Life will arise only in those universes, or cosmic regions, where conditions favour life. Uni-

verses which cannot support life will go unobserved. It is therefore no surprise that we find

ourselves located in a universe which is suited to life, for observers like us could not have

emerged in a sterile universe. If the universes vary at random, then we would be winners in

a gigantic cosmic lottery which created the illusion of design. Like many winners of national

lotteries, we may mistakenly attribute some deep significance to our having won (being smiled

on by Lady Luck, or suchlike) whereas in reality our success boils down to chance. However,

to explain the cosmic coincidences this way –that is, in terms of observer selection– the laws

of physics themselves would have to vary from one cosmic region to another. Is this credible?

If so, how could it happen?

Laws of physics have two features which might in principle vary from one universe to another.

First, there is the mathematical form of the law, and second, there are various constants

that come into the equations. Newtons inverse square law of gravitation is an example. The

mathematical form relates the gravitational force between two bodies to the distance between

them. But Newtons gravitational constant G also comes into the equation: it sets the actual

strength of the force. When speculating about whether the laws of physics might be different

in another cosmic region, we can imagine two possibilities. One is that the mathematical

form of the law is unchanged, but one or more of the constants takes on a different value.

The other, more drastic, possibility is that the form of the law is different.

The Standard Model of particle physics has twenty-odd undetermined parameters. These

are key numbers such as particle masses and force strengths which cannot be predicted by

the Standard Model itself, but must be measured by experiment and inserted into the theory

by hand. Nobody knows whether the measured values of these parameters will one day be

explained by a deeper unified theory that goes beyond the Standard Model, or whether they

are genuinely free parameters which are not determined by any deeper-level laws. If the

latter is correct, then the numbers are not God-given and fixed but could take on different

values without conflicting with any physical laws. By tradition, physicists refer to these

parameters as constants of nature because they seem to be the same throughout the observed

universe. However, we have no idea why they are constant and (based on our present state

of knowledge) no real justification for believing that, on a scale of size much larger than the

observed universe, they are constant. If they can take on different values, then the question

arises of what determines the values they possess in our cosmic region.
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A possible answer comes from big bang cosmology. According to orthodox theory, the universe

was born with the values of these constants laid down once and for all, from the outset. But

some physicists now suggest that perhaps the observed values were generated by some sort of

complicated physical processes in the fiery turmoil of the very early universe. If this idea is

generally correct, then it follows that the physical processes responsible could have generated

different values from the ones we observe, and might indeed have generated different values

in other regions of space, or in other universes. If we could magically journey from our cosmic

region to another region a trillion light years beyond our horizon we might find that, say, the

mass or charge of the electron was different. Only in those cosmic regions where the electron

mass and charge have roughly the same values as they do in our region could observers emerge

to discover a universe so propitiously fit for life. In this way, the intriguingly life-friendly fine

tuning of the Standard Model parameters would be neatly explained as an observer selection

effect.

According to the best attempts at unifying the fundamental forces of nature, such as string

theory, the laws of physics as they manifest themselves in laboratory experiments are generally

not the true, primary, underlying laws, but effective, or secondary laws valid at the relatively

low energies and temperatures that characterize the present state of the universe compared

to the ultra-hot conditions that accompanied the birth of the universe. But these same

theories suggest (at least to some theorists) that there might be many different ways that the

primary underlying laws might freeze into the effective low-energy laws, leading not merely

to different relative strengths of the forces, but to different forces entirely — forces with

completely different properties than those with which we are familiar. For example, there

could be a strong nuclear force with twelve gluons instead of eight, there could be two flavours

of electric charge and two distinct sorts of photon, there could be additional forces above and

beyond the familiar four. So the possibility arises of a domain structure in which the low-

energy physics in each domain would be spectacularly different, not just in the constants such

as masses and force strengths, but in the very mathematical form of the laws themselves. The

universe on a mega-scale would resemble a cosmic United States of America, with different

shaped states separated by sharp boundaries. What we have hitherto taken to be universal

laws of physics, such as the laws of electromagnetism, would be more akin to local by-laws,

or state laws, rather than national or federal laws. And of this potpourri of cosmic regions,

very few indeed would be suitable for life.

6. Many scientists hate the multiverse idea

In spite of its widespread appeal, and its apparently neat solution of the Goldilocks enigma,

the multiverse has some outspoken critics from both inside and outside the scientific com-

munity. There are philosophers who think that multiverse proponents have succumbed to

fallacious reasoning in their use of probability theory.4 There are many scientists who dismiss

4An excellent in-depth discussion and critique of these issues can be found in [10].
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the multiverse as a speculation too far. But the most vociferous critics come from the ranks

of theorists working on the most fashionable attempt to universe physics, which is known

as string theory or, in its generalized version, M theory. Many string/M theorists deny the

existence of a set of vastly many different worlds. They expect that future developments will

expose this mind-boggling diversity as a mirage, and that when physics is finalized it will

yield a unique description — a single world, our world.

The argument used by anti-multiverse proponents is that the path to a theory of everything

involves a progressive unification of physics, a process in which seemingly different and in-

dependent laws are found to be linked at deeper conceptual levels. As more of physics falls

within the compass of unification, there are fewer free parameters to fix, and less arbitrari-

ness in the form of the laws. It isnt hard to imagine the logical extreme of this process:

all of physics amalgamated into one streamlined set of equations. Maybe if we had such a

theory, we would find that there were no free parameters left at all: I shall call this the no

free parameters theory. If that were the case, it would make no sense to consider a world

in which, say, the strong force was stronger and the electron lighter, because the values of

these quantities wouldnt be independently adjustable — they would be fixed by the theory.

So far, however, there is little or no evidence to support that viewpoint; it remains an act of

faithpromissory triumphalism.

7. Who designed the multiverse?

Just as one can mischievously ask who made God, or who designed the designer, so one can

equally well ask why the multiverse exists and who or what designed it. Although a strong

motivation for introducing the multiverse concept is to get rid of the need for design, this bid

is only partially successful. Like the proverbial bump in the carpet, the popular multiverse

models merely shift the problem elsewhere – up a level from universe to multiverse. To

appreciate this, one only has to list the many assumptions that underpin the multiverse

theory.

First, there has to be a universe-generating mechanism, such as eternal inflation. This

mechanism is supposed to involve a natural, law-like process — in the case of eternal inflation,

a quantum nucleation of pocket universes, to be precise. But that raises the obvious question

of the source of the quantum laws (not to mention the laws of gravitation, including the

causal structure of spacetime on which those laws depend) that permit inflation. In the

standard multiverse theory, the universe-generating laws are just accepted as given: they

dont come out of the multiverse theory. Second, one has to assume that although different

pocket universes have different laws, perhaps distributed randomly, nevertheless laws of some

sort exist in every universe. Moreover, these laws are very specific in form: they are described

by mathematical equations (as opposed to, say, ethical or aesthetic principles). Indeed, the

entire subject is based on the assumption that the multiverse can be captured by (a rather
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restricted subset of) mathematics.

Furthermore, if we accept that the multiverse is predicted by something like string/M theory,

then that theory, with its specific mathematical form, also has to be accepted as given —

as existing without need for explanation. One could imagine a different unified theory —N

theory, say— also with a dense landscape of possibilities. There is no limit to the number of

possible unified theories one could concoct: O theory, P theory, Q theory. . . Yet one of these

is assumed to be the right one — without explanation. Now it may be argued that a decent

theory of everything would spring from some deeper level of reasoning, containing natural and

elegant mathematical objects which already commend themselves to pure mathematicians for

their exquisite properties. It would —dare one say it?— display a sense of ingenious design

(certainly the theoretical physicists who construct such theories consider their work to be

designed with ingenuity). In the past, mathematical beauty and depth have been a reliable

guide to truth. Physicists have been drawn to elegant mathematical relationships which

bind the subject together with economy and style, melding disparate qualities in subtle and

harmonious ways. But this is to import a new factor into the argumentquestions of aesthetics

and taste. We are then on shaky ground indeed. It may be that M theory looks beautiful

to its creators, but ugly to N theorists, who think that their theory is the most elegant. But

then the O theorists disagree with both groups...

8. If there were a unique final theory, God would be redundant

Let me now turn to the main scientific alternative to the multiverse: the possible existence of

a unique final theory of everything, a theory that permits only one universe.5 Einstein once

remarked that what interested him most was whether God had any choice in the creation of

the world.” If some string theorists are right, the answer is no: the universe has to be as it

is. There is only one mathematically self-consistent universe possible. And if there were no

choice, then there need be no Chooser. God would have nothing to do because the universe

would necessarily be as it is.

Intriguing though the idea of a no-free-parameters theory may seem, there is a snag. If it

were correct it would leave the peculiar bio-friendliness of the universe hanging as a complete

coincidence. Here is a hypothetical unique theory which just happens, obligingly, to permit

life and mind. How very convenient! But there is another, more direct argument against

the idea of a unique final theory. The job of the theoretical physicist is to construct possible

mathematical models of the world. These are often what are playfully called toy models:

clearly too far removed from reality to qualify as serious descriptions of nature. Physicists

construct them sometimes as a thought experiment, to test the consistency of certain math-

5The unique, no-free-parameters theory is indifferent about whether there is only one representation of
the universe or many. If there are many, they will be in identical quantum states. Because of the inherent
uncertainty of quantum mechanics, this does not require the universes to be precise clones. So even the
supposedly unique universe theory is consistent with a limited form of multiverse.
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ematical techniques, but usually because the toy model accurately captures some limited

aspect of the real world in spite of being hopelessly inadequate about the rest. The attrac-

tion is that such slimmed-down world models may be easy to explore mathematically, and

the solutions can be a useful guide to the real world, even if the model is obviously unreal-

istic overall. Such toy models are a description, not of the real world but of impoverished

alternatives. Nevertheless, they describe possible worlds. Anyone who wanted to argue that

there can be only one truly self-consistent theory of the universe would have to give a reason

why these countless mathematical models that populate the pages of theoretical physics and

mathematics journals were somehow unacceptable descriptions of a logically possible world.6

Its not necessary to consider radically different universes to make the foregoing point. Lets

start with the universe as we know it, and change something by fiat: for example, make

the electron heavier and leave everything else alone. Would this arrangement not describe a

possible universe, yet one that is different from our universe? “Hold on”, cries the no-free-

parameters proponent, “you cant just fix the constants of nature willy-nilly and declare that

you have a theory of everything! There is much more to a theory than a dry list of numbers.

There has to be a unifying mathematical framework from which these numbers emerge as

only a small part of the story”. That is true. But I can always fit a finite set of parameters

to a limitless number of mathematical structures, by trial and error if necessary. Of course,

these mathematical structures may well be ugly and complicated, but that is an aesthetic

judgement, not a logical one. So there is clearly no unique theory of everything if one is

prepared to entertain other possible universes and ugly mathematics.

So we are still be left with the puzzle of why a theory that permits a life-giving universe

is the chosen one. Stephen Hawking has expressed this more eloquently [12]: What is it

that breathes fire into the equations and makes a universe for them to describe?” Who,

or what, does the choosing? Who, or what, promotes the merely possible to the actually

existing? This question is the analogue of the problem of who made God or who designed

the Designer. We still have to accept as given, without explanation, one particular theory,

one specific mathematical description, drawn from a limitless number of possibilities. And

the universes described by almost all the other theories would be barren.

Perhaps there is no reason at all why the chosen one is chosen. Perhaps it is arbitrary. If so,

we are left still with the Goldilocks puzzle. What are the chances that a randomly chosen

theory of everything would describe a life-permitting universe? Negligible. If any one of

these infinitely many other possibilities had been the one to have fire breathed into it (by a

Designer with poor taste perhaps?), we wouldnt know about it because it would have gone

6There is also a technical explanation, in terms of the foundations of mathematics and logic, of why a
unique final theory is impossible. This has to do with what is known as Godels incompleteness theorem. For
a recent discussion of this theorem, see for example [11]. It was partly in consideration of Godels theorem
that Stephen Hawking, in a much publicized U-turn, recently repudiated the existence of a unique theory of
everything.
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unobserved and uncelebrated. So it remains a complete mystery as to why this universe,

with life and mind, is the one.7

My conclusion is that both the multiverse theory and the putative no-free-parameters theory

might go a long way to explaining the nature of the physical universe, but nevertheless they

would not, and cannot, provide a complete and final explanation of why the universe is fit

for life, or why it exists at all.

9. What exists and what doesnt: who or what gets to decide?

We have now reached the core of this entire discussion, the problem that has tantalized

philosophers, theologians and scientists for millennia: what is it that determines what exists?

The physical world contains certain objects – stars, planets, atoms, living organisms, for

example. Why do those things exist rather than others? Why isnt the universe filled with,

say, pulsating green jelly, or interwoven chains, or disembodied thoughts... The possibilities

are limited only by our imagination. The same sort of conundrum arises when we contemplate

the laws of physics. Why does gravity obey an inverse square law rather than, for example,

an inverse cubed law? Why are there two varieties of electric charge (+ and ) instead of four?

And so on. Invoking a multiverse merely pushes the problem back to why that multiverse.

Resorting to a no-free-parameters single universe described by a unified theory invites the

retort why that theory?

There are only two of what one might term natural states of affairs, by which I mean states

of affairs that require no additional justification, no Chooser and no Designer, and are not

arbitrary and reasonless. The first is that nothing exists. This state of affairs is certainly

simple, and I suppose it could be described as elegant in an austere sort of way, but it is

clearly wrong. We can confidently rule it out by observation. The second natural state of

affairs is that everything exists. By this I mean that everything that can exist does exist.

Now that contention is much harder to knock down. We can not observe everything in the

universe, and absence of evidence is not the same as evidence of absence. We cannot be

sure that any particular thing we might care to imagine8 does not exist somewhere, perhaps

beyond the reach of our most powerful instruments, or in some parallel universe.

An enthusiastic proponent of this extravagant hypothesis is Max Tegmark.9 He was contem-

plating the fire-breathing conundrum I discussed above (allegedly over a few beers in a pub).

If the universe is inherently mathematical, then why was only one of the many mathemati-

7Leibniz, who was a theist, considered this problem, and famously concluded that ours is the best of all
possible worlds (for why would an all-good, perfect God create something less than best?). Leibnizs definition
of best refers not to maximum happiness for humans, but more abstractly to mathematical optimization:
simplicity consistent with richness and diversity.

8Anything that is logically self-consistent, I mean. A round square, for example, could not exist anywhere.
9Tegmark was certainly not the first to suggest that all possible universes really exist. The idea was

embraced, for example, by the Princeton philosopher David Lewis.
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cal structures singled out to describe a universe?” he wondered. A fundamental asymmetry

appears to be built into the heart of reality.” To restore the symmetry completely, and elim-

inate the need for a Cosmic Selector, Tegmark proposed that every mathematical structure

corresponds to a parallel universe.” So this is a multiverse with a vengeance. On top of the

standard multiverse I have already described, consisting of other bubbles in space with other

laws of physics, there would be much more: The elements of this [extended] multiverse do

not reside in the same space but exist outside of space and time. Most of them are probably

devoid of observers” [13].

10. The origin of the rule that separates what exists from what

doesnt

Few scientists are prepared to go as far as Tegmark. When it comes to the existence business,

most people think that some things got left out. But what? And why those things? If one

stops short of declaring that every universe that can exist does exist, we face a puzzle.

If less than everything exists, there must be a prescription that specifies how to separate

the actual from the possible-but-in-fact-non-existent. The inevitable questions then arise:

what is the prescription that divides them? What, exactly, determines that-which-exists

and separates it from that-which-might-have-existed-but-doesnt? From the bottomless pit of

possible entities, something plucks out a subset and bestows upon its members the privilege

of existing. Something breathes fire into the equations and makes a universe or a multiverse

for them to describe. And the puzzle doesnt stop there. Not only do we need to identify

a fire-breathing actualizer to promote the merely possible to the actually existing, we need

to think about the origin of the rule itself — the rule that decides what gets fire breathed

into it and what does not. Where did that rule come from? And why does that rule apply

rather than some other rule? In short, how did the right stuff get selected? Are we not back

with some version of a Designer/Creator/Selector entity, a necessary being who chooses the

Prescription and breathes fire into it?

We here encounter an unavoidable problem that confronts all attempts to give a complete

account of reality, and that is how to terminate the chain of explanation. In order to explain

something, in the everyday sense, you have to start somewhere. To avoid an infinite regress —

a bottomless tower of turtles according to the famous metaphor— you have at some point to

accept something as given, something which other people can acknowledge as true without

further justification. In proving a geometrical theorem, for example, one begins with the

axioms of geometry,10 which are accepted as self-evidently true and are then used to deduce

the theorem in a step-by-step logical argument. Sticking to the herpetological metaphor, the

axioms of geometry represent a levitating super-turtle, a turtle that holds itself up without

the need for additional support. The same general argument applies to the search for an

ultimate explanation of physical existence.

10For example, one axiom states that any two points in space can be connected by a straight line.
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The trouble is, one mans super-turtle is another mans laughing stock. Scientists who crave a

theory of everything with no free parameters are happy to accept the equations of that theory

(e.g. M theory) as their levitating super-turtle. That is their starting point. The equations

must be accepted as given, and used as the unexplained foundation upon which an account of

all physical existence is erected. Multiverse devotees (apart perhaps from Tegmark) accept a

package of marvels, including a universe-generating mechanism, quantum mechanics, relativ-

ity and a host of other technical prerequisites as their super-turtle. Monotheistic theologians

cast a necessary God in the role of super-turtle. All three camps denounce the others super-

turtles in equally derisory measure. But there can be no reasoned resolution of this debate,

because at the end of the day one super-turtle or another has to be taken on faith (or at least

provisionally accepted as a working hypothesis), and a decision about which one to pick will

inevitably reflect the cultural prejudices of the devotee.11 You cannot use science to disprove

the existence of a supernatural God, and you cant use religion to disprove the existence of

self-supporting physical laws.

The root of the turtle trouble can be traced to the orthodox nature of reasoned argument.

The entire scientific enterprise is predicated on the assumption that there are reasons for

why things are as they are. A scientific explanation of a phenomenon is a rational argument

that links the phenomenon to something deeper and simpler. That in turn may be linked

to something yet deeper, and so on. Following the chain of explanation back (or the turtles

down), we may reach the putative final theorythe super-turtlewhat then? One can ask: Why

that unified theory rather than some other? One answer you may be given is that there is

no reason: the unified theory must simply be treated as the right one,12 and its consistency

with the existence of a moon, or of living observers, is dismissed as an inconsequential fluke.

If that is so, then the unified theory —the very basis for all physical reality— itself exists for

no reason at all. Anything which exists reasonlessly is by definition absurd. So we are asked

to accept that the mighty edifice of scientific rationality —indeed, the very mathematical

order of the universe— is ultimately rooted in absurdity! There is no reason at all for the

scientific super-turtles amazing levitating power.

A different response to such questions comes from the multiverse theory. Its starting point is

not a single, arbitrary set of monolithic laws, with fluky, unexplained bio-friendliness, but a

vast array of laws, with the life factor accounted for by observer selection. But unless one opts

for the Tegmark anything goes extreme, then there is still an unexplained super-turtle in the

guise of a particular form of multiverse based on a particular universe-generating mechanism

and all the other paraphernalia. So the multiverse likewise retains an element of arbitrariness

and absurdity. Its super-turtle also levitates for no reason, so that theory too is ultimately

absurd.

11This is perhaps a simplification. One may have evidential reasons for believing in a particular starting
point. For example, support for a multiverse might come from evidence of variations of the constants of
nature. Support for God might come from religious experience or moral arguments.

12Sometimes as the only one, but I have already pointed out the dubiousness of that claim.
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Monotheistic theologians, for whom God plays the role of super-turtle, have had longer to

think about this problem. They believe, or at least some do, that the threat of ultimate

absurdity is countered by positing that God is a so-called necessary being. This is an at-

tempt (and one that is not obviously successful) at describing a self-levitation mechanism

—God explains Gods own existence— without which we would be right back to arbitrariness,

reasonlessness and absurdity: if God exists reasonlessly, then the theistic explanation is also

absurd.

My proposed solution to the tower of turtles problem is to seek a self-consistent explanation

for physical existence, an explanation in which the presence of life and mind in the universe

is linked to the very bio-friendly laws that give rise to life and mind by a subtle form of

feedback loop. If this scheme can be made to work, it offers the chance to explain the origin

of the laws of physics, together with their peculiar bio-friendliness, scientifically, from entirely

within the universe. There is no need to appeal to anything outside the universe, anything

transcendent. But to make this feedback loop work, one has to take life and mind seriously

as fundamental, and not merely incidental, features of the physical universe.

11. Why mind matters

Let me first mention a philosophical argument for why I believe that mind does indeed

occupy a deep and significant place in the universe. Later I shall give a scientific reason

too. The philosophical argument concerns the fact that minds (human minds, at least) are

much more than mere observers. We do more than just watch the show that nature stages.

Human beings have come to understand the world, at least in part, through the processes of

reasoning and science. In particular, we have developed mathematics, and by so doing have

unravelled some —maybe soon, all— of the hidden cosmic code, the subtle tune to which

nature dances. Nothing in the entire multiverse/anthropic argument (and certainly nothing

in the unique, no-free-parameters theory) requires that level of involvement, that degree of

connection. In order to explain a bio-friendly universe, the selection process that features

in the weak anthropic principle merely requires observers to observe. It is not necessary for

observers to understand. Yet humans do. Why?

I am convinced that human understanding of nature through science, rational reasoning and

mathematics points to a much deeper connection between life, mind and cosmos than emerges

from the crude lottery of multiverse cosmology. In some manner that I shall endeavour

to explicate shortly, life, mind and physical law are part of a common scheme, mutually

supporting. Somehow, the universe has engineered its own self-awareness. I shall argue that

the bio-friendliness of the universe is an observer selection effect, but that it operates at a

much deeper level than the passive winners in a random lottery explanation.

There is no possibility of placing life and mind at the centre of an explanation for the uni-
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verse as long as the origin and evolution of the universe are already determined by the laws

of physics as we at present conceive them (e.g. by string/M theory). But this seemingly

unassailable conclusion conceals a weakness, albeit a subtle one. The objection that there is

no room at the bottom for an additional principle rests on a specific assumption about the

nature of physical laws: the assumption of Platonism. Most theoretical physicists are Platon-

ists in the way they conceptualize the laws of physics, as precise mathematical relationships

possessing a real, independent existence which nevertheless transcends the physical universe.

For example, in simple, pre-multiverse cosmological models, where a single universe emerges

from nothing, the laws of physics are envisaged as inhabiting the nothingness that preceded

space and time. Heinz Pagels expressed this idea vividly: It would seem that even the void

[the state of no space and no time before the big bang] is subject to law, a logic that exists

prior to time and space” [3, 14]. Likewise, string/M theory is regarded as really existing, out

there in some transcendent Platonic realm. The universe-generating mechanism of eternal

inflation exists out there. Quantum mechanics exists out there. Platonists take such things

to be independently real — independent of us, independent of the universe, independent of

the multiverse. But what happens if we relinquish this idealized Platonic view of the laws of

physics?

Many physicists who do not concern themselves with philosophical issues prefer to think of the

laws of physics more pragmatically as regularities found in nature, and not as transcendent

immutable truths with the power to dictate the flow of events. Perhaps the most committed

anti-Platonist was Wheeler. Mutability was his byword. He liked to quip that: There is no

law except the law that there is no law” [15]. Adopting the catchy aphorism Law without

law to describe this contrarian position, Wheeler maintained that the laws of physics did

not exist a priori, but emerged from the chaos of the quantum big bang —coming out of

higgledy-piggledy was the way he quaintly expressed it— congealing along with the universe

that they govern in the aftermath of its shadowy birth.13 So far as we can see today”, he

maintained, the laws of physics cannot have existed from everlasting to everlasting. They

must have come into being at the big bang” [16]. Crucially, Wheeler did not suppose that

the laws just popped up, ready-made, in their final form, but emerged in approximate form

and sharpened up over time: The laws must have come into being. Therefore they could not

have been always a hundred percent accurate” [17].

The idea that the laws of physics are not infinitely precise mathematical relationships, but

come with a sort of inbuilt looseness that reduces over time, was motivated by a belief that

physical existence is what Wheeler called an information-theoretic entity. He pointed out

that everything we discover about the world ultimately boils down to bits of information.14

For him, the physical universe was fundamentally informational, and matter was a derived

13This is not just the emergence of low-energy effective laws via symmetry-breaking. Wheeler proposes
that all laws emerge from chaos after the origin of the universe.

14This is a general statement, but in practice the bits are determined by quantum mechanics, in the form
of discrete yes/no answers, such as whether an electrons spin is up or down.
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phenomenon (the reverse of the orthodox arrangement), via a transformation he called it

from bit, where the it is a physical object such as an electron, and the bit is a unit of

information [18].15

Why should it from bit imply law without law? Rolf Landauer, a physicist at IBM who

helped to lay the foundations for the modern theory of computation, was able to clarify the

connection. Landauer also rejected Platonism as an unjustified idealization. What bothered

him was that, in the real world, all computation is subject to physical limitations.16 Bits

of information dont float freely in the universe: they always attach to physical objects. For

example, genetic information resides on the four nucleotide bases that make up your DNA.

In a computer, bits of information are stored in a variety of ways, such as in magnetized

domains. Clearly, one can not have software without hardware to support it. Landauer set

out to investigate the ultimate limits to the performance of a computer, the hardware of

which is subject to the laws of physics and the finite resources of the universe. He concluded

that idealized, perfect mathematical laws are a complete fiction as far as the real world of

computation goes.

The question Landauer asked is whether the mathematical idealizations embodied in Newtons

laws and the other laws of physics should really be taken seriously. As long as the laws are

confined to some abstract realm of ideal mathematical forms, there is no problem. But if the

laws are considered to inhabit, not a transcendent Platonic realm but the real universe, then

it is a very different story. The real universe will be subject to real restrictions. In particular,

it may have finite resources: it may, for example, be able to hold only a finite number of

bits at one time. If so, there will be a natural cosmic limit to the computational prowess

of the universe, even in principle. Landauers point of view was that there is no justification

for invoking mathematical operations to describe physical laws if those operations cannot

actually be carried out, even in principle, in the real universe, subject as it is to various

physical limitations. In other words, laws of physics that appeal to physically impossible

operations must be rejected as inapplicable. Platonic laws can perhaps be treated as useful

approximations, but they are not reality. Their infinite precision is an idealization that is

normally harmless enough, but not always. Sometimes it will lead us astray, and never more

so than in discussion of the very early universe.

12. The universe as a finite computer exposes the fiction of idealized

laws

To see where the problem lies, let us estimate how the real universe, with its finite resources

and processing power, measures up to the Platonic ideal. The observable universe is finite

15An attempt to build all of physics out of information has been made by Frieden in [19]. For up-to-date
comment on it from bit, see also [20], part IV. See also [16].

16Two relevant papers by Rolf Landauer are Refs. [21, 22]
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because the finite speed of light implies the existence of a horizon in space. Because no

physical object or influence can go faster than light, objects separated by more than the

distance to the horizon cannot communicate with each other. So Landauers criterion says

that the great cosmic computer we call the observable universe must be limited to objects

encompassed by a volume of space that is less than the distance to the horizonthe region

I have been calling the observable universe. At the present epoch, the volume of space

within the horizon contains about 1080 atoms, and about 1090 neutrinos and photons. Each

particle can carry a few bits of information only. Additional information can be encoded

in gravitons, which cosmologists believe permeate the universe, although nobody seriously

expects to detect any in the foreseeable future. A careful calculation has been carried out by

Seth Lloyd, a theoretical physicist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and he comes

up with a figure of about 10120 bits in total.17 The actual number is less important than the

fact that the total amount of information contained in the universe, though admittedly huge,

is nevertheless finite.

According to Landauers philosophy, it is pointless applying any law of physics at a level

of detail which requires the processing of more bits of information than the cosmic upper

limit of 10120, because there is an intrinsic inaccuracy (or higgledy-piggledy in Wheelerspeak)

which is quantified by this huge number. To take a specific example, the law of conservation

of electric charge states that the charge on an electron should be exactly constant with

time. According to Landauers view, this statement is meaningless because it implies infinite

precision. Instead, one should imagine that the law applies only with a finite accuracy of one

part in about 10120. Since we can currently measure the electrons charge to an accuracy of

only about one part in 1012, this is hardly a serious restriction. For almost all day-to-day

purposes it doesnt matter whether the universe is considered to be a finite computer with

limited accuracy, or a system conforming to infinitely precise mathematical laws.18

Although the sloppiness of the laws of physics implied by the cosmic upper limit derived

by Lloyd is largely unimportant today, it may have been very important in the past. That

is because the radius of the horizon is not fixed, but increases with time at the speed of

light. The number of particles contained within a volume of space bounded by the horizon is

therefore going up year by year as the horizon expands to encompass more and more matter

so in the past, this number was smaller. At one second after the big bang, for instance, the

horizon encompassed only about 1086 particles still too large for the implied inaccuracy to

make much difference. At the time of inflation, however, the horizon was a mere trillion-

trillionth of a centimetre in radius, and the total information content of a horizon volume

was then only about a billion bits. Such a small number of bits represents a very large degree

of looseness, or ambiguity, in the operation of any physical laws, including the laws that

govern the inflationary process. I mentioned Wheelers suggestion that the laws of physics

17Seth Lloyds calculation is described in his paper [23]. See also his book [24].
18There may, however, be situations involving complex systems in which the limit of 10120 does matter [25].
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emerged from higgledy-piggledy at the big bang in a less than precise form, and gradually

congealed over time. In this section I have shown how, by accepting that the universe is a

finite computational resource, and making use of the work by Landauer and Lloyd, Wheelers

suggestion can be made explicit.

The main argument against the existence of any sort of universal principle favouring the

emergence of life and mind is that the basic laws of physics plus initial conditions already

fix what physical systems do, and there is simply no more room in which an additional

teleological law can operate. But if the basic laws of physics are not in fact rigid in the

Platonic sense, if there is a looseness or inherent limitation on the accuracy of those laws

—especially in the early moments of the universe, when its bio-friendly nature was being laid

down— then a loophole exists for a lawlike trend towards life and mind to peacefully coexist

alongside the traditional laws of physics. There would no longer be any conflict.

Permitting a trend towards life is one thing; realizing it is another. Teleology has been out of

favour not only because of its perceived conflict with the laws of physics. It also suffers from

a seemingly insurmountable problem to do with cause and effect. Teleology is by definition

a means to anticipate some future state (in this case life) and bring that state about in the

fullness of time. This blatant element of predestination is in sharp contrast with the normal

concept of causation in science, in which present events can influence the future but not the

past. Teleology turns that around, and lets future states influence the present. How can that

be? How could the very early universe —the epoch when the laws of physics were still in the

melting pot— possibly know about life and mind emerging billions of years later?

13. Quantum mechanics could permit the feedback loop between

mind and the laws of physics

Crazy though the idea may seem at first, there is in fact no fundamental impediment to

a mechanism that allows later events to influence earlier events. In fact, there are some

famous theories of physics that explicitly involve backward causation — future events having

causative power over past events. Wheeler proposed one such theory with his then student

Richard Feynman in the mid-1940s.19 In the WheelerFeynman theory of electrodynamics,

electromagnetic interactions can travel both forwards and backwards in time. There is no

experimental evidence in favour of the theory, I hasten to add. Something similar was

proposed for gravitation by Hoyle and Narlikar [27], and for quantum cosmology by Gell-

Mann and Hartle [28], and by Hawking [29].20 Again, observation and experiment are silent

on these ideas, but the theories are certainly not anti-scientific, and variants of them are

still being investigated today. It is only when the end states involve life and mind that most

scientists take fright and bale out. That is because life and mind are not normally regarded

19I have given a popular account in my book [26].
20Hawking susequently retracted the idea.
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by physicists as fundamental. Furthermore, they are tainted with mystical associations from

a bygone era of vital forces. But I am endeavouring to make a case that life and mind

are fundamental physical phenomena, and so must be incorporated into the overall cosmic

scheme.

I already mentioned a philosophical argument in favour of taking mind seriously as a funda-

mental and deeply significant feature of the physical universe. Now let me turn to a scientific

argument. One much discussed line of evidence comes from the way in which the act of

observation enters into quantum mechanics. The world described by quantum mechanics

does not contain a single reality, but an amalgam, or superposition, of contending realities.

When an observation is made, however, a single world is discerned. There is no agreement

among physicists on the mechanism that effects the transition from a superposition of ghostly

alternative worlds to a concrete reality, but for my purposes it doesnt matter. Suffice it to

say that the act of observation plays a fundamental role in the operation of the quantum

realm. The key point I want to stress is that, when an observation is performed —such as a

measurement of where an atom is located— and a definite result obtained, the entire system,

in principle the entire universe, is affected. Einstein referred to this nonlocality as ghostly

action-at-a-distance. It means, in effect, that an observation, or measurement, of a quantum

system performed at a certain location in space, instantly affects the quantum situation at

distant places. Einstein didnt like this. However, it is important to stress that quantum non-

locality cannot be used to send information instantaneously between widely-separated points,

nor can an observation at one place be used to manipulate a distant part of the quantum

system in a preconceived manner. So separate parts of a quantum system are linked, but in

a subtle manner that does not permit a causal link.

Quantum nonlocality, or ghostly action-at-a-distance, is a real feature of quantum mechanics,

Einsteins reservations notwithstanding, and has been tested experimentally many times. A

simple change of reference frame transforms ghostly action-at-a-distance into ghostly action-

back-in-time. What I mean by this is that an observation or measurement of a quantum

system made at one moment has implications for the quantum system at earlier moments.

Again, there is no question of something done now being able to send information to the past,

or to change the past, but it can affect the past, in the following subtle manner. As I have

explained, quantum mechanics describes not a single concrete reality, but a superposition, or

amalgam, of contending worlds, or realities. This fuzziness in the nature of reality is often

expressed using Heisenbergs uncertainty principle, which says that when an observation of a

quantum system, e.g. an atoms position or energy or motion, is made at one moment, then

the future behaviour of that system is inherently uncertain to within certain well-prescribed

limits. But quantum uncertainty is time symmetric; it stretches back into the past as well

as the future. There is not a single past history leading up to the moment of observation,

just as there is not a single future determined by that observation. Rather, there is a fuzzy

amalgam of many pasts and futures. Thus, when a quantum measurement is made at one
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moment, it affects what we can say about both the future and the past. For example, certain

aspects of reality about the past might be eliminated by the observation.

A specific example of this was given by John Wheeler in his so-called delayed choice exper-

iment. In this experiment, a decision is made at the last minute, immediately prior to an

observation of a photon, whether the particle-like or wave-like aspect of that photon shall

be observed. The experimenter has the choice, by simply determining which of two comple-

mentary experiments shall be done, one that reveals the photon as a particle, the other as

a wave (this so-called wave-particle duality is a fundamental feature of quantum mechanics,

related to Heisenbergs uncertainty principle). But the manner in which Wheelers experiment

is constructed implies that, when the observation is performed, the wave or particle nature

of the photons, whichever it is, applies to the past history of the photons as well as to the

present. In other words, by deciding particle at some instant of time, the experimenter (or

some computer-controlled surrogate) determines that the photon was a particle even before

the decision was made. In principle, this entanglement between present and past can stretch

right back to the origin of the universe. The best way of understanding this phenomenon

is by remembering that there is not a unique past; the past history of a quantum system is

inherently ambiguous, so that when an observation is made, some of the ambiguity about

the past is resolved. In the case cited, the ambiguity represented by wave-particle is resolved

in favour of particle.

Applied to an individual photon, this subtle linkage of future and past is a trifle underwhelm-

ing, but if the entire universe is described by quantum mechanics, as is usually supposed,

then it takes on literally cosmic significance. Stephen Hawking and Thomas Hertog have

expressed it as follows [30]:

The [. . . ] approach we have described leads to a profoundly different view of cosmology,
and the relation between cause and effect. [It] is a framework in which one essentially
traces the histories backwards, from a space-like surface at the present time. The histories
of the universe thus depend on what is being observed, contrary to the usual idea that the
universe has a unique, observer independent history.

They also consider, in the context of quantum cosmology, the backwards-in-time aspect of

quantum observations: that what we choose to observe today helps to shape the nature of

the universe in the remote past. Hawking and Hertog point out that, naturally, observations

will select only histories consistent with life and observers, even if such histories are rare

among the set of all possibilities.

Discussions about the backward reach of quantum observations are normally restricted to

states of the universe, and not applied to the underlying laws of physics. However, as I have

explained, the distinction between states and laws is becoming increasingly blurred. It may

be that certain pervasive laws of physics are really frozen accidents — consequences of certain

quantum states being selected just after the big bang, when the universe cooled from its ultra-
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hot state, and certain symmetries were broken, the outcomes of which lay at the mercy of

quantum fluctuations. Furthermore, if I am right about the inherent fuzziness not just of

states of matter, but laws too (on account of the finite information of the universe), then

quantum observations now and in the future gain even more purchase on the way the laws

were laid down in the past. This opens the way to a self-consistent explanatory loop in which

the universe engineers its own awareness through life and mind, and mind in turn engineers

(via the culling of quantum histories) the very laws and states that permit the emergence of

life and mind. And all this without the need for an externally imposed preordained set of

bio-friendly laws.

So, how come existence? At the end of the day, all the approaches I have discussed are

likely to prove unsatisfactory. In fact, in reviewing them they all seem to me to be either

ridiculous or hopelessly inadequate: a unique universe which just happens to permit life by

a fluke; a stupendous number of alternative parallel universes which exist for no reason; a

pre-existing God who is somehow self-explanatory; or a self-creating, self-explaining, self-

understanding universe-with-observers, entailing backward causation and teleology. Perhaps

we have reached a fundamental impasse dictated by the limitations of the human intellect.

Both religion and science draw their methodology from ancient modes of thought honed

by many millennia of evolutionary and cultural pressures. Our minds are the products of

genes and memes.21 Now we are free of Darwinian evolution and able to create our own

real and virtual worlds, and our information processing technology can take us to intellectual

arenas that no human mind has ever before visited, those age-old questions of existence may

evaporate away, exposed as nothing more than the befuddled musings of biological beings

trapped in a mental straightjacket inherited from evolutionary happenstance. The whole

paraphernalia of gods and laws, of space, time and matter, of purpose and design, rationality

and absurdity, meaning and mystery, may yet be swept away and replaced by revelations as

yet undreamt of.
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Abstract

Science is usually perceived as the result of a powerful and rigorously defined method based on
experiment and logical-deductive reasoning. While such synthetic description captures a central
aspect of the scientific method, a broader range of cognitive factors is actually at work in the process
of scientific research. Clearly, human reason is not limited to those intellectual features that are
considered typical of science. Entire intellectual enterprises such as philosophy, theology, history,
music, art, or basic forms of discernment essential to our existence such as trust, understanding
of personal behavior and human relationships are clearly not irrational approaches, yet they engage
our reason according to ways that are different from, and that appear irreducible to, those typical
of science. A closer look at the workings of reason in research suggests that a blend of rational
and affective elements, more complex and interesting than normally assumed, are relevant to the
enormous success of science. What human capacities play a role in scientific discovery? What
intellectual elements are actually at work when we, as scientists, carry out our research? This is
connected to another key question: What kind of conclusions can scientists hope to draw as a result
of their investigation? What level of truth can they claim to achieve?

1. Introduction

Science is usually perceived as the result of a powerful and rigorously defined method based

on experiment and logical-deductive reasoning. While such synthetic description captures a

central aspect of the scientific method, a broader range of cognitive factors is actually at work

in the process of research. Clearly human reason is not limited to those intellectual features

that are considered typical of science: our rationality is capable of a wide spectrum of methods

appropriate for different forms of knowledge and creativity [1]. Entire intellectual enterprises

such as philosophy, theology, history, music, art, or basic forms of discernment essential to

our existence such as trust, understanding of personal behavior and human relationships,

are clearly not irrational approaches, yet they engage our reason according to ways that are

different from, and that appear irreducible to, those typical of science. Human reason is

versatile, agile, and capable of gaining genuine new knowledge through a variety of methods
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(see chapter 2 in [2]) depending on the type of object we seek to know and the kind of

question we ask.

On the other hand, we do not perceive our reason as fragmented into rigidly separated

compartments, rather as a whole capable of expressing itself in different modes. Nor do we

perceive our reason as separable from our affective dimension. There is no way for us to

begin a cognitive process, or to appreciate the relevance of a result we have obtained without

the participation of our affective domain: we desire to know an object when it strikes us as

interesting, and we are touched and changed by a new comprehension we may have achieved.

Every cognitive process involves the entirety of our person: reason and affection. As we

shall see, scientific knowledge is no exception. In fact, a closer look at the workings of

reason in research suggests that a blend of rational and affective elements, more complex and

interesting than normally assumed, are relevant to the enormous success of science. What

human capacities play a role in scientific discovery? What intellectual elements are actually at

work when we, as scientists, carry out our research? This is connected to another key question:

What kind of conclusions can scientists hope to draw as a result of their investigation? What

level of truth can they claim to achieve? To guide our path in exploring the use of reason in

science, it will be useful occasionally to consider the experience of eminent scientists directly

involved in the battle of research, rather than insist on second-hand principles or a priori

assumptions.

2. The breadth of reason

There is no such a thing as a part-time scientist. People involved in scientific research find

themselves fully committed and animated by a deep emotional component. Great scientists

may have the most diverse personalities, but they are all in love with the mystery they

seek to grasp. Albert Einstein, praising Max Planck in the occasion of his sixtieth birthday,

claimed that [. . . ] the state of mind which enables a man to do work of this kind [Plancks

scientific achievements] is akin to that of the religious worshiper or the lover; the daily effort

comes from no deliberate intention or program, but straight from the heart [3]. Where does

such a profound involvement originate? What maintains the high dedication of so many

researchers throughout a life time? While every single step of a scientific investigation is

based on rigorous quantitative evaluation, most scientists agree that a major source of their

motivation rests on aesthetic and affective grounds.

2.1 The role of aesthetics and affection

Addressing the relevance of an affective component in science has nothing to do with an

idyllic feeling about nature; rather it means to recognize the non-obviousness of the existence

of a cosmic world that precedes us and calls us to unveil its secrets.
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2.1.1 The starting point

There is a deep emotion for the very fact that reality “is”, that triggers our mind to search

for a meaning. This is the foundation of any cognitive attitude. The initial fascination

of a scientist, just like that of an artist or of a philosopher, is rooted in the elementary

astonishment for the mere presence of things. The scientific spirit is particularly inflamed

by the intuition of an orderly structure in the physical world and is deeply attracted by the

possibility of gaining some insight into such order. This could be expressed as the intuition

of the cosmic nature of the physical world.

Such intuition is at the basis of the positive intellectual attitude that is needed to initiate

the adventure of science. The belief that an understanding of the universe is possible and

worthwhile is at the beginning of the process [4, 5]. However, such primordial wonder is

not just a good initial motivation. In science, every phase of the investigation (observation,

experiment, hypothesis, discovery, verification) is ultimately sustained by the awe for what

is, and each step has an element of attractiveness within it.

2.1.2 The attractiveness of nature

The original wonder for the presence of things is enhanced by our sensitivity for the beauty

of nature. While a definition of beauty, even within the particular context of the natural

sciences, is highly elusive, it is impossible to deny the importance of aesthetics as a source

of interest, curiosity and desire to understand natural phenomena. The admiration and fear

for the night sky felt by ancient observers, for example, was certainly a key for the beginning

of astronomy and of science at large. We can only vaguely imagine the deep wonderment of

early humans, say half a million years ago, gazing at the mysterious light of the stars and at

the silver wake of the Milky Way in the complete darkness of prehistorical nights [6]. Since

then, some twenty thousand generations have contemplated the same majestic scenery —

only the last couple of them have nearly lost that experience due to light and atmospheric

pollution.

How did the aesthetic appeal for some natural realities establish itself in our minds? This

question —still largely unanswered— has challenged philosophers, psychologists, biologists

for a long time. It has been suggested that it may be, at least in part, the result of an

evolutionary adaptation process. Those landscapes that were safer and therefore more likely

conducive to survival for our ancestors, such as a panorama from a hilltop or an open view on a

savannah environment, might have been preserved in successive generations as entangled with

a sense of positivity and comfort [7, 8]. Aesthetic preference might also have been developed

for those views that invite to explore new territory, probably a life-enhancing element for early

nomad human groups [9, 10]. Perhaps our deep attraction for the night sky falls into this

category. But whether or not we understand anything of its ancestral origins, our aesthetic
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sensitivity undoubtedly supported, through millennia, increasingly rigorous observations of

the sky, of the motion of celestial bodies, and of a wealth of other natural phenomena.

Aesthetics is not just relevant for the initiation of mankinds interest for nature millennia ago:

a similar dynamics is at work today. I know very few professional astronomers who were not

led into the field by some form of profound attraction for the sky or celestial objects in their

youth or childhood (interestingly, seduction for science often sets in at very young age). I

believe that this situation applies not only to astronomy, but it is common to all fields of

fundamental science. As Henri Poincar stated, scientists do not study nature because it is

useful. They study nature because they enjoy it; and they enjoy it because nature is beautiful

(Poincar, quoted in [11]).

It is not just a matter of getting excited with some highly unusual phenomena. The ability to

recognize as non-obvious and to perceive as fascinating the physical behaviour of nature in its

ordinary aspects (a rock falling under gravity, the spherical shape of the Sun, the darkness of

the night sky) is a clear sign of our sensitivity to natures hidden harmony. Those who feel no

surprise in looking at the profile of the moon wont be really touched even by the paradoxes

of black holes.

2.1.3 Embarrassed by beauty?

As a consequence of a deep-rooted erroneous mentality, scientists are supposed to be af-

fectively detached from the object of their study. However, this is a dangerous form of

self-deception, as Konrad Lorenz stated [12], and it turns out to be an attitude quite un-

known in the real life of researchers. If a scientist were to strictly follow the theorized affective

indifference for the object of her/his study, her/his research would probably be stuck at the

starting blocks. Some authors admit that a sense of personal involvement comes into play,

but this is often regarded as an unimportant, or even dangerous, emotional byproduct of

our otherwise rational minds. On the contrary, the testimony of several scientists shows that

wonder and beauty play a decisive role, probably as essential to scientific creativity as the use

our logical skill (see Chapter 1 and Chapter 6 in [13]). The great physicist Max Planck once

remarked that those who have reached a stage where they are unable of wonder for anything,

simply demonstrate that they have lost the art of thought and reflection”. Here wonder is

not seen as a juvenile imperfection that will vanish as we fully develop our scientific attitude;

on the contrary, it is judged to be as indispensable to move our reason as fuel is to run a well

designed engine.

In the context of our understanding of the universe, cosmologist Mario Livio suggested [14] to

introduce a Cosmological aesthetic principle, simply meaning that any fundamental theory of

the universe must be beautiful according to some aesthetic guidelines. He quite appropriately

points out that: A close examination of the history of physics and cosmology reveals [. . . ]
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that physicists have in fact adopted this principle wholeheartedly and it is only its name

that [. . . ] has not been formally spelled out. While a general agreement on the definition

of the aesthetic canons of a cosmological theory is difficult and probably destined to remain

open, the recognition in the history of science of a constant underlying aesthetic guidance

is inescapable. As Steven Weinberg once pointed out: We believe that, if we ask why the

world is the way it is and ask why the answer is the way it is, at the end of this chain of

explanations we shall find a few simple principles of compelling beauty [15]. If the famous

tenet of the fathers of the Church, pulchrum est splendor veritatis, has anything to do with

the real world, then we should not be surprised that aesthetics turns out to be a useful guide

also in the context of modern cosmology.

2.2 The many faces of beauty in science

2.2.1 More knowledge, more wonder

It is a diffused opinion that the advancement of science coincides with the inexorable retro-

cession of the sense of beauty and mystery. But the experience of those actually engaged in

research shows exactly the opposite. A more profound scientific explanation of a phenomenon

does not suppress our sense of wonder, but enhances it: a circumstance that further indicates

that an aesthetic dimension is finely intertwined with, and inseparable from, scientific en-

quiry. Anyone actually working in science will feel a resonance with these words of physicist

Carlo Rubbia [16]:

When we look at a particular physical phenomenon, such as a night sky full of stars, we
find ourselves deeply moved, we perceive a message that comes from nature that transcends
and dominates us. This same feeling of amazement, wonder and respect that we experience
when contemplating a natural event, is felt much more profoundly by scientists, i.e. by
the experts, those who see the phenomenon from the inside. The beauty of nature, as
seen from inside and in its most essential terms is even more perfect than it appears from
outside.

The appreciation of the beauty of a rainbow is by no means diminished by the knowledge

of the delicate combination of physical circumstances that make it happen: on the contrary,

scientific understanding will introduce the awareness of a surprising underlying order behind

it; this in turn will allow to recognize further subtleties —such as secondary arches, additional

colour gradations, correlated change in luminosity, etc.— enriching the beauty of our vision

of the rainbow [17]. New knowledge is also the source of motivation and cognitive energy for

further investigation. As the great physicist Richard Feynman remarked [18]

The same emotion, the same wonder, the same mystery are born again every time we look
at a given problem in a sufficiently profound way. A greater knowledge always comes with
a more unfathomable and wonderful mystery, that leads us to penetrate even more deeply.
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As science proceeds, we are brought to new vista points onto reality and we are more exposed

to the beauty of creation. Admittedly, however, this is not the typical perception. The idea

that surrounds progress in science is rather a growth of meaninglessness and disillusion,

breaking up with an ancient world where passion and contemplation used to be possible.

Perhaps the problem is that, in order to enjoy the panorama, it is not enough to stand at

a mountain top. One needs to pause and look around, and to be open to the possibility to

recognize unity and meaning in the surrounding world.

2.2.2 Changing ground under our feet.

The normal way in which a dimension of wonder and awe for nature is preserved and en-

hanced by the progress of science is the inherent property of new discoveries not to simply

answer questions, but to widen the grounds on which those questions where initially posed.

New understanding opens up new facets of reality, previously unimagined, with their own

attractiveness and unsuspected depth. Probably every single fundamental issue about the

universe posed in ancient times, and that has become subject matter of modern science,

has received a new and deeper dimension of mystery precisely from the new knowledge that

science has brought in. Several examples can be made, but a hint to a couple of cases will

be sufficient here.

Ultimate bricks

The big question of what are the ultimate constituents of matter goes back to the great

philosophers of ancient Greece. Among their most fruitful ideas were those proposed by

Empedocles of Agrigentum and later developed by Leucippus and Democritus in the fifth

Century BC, who postulated that all matter is made of atoms, indivisible and indestructible

particles moving in a perfect void. The observed changes of macroscopic objects was ascribed

to the rearrangement of such ultimate particles. They imagined that atoms, immutable in

time, could be of different kinds and shapes and their collisions were ruled by pure random

processes. Throughout centuries the atomic theory gained credibility but lacked direct obser-

vations. It was only in the late nineteenth Century that experimental tests could be made.

While the ancient idea of pure randomness in the interactions was to be contradicted by the

modern discovery of well defined physical laws governing the microscopic world, the basic

intuition of the existence of atoms turned out to be correct. Today the existence of atoms

is a matter of fact. Our understanding confirms some of the ancient intuitions: atoms come

in different types, are all identical within a given kind, and their combinations support the

evolution and variety of the macroscopic world. However, today we know that atoms are

far more complex systems than what the ancient philosophers imagined. The story is well

known. Ernest Rutherfords discovery of the large angle scattering of – particles demonstrated

an atomic structure with a dense core and external electrons with opposed electric charges.

Protons, neutrons and electrons were then recognized as more fundamental particles than
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atoms themselves. But that was only the beginning of the shift.

A wealth of other sub-atomic particles were soon discovered, most of which turned out to

be highly unstable. The interactions between particles is not random, but subject to four

basic forces: electromagnetic, weak and strong nuclear forces, and gravity. Today, a new

set of fundamental particles has emerged as the latest incarnation of the ancient atomistic

paradigm: physicists identify two families of six particles each, quarks and leptons, depending

on whether they are sensitive or not to the strong nuclear force. But an even more dramatic

change has happened in the meantime. The understanding of the very concept of particle

has been supplanted forever by quantum mechanics. As we approach the microscopic realm,

the way we describe basic physical features such as position and speed, time and energy

does not correspond to our intuition. The idea of an ultimate indivisible material element

has been replaced by the more ineffable concept of a particle-wave dual reality. We have

been lead to surpass our common sense on fundamental concepts such as space, time and

identity. Fortunately, while our intuition breaks down, mathematical language still guides us

safely [19]. Twenty-five centuries after Democritus, modern science reached an unbelievable

depth into the intimate nature of matter. However, not only there is no conclusive answer on

what are the ultimate ingredients of matter, but by questioning the very concept of particle

the ground of the ancient question has been moved into new, uncharted territories.

Black depth

As a second example we go back to the night sky, full of stars. Today we know things about

stars that early observers could not even imagine. Physics has enabled us to understand

in great detail the structure and evolution of stars, from the smallest and longest-lived to

the brightest and fugacious ones. We can compute in great detail the outcomes of nuclear

reactions responsible for the production of energy in their interiors. We understand the large

scale evolution of stellar populations within galaxies. Recently, astronomers have produced

accurate maps of star distribution within our galaxy thanks to the combined results of high

precision astrometry and optical and infrared space observatories. Has all this knowledge

diminished our enchantment for stars? Are we left with a disappointing and perfectly working

set of empty mathematical formulae? That is certainly not the case. And, more remarkably,

what astronomers have unveiled about the physical workings of stars has introduced entirely

new perspectives that would not be thinkable otherwise. Consider the question: why does it

happen that nuclear reactions in the core of stars are so precisely tuned to form the heavy

elements necessary for life to emerge? Our very ability to pose such a question rests on

a monumental pyramid of patient astrophysical work carried out through several decades.

A question like that is highly relevant in both scientific and metascientific contexts, and

suggests us to look with novel eyes at the relationship between the laws of physics and our

own existence.
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Lets go back to our night sky. Modern cosmology has revealed an amazing significance of

the dark background of the sky that ancient observers failed to notice precisely for their lack

of scientific insight. Generations of pre-scientific observers have wondered about the nature

of the stars. But what about the all-encompassing black background? Today we know that

it corresponds to the so-called last scattering surface, the space-time region from which we

receive a uniform and feeble fossil light from the early universe. Such primordial radiation,

the cosmic microwave background, has travelled for 13.8 billion years before reaching us.

During the long journey its wavelength was streatched by a factor of 1000 by the expansion

of the universe. As a consequence, the energy of the ancient light that reaches us today is

extremely weak, giving us the appearence of a black background. Where does the radiation

come from? The expansion of space has the effect of bending-in the past light cone at large

distances: beyond a certain point, concentric spheres at increasing radius around us become

smaller and smaller and converge around a point at the origin of space-time. Therefore

looking up at the sky in any direction literally means to look towards a single point near the

origin of the universe [6]. Today, a person educated in cosmology contemplating the sky in a

clear night can enjoy the thought that the entire dark background is a direct signature of the

origin of the universe: it is a new possibility of aesthetic experience brought in by scientific

insight. Something perhaps too fantastic even for the fantasy of ancient thinkers.

2.2.3 Simplicity.

Physicists have an irresistible attraction for the simplest possible description of nature, for

laws that involve minimal sets of concepts and that are capable of explaining a large variety

of phenomena apparently independent of each other. The noteworthy property of nature of

being legible, in spite of its complexity, in terms of relatively simple laws is the source of

secret fascination for a scientific spirit. If simple laws were to correspond to a very limited

set of outcomes, then no surprise; and if a great diversity and richness of physical phenomena

required a similarly complex set of underlying laws, then no wonder. It is the contrasting

combination of the simplicity of the underlying laws and the breathtaking diversity of physical

realisations that strikes us as a deep element of beauty in nature.

While simplicity is a sure aesthetic canon in science, it does not easily translate into a

quantifiable measure. As Steven Weinberg pointed out, Newtons theory of gravity is described

by three equations while Einsteins general relativity requires fourteen: but this should not be

regarded as an aesthetic advantage for Newtonian gravity. Its not just a matter of minimising

some measure of the syntax used in the mathematical language required by the theory; rather,

it is connected with the synthetic power of the central idea that describes a behavior of nature.

The beauty of a physical theory rests on a sense of proportion and inevitability. Like a perfect

artwork or a piece of music, every detail is just where it should be in the context of the whole,

and we would not want to change anything in it.
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2.2.4 Symmetry.

Symmetry is a concept strictly related to that of order, indeed an essential ingredient of our

perception of beauty in nature. In the context of a physical theory, symmetry is an expression

of the invariance of the physical laws under certain transformations, such as translation,

rotation, time, etc. Such invariances are at the origin of natures orderliness and lead to

fundamental conservation principles, such as conservation of linear and angular momentum,

or conservation of energy.

But order and symmetry left to their own and pushed without limit may rapidly lead to

immobility and featurelessness. Total symmetry is found in total absence of structure. What

we see in our universe is profoundly different. The laws of nature give rise to a world rich

with structure and fertile with events. The more we understand the history of the universe

the more we witness a sequence of authentic novelties at cosmic level, emerging from previous

conditions yet irreducible to them. Consider the first formation of atoms, about 380,000 years

after the big bang: at that time the energy density became low enough to allow electrons to

join the protons and light nuclei: suddenly, and for the very first time, an immense new range

of physical processes and possibilities was realised. Transitions of this sort can be described

as successive breaking of symmetry, starting from a situation of maximal symmetry in the

very early universe and decreasing as a result of cosmic expansion. Nature blossoms in its

beauty and diversity from a delicate interlacing of symmetry and symmetry breaking, of laws

and unpredictable events, of order and chance.

2.2.5 Chance and order.

Often our attitude towards the concept of casuality is dominated by an impression that chance

dwells at the opposite pole from any coherent character of nature. Chance is often mentioned

as a synonymous of meaninglessness: when we state that a given fact is fortuitous we often

conclude that it has no particular meaning. I find this rigid mental bond between chance

and lack of meaning rather strange, since it is abundantly contradicted by our experience.

Often some of the most meaningful and far-reaching events in our personal existence, such

as the encounter with a key person in our life, happen in a radically unpredictable way.

Up to the early twentieth Century, scientific progress assumed that casuality is an illusion

and that nature is in fact completely controlled by rigidly deterministic laws. In such an

entirely mechanistic world there seems to be no place for true novelty and hardly an open-

ness to meaning. But ever since modern physics has introduced an unavoidable element of

unpredictability, particularly through quantum mechanics, we have come to realise that only

a fine combination of deterministic laws and an appropriate dose of chance can create the

condition for an interesting and beautiful universe. Chance and order: both collaborate to

the aesthetic dimension of nature as we know it. Nature offers to us a feature that may be
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even more elegant and fruitful than the stability of the laws of nature on one side, and the

novelty of unpredictable events on the other: the indissoluble unity of the two. Perhaps both

chance and order need to be understood as manifestations of a deeper reality.

3. Science and truth

3.1 Human reason and scientific method

3.1.1 A dialogue with the universe.

When a child is attracted by something special that he has seen, his natural response is to

open his eyes wide and move towards the object to see it more closely, perhaps attempt to seize

it. Similarly, for a scientist who got interested in some phenomenon, the first methodological

step is a careful observation of the object. A more sophisticated case of observation is a

selective process by which we limit and simplify what we can observe in order to obtain better

defined answers: an experiment. In science, observation and experiment follow naturally our

being attracted by a given phenomenon: in absence of this move, the initial aesthetic impact

will not conduce to a scientific process – perhaps it will lead to another cognitive path. In a

general sense, observation is relevant not only for the experimental scientist, but also for the

theoretician: there is a very real sense in which a new idea, once it has entered our mind,

needs to be observed, considered from different angles, looked at.

Observation in science is far from being an obvious capacity. According to Alexis Carrel,

to observe is less easy than to conjecture and think, since as everyone knows, few observa-

tions and much discussion are conducive to error; much observation and little discussion,

to truth” [20]. Here Carrel does not mean, of course, that reasoning is bad for scientific

understanding; rather, that any sound scientific thinking needs to be constantly subdued to

the reality of the facts as disclosed by observation. Our scientific reason begins with how we

look at the data in front of us: it is essential how we use our eyes. Interestingly, our retina is

indeed a portion of the brain that has evolved to be physically exposed to the outside world,

like a cerebral extension set out to receive external inputs as directly as possible.

Observation requires us to be free from prejudice. While an initial hypothesis is a necessary

prerequisite of any meaningful observation, an excessive attachment to our ideas leads to

distortion or intellectual blindness. Claude Bernard is reported to have said: Men who have

excessive faith in their theories or ideas are not only ill-prepared for making discoveries, they

also make poor observations (Bernard, quoted in [21]).

Observation and experiment are our ways to question the universe. By them we hope to

obtain answers suggestive of some hidden features — empirical regularities, quantitative

laws, etc. Therefore, conceiving an observation or an experiment involves rational processes

that are similar to our ability to formulate questions. When we design an instrument for
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a new astrophysical observation, for example, such as a complex space-based detector, we

use our creativity to reach the extreme sensitivity needed to detect the tiny signals we are

after while maximising the simplicity of the hardware and observing strategy. An instrument

is very much like a materialised version of a set of questions that we ask, so to speak, to

the universe itself: How intense is your radiation here and there? How much energy do you

have at different wavelengths? As in human communication, in order to get useful answers our

questions must be well formulated and simple, possibly admitting univocal or highly focussed

feedback. Rejecting unnecessary complications in the experimental set up is analogous to

avoiding superfluous words when we cry out an important question to somebody far from us

in a noisy background.

3.1.2 Like a wonderer on the mountains.

No handbook on the scientific method will tell you how to design a new instrument. Sim-

ilarly, the formulation of a new hypothesis or a novel theoretical interpretation is not the

consequence of a predefined procedure. Intuition, inventiveness, imagination, rather than

logic, assist scientists in finding the entrance to a new path. As Einstein wrote: There is

no logical way to the discovery of these elementary laws. There is only the way of intuition,

which is helped by a feeling for the order lying behind the apparence [22]. Even in the field

of mathematics intuition often anticipates a rigorous demonstration. Gauss said, referring

to a theorem on which he was working: I have the result, but I still don’t know how to get

there (Gauss, quoted in [21]). The formulation of an idea does not coincide with a deliberate,

voluntary act: it is something that happens to us rather than something we do, to the point

that when it happens we are the first to be surprised. Only the interaction with a master, i.e.

someone who has gone through the whole process before us, can be a great help in gaining

the familiarity with a proper fruitful approach.

Scientific investigation proceeds through careful planning and systematic analysis. However,

anyone with direct research experience knows that the success of the work is always partly

out of our hands. The great biologist Theobald Smith observed that discovery happens like

an adventure rather than as the result of a logical process of thought. Acute and lengthy

thought is necessary in order to stay on the path, but it doesn’t necessarily lead to any

discovery [23]. In 1831, in a letter to a friend, Michael Faraday wrote: I am busy just now

again on electromagnetism, and think I have got hold of a good thing, but cant say. It

may be a weed instead of a fish that, after all my labour, I am at last pulling up (Faraday,

quoted in [21]). The dawn of a discovery often comes after a long night and a slow twilight.

Albert Einstein, recalling his troubled intellectual path leading to his theory of relativity,

wrote: These were errors in thinking which caused me two years of hard work before at last,

in 1915, I recognized them as such. . . The final results appear almost simple; any intelligent

undergraduate can understand them without much trouble. But the years of searching in the

dark for a truth that one feels, but cannot express; the intense desire and the alternations of
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confidence and misgivings, until one breaks through to clarity and understanding, are only

known to him who has himself experienced them [22].

There is always an element of surprise in the experience of discovery, as though reality,

conquered by our attempts, finally yielded up to us something of itself. Ingeniousness and

tenacity are indispensable, technological advance is decisive, the ability to coordinate large

research groups is increasingly important in great experiments like particle accelerators or

space missions. And yet in no case is scientific discovery purely a consequence of the work

done. It is rather the vision of a new landscape that we have the privilege of admiring

from the vantage point we have gained through a combination of hard work and favourable

circumstances. In some strange way, any new fact or insight that I may have found has not

seemed to me as a discovery of mine, but rather as something that had always been there

and that I had chanced to pick up [11], said astrophysicist Subramanyan Chandrasekhar.

Not just any account of a new phenomenon is a discovery, but only where it introduces some

new understanding in our horizon. The great physicist and mathematician Hermann Von

Helmholtz has described in the following terms [24] the most exciting phase of his scientific

work:

I am fain to compare myself with a wonderer on the mountains who, not knowing the
path, climbs slowly and painfully upwards and often has to retrace his steps because he
can go no further — then, whether by taking thought or from luck, discovers a new track
that leads him on a little, till at length when he reaches the summit he finds to his shame
that there is a royal road by which he might have ascended, had he only had wits to find
the right approach to it. In my works, I naturally said nothing about my mistake to the
reader, but only described the made track by which he may now reach the same heights
without difficulty.

Interestingly, only when we find a comprehensive answer are we able to make sense of the

forest of hypotheses, initial attempts, intuitions that lead us through the path. In light of

that answer we can finally formulate the clear questions, of which those we had asked at the

beginning were only poor approximations.

New discovery reawakens our desire to know, it recreates the sense of possibility, it marks a

new beginning. There seems to be no end to the richness and depth of the physical world

we try to understand, as every answer coincides with a new, deeper question. Tyndall, in

describing the work of Faraday, noted that: Knowledge once gained casts a faint light beyond

its own immediate boundaries. There is no discovery so limited as not to illuminate something

beyond itself [25].

Finally, discovery is always accompanied by a feeling of gratitude and joy. Claude Bernard

has written that the joy of discovery is certainly the liveliest that man’s mind can feel, and

Pasteur echoes him, when finally one achieves certainty, his joy is one of the greatest perceived
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by the human soul (quoted in [21]). If the step of discovery were an automatic outcome of

our effort, this joy would not be explained. But perhaps the origin of this gratitude does not

lie so much in the pleasure for a discovery per se, as much as in the perception of a mysterious

link between ourselves and the universe that every discovery evokes. What makes us able to

understand nature?

3.1.3 The miracle of physics

There is no a priori reason for why our minds should be granted with the ability to understand

the universe to the level it does. We expect that evolutionary processes shaped our mental

structure for survival, favouring an ability to foresee and understand natural phenomena

connected to our direct experience. This is realized with remarkable effectiveness in all

complex animals, each in their own environment, with a variety of ingenious neuro-biological

solutions. Humans, in addition, have developed a mathematical language, i.e. the ability

to create and use logical structures according to a pattern somehow encoded in their brain.

This is of course an impressive achievement in itself, but the surprising element is that such

language turns out to be adequate to describe the physical universe to the limits of our

observations.

Furthermore, such correspondence holds well beyond our ability to imagine or visualize the

physical world, as it happens in quantum mechanics or relativistic physics. As Michael Heller

noted [19],

There are domains of reality, such as the quantum world, at the borders of which our
language breaks down. This does not mean that within such domains anything goes — far
from it. It turns out that mathematics constitutes a much more powerful language than
our everyday means of communication.

A dramatic example comes from recent developments in cosmology. Our understanding of

the evolving universe has produced a theoretical model of the origin of the cosmic structures

as being seeded by small density fluctuations in an otherwise highly homogeneous primordial

plasma. These fluctuations are traced by the degree of anisotropy in the intensity of the

cosmic microwave background. The amplitude of the fluctuations as a function of angular

scale can be predicted on the basis of mathematical models that represent physical interac-

tions occurring in the first 0.003 percent of cosmic age. Now, theory predicts a well defined

degree of anisotropy as a function of the angular scale. The angular spectrum is expected

to follow an acoustic pattern, with peaks and valleys, representing maxima and minima of

density compression and velocity fields in the primordial universe. Recent observations have

measured with high precision the statistical pattern at a variety of angular scales [26]. The

agreement with predictions is wonderful. There are a few free parameters in the fit, which

represent important information on the contents and dynamics of the universe: highly accu-

rate observations thus allow us to measure those parameters. But the startling fact, in our
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context, is the dramatic evidence that our mathematical predictions meet the observed data

at the boundary of the observable space-time, corresponding to a cosmic epoch of 14 billion

years ago. Similarly striking results are routinely obtained in quantum physics experiments,

in regimes completely divorced from our common experience.

Why so? What is it that makes our brains neural system capable of predicting how things

behave in the most remote frontiers of the physical world? We do not know whether such

faithful reading applies in an absolute sense. There is an ultimate limitation in the region of

the universe that is accessible to us, and we will probably be left forever with an irreducible

ignorance of what lies beyond [27]. We cannot exclude that the structure of reality beyond

our cosmological horizon, or beyond some threshold at infinitesimal scales, will break down

marriage with our mathematical language. Even so, what we already see today is more than

sufficient to constitute a great mystery: what makes our mind so cosmically fit? The famous

words of Einstein are today all the most fashionable: The most incomprehensible thing about

the universe is that it’s comprehensible. Perhaps even more passionate is the expression of

Paul E. Wigner [28]:

The enormous usefulness of mathematics in the natural sciences is something bordering
on the mysterious and there is no rational explanation for it. It is not at all natural that
laws of nature exist, much less that man is able to discover them. The miracle of the
appropriateness of the language of mathematics for the formulation of the laws of physics
is a wonderful gift for which we neither understand nor deserve.

The question “why is physics possible?” is not of the kind that physics itself can answer. Here

science seems to touch a territory that extends beyond itself. As Joseph Ratzinger recently

pointed out [29]:

Mathematics as such is a creation of our intelligence: the correspondence between its
structures and the real structures of the universe [. . . ] arouses our admiration and raises
a great question. It implies, in fact, that the universe itself is structured in an intelligent
manner, in such a way that there exists a profound correspondence between our subjective
reason and reason as objectified in nature. So it becomes inevitable to ask if there must
not exist a single originating intelligence, which would be the common source of both the
one and the other.

Every discovery is precisely an event of a new occurrence, made explicit, of this mysterious

correspondence. Perhaps here is the source of the deep gratitude and joy that researchers

experience when they reach new understanding, however small. Every new insight recalls

the secret friendship of the universe with us, and satisfies for a moment our natural desire

for connectedness with the universe [30], normally unconsciously lived. In letting itself be

more understood, the physical world shows an attitude of openness to us, and we perceive

ourselves as destined to a relationship with everything. It is as though for a fleeting instant

the appearance of things allowed a glimpse of an ineffable familiar face at the roots of reality.
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3.1.4 Sensitivity to ultimate questions.

As scientists move forward, they are continuously exposed to fundamental issues. Who are

we in the immense cosmic picture? Is there a purpose in the universe? And what is the

ultimate goal of our scientific knowledge? Is the order and richness we find in nature a

signature of an underlying deeper Reality or is it just a bare fact requiring no explanation?

Following Luigi Giussani, these questions reflect the “religious sense” of human beings [2],

i.e., our constitutive relationship with the Infinite and our fundamental need of an ultimate

meaning. Indeed, most great scientists have explicitly expressed a deep appreciation of

ultimate questions about meaning, origin and destiny, with passages that sometimes have

significant literary value (see Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 in [13]). For instance, as Einstein

said [31],

The most beautiful and deepest experience a man can have is the sense of the mysterious.
It is the underlying principle of religion as well as of all serious endeavour in art and
in science. He who never had this experience seems to me, if not dead, then at least
blind. The sense that behind anything that can be experienced there is a something that
our mind cannot grasp and whose beauty and sublimity reaches us only indirectly and as
feeble reflection, this is religiousness. In this sense I am religious. To me it suffices to
wonder at these secrets and to attempt humbly to grasp with my mind a mere image of
the lofty structure of all that there is.

In many cases, however, these questions are only implicitly assumed. While these are ra-

tionally compelling, they clearly reach outside the domain of science. As Erwin Schrdinger

recognized: Whence came I and whither go I? That is the great unfathomable question [. . . ]

for every one of us. Science has no answer to it [32]. Indeed, the most relevant issues of hu-

man existence regarding ultimate meaning, social life, personal existence, love and friendship

are not addressed and resolved through the scientific method. Max Planck noted that Science

cannot solve the ultimate mystery of nature. And that is because, in the last analysis, we

ourselves are part of nature and therefore part of the mystery that we are trying to solve[33].

Science is not equipped to answer these questions, and they do not enter directly as an

element internal to the technical discussion. Therefore, one can do physics without facing

them directly. Indeed, scientists dont necessarily think of fundamental issues and some of

them claim that questions of this sort are altogether irrelevant or meaningless. But this

doesnt necessarily mean that scientists could do what they do without being in practice

deeply moved by them.

The situation is perhaps similar to that of a musician composing a melody. He works hard,

with passion, joy, discourage, or despair, depending on times. He tries a note after another,

following his inspiration while carefully considering the rules of harmony. He is not thinking

of what makes the particular combination of frequencies and timbres he just found to sound

more expressive; nor is he necessarily pondering the nature of the yearning that his new

melody evokes. He is totally absorbed in what appears to be purely technical work. In a
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sense, the longing that his music recalls has no place in what he does: it is not an element of

the same nature as the piano, the staff, or the sound vibrations in the air. Yet clearly, our

composer is constantly – though perhaps unconsciously – animated by a desire to express

something, a profound reality he is moved by. Similarly, for an astronomer at work, the

fundamental questions on the origin, destiny and meaning of the universe are not an object

of his research in the same way as are the telescope and instrumentation he is using, or the

quasars he is trying to observe; but those ultimate questions are continuously sustaining his

deep motivation: they are not elsewhere with respect to his scientific work, rather, they act

as silent and powerful engines moving his desire to know and understand.

3.2 Is certainty possible?

The classical falsification argument claims that the only possible outcome of a scientific obser-

vation or experiment is a negative truth. According to Karl Popper, no scientific hypothesis

or theory can be considered true. Scientists do not deal with reality, but only with the models

produced by their own minds. In his words [34],

Theories are our inventions, our ideas. They do not impose upon ourselves, they are our
instruments of thought. We have developed them by ourselves. But some of these theories
may sometimes bang into reality; and when they hit, we know that there is a reality, that
there exists something that can tell us that our ideas may be wrong

Reality, in this view, manifests itself in the process of scientific knowledge only in that it may

contradict our ideas about it.

3.2.1 Converging signs

Indeed, Poppers description captures a genuine aspect of the way in which science proceeds,

perhaps the most routine side of its course. However, our present insight into the physical

world reveals that science has lead us well beyond the limits of a set of purely negative

truths”. It seems to me that today we know a number of facts about the universe that do not

correspond to mere negations of hypothetical conjectures, but are instead solid conclusions

on how nature actually works. Consider the statement: the Sun is a star. This is a positive

truth, representing the conclusion of a long-lasting and winding scientific path. A long time

ago, the claim the Sun is a star used to be a hypothesis, today no reasonable well informed

person would have any doubt in accepting that statement as an incontrovertible matter of

fact. The list of similar positive truths is exceedingly long: matter is made of atoms, a

molecule of water is made by two atoms of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen; mammals have

evolved after amphibians, the electron has both wave and particle properties; our universe is

evolving. . . These facts are not self evident, but have now become as solid as the phenomena

for which we have direct observation. Of course, this doesnt mean that we know everything

about the Sun, electrons, water molecules or lifes evolution. We surely dont know everything
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about the universe (we still dont understand 95% of its matter-energy content!). Yet somehow

we are sure of the validity of the above statements.

How does our reason move towards such positive conclusions? A single observation or exper-

iment can only yield either a negative truth (à la Popper) or an indication — however, an

indication is not an answer! But when we are in presence of a great number of concordant

indications we may come to see conclusively what those clues mean. Normally, this is the way

our reason is at work in the recognition of a positive truth: we see the point of convergence of

several independent indications aiming in the same direction (See [35] and Chapter 5 in [13]).

To see an example, lets consider our belief that our universe is evolving. Cosmologists today

state this very important conclusion with great confidence. However, they do not see directly

a universe that evolves in time: what they do see is a wealth of indications of such evolution. A

most immediate clue, under our eyes since prehistorical times, is the darkness of the night sky

— but this alone would be a hardly convincing element [36]. Historically the first indication

of an evolving universe came unexpectedly from the aftermath of Einsteins general relativity,

when Russian physicist Alexander Friedmann showed that expanding or contracting world

models emerged more naturally from the theory than static solutions [3, 37, 38, 39]. Then a

series of crucial observations carried out in the 1910s and 1920s, culminating with the famous

paper by Edwin Hubble in 1929, demonstrated empirically a linear relationship between

galaxy distances (at that time limited to a few Mpc) and observed redshift, indicating an

expanding space at large scales [40, 41]. Today this relationship, known as the Hubble law,

is beautifully confirmed out to cosmological scales and the rate of expansion is measured

with great precision [42]. Then in 1965 the dramatic discovery of the cosmic microwave

background (CMB) [43, 44], independently predicted two decades earlier by George Gamow

and his group [45, 46], provided a new powerful and direct evidence of a primordial hot

cosmic phase. Not only the existence of the background radiation, but its detailed properties

—blackbody spectrum [47], temperature anisotropy pattern [48, 49], and more recently the

tiny polarized component [50]— measured by successive generations of experiments turned

out to be fully consistent with signatures of an evolving universe back to its initial stages.

Measurements of the CMB temperature as a function of redshift, exploiting the excitation of

fine structure states of CI and CII [51, 52, 53, 54] give a direct confirmation that the universe

was hotter when it was younger, as expected from expansion. Furthermore, progress in

optical and infrared imaging and spectroscopy gave enormous evidence of an evolving trend

in galaxies and active galactic nuclei. Recent data such as those on the Lyman-alpha forest

on distant quasars, baryonic acoustic oscillations, gamma ray bursts represent new tesserae

of the cosmic evolution mosaic. The number, strengths and independence of these clues is

overwhelming: less than fifty years ago we were in the middle of a great debate between an

evolving and a stationary cosmological picture; today we have a conclusive positive answer.

Just as in biology, being sure of cosmic evolution does not mean to understand it all —

nevertheless, evolution itself is a fact. Of course, it is quite possible that future development
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will change our outlook of the universe (or of biology), perhaps even modifying the language

we use to describe it. But the multiple correlations indicating the evolutive nature of our

universe (or of biological organisms) will have to be preserved and included in any forthcoming

interpretation.

In general, in science we move forward through a long chain of signs or indications, hierar-

chically pointing to increasingly synthetic and relevant conclusions. The analogy with the

way of reaching truth in other domains, e.g. in moral or theological issues, is remarkable [2].

What matters in a sound scientific context is that ultimately each elementary indication,

at the bottom of the chain, is represented by a quantitative, controllable and repeatable

measurement.

3.2.2 A wider reason.

This story gives a sense of why scientists can speak comfortably of invisible things like the

expansion of the universe, or the electroweak force, or the evolution of life. They speak as if

they had seen these things with their own eyes, but they never did. Of course they have to

play responsible, but they are not crazy nor are they trying to cheat: they simply use their

reason in a broader way than that we normally assign to scientific thinking. High confidence

does not come cheap. Its not the outcome of a single measurement; rather it is the converging

point of numerous independent and well established indications. A conclusion such as our

universe is evolving does not result automatically from the data. No known algorithm or

procedure can substitute human judgement, even in science [55]. This implies a working of

our reason more similar to that of a detective than to that of a logician. It is only through

a great amount of clear, diverse and repeatable observations, through the familiarity with a

given phenomenon by generations of competent researchers, through continuous discussion

within the scientific community over long periods of time that an initial hypothesis slowly

can become transformed into a stable, positive conclusion. And then new hypotheses can be

formulated as we can safely rely on a new solid starting point. Without the firm grounds

of a positive certainty, our scientific creativity would probably suffer endemic self-doubt and

insecurity, and would eventually vanish.

What kind of issues can become stable conclusions? As we noted, they are of qualitative

nature. They describe first-order features of the physical world: existence, origin, evolution,

structure, function, physical nature, composition, relationship with the universe. These are

also the most significant and hoped-for final results of a scientific investigation. The great

success of the experimental method rests on the identification of measurable quantities, on the

mathematization of the relationships among them, on quantitative measurements, on rigorous

logic. But below the surface of every quantitative step there lies the most interesting object:

the hope to shed light on a quality of the phenomenon. When in a research program we take

precision measurements (with error bars!) we normally hope to use them to discriminate
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between different conceptual possibilities: the interest of the measurement is not in the

quantitative result per se, but in its ability to discern between different qualitative scenarios.

This explains the dynamics that moves large research projects. T The Large Hadron Collider

(LHC) at CERN is the result of a colossal technological and scientific effort worldwide. In

2011-2012, the LHC has produced proton-antiproton collision of 3.5-4 TeV per beam, an

energy never reached before. The scientific justification for such a monumental project was

not —of course— to break a “quantitative” energy record, but to verify a “qualitative”

prediction of the Standard Model: to verify the existence of the Higgs particle, responsible

for the mass of all particles.

4. Conclusions

A commonplace understanding of the use of reason in science strongly emphasises the im-

portance of inductive-deductive reasoning and demonstration ability. This would seem to

require a highly specialized predisposition and talent, involving a remarkable but limited set

of intellectual skills. However, we have pointed out that scientists in the practice of their

work employ a much wider range of rational and personal capabilities than usually assumed.

Indeed, in order to account for what we know about the universe through science, it is nec-

essary to broaden our notion of what we normally mean by reason. Affective elements, not

separable from our intellectual abilities, are essential for the onset and duration of any sci-

entific enterprise. Sometimes it is granted that wonder and aesthetic sensitivity are involved

in the beginning of scientific research, but they are normally thought to become irrelevant

at the end of the process: as the real knowledge attained by science advances, the initial

fascination is believed to dissolve and vanish. We have suggested that, on the contrary, an

aesthetic component is constitutive in the process of science. This is reflected in the fact

that an attitude of wonder turns out not only to persist, but even to be enhanced, by a new

scientific discovery. Scientists are solicited to consider ultimate questions by their continuous

exposure to the orderliness, beauty and intelligibility of nature. While answering them is

clearly outside the domain of science, sensitivity to the ultimate questions seems to act as a

fundamental – though often implicit – motivation of scientific interest, creativity and dedica-

tion. Conceiving an observation or experiment involves rational processes that are analogous

to the ability to frame and ask questions. Finally, while classical falsification seems to limit

the result from any single experiment to a negative truth, the quest for a positive truth is

approachable as a convergence of a large number of independent clues.

All this implies that scientific investigation calls into play a wider variety of intellectual and

personal features than usually thought. If this is the case we may ask, what intellectual

virtues, in addition to the logical-deductive dimension typical of the scientific approach,

would we expect to be important in a fertile scientific mind? First of all, it seems necessary

a disposition to be surprised, moved, affected by the physical reality. This perhaps has to do
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with the trait of simplicity that is naturally found in children, and which is often recognizable

in the personality of great scientists. It is similar to the simplicity of the poor in spirit, who

is more attached to the truth of the object than to his own idea about the object. This is the

key for a sound approach to a scientific observation or experiment, which favour those who

are free from preconceptions, easy to give up their ideas when new evidence comes in. The

intellectual attitude of simplicity might also be related to the ability to ask simple, sharp,

decisive questions — just as only kids can do. A second vital attitude for a scientific mind

is humility, as it establishes the correct relation of the person in front of the mystery of the

universe. Humility here has nothing to do with self-dismissal, of underestimation of our skills,

but it is rooted in the rational awareness that we are not the makers of reality. No scientific

description of the world that we may develop will make us the owners of the universe. In

fact, as our knowledge advances our sense of ignorance will also increase: the volume of the

sphere of our understanding of the universe grows and so does the surface of contact with

the unknown.

Simplicity, humility: far from being sentimentalistic reductions of reason, these attitudes

appear as pillars of a truly rational mind. Interestingly, these are the same intellectual

virtues that we need to recognize the infinite Mystery that lies beyond the appearance of

things, as described in chapter five of Matthew’s Gospel, of whom the entire universe is a

magnificent metaphor. In the words by Goethe, famously quoted [56] by Max Planck,

The greatest joy of a thinking man is,
having explored the explorable,
just to admire the unexplorable.
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Abstract

If the God of the Bible is creator of the universe, then it is not possible to understand fully or even
appropriately the processes of nature without any reference to that God. If, on the contrary, nature
can be appropriately understood without reference to the God of the Bible, then that God cannot be
the creator of the universe, and consequently he could not be truly God... To be sure, the reality of
God is not incompatible with all forms of abstract knowledge concerning the regularities of natural
processes, a knowledge that abstracts from the concreteness of physical reality and therefore may
also abstract from the presence of God in his creation. But neither should such abstract knowledge
of regularities claim full and exclusive competence regarding the explanation of nature and, if it
does so, the reality of God is thereby denied by implication. The so-called methodological atheism of
modern science is far from pure innocence. It is a highly ambiguous phenomenon. And yet its very
possibility can be regarded as based on the unfailing faithfulness of the creator God to his creation,
providing it with the inviolable regularities of natural processes that themselves become the basis of
individual and more precarious and transitory natural systems.

1. Introduction

This statement by Protestant theologian Wolfhart Pannenberg [1] helps to set the context

for the question posed in the present paper. It goes without saying that abstraction, the

consideration of a thing or an aspect of a thing apart from the totality of its meaning or

context, for methodological or disciplinary purposes, is necessary and legitimate in scientific

research. Indeed, such abstraction is made possible by the Christian understanding of creation

itself. The creator God in his generosity grants to the creature its autonomy, a law (nomos)

proper to its own (autos, “self”) nature. At the same time, as Pannenberg suggests, the

relation of the creature to the creator God is sui generis, by virtue of its utterly foundational

character: rightly understood, creation in Christianity is ex nihilo.1 If God is the source

of my being and the being of all else, then relation to God is just so far given with and

1Creation ex nihilo does not imply “creationism”. An absolute origin of being is not incompatible with
evolution, though which theory of the latter is most adequate need not occupy us here [2, 3].
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constitutive of being.2 Indeed, as Aquinas says, “God is in all things, and innermostly” [4].

This means that that relation cannot but accompany each being everywhere and at every

moment and indeed from its deepest depths.

The reality of God as creator implies a distinction, further, between God and the world that

shapes the nature of the distinctness among cosmic entities. Creation implies an openness

in each thing to the Creator who makes them be in their beginning and all along the course

of their existence.3 This inherent openness of each thing to the Creator implies an openness

of each thing to all others. Creation, in a word, implies a universe: a “turning” of all things

toward a “one”, a unity established by virtue of the common relation to God in which all

things participate.4

Again, this constitutive relation of the creature to God, with its implications as sketched, does

not eliminate the autonomy of each creature but indeed makes that autonomy possible even

as it gives autonomy its original and proper meaning. The relation to God that establishes

the creature in its own being is truly in the creature. It follows that each entity is independent

in its being and acting even as this independent being and acting, which at every moment

is given by God and received by the creature, just so far bears the constitutive feature of

openness from and toward God, and indeed from and toward the universal community of

creatures under God.

This Christian understanding of creation thus has two consequences relative to scientific

abstraction. On the one hand, it renders possible and legitimates the study of an entity5 (x)

in itself and just so far without explicit reference to its relation to God and other entities.

At the same time, it requires that this abstraction, rightly conceived, take account of each

entity’s constitutive relation to God as origin and end and indeed to the universe of creaturely

entities implied by their common relation to God. Any rightly conceived abstraction, in other

words, needs to take account of the qualitative “difference” that is always already operative

in x by virtue of x’s constitutive relation to God and others (non-x).

The upshot is that abstractions in science are not and can never be indifferent to the reality

of God or a universe under God. Each abstraction in science will imply, even if unconsciously,

some conception of the unity or identity of the thing abstracted relative to God and to the

2Cf. the Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church, no. 109: “The likeness with God shows that
the essence and existence of man are constitutively related to God in the most profound manner. This is a
relationship that exists in itself, it is therefore not something that comes afterwards and is not added from
the outside”.

3Cf. Aquinas on conservation in being: “Now God causes this effect [of being] in things not only when
they first begin to be, but as long as they are preserved in being; as light is caused in the air by the sun as
long as the air remains illuminated”.

4On the interconnectedness of things, cf., for example, Marco Bersanelli’s contrinution in [5].
5“x” as used in this paper refers to both a “part” or “particles” of a being and to a whole being – that is,

to whatever is the object of abstraction. “Non-x” refers to whatever is left aside in one’s abstraction: other
“parts” of a being, a being in its concrete wholeness, other beings, God.
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universal community of beings. The God-world distinction as disclosed in the act of creation

shapes the primitive nature of all distinctions and hence all abstractions in the cosmos.

Indeed, every distinction and abstraction most basically is a sense of the God-world relation.

I propose to show this in terms of those scientific abstractions conceived as “merely dis-

ciplinary” in nature. It is commonly assumed that problems of reductionism in science

(positivism, empiricism, mechanism, and the like) would be avoided if the practitioners of

science simply observed the limits specified by a science’s particular mode of abstraction.

Such problems would be avoided, so the argument runs, were it recognized that science does

not claim to exhaust the intelligibility of an object in the integrity of its existing being: were

physics or biology, for example, to remain just physics or biology and not venture onto the

terrain of philosophy or theology. While recognizing the important sense in which this is

of course true, my paper argues that such a claim, nevertheless, is governed by an idea of

abstraction needing further differentiation, and just so far instantiates a petitio principii.

Abstractions and distinctions, which involve separating x or pulling it out or excluding it

from the web of relations to non-x that characterize x’s concrete existence at any moment,6

necessarily evoke the notion of limit: of a boundary that sets x off from non-x. This idea

of limit, even if intended to be only disciplinary in nature, will inevitably carry some tacit

conception of what (non-x) lies beyond the limit of x: some tacit conception of the relation

of x to non-x, and just so far some conception also of both x and non-x. The idea of limit

presupposed in any abstraction of x from non-x, will imply, in a way that makes a difference

already from within the limit that constitutes x in its methodologically abstracted state, some

tacit conception of x relative to the existence and nature of God and a universe of beings

under God (non-x): in a word, some ontology of creation.7

Insofar as this is so, claims to avoid reductive science by appealing to the idea of abstraction as

methodologically limited require ontological qualification as a condition of their being soundly

argued. Indeed, the assumption that the idea of limit can be empty of or neutral toward

ontology itself embeds a hidden ontology rightly termed mechanistic. Such an ontology

implies a reductive view of God, of the universe, and indeed of the identity of the abstracted

6Abstrahere: to pull from, drag away, take out, exclude; distinguere: to divide or separate.
7The term “ontology” as used in the present paper indicates a metaphysics that opens into a metaphysical

(“natural”) theology, in a sense indicated already by Aristotle. The term is understood just so far to bear
definite implications for what Christians understand to be revealed theology. As a “logic” of “being” (onto-
logy), it is understood, further, to include in its most basic terms the “logic” of the whole person in his
encounter with the totality of things. Finally, as my introductory remarks make clear, the ontology of
creation affirmed in this paper is understood to be a Christian ontology of creation, even as Christian faith
itself is understood to enable and indeed to requireeven as it reconfigures the meaning ofthis ontology’s
autonomy as an ontology. Cf. in this connection the statements of Joseph Ratzinger/Benedict XVI in [6]:
“Only when it takes up the cause of philosophy does [faith] remain true to itself”. “A philosopher who really
gets to the bottom of things can never rid himself of the goad of the question of God, which is the question
regarding the origin and goal of being as such”. The “analogia entis is simply a term for the ontological
option of Catholic theology, for its synthesis of the philosophical idea of being and the biblical conception of
God”.
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entity itself. The claim that an abstraction in science, even if conceived as a temporary-

strategic abstraction, can be neutral toward an ontology of creation, in other words, effectively

contradicts what is entailed in the constitutive relation of x to God and to other entities,

in favor of a mechanistic sense of this relationand thereby reveals that abstraction to be

reductive. The present paper proposes to clarify how this is so.

As these introductory remarks make clear, my proposal presupposes a definite understanding

of the Christian doctrine of creation and thus of a definite ontology as implied by this doctrine,

and I will have more to say about this understanding later. It is important to see at the

outset, however, that, although I take this ontology to be true, acceptance of this truth is not

necessary to sustain the burden of the argument in the limited form advanced here. It suffices

for my argument only that it succeed in showing that abstractions in science, even those made

with purely disciplinary intentions, cannot avoid assumptions bearing on the meaning and

truth of the Christian understanding of creation, already from inside these abstractions in

their limited disciplinary character.

My proposal is developed in terms of the notion of the given as gift, which I take to lie at

the heart of the ontology of the Creator-creature distinction affirmed in Christianity. The

argument unfolds in five stages: first, an exposition of an argument that defends what is

commonly considered a legitimate methodologically limited abstraction in science, in a way

that means to avoid reductive views of science; a description and evaluation of mechanism,

and of modern and postmodern ways of conceiving scientific abstraction in light of mechanism;

a description of what I take to be the implications of the Christian doctrine of creation’s

ontology of gift relative to the problem of mechanism, and of modern and postmodern views

of scientific abstraction; finally, a sketch of an idea of abstraction in science by a twentieth-

century scientist/philosopher of science that I take to be consistent with this ontology of

gift.

In a word, the overarching purpose of my reflections is to indicate, in terms of an ontology of

gift, the significance for the form and content of human knowledge of the way the limit that

constitutes disciplinary abstraction is understood: that is, whether a researcher’s methodol-

ogy embeds an objective logic of wonder or, to the contrary — and perhaps quite apart from

his subjective intentions — a logic of mechanistically-conceived technological power.

2. Methodologically limited abstraction in science

Carlo Lancellotti, a mathematical physicist from the City University of New York, defends

in [7] a non-reductive notion of science. Science, he says, in its proper understanding is

“an essentially contemplative activity”, a “discernment of harmonious structures hidden in

the workings of the cosmos”. Noting what are obviously many “ambiguous” factors in play,

he nevertheless says that, based on his own experience as well as the testimony of many
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great scientists, “the ultimate motivation that has led to the triumphs of western science is

essentially esthetic”. He cites Henri Poincaré:

The scientist does not study nature because it is useful; he studies it because he delights
in it, and he delights in it because it is beautiful. If nature were not beautiful, it would not
be worth knowing, and if nature were not worth knowing, life would not be worth living.
Of course I do not speak here of that beauty that strikes the senses, the beauty of quality
and appearances, not that I undervalue such beauty, far from it, but it has nothing to do
with science; I mean that deeper beauty coming from the harmonious order of the parts,
and that a pure intelligence can grasp.

Such an understanding of science, Lancellotti says further, “presupposes certain crucial meta-

physical assumptions, many of which originated from the Judeo-Christian tradition, and

chiefly from the biblical doctrine of creation”.

Lancellotti acknowledges that a “positivistic mentality [...] is still prevalent in many sec-

tors of academia”. Many scientists nevertheless are able “to glimpse the inadequacy of a

dogmatic positivism, simply because the guiding light of their work is not just some set of

raw experimental data (the notorious ‘facts’). Rather it is the discovery of unexpected and

beautiful structures in the fabric of nature that seem to point to a deep, mysterious design

which ultimately is always beyond the grasp of human intelligence”. Furthermore, he says, it

is important to be aware that there has been a trend in physics over the last century toward

“dematerialization”. That is, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, physicists were

more likely to argue that “the role of mathematics in physics was just to describe the laws

of motion of solid, ‘positive’ material bodies, where materiality was taken to be a primitive,

self-standing notion”. In the twentieth century, however, this “naive notion of ‘matter’ has

gradually dissolved into more and more ‘immaterial’ mathematical structures. When a physi-

cist is trained to identify elementary particles with complicated and abstract mathematical

objects, he/she will easily start wondering what is ultimately real, and will become open to

the notion that there is an ‘ideal’ side to reality”.

The main points of Lancellotti’s argument, in sum, are three: first, science is originally “born

as the contemplation of harmonious mathematical/organizational structures that seem to be

embedded in natural reality”. Secondly, “it is not coincidental that historically this endeavor

started in cultures marked by Judeo-Christian ideas”. Indeed, Lancellotti says that “it is

hard to imagine a conception of the universe more favorable to the birth of science than

one in which the cosmos is brought out of nothingness by a loving Logos, who at the same

time transcends the whole universe and is the immanent source of its being and rationality”.

According to him, it could even be argued that “the birth of science was, in fact, largely the

fruit of a Christian imagination of the cosmos”. Finally, Lancellotti argues that “even today

true science in some ways rebels against its more reductionist interpretations”.
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Relative to the issues raised in my introduction, then, Lancellotti acknowledges that scientism

(which he defines as “the presumption that rationality coincides with empirical sciences”) and

reductionism (which he defines as “the ideology that every aspect of being can be ‘analyzed

down’ to physical mechanisms”) are among the greatest threats we face today. His claim,

however, is that these pathologies stem from certain philosophical attitudes that “are not

intrinsically related to science, although they often accompany it in a parasitical fashion”.

They are extra-scientific, and thus have nothing to do with science per se.

Professor Lancellotti bases his case for this conclusion on the notion of abstraction in science.

Human reason, he says, is “capable of looking at reality according to different modes of

abstraction”. “The word abstraction”, he notes, “derives from the Latin root abstrahere,

which literally means ‘to pull from’ or ‘to take out’ ”. The scientist thus pulls or takes out

certain aspects from objects “by applying to experience appropriate ‘categorical selections.’

For instance, physics abstracts from real existing beings one very specific aspect: spatial and

temporal extension, and these only inasmuch as they can be measured by comparison with

appropriate measuring instruments”. “Every object”, he says, “comes to us with a ‘form,’

which makes it recognizable to intelligence and is the starting point for every further analysis...

The process of abstracting the manifold, harmonious structures that can be discovered in

nature is completely contingent on the preliminary perception (or imagination) of a world of

forms that offer themselves to our intelligence ‘gratis,’ a priori [relative to] our constructions”

(5). The problem occurs only when the “abstraction is not recognized as such and claims

to exhaust the intelligibility of the object” (5). It is this failure that is “the root cause of

scientism [...] and reductionism [...]” (5).

The burden of Lancellotti’s argument is thus that the problems regarding dogmatic positivism

and reductionism in science are not, properly speaking, scientific problems. Though science

does rest on metaphysical assumptions, and although the ones often associated with modern

science have been empiricist and mechanist in nature, he says, such assumptions are “not at

all intrinsic to [science’s] inner workings” (5). These assumptions “can and must be changed,

but this change will not necessarily impact what scientists do as scientists” though it may

in some cases affect the direction of future research and will in any case affect what scientists

do as “amateur philosophers, [...] social reformers, and high priests of secular humanism”,

and the like.

The decisive point for Lancellotti, then, is that “at the core of science lies a method ‘dictated

by the object,’” and that the problem regarding dogmatic positivism and reductionism has

to do rather with what he calls “the moral dimension of the dynamics of knowledge”. What

needs to happen, for example, is that “the human heart be ‘wounded’ again by the beauty

of the cosmos”. Only this will enable the researcher to break through the walls of ideology

and not allow his reason “to close upon itself but to open itself up to the infinite mystery

of being. This is the rebirth of reason in its full breadth that [former Pope Benedict XVI]
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called for in Regensburg: a return to the original position of openness and wonder in front of

Being in all its dimensions”; and “it has been the Christian experience that this ‘redemption’

of reason can only happen as a fruit of the encounter with the beauty of Christ”.

I cite Lancellotti’s article at length because it states in clear and strong terms what is needed

regarding a non-reductive science, while framing nicely the issue which I nonetheless wish to

qualify further, that of the rightful mode of abstraction in science. I agree with Professor

Lancellotti’s rejection of positivism and reductionism, that these are a function properly of

philosophical judgments (tacit or otherwise) and are not intrinsic to the study of the natural

world but rather have been superimposed on it during a particular historical period. I agree

that abstraction is legitimate and necessary for the proper practice of science. I agree that

the method of the scientist is rightly to be dictated by the object and that, if the logic

imposed by the object is followed, the scientist will not necessarily in his practice bear out

what may be his originally “bad” philosophical presuppositions, which may not be explicit or

reflective. I agree that the undertaking of science in principle may rightly be seen to derive

from the biblical doctrine of creation. I agree that contemporary science needs a rebirth of

reason in its full breadth, opening itself in wonder to being in all its dimensions and indeed

in its infinite mystery.8

My question, then, bears on the nature of abstraction, and its relation to what Lancellotti calls

“the moral dimension of the dynamics of knowledge”. The heart of Lancellotti’s argument

lies in the claim that, as long as “abstraction is [...] recognized as such” by the researcher,

and thus is not taken by him or her “to exhaust the intelligibility of the object”, the problems

identified as empiricism or mechanism will be largely avoided.

What Lancellotti’s argument is resisting, in other words, is a reading of the relation between

philosophy and science that would make the practice of science too much a function of

the scientist’s philosophical assumptions. What he is affirming is that “bad” philosophical

assumptions do not determine the scientist to reductive practice and that, indeed, in the

end they may not even be very significant for that practice: if one practices rightly follows

faithfully a method dictated by the object, the moral-affective-aesthetic dimensions of the

dynamics of knowledge will guide one to a non-reductive view of the thing.

Again, I agree with the intention of Lancellotti’s argument, the important burden of which

is both to secure the legitimate autonomy of science and to propose a broader conception

of reason. The problem on which I wish to focus begins to emerge, however, as soon as we

recognize that every appeal to the limit(s) of scientific abstraction, including Lancellotti’s

8It is important perhaps to note here, though the point will be mentioned again in my own ontological
reflections later, that mystery as Lancellotti is rightly intending it here is a matter of an excess of intelligibility,
that is, of what contains intelligibility precisely in its excess. The point, then, is that opening to the infinite
mystery of things is reasonable, not a matter of what contradicts or simply eludes reason — of the irrational
or the “mystical”.
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own, already, eo ipso, embeds a philosophy, an implicit ontology (and indeed theology) of

creation; and that his own appeal to limit, with its implied ontology, needs just so far to

be further qualified, relative to culturally dominant ways of conceiving this limit that would

in fact undermine the intention of his argument. It should be emphasized that the task of

clarification indicated here is understood as a distinct albeit integral part of what is involved

in following faithfully a method dictated by the object: what Lancellotti rightly sees as the

moral-affective-aesthetic dimension of the dynamics of knowledge will always simultaneously

anticipate, and in some significant sense always-anteriorly even if only unconsciously be

mediated by, a distinct philosophy, or ontology of creation.9

Thus, according to what is perhaps the most widely held view in today’s academic culture,

whatever is to be added to x from beyond the limit of x as abstracted for disciplinary purposes

can be safely added “later”, in a manner that presupposes a simply external relation between

x as originally abstracted and what is left aside in that abstraction. The limit of x is just so

far conceived in terms of an original indifference, hence closure, of x toward what lies beyond

and thus transcends x. Such indifference thereby (implicitly) denies that what lies beyond

or transcends this limit makes a pertinent difference to x already from inside x’s abstracted

limit as x. The problem, I wish to argue, is that this prevalent understanding of the limit

involved in disciplinary abstraction in science presupposes a mechanistic ontology. Indeed, it

is itself already a distinct expression of this ontology.

Lancellotti’s argument appeals to the idea of limit as such, and thus leaves this dominant

view of abstract limit philosophically unqualified, in a way that implies that an appeal to the

idea of limit is or can be innocent of an ontology. He then emphasizes the moral-affective-

aesthetic dispositions necessary to sustain the researcher in his respect for the limited nature

of abstraction and in his wonder before the whole of being. But this way of proceeding does

not take account of the sense in which the idea of abstract limit is already and in principle

9The larger context for the argument I am introducing here presupposes a reading of Thomas Aquinas on
three main points: (1) regarding the mutual internality of intellect and will in the unity of each human act [4];
(2) regarding what may be termed the ontological weighting of each human act, due to the fact that reference
to being, as the first object of the intellect, is implied in every human-conscious act; (3) finally, regarding
what is termed the “real distinction” between esse and essentia that fundamentally structures every (created)
being, a distinction that implies an openness from within the core of every being to a Creator-Source and
indeed to all other beings (esse commune). These three presuppositions undergird Aquinas’s view (echoing
Augustine) that man knows and loves God implicitly in all that he knows and loves — in each of his conscious
acts [8]. On these points I am indebted in different ways especially to the work of Etienne Gilson, Hans Urs
von Balthasar, and Ferdinand Ulrich. And indeed I take the three points also to be presupposed in and to
undergird the argument of Luigi Giussani’s “The Religious Sense” [9], an important book for the problem of
reductive conceptions of human consciousness in our time. The upshot of these points for my argument, then,
is that there is no act of freedom that does not always already presuppose an act of intelligence (and vice
versa), even as this act of intelligence-freedom is most basically ontological-theological in nature. The burden
of my argument, of course, is not that every scientist needs to work out his implied ontology for himself,
which would be impossible given the demands of his academic preparation and of his work, but only that it
is important for him to be aware that ontological-theological assumptions are always already operative in,
and helping to shape, his scientific abstractions. The argument of John Paul II’s encyclical Fides et Ratio
has very much in mind the philosophical claims that are often embedded in the practice, and hiddenly shape
the conclusions, of the sciences, especially the social sciences.
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fraught with ontology, and indeed, in the current cultural situation, with a mechanistic

ontology that reinforces the very reductive science Lancellotti decries. In order to answer

adequately the question his paper poses — how to renew (scientific) reason in its full breadth

— his argument thus requires further qualification.10

Here, then, is the neuralgic issue evoked by Lancellotti and urgently needing today to be

clarified, at least from the point of view of a Christian ontology of creation: not simply

whether wonder and beauty have an important place in the intentions of scientists, but

whether on the contrary they are integral to the logic of scientific abstraction and the order

of the world properly understood. It is just this view of wonder and beauty as pertinent to,

indeed as primary within, the objective order — both the given causal order of things and the

method of scientific knowledge — that the mechanistic ontology dominant in today’s culture

denies. We must take account of all that is implied in this denial if we are to enable a fuller

and more adequate science, precisely as science — which is to say, if we are to sustain the

main burden of Lancellotti’s own argument.

Thus, in a word: Lancellotti is right that recovery of the full breadth of reason in science

entails renewal of the knower’s openness to the beauty of the cosmos. My purpose is to secure

10Let me stress that all of this is not to deny what Lancellotti insists is the crucial importance of the
moral-affective-aesthetic dimension of the dynamics of knowledge in avoiding reductive science. I take that
as given. It is to say, simply, that this dimension of the dynamics of knowledge is properly located within, and
indeed is a response to, the ontological order of things. Reductive science is a matter not only of an inadequate
“subjective” disposition but also-intrinsically of a faulty notion of the ontological order of things, which must
therefore be clarified as an integral part of recuperating properly those very dynamics. As implied by what is
stated in the preceding footnote, this does not mean that one’s always implied view of order will determine
one’s freedom, such that an anticipation of a reductively-conceived ontological order will lead necessarily to
reductive scientific practice. On the contrary, the relation between freedom and (ontological) intelligence is
mutually internal, and freedom and intelligence are therefore always mutually “causal”, with each having its
own distinct priority within this mutuality [10]. It is for this reason, then, that the practitioner of science is
able to be, and indeed, as Lancellotti points out, in the case of the best scientists almost always is, better
in his or her practice than his or her (mechanistic) theory logically allows. The point is simply that each
act of freedom is mediated by some view of ontological order, and this view of order just so far, even if
only unconsciously, will always dispose and shape — without determining — one’s scientific practice (which
remains simultaneously also a matter of freedom). As will become clear below, the history of mainstream
science in modernity itself testifies abundantly to this fact.
Note, in light of the foregoing, the statements of Marco Bersanelli in his contribution “Wonder and knowl-

edge: scientific investigation and the breadth of human reason”, in the present volume: “Every cognitive
process involves the entirety of our person: reason and affection”; “In order to account for what we know
about the universe through science, it is necessary to broaden our notion of what we normally mean by
reason. Affective elements, not separable from our intellectual abilities, are essential for the onset and dura-
tion of any scientific enterprise”. Again, Bersanelli says that the scientist at his best is moved by the great
questions of existence: for example, “for an astronomer at work, the fundamental questions on the origin,
destiny and meaning of the universe are not an object of his research in the same way as are the telescope
and instrumentation he is using or the quasars he is trying to observe; but those ultimate questions are
continuously sustaining his deep motivations: they are not ‘elsewhere’ with respect to his scientific work,
rather, they act as silent and powerful engines moving his desire to know and understand” (16). Apropos of
these statements of Bersanelli, whose paper was not yet available to me in the original writing of the present
paper: my purpose is to indicate the ontological foundations and significance of (1) a reason expanded to
include wonder precisely as integral to the proper functioning of reason as such, as well as (2) a scientific
method expanded to include openness to the great questions precisely as integral to the proper functioning
of that method in its scientific objectivity.
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the ontological-cognitional foundations of this assertion by examining, in light of the Christian

doctrine of creation, the sense in which this renewal will have to involve also-simultaneously

a transformation of the intelligence enabling one to see this beauty as a matter truly of the

order of things.

Indeed, without the further ontological qualification entailed in this transformation of in-

telligence, the prevalent mechanistic idea of scientific abstraction, which excludes from the

inner logic of science as science the very features Lancellotti (rightly) insists are character-

istic of science in its fullest realization, will be left intact. These features will continue to

be viewed as they have commonly been viewed in modern academic culture: as essentially

extra-rational, extra-scientific additions to science.

Note that what I am proposing does not deny a necessary distinction between philoso-

phy/theology and science. What it denies is only that this necessary distinction should

be construed to mean that the abstractions proper to science, in form or content, can be

separated from, and thus remain empty of and not always already-shaped by, some notion of

being, man, and God.

3. Mechanism

In general terms, then, the mechanistic idea of abstraction implies on the part of the re-

searcher, whatever his intention to the contrary, a method that emphasizes the primacy of

controlling power in its quest for the intelligibility of the object. Such control is predicated

on the possibility of an exhaustive intelligibility of things, and of its inner logic seeks such

an intelligibility. This dynamic for exhaustive intelligibility presupposes and indeed demands

that the object be accounted for in terms of “parts” related externally, via forceful move-

ments that are in principle deterministic and thus exactly measurable or calculable. This,

on the mechanistic view —which gives way of its own logic to a technologistic view of nature

and knowledge— is what makes up the order of things that is properly accessible to reason.

What is not ordered in this way is considered not to be properly a matter of reason and

hence science (whether one conceives the discipline as engaging reality only within a certain

boundary/limit or not), however important it may be for human life in other respects. Causal

activity in x that arises from within x, for example —which is to say, genuinely interior causes

(such as form and finality) that just so far elude reduction to forces exerted from outside

x— resist the determinism and just so far the kind of exhaustive intelligibility sought by

mechanism, and hence are excluded from the purview of science.11

11Cf. in this connection the works of David Bohm [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Fundamental to Bohm’s argument is
the claim that “uncertainty” in the behavior of “things” as affirmed in the dominant interpretation of quantum
physics does not really overcome mechanism, but rather leaves it intact, albeit now as a matter of “statistical
probability”. Bohm’s lifelong concern was in fact to show that the “uncertain”, or non-mechanical, aspects of
things were manifestations of what was truly order, even as the idea of order needed thus to be expanded to
include integration of explicit-mechanical and implicit-non-mechanical features. Without implying complete
agreement between Bohm and Bersanelli regarding their respective conceptions of order (for example, with
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In historical terms, what is presupposed here in the mechanistic view of abstraction is a

Cartesian understanding of distinction, coincident with a Baconian understanding of knowl-

edge as an act primarily of power. Reason as exercised in science, on this understanding, is

rightly seen to be primarily technological in nature,12 in the sense that its logic is primarily

intent, not on seeing or understanding x as it appears but on controlling the intelligibility of

x as exhaustively as possible in order to produce things as efficiently as possible. What is

not controllable in this fashion may be important in other respects, but it is not pertinent to

reason in its properly scientific exercise.

How does all this translate in terms of the problem of disciplinary abstraction in science? How

the disciplinary limit of each science is to be conceived will depend, of course, as Lancellotti

points out, on how the limit of the abstraction proper to that science is conceived. As I have

already suggested, according to a dominant contemporary view, whatever is to be added to

an object (x) from beyond the limit of x as abstracted for disciplinary purposes can be safely

added later, in the manner indicated above. The limit of x is thus conceived in terms of an

original indifference, hence closure, of x toward what (non-x) lies beyond, hence transcends,

x. Such indifference thus implicitly denies that what lies beyond or transcends this limit

makes a pertinent difference to x already from inside x’s abstract limit as x.

This notion of limit presupposes a Cartesian understanding of distinction. Distinction for

Descartes is conceived in terms of the straight lines proper to geometry as he studied it.

Straight lines enable clarity. How so? By virtue of what is (as conceived by Descartes) a

line’s externality – its purely abstract externality. A line so conceived establishes a limit

that externalizes the relation between x and non-x, thus enabling x to be and to be known

without any admixture of non-x, and vice versa. Hence we have the mechanistic idea of limit

as simple closure of x to non-x, and vice versa. Further, considering that matter is commonly

defined primarily in terms of externality, we see that Descartes’s mechanistic idea of limit is

in fact a mechanistically-materialized idea of limit.13

respect lineto quantum physics), the burden of Bohm’s work as just stated is nevertheless entirely consistent
with Bersanelli’s statements in “Wonder and Knowledge”: “Chance and order: both collaborate to [yield]
the aesthetic dimension of nature as we know it. Nature offers to us a feature that may be even more elegant
and fruitful than the stability of the laws of nature on one side, and the novelty of unpredictable events
on the other: the indissoluble unity of the two. Perhaps both chance and order need to be understood as
manifestations of a deeper reality” (9). And again: “Nature blossoms in its beauty and diversity from a
delicate interlacing of symmetry and symmetry- breaking, of laws and unpredictable events, of order and
chance”. Strictly speaking, Bohm’s point, which, again, I take to be in agreement with the burden of
Bersanelli’s statements here, is that what is usually conceived as chance is in fact a matter of genuine order,
albeit of a qualitatively different, and enlarged, sort of a “manifestation of a deeper reality”.

12The term “technology” as used here thus presupposes its modern form, which is to be clearly distinguished
from (premodern) Christian or Greek techné. The point is important, of course, because the burden of the
argument I am proposing is to secure a kind of technology, albeit one informed by a sense of creaturely gift.
What this means will be clarified as we proceed.

13In Scholasticism, matter in its ordinary as distinct from “primary” sense is defined in terms of “parts
outside of parts”; and in Hegel, matter is defined in terms of “what has no center within itself”. But the
crucial point is that, for both the Scholastics and Hegel, though in importantly different ways, matter as it
actually exists always bears an interiority given it by form (Aristotle) or spirit (Hegel). It is in this light
that we judge Descartes’s matter to be at once purely abstract (i.e., not matter as it actually exists) and a
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What is crucial to see here, then, is that this Cartesian understanding of limit as mechanistically-

externally conceived indifference, hence closure, of x to non-x operates decisively within what

is at once the method of knowing and the content of knowledge as described above. A logical

(not necessarily intentional) primacy of controlling power in quest of exhaustive (fully clear

and distinct) intelligibility on the one hand, and forcefully-causally related discrete bits of

information or “stuff” on the other hand, are indissolubly linked: mechanistic method and

mechanistic content are but two sides (“subjective”- cognitional and “objective”- causal) of

the same coin, of the same mechanistic materialism.

Of course, this mechanistic-externalized idea of limit in one’s scientific abstractions allows

for a certain kind of openness in the method and content of one’s knowledge. A researcher

rarely takes his abstraction to exhaust the intelligibility of the object (x) simply. On the

contrary, he typically recognizes that there is always more to find out about x. Indeed, that

is just Lancellotti’s point. But let us ponder what openness to this “more” means. On the

Cartesian view just described, such “openness” signals little more than an anticipation that

the intelligibility of x will require the ongoing addition of further x’s, each of which, or indeed

all of which as summed, remain exhaustively intelligible in principle. Fuller understanding

of x comes only from the external addition of more x’s, all of which bear the same logic as x

in its principled mechanistic character. Such addition is thus but the ongoing extension of a

limit still conceived simply as closure, a limit that thus still presumes a relation of indifference

of x to non-x in x’s originally constituted abstract limit as x. Such “openness”, in a word,

retaining the basic features of mechanism, is rightly termed reductive, not genuine openness

at all.14

On the other hand, a researcher still assuming the dominant Cartesian categories may in fact

“materialistic” reduction of the proper meaning of matter.
14Such openness may be termed a “bad” infinity consisting of endlessly summed, mechanistically-conceived,

intelligible objects. See the recent New York Times editorial “The Cons of Creationism” (June 7, 2008) for
an example of the false form of science’s “openness” based on the dualistic-reductionistic notions of science
and of the nature of things that the present article calls into question: “The trouble is, a creationist system
of science is not science at all. It is faith. All science is ‘naturalist’ to the extent that it tries to understand
the laws of nature and the character of the universe on their own terms, without reference to a divine creator.
Every student who hopes to understand the scientific reality of life will sooner or later need to accept the
elegant truth of evolution as it has itself evolved since it was first postulated by Darwin. If the creationist
view prevails in Texas, students interested in learning how science really works and what scientists really
understand about life will first have to overcome the handicap of their own education.

Scientists are always probing the strengths and weakness of their hypotheses. That is the very
nature of the enterprise. But evolution is no longer a hypothesis. It is a theory rigorously sup-
ported by abundant evidence. The weaknesses that creationists hope to teach as a way of refuting
evolution are themselves antiquated, long since filed away as solved. The religious faith under-
lying creationism has a place, in church and social studies courses. Science belongs in science
classrooms.

From the perspective of the argument advanced here, neither creationism nor evolutionism takes adequate
account of the radical givenness of things, which is the source, simultaneously, of their autonomy, intelligibility,
and mystery (each understood as directly proportional to the others). The “openness” of science, as conceived
in the editorial, is in fact a form of closure, inasmuch as “further evidence” is tacitly conceived in exclusively
mechanistic terms — and is otherwise not pertinent to scientific reason.
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be open to a non-x bearing a character different from that of x, a non-mechanistic character.

It is essential here, however, that non-x be anticipated to make a difference to x already

from within what is taken to be x’s proper intelligibility and limit as x. Failing this, non-x

will be seen to make an important addition to x, but at the expense of being judged not

to be properly intelligible, and hence not properly an object of knowledge or a matter of

reason, at all.15 The result in this case, in other words, is a dualism that leaves mechanistic

limit in place as the proper form of intelligibility and thus of rationality, even as it allows for

something lying simply beyond this limit and hence beyond what is intelligible and rational

in the strict sense. An openness that is dualistic in this sense, in a word, remains reductive,

in the sense that it still presupposes the equivalence of intelligibility and mechanistic limit

even as it seeks to add something that is simply beyond both.

Note, then, that it is irrelevant whether the researcher here, in conceiving the limit character-

istic of abstraction to be a matter of simple closure, understands this closure in a (would-be)

purely disciplinary sense that would anticipate an eventual releasing of that closure in an-

other context. The crucial question, rather, bears on how one conceives “eventual releasing

of closure”. The crucial question, in other words, is whether, in his merely strategic ab-

straction of x, the researcher takes x to be open here and now, from within its very limit as

abstracted, to a “more” implying an order other than that of x, and whether this “more” thus

makes a “difference” to x already in its nature as abstracted, even if the abstraction is only

for disciplinary purposes. Failing this, we are left with what will be merely a swinging back

and forth of reduction and dualism in the relation between the abstractions characteristic of

the various disciplines.16

The burden of my argument here, therefore, is that, to move successfully beyond a reductive

sense of limited abstraction in science, and thus also beyond the dualism that presupposes

this reduction, one must go to the roots of mechanism as such, as expressed in the primacy of

methodical power and the quest for exhaustive (fully clear and distinct) intelligibility in terms

of forceful-causal relations among discrete entities. One must go to the roots of knowledge

as a mechanistically-conceived technological act.

Before commenting on the vast influence of the mechanistic understanding of abstraction in

15Note that the problem indicated here is not overcome simply by appealing to two different kinds of
knowledge. This would simply beg the question: two different kinds of knowledge, eo ipso, share in something
called knowledge, and if so, they bear some unity that just so far characterizes the inner form of both
kinds of knowledge. This, then, is just the dilemma forced by mechanistic assumptions: if knowledge, then
mechanistic; if not mechanistic, then not knowledge. It should perhaps be pointed out again here that the
burden of my own argument is not to deny but to affirm a plurality of ways of knowing, —e.g., philosophical
and scientific— that is, while reconfiguring the conventional terms in which the relative unity and distinctness
of these ways of knowing (the disciplines) are conceived in the contemporary academy.

16It is important to see, then, that reduction and dualism, in their very opposition, remain mirror images of
each other: because and insofar as both are governed by the same Cartesian logic of limit as simple-external
closure. Here, then, is the root of what is commonly the confusion simultaneous with fragmentation among
the contemporary academic disciplines.
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modernity, it is important to consider briefly a significant alternative way of conceiving the

openness of x to what lies beyond its limit as x: what may be termed a “postmodern” reading

of abstraction. We have noted how the intelligibility of x can be conceived as exhaustive by

virtue of what may be an endless addition of further x’s. The relevant point now is to notice

what is implied in the qualifier “endless”. Endlessness entails a kind of infinity, in such a way

as to redound back upon the intelligibility of x from the beginning and thus in each of its

instances. The result, on the postmodern reading, is an undercutting of the stability, hence

intelligibility, of x in its identifiable limit as such. For the openness of x on this alternative is

seen to signal an openness here and now and from within x to a quasi-infinity of additions,

each of which would introduce a (possible) difference to x in its original intelligibility as such.

The intelligibility of x, in short, would be essentially elusive.

This postmodern view clearly rejects mechanism insofar as the latter implies a primacy of

controlling power and determinism and exact measurability and calculation, all of which

are necessary for the exhaustive intelligibility of an object. Indeed, this second view draws

attention to an openness to infinity, and thus infinite openness, inherent in every object.17

Nevertheless, the relation of this alternative view to mechanism is complicated. For post-

modernity, the infinite depth and breadth of a “more” that is implicit in x —the infinite

relativity of x to non-x—fsb implies a kind of infinity that is empty of intelligibility insofar as

intelligibility bears mechanical features. The infinity of a “more” in this sense, which makes

a difference to every instance of x, is thereby taken to be destructive of x in its (would-be sta-

ble) intelligibility as such. x’s putative intelligibility as x in the end is “nihilated”, dissolving

into a kind of infinite nothing, or unending difference.

From the perspective of the argument proposed in the present paper, this postmodern view,

despite its obvious fundamental challenge to mechanism, does not really question the link

of the intelligibility of x with the mechanistic identity and exhaustive determinism and con-

trollability of x, even as in a basic sense it of course rejects both mechanistic identity and

exhaustive determinism and controllability. The crucial point, in other words, is that post-

modernity, continuing to assume this link, understands x’s inherent openness to infinity to

signal not so much a density as an absence of intelligibility, construing the thinker’s lack of

completely controlled intelligibility as a simple absence of intelligibility in the strict sense.

Mechanistic order is thus rejected in favor of what eludes intelligibility, even as mechanistic

order is still presumed to be the necessary condition of intelligibility. In a word, the order

of reason strictly interpreted retains its mechanistic character, even as this order is now a

target of deconstruction. Postmodernity thus repeats in its own way a modern dualistic form

of reductionism [16].

17As Professor Nancy Cartwright suggested in the discussion at San Marino Symposium, postmodern
thinkers like Michel Foucault, for example, share an openness to infinity with Christianity. I will clarify
later the distinct sense of openness to infinity entailed in the Christian doctrine of creation. See also Prof.
Cartwright contribution in this volume.
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As I will show later, neither modernity’s mechanistic idea of intelligible limit nor post-

modernity’s infinite going-beyond of intelligible limit suffices to overcome the problem of

the reduction of reason in science from the point of view of an adequate Christian ontology

of creation. But before turning to this task, it is important to see the vast intellectual-

ontological revolution that has been wrought in modernity by what we have described as a

mechanistic-materialistic idea of abstraction in science.

4. Scientific abstraction

To this end, we offer a description of the dominant stream of science in modernity, drawing on

the work of twentieth-century Jewish philosopher of science and especially of biology, Hans

Jonas. At the heart of methodical abstraction as commonly conceived in modern science,

argues Jonas, lies a “theoretical manipulability”, a manipulability that he takes at once to

presuppose and to anticipate a mechanistic, or reductively technological, view of order in the

cosmos. But let us see how [17, 18, 19].

Jonas suggests that the modern scientific revolution “was a change in theory, in world-view, in

metaphysical outlook, in conception and method of knowledge”. He states that the scientific

revolution did not “at first —and for a long time– concern itself with the realm of practice”,

that indeed modern science “started mainly with the astronomer’s reform of cosmology, and

the cosmos, the stellar universe, does not lend itself to manipulation”. And thus “technology,

historically speaking, is the delayed effect of the scientific and metaphysical revolution with

which the modern age begins”. Jonas emphasizes, however, that this effect was scarcely

“accidental”:

The very conception of reality that underlay and was fostered by the rise of modern science,
i.e., the new concept of nature, contained manipulability at its theoretical core and, in the
form of experiment, involved actual manipulation in the investigative process. Not that
Galileo and others undertook their experiments with practical intent: their intent was to
gain knowledge; but the method of knowledge itself, by the active intercourse with its object,
anticipated utilization for practical ends [...] Technology was thus implied as a possibility
in the metaphysics, and trained as a practice in the procedures, of modern science.

Thus “the present global technological situation of man has itself a metaphysical side to it

besides the more obvious practical one. The meaning of the technological revolution is thus

part of, indeed the completion of, the metaphysical meaning of the scientific revolution”.

Jonas characterizes as follows what he takes to be three important developments in the wake

of Galileo’s new conceptualization of motion: “The first is the geometrizing of nature and

consequently the mathematization of physics”. Descartes had raised this to

the dignity of a metaphysical principle when he split reality into the two mutually exclusive
realms of the res cogitans and the res extensa - the world of mind and the world of matter:
the latter is in its essence nothing but “extension”; therefore nothing but determinations
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of extension, i.e., geometry, are required for a scientific knowledge of the external world.

“Secondly, the program of an analysis of motions necessitated a new mathematics, of which

Descartes’ analytical geometry was only the first step”.

Thirdly, the conceptual analysis of motions permitted an actual dissociation of its component

parts in suitably set up experiments: it thus inspired an entirely new method of discovery and

verification, the experimental method. It must be realized that the controlled experiment,

in which an artificially simplified nature is set to work so as to display the action of single

factors, is toto caelo different from the observation, however attentive, of “natural” nature

in its unprocessed complexity, and also from any nonanalytical trying out of its responses

to our probing interventions. It essentially differs, in one word, from experience as such.

What experiment aims at --the isolation of factors and their quantification– and is designed

to secure by the selective arrangement of conditions, presupposes the theoretical analytics we

have described; and it repays theory by its results.

Turning to the task of evaluation, Jonas says that the innovation in modernity’s (Newton’s)

theoretical revolution in dynamics was not originally about the principle of causality per se,

but about the idea of change. However, “the altered conception of what constitutes a change,

i.e., an effect, naturally reacted on the conception of what constitutes a cause”.

Now, “change” had been redefined as acceleration of mass, and to this its primary form
all (phenomenally) other kinds of change --such as qualitative change– must be reduced.
Accordingly, “cause” is redefined as that which imparts (or resists) acceleration – i.e., as
force, whose sole effect is acceleration (or its negative), and whose magnitude is precisely
measured by the amount of acceleration it imparts to a given mass: and to this, its primary
form, all (phenomenally) other kinds of ‘causes’ must be reduced.

Jonas notes what he calls the “extraordinary physical as well as metaphysical consequences”

that follow from this conception of cause. “First of all, with the quantifiability of all changes

in nature, the cause-effect relation has become a quantitative relation, namely that of strict

quantitative equivalence of cause and effect [...] Consequently, any physical state can be

represented as a determinate configuration of masses and forces from which the next state

follows necessarily and --more important– can be computed rigorously by a calculus of the

represented magnitudes, if all of them are known”. Negatively put, this implies “the denial of

the possibility of any nonphysical, e.g., spiritual, cause intervening in the physical course of

things”. This “new metaphysics of science” clashed with “our most immediate and common

experience (viz., that we are authors of our actions from purpose and design)”, and relegated

“this basic experience to the realm of mere appearance”.

Furthermore, in addition to eliminating any reasonable account of “the causal efficacy of

human purpose”, this new metaphysics of science sets aside
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end-causes of any kind – i.e., teleology as such which, in whatever attenuated analogy of
striving and satisfaction it is conceived, must share with human purpose a transmaterial,
quasi-mental aspect. That Nature is devoid of even the most unconscious bias toward goals,
and of the formative power to serve it, that final and formal causes are struck from its
inventory and only efficient causes left, follows simply from the principle of quantitative
equivalence and invariance in cause-effect relations which is the distinguishing mark of
the “determinism” of modern science... [This determinism] means that always and only
the immediate antecedent determines the next instant, that there are no long-term trends
toward something, but only a transfer of the mass-energy sum from moment to moment,
and the vis a tergo of this propagation - in short, no pull of the future, only the push of
the past.

Here, then, are the summary implications Jonas sees for the fostering of a reductive techno-

logical attitude that has become prevalent in our time:

What has neither will nor wisdom and is indifferent to itself solicits no respect. Awe
before nature’s mystery gives way to the disenchanted knowingness which grows with the
success of the analysis of all things into their primitive conditions and factors. The powers
that produce those things are powerless to impart a sanction to them: thus their knowledge
imparts no regard for them. On the contrary, it removes whatever protection they may have
enjoyed in a prescientific view. The implication this has for man’s active commerce with
the equalized manifold is obvious. If nature sanctions nothing, then it permits everything.
Whatever man does to it, he does not violate an immanent integrity, to which it and all
its works have lost title. In a nature that is its own perpetual accident, each thing can as
well be other than it is without being any the less natural. Nature is not a norm (which to
Aristotle it was) and a monstrosity is as natural as any “normal” growth). Furthermore,
if nature is mere object and in no sense subject, if it is devoid of “will”, then man remains
as the sole subject and the sole will. The world, after first having become the object of
man’s knowledge, becomes the object of his will, and his knowledge is put in the service of
his will. And the will, of course, is a will for power over things. The heavens no longer
declare the glory of God; but the materials of nature are ready for the use of man.

In addition to these “spiritual” aspects of the new science that showed its intrinsic readiness

for a reductive technological attitude, Jonas says that there were also more technical aspects

that pointed in the same direction: for example, “the role of analysis and that of experiment”.

The analysis of any complex phenomenon into its simplest geometrical, material, and
dynamical factors is tantamount to finding out how even the most sophisticated natural
entity that comes about –is brought about– from the collocation of primitive components.
But knowing how a thing is made of its primitive elements leads of itself to knowing how
one can make it up oneself out of those elements. The passage from analytical knowledge
to making, i.e., to providing the requisite components and manipulating them so as to
secure the desired results – the passage, in short, from analysis to synthesis is open on
principle whenever the former is completed in a given case. And so is the passage from
experiment as a means of knowledge to applied science as a means of use. Practice in the
service of theory, which is what experiments are, is readily converted into theory, in the
service of practice, which by now most of “science” almost automatically becomes.

Further, then,

with the advent of molecular engineering man assumed a more sovereign role, involving a
deeper meddling with the patterns of nature – indeed a redesigning of such patterns. We
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now are in an age where, by imposed dispositions of molecules, substances can be made to
specification – substances nature might produce but in fact does not produce. Man steps
into nature’s shoes, and from utilizing and exploiting he advances to creating. This is
more than merely shaping things. Artificiality enters the heart of the matter18 with its
new, synthetic substances, [this technology] introduces things unknown before into daily
use and thoroughly refashions the habits of consumption.

Needless to say, these statements can be qualified and elaborated much further. In their

main lines, the patterns he describes are familiar to us. Although I find Jonas’s portrayal of

modernity to be brimming with profound insights, my purpose in offering it here is not to

argue its truth but simply to indicate the significant sense in which the method of abstraction

in science and a definite conception of order in the universe mutually imply one another.

Jonas makes clear how this is so in mainstream modern science and the culture shaped by that

science. The primacy of what he terms “theoretical manipulability” in modern science implies

a method whose logic is primarily that of controlling power with respect to the object of

study, a power that tends toward completeness insofar as this method of science itself innerly

anticipates effective utilization for practical or productive ends. But such a method, eo ipso,

presupposes and leads to conceiving the order of the universe as one that lends itself to this

kind of control: namely, mechanistic order. This order construes entities in terms of external

identities initially, and most basically, closed to one another, the sum of whose (external-

forceful) interactions with one another can then, at least in principle, be exactly measured.

“Theoretical manipulability”, in a word, is a reductive way of conceiving the knower’s relation

to the world that itself already instantiates a definite-reductive notion of being, man, and

God. Indeed, “theoretical manipulability” itself expresses what is but the cognitional version

of an order consisting essentially of external-forceful relations – here between the subject-

knower himself and the object known. My argument is that this reductiveness can therefore

be overcome only by transforming “theoretical manipulability” at once as a mechanistic

method of abstraction and in its presupposed and anticipated mechanistic ontology.

Note that what is most relevant here is not primarily a matter of the scientist’s intention.

As Jonas points out, for example with respect to Galileo, the issue is not whether a scientist

approaches the object with the intention simply of seeing or understanding an object, which

is granted in the case of Galileo. The pertinent issue concerns rather the presence or absence

of genuine theory (contemplation, wonder) into the very logic of the method followed by the

scientist in his quest for intelligibility.

What is relevant to recognize, then, is that the interlocking of mechanistic abstraction and

mechanistic ontology is not undone simply by insisting on a disciplinary limit for mechanistic

method, which in the end amounts to a form of question-begging. The question is whether the

scientist, in his abstractions of x --whether these are assumed to be limited methodologically

18Jonas of course does not object to artifice as such. On this, see the further comments below regarding
nature rightly understood as itself inclusive of artifice.
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or not– takes x to be embedded in, and shaped from within by, a non-mechanistic order in

which x’s mechanical properties are given both their stability and their proper intelligibility

as such. The scientist whose primary cognitional logic is that of theoretical manipulability,

and hence of mechanism --even if these are intended to be strictly limited methodologically–

just so far denies this kind of primordial embeddedness. The inevitable result is some variant

of modern monolithic or dualistic reductionism in what one takes to count as science and

hence knowledge in the proper sense. Or again some variant of postmodernism, which repeats

the modern problematic albeit from the opposite direction.

Jonas refuses both of these alternatives. He critiques modern science and its reductively

technological sense of abstraction with the aim of integrating scientific rationality into a

broader --and more ancient– rationality, which remains rational and includes mechanical

order even as it transforms and transcends the mechanistic notion of order. He affirms

the necessity and legitimacy of technological progress, even as he sees the urgency of its

integration into this broader rationality.19 He insists that the task today is not merely to

add something extra-rational and extra-scientific, which is to say, something purely willful-

moral or affective or aesthestic, to a dominant cognitional-ontological order conceded to

be legitimately mechanistic. On the contrary, he understands that such a response merely

repeats the dualistic form of mechanistic reduction that lies at the source of modernity’s

problematic technologizing of ontology in the first place.

My simple point with respect to any appeal to the limited nature of disciplinary abstraction

as a means of avoiding reductive science is that such an appeal needs to be qualified in light

of these claims by Jonas regarding the nature and implications of abstraction as conceived

in the dominant stream of modern science – and indeed the dominant patterns of modern

thought.

But this leads to the concluding stages of my own proposal: first, to show how a Christian

ontology of creation takes up Jonas’s task of integrating the now mechanistically conceived

features of order in scientific rationality into a broader conception of order and scientific

rationality; second, to offer an example from within science itself of this broader conception

of order and rationality.

5. Ontology of gift

In an important lecture at the University of Regensburg in September, 2006, former Pope

Benedict XVI addressed the theme of “Faith, Reason, and the University” [20]. Western

thinkers tended to fasten on one main point of the lecture, that which concerned dialogue

with Islam: that the Christian God has revealed himself as logos and thus as reason and

19See in this connection Jonas’s critique of Heidegger in “The Phenomenon of Life” [18], the burden of
which, relative to my point here, is that “no philosophy of nature [that is, no causal understanding of things
in a proper sense] can issue from Heidegger’s thought”.
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word. This reason, as love, “is creative and capable of self-communication, precisely as

reason”, and God therefore acts with reason, and not simply “willfully” or arbitrarily. Equally

important, however, was Benedict’s insistence from the other direction that reason rightly

understood opens organically to God. Benedict pointed out that a restriction of science to the

mathematical and the empirical elements of things, along with a restriction of demonstrable

or certain truth to verification or falsification through experimentation, led to a conception

of method that excluded the question of God as eo ipso unscientific or pre-scientific.

Benedict intended his lecture to initiate a dialogue, in other words, not only in the direction

of Islam but also and equally importantly in the direction of the West and its universities.

On the one hand, he affirmed that it is the nature of God to be “reasonable”, in the face

of the problem of a terrorism often justified in the name of God and religion. At the same

time he insisted that it is of the nature of reason rightly understood to open to the question

of God, that the question of the “divine” (das Gottliche) should not be excluded from the

universality of reason, in short, that the measure of what is to count as scientific should not

be restricted to a certain conception of the mathematical and empirical. In a word, Benedict

insisted that reason bears an intrinsic-logical movement toward God, and he did so expressly

in the face of the problem of the Western university, which, he said, has in recent centuries

harbored a reason or science that is deaf to God and relegates God to the realm of the merely

“subjective”.

Benedict concludes by saying that “modern scientific reason with its intrinsically Platonic

element [by which he means to refer to matter’s intrinsic rationality] bears within itself a

question that points beyond itself [...] Modern scientific reason quite simply has to accept

the rational structure of matter and the correspondence between our spirit and the prevailing

rational structures of nature as a given, on which its methodology has to be based”.20

What does Benedict’s proposed “expansion” of scientific reason imply for the question posed

in this paper?

(1) Above all, it presupposes a definite doctrine of creation. Creation is an act of love, which

means that creatures come into being through an act of giving: to be a creature is to be

a gift. Since creation, on the Christian understanding, is ex nihilo, the creature’s being as

such is constituted as gift [22]. Benedict’s theology echoes that of his predecessor, John Paul

20Cf. also the Benedict’s statement: “the correspondence between [the] structures [of mathematics] and
the real structures of the universe . . . implies . . . that the universe itself is structured in an intelligent manner,
such that a profound correspondence exists between our subjective reason and the objective reason in nature.
It then becomes inevitable to ask oneself if there might not be a single original intelligence that is the
common font of both of them. Thus, precisely reflection on the development of science brings us toward the
creator Logos. The tendency to give irrationality, chance and necessity the primacy is overturned . . . www.
Upon these bases it again becomes possible to enlarge the area of our rationality, to reopen it to the larger
questions of the truth and the good, to link theology, philosophy and science between them in full respect
for the methods proper to them and of their reciprocal autonomy, but also in the awareness of the intrinsic
unity that holds them together” [21].
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II, who stated that it was opportune today to “turn anew to those fundamental words that

Christ used, that is, the word ‘created’ and to the subject ‘Creator,’ introducing [...] a new

criterion of understanding and of interpretation that we will call ‘hermeneutics of the gift’.

The dimension of gift is [...] at the very heart of the mystery of creation..”. [23].

What is entailed by the original nature of the creature as gift, relative to the problem of

disciplinary abstraction in science? To prepare us to respond to this question, I begin with a

brief description of some of the main features of creaturely entities in their nature as at once

gifted and autonomous.

The crucial point, as already indicated in the introduction, is that the relation to God that

establishes the creature in its own being, and indeed that implies a shared relation of each

creature with all other creatures, is truly in the creature. What the creature most basically

is, is a being-given. This being-given that is constitutive of the creature implies a receiving

on the part of the creature that is just so far also constitutive. What is it that is being-given

to, and being-received by, the creature?

A participation in the self-diffusive generosity of God as good. As Aquinas says, bonum

est diffusivum sui: it is the nature of the good to diffuse or give itself.21 The basic truth

about the creature, therefore, is its goodness. Or indeed, drawing on the classical language

of the “transcendentals” employed by Aquinas (and developed further by twentieth-century

theologian Hans Urs von Balthasar), we should say that God’s act of creation is at root a

creative communication to creatures of a participation in the truth of being as an order of

goodness and beauty.22 What the creature receives most fundamentally in the act of creation

is thus a share in this communication, in the giving characteristic of God’s creative act. In

saying that these features of receiving and giving are constitutive of the creature, we mean to

say that they are characteristic of both the being (ens) and the first and most basic act (agere)

of the creature [24, 25, 26]. This receiving-giving, in other words, which is immediately also

a giving-receiving, characterizes not only what the creature is but what the creature always

already, at the most basic level, does.

Each creature, then, in the most primitive structure of his being and acting is a recipient

of gift, in relation to God and to others. This is not a matter of passivity, but simply

a recognition of the fact that the creature’s acting with respect to the other is at root

responsive to the other. The creaturely act is first contemplative or theoretical:23 what it

first (ontologically, not temporally) does in relation to the other is receive the other (or more

fully stated, receive itself in receiving the other). The creaturely act first “lets the other

21Thomas Aquinas in [4], referring to Dionysius, The Divine Names, iv. This does not mean that creation
is necessary, but that what God does freely in creating necessarily expresses the generosity proper to his
goodness.

22Cf. the dictum common to many theologians in the patristic era of the Church: “pulchrum est splendor
veritatis”.

23From the Greek ”theorein”, to look at.
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be” in its givenness as such. This letting be, as a response to being, which, as created, is

good and beautiful, is an act of wonder. Letting be and wonder, in other words, are but

the subjective-cognitional forms of participation in the objective nature of being as gift [27].

Which is to say, letting be and wonder are themselves, already in their theoretical character

as such, distinct forms of participation in gift-giving.

Further, the creaturely act is characterized at once by immanence and transcendence. Im-

manence, in the sense that the relation to God and others that is constitutive of the creature

presupposes the creature’s capacity to receive the other within itself, and the creature is just

so far marked by interiority. Transcendence, in the sense that the relation to God and others

that is constitutively (hence continuously) given to and received by the creature presupposes

the creature’s openness to an other who is always already “beyond” the self. Immanence and

transcendence in the creature cannot be dissociated: they are dual aspects of the same act.

Each creature bears within itself as gift an excess signifying the presence of a transcendent

other-giver. This excess we may term mystery, and, given that the creature’s constitutive

openness is to the whole of being, to all other creatures inside openness to God, this mystery

lying at the heart of every creature opens to infinity. It is crucial to see that this openness

to infinite mystery, as always already bound up with the original identity of the creature, is

just so far integral to the intelligibility proper to the creature in its very identity as such,

and indeed, further, that infinity is itself just so far seen, in its character as infinite, to be

inclusive of intelligibility.

Important also is the statement of Aquinas: “As the soul is wholly in every part of the body,

so God is wholly in all things and in each one”. [4] As the spiritual writer Dom Eugene Boylan

elaborates: “The pattern of the whole is found in each of its parts, and in fact the parts are

only incorporated into the whole by being made conformable to the whole..”. [28]. What this

means, in terms of the ontology of creation, is that the parts of things have their being as

parts only in relation to the whole and thus as participatory in the pattern or image of the

whole, and this in three analogically-conceived senses: most basically in relation to God, but

also in relation to the whole being of which they are a part and to the universal community

of beings with whom each being shares a common relation to God.24 Every “part” of being

in the cosmos, in a word, is structurally a “part” of a greater whole, and thus always already

constituted in community, analogically-conceived.

There are many more features that could be adduced in describing the structure of creaturely

being, of course, but this will suffice for purposes of our theme. Three qualifications will help

to clarify the sense in which these features are constitutive and thus present in every creature

24The difficult question of how, precisely, the whole or wholeness indicated here is to be articulated is
beyond the purview of the present reflection. Suffice it to say, in light of the classical-Thomistic philosophical
tradition, that the idea of an analogical wholeness of things implied in the texts cited involves articulations,
inter alia, of the notions of substance and form (soul) and esse, each in relation to the others and to God.
In this connection, see [3]. See also the discussion below regarding the rightful meaning of identity or limit
in terms of the ontology of creation.
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all the time.

First of all, we normally associate acts of receiving and giving with human being, rather

than with all of creaturely being, including sub- or non-human being. Though of course

features such as giving and receiving and wonder and interiority are – among the beings of

the creaturely cosmos – uniquely characteristic of human beings, the Christian doctrine of

creation entails some genuinely analogical sense of generosity that reaches throughout the

entire order of creation.25 Every creature qua creature, for example, is receptive of relation

to the Creator, and this receptiveness just so far presupposes an interior capacity enabling

the presence of the other within each creature. It is the rhythm of receiving-giving/giving-

receiving that is affirmed in the insistence of John Paul II and Benedict XVI that the idea

of gift, or love, analogically conceived, lies at the heart of creation and indeed of creaturely

reason.26

A second difficulty: the foregoing comments appeal expressly to the Christian doctrine of

creation, and the features I have described might thus be set aside as convincing only to those

who share the Christian faith. The burden of my argument, however, is that the Christian

doctrine of creation itself, rightly conceived, carries an ontology: a distinct understanding

of worldly being. The Christian doctrine of creation implies a metaphysics that opens of

its inner dynamic into what Aristotle long ago identified as a theology. This claim, to be

sure, demands elaboration, which nevertheless must await another forum. What I have been

presupposing here is simply that the Christian doctrine of creation bears a distinct ontology

which eo ipso carries the implication that the features of gift such as those noted above are

really present in things, and that it is thus possible in principle for all reasonable beings, and

not only Christians, to recognize these features. Indeed, the ontology carried in the doctrine

of creation implies that all human beings necessarily will grasp these features, even if only

confusedly. That doctrine also implies, of course, that the full depth and breadth of such

features will be recognized only in faith. The further point, then, in light of Benedict XVI’s

Regensburg address, is that the accessible traces of gift, of their inner dynamic, bear sufficient

implications of the presence of God that the question naturally arises regarding whether he

25See the argument of Kenneth L. Schmitz regarding the need for a recovery of a metaphysical, and not
merely anthropological, kind of interiority within created entities [29].

26See in this connection the statement of Karol Wojtyla (John Paul II), in which he signals subhuman
creatures’ structural aptness for being taken up by and into the gift-giving of humans: “[C]ulture . . . forms
a kind of organic whole with nature. It reveals the roots of our union with nature, but also of our superior
encounter with the Creator in the eternal plan, a plan in which we participate by means of reason and wisdom
. . . There exists in nature, or the world, an anticipation of . . . human activity and a radiation of humanity
through praxis. There is also in nature, or the world, a kind of readiness to put itself at our disposal: to
serve human needs, to welcome within it the superior scale of human ends, to enter in some way into the
human dimension and participate in human existence in the world” [30]. Such a position is in fact implied
by what is termed John Paul II’s “theology of the body”. Cf. also here Bersanelli’s comments in “Wonder
and Knowledge”: “Every new insight recalls the secret friendship of the universe with us, and satisfies for
a moment our ‘natural desire forconnectedness with the universe’ (see also Linda Zagzebski, this Volume),
normally unconsciously lived. In letting itself be more understood, the physical world shows an attitude of
openness to us, and we perceive ourselves as destined to a relationship with everything. It is as though for a
fleeting instant the appearance of things allowed a glimpse of an ineffable familiar face at the roots of reality”.
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truly exists and indeed what the nature of this God must be if the implied or “intuited” sense

of being as gift is to be sustained. This natural implication of God’s presence in the beings

of the world suffices for the rational character of what has been proposed.27

Finally, it is also the Christian view of creation, rightly understood, that we do not live in a

perfect or sinless world. Therefore it is not surprising that what is constitutively given as the

nature of human being and cognition is historically weighted with disorder that obscures these

in their original meaning. And again, nothing that has been said above implies that human

beings are always fully aware of this primitively given nature of things. My claim, in short,

is simply that what we have described does indicate the constitutive hence enduring natural

structure of things28 and thus something that, even if obscured or rejected or unwittingly

ignored, still lies tacitly-implicitly at the heart of every instance of being or acting, and hence

always resonates in the depths of experience, even if only confusedly and in the form of a

restlessness for a generous way of being and acting.29

In sum, my proposal, in light of Benedict’s theology, is that wonder lies embedded in the

primitive structure of the human cognitional act, and that this act itself presupposes, and

already signifies, a view of being as structurally worthy or evocative of wonder, hence as an

order the causal meaning of which consists most basically in giving and receiving goodness

and beauty. Which is to say, conversely: the primitive structure of being harbors a causal

order of goodness and beauty which of its inner logic elicits receptive wonder as the most

basic human cognitional act. The two are onto-logically inseparable: wonder and gift are

the same reality viewed, respectively, subjectively and objectively. What human creatures

do in a pre-eminent way30 —subjectively (cognitionally) and objectively (causally), in their

relations to God and to one another– is to communicate this order of being as goodness and

beauty.31

27Cf. the view of Aquinas that every cognitive being knows and loves God implicitly in all that he knows
and loves [8].

28It is helpful to recall in this connection the Catholic understanding regarding the enduring integrity of
nature: sin penetrates nature in an utterly profound way (however much this was insufficiently emphasized
in modern Catholic theology); but sin does not thereby destroy nature in its basic order as created.

29On the unity coincident with distinctness of eros and agape, see Benedict XVI, Deus Caritas Est.
30And what all creatures do analogically.
31As discussed in [31]:

The Greek word for cause is a broad one, i.e., it doesn’t initially have a univocal technical meaning.
Used in a philosophical context, it indicates anything that accounts for a thing’s being the way
it is, that which is responsible for the how and why of a thing . . . Plato affirms that causality
always occurs according to a model, which is another way of saying that what comes to be is not
simply a self-contained entity, but a revelation or manifestation of something else: to say that the
causal agent always makes according to a model means that agency is the communication of form.
Causation is not, in other words, simply the bringing about of a thing or the setting of something
in motion, i.e., an essentially formless event or activity, which may or may not subsequently give
rise to something with form and therefore something intelligible . . .
To say that agency is the communication of form means that all of the things that come to be have
the character of image –the Greek word, whence the English “icon”– or, in other words, that they
reflect a meaning of which they are not themselves the source. It is crucial to see that there is no
dualism here, as it were, between being and significance, as if things had a sort of opaque reality
which subsequently indicated an intelligible content. To posit such a bifurcation would be to deny
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(2) We turn to the question regarding the autonomy proper to the creature and his agency.

As pointed out earlier, this autonomy is necessarily presupposed in the regularities of the

processes of nature and thereby renders both possible and legitimate the abstract study

of nature. The heart of the response to this question is already implied in the foregoing

comments. Creation is something given unconditionally (ex nihilo). It is a gift that is really

given over: what God gives to the creature is precisely the creature’s own being as such. This

of course means granting agency and power to the creature in (and for) itself. The crucial

question concerns how this is to be rightly understood, given the above ontology of creation.

First of all, the movement from and toward God proper to creaturely being presupposes

God’s giving the creature to itself, and thus presupposes a creature that is just so far “in

itself”. The term for this is “nature”, which may be characterized for our purposes as an

origin that is given.32 The creature is original, as it were, but only and always as given by

another, hence as always recuperative of an absolute origin that is from another.33

the meaning of cause as Plato clearly intends it, namely, as the communication of form in the
bringing about of a thing. We could say that, for Plato, ontology is semiotics. Being an image is
what makes a thing real . . .
The form that is communicated by agency is necessarily a reflection of goodness. And, finally,
insofar as this form most basically determines what a thing is, and is itself an imitation of the
first cause, the gift of the being of each thing is at the very same time the gift of the ultimate
purpose of each: namely, to be what it is by imitating in a particular way the ultimate source of all
that is, i.e., by pursuing goodness. In a word, what would eventually be differentiated by Aristotle
into three causes, appears first in Plato in its unity: the what of things is inseparable from their
goodness, their purpose, and indeed their ‘thereness.’ For this very reason, goodness represents
the paradigm of causality –the goodness at the origin of the cosmos, as we saw, is the ‘best of all
causes’– and thus all causes in the cosmos are, as causes, a reflection of goodness. Nothing is so
causal, for Plato, as goodness and the beauty he takes to be essentially identical with it. . . .
To say that the presence of Beauty is the cause of beautiful things qua beautiful is simply to say
that the sensible beauty we perceive in things is the intelligible form of beauty manifest in space and
time; in other words, it is to say that sense experience is the expression of a meaning, that it has
intelligible content, which, as intelligble, cannot simply be identified with the particularity of its
manifestation . . . Physical objects, insofar as they are intelligible, are the expression of meaning,
intelligible content, in a spatial and temporal mode. We can go further: there is, in fact, no content
whatsoever in our sense experience that is not an expression of intelligible meaning . . .There is
nothing in what we would call the ‘physical’ world that is not derived from form except its not
being itself form, and this is simply a way of saying that the physical world is nothing but meaning
made tangible.

The idea of causality as most basically a matter of the communication of meaning was held, albeit not in the
same sense as in Schindler, by the late theoretical physicist David Bohm. It is important to see that such a
claim is not, or not necessarily, an expression simply of “idealism”. For a Christian, the foundation of this
claim can on the contrary be found in the Gospel of John, whose Prologue states that in the beginning was
the Word, the Logos of God, in and through whom everything was created. Insofar as all creaturely creativity
(causality) images that of the Creator-God, this creaturely creativity communicates a “word”: communicates
a meaning and indeed what is always, in some significant sense, a natural participation in the wisdom of
God. Cf. also here, and more generally in relation to the argument advanced in this paper [32].

32Cf. Aristotle’s definition of nature as what is in itself the source of movement and rest, as always already
given, in the sense that, in their deepest order, the things of this world are eternally there. Of course,
Aristotle’s understanding of the character of nature’s givenness relative to an ultimate Creator-giver differs
profoundly from that affirmed in Christianity, even as both insist on the feature of givenness as essential to
the idea of nature and its goodness.

33Joseph Ratzinger/Benedict XVI repeatedly refers in this connection to what he terms the “filial” structure
of creaturely being: see, for example, his Jesus of Nazareth [33], which shows how Christ, as the Son of the
Father, reveals all of creation to be filial in nature: to be from another.
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The point here bears emphasizing: the creature’s characteristic “in itselfness”, on the one

hand, and its reference to another (God and others), on the other hand, are directly and

not inversely related – as conventional liberal patterns of thought dispose us to assume. On

the contrary, the whole of the thing in itself is related from inside to others, even as this

constitutive relation to others presupposes the whole of the thing in itself as the “what” that

is in relation.34

Further, in giving creatures a nature, the Creator gives to each its own “substantial” identity.

Each creature “possesses” a self-identity that is not that of other creatures – is different from

the identity of all others. This is what at root makes possible what may be called the

“mechanical” properties of creatures: properties, that is, which structure each entity as just

so far outside the others and able to act on them from outside. Such mechanical properties

provide an essential condition for what is each entity’s legitimate external-forceful activity in

relation to other entities.

What it is in each creature that accounts for its specific and indeed simultaneously individual

identity is a difficult question that need not be addressed fully in the present forum.35 It

will suffice simply to indicate how “identity” as implied by a Christian ontology of creation

contrasts with that sketched earlier in the name of Descartes. For the latter, identity is a

matter first of external, mechanistically-conceived limit. The identity of x, in other words, is

a matter of simple closure to non-x: the identity that distinguishes x simply divides x from

non-x.

The ontology of creation as outlined, on the contrary, relativizes closurethough not in a sense

that attenuates at all the identity of x. Rather, what gives x its identity as x also relates x

to another. The identity that is given to x and constitutes x as substantially “in itself” is at

once given to and received by x.36 As noted above, this implies in x the double movement of

34It is the whole being in itself that is related from within to everything else, in relation to the Creator-God:
cf. here Balthasar’s claim that creatures themselves, rightly-analogically understood, are subsistent relations,
in the image of the Trinitarian God [34].

35Showing how “matter”, form, and esse all perform in their own proper ways this function of determining,
hence “closing”, the identity of x all the while opening x intrinsically to non-x is a difficult task reaching
beyond the purview of the present argument. Suffice it to say that each of these principles contributes to the
“singularization” or “individualization” of a worldly being even as each simultaneously “universalizes” the
meaning of that being. Each individual, in other words, is a kind of concrete universal (though in Balthasar’s
sense, not Hegel’s).

36Thus each creaturely being has a triplex character: (a) a “substantial in itselfness” that is at once (b)
a receiving from the other and (c) a giving to the other: cf. footnote 44. The triplex character is crucial:
a “third” –which is to say the substantial identity or unity of an entity– is what gives an entity the stable,
enduring center whereby it can serve as both origin and end or resting place of the entity’s movement from and
toward an other. This stable, enduring center is at once the presupposition and the consequence (ontological,
not temporal) of each entity’s dual-dynamic relation to the other; without this stable identity, what we are
terming the gifted character of being would necessarily dissolve into a purely processive, formless relationality
which, as such, would just so far, however paradoxically, lack the capacity for its own participation –as gift–
in the generosity of creation. The generosity implied in the double movement of giving and receiving can
be sustained only in terms of a “third” principle, a “substantial in-itselfness” in and through which giving
and receiving are brought into original-final unity. It is generosity in this sense, with its presupposition of
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immanence and transcendence: of receiving the other within oneself even as this receiving is

itself already a going out to the other. The crucial point, then, is that the very act by which

x “in itself” is identified divides x from non-x and simultaneously-also relates x to non-x.

Again, that which closes x to non-x simultaneously also reveals x to non-x (and vice versa).

It is in this sense that I am proposing, in the name of an adequately-conceived Christian

ontology of creation, that the limit that sets x off from non-x is, always and everywhere, a

matter of relative closure.

(3) My simple but basic argument, in light of this, is that legitimate abstract limit in science

always and in each of its instances remains a matter of relative closure, because being itself

is always and in each of its instances, in its “substantial” as well as its individual identity, a

matter of relative closure. This does not entail denial of the mechanical aspects, in method

and in content, of abstraction; on the contrary, it is relation itself that establishes and just so

far always secures these mechanical aspects. However, that relation, given above all by God

but also by all other creatures in God, includes these mechanical aspects only as integrated

within the logic of gift or love, in all the ways indicated.

The crucial point is thus that these mechanical aspects realize their true character as matters

of being and knowing only by virtue of being integrated into love, a love that remains from

its depths God-centered. The logic of integration is just the point.37 Simply to affirm the

importance of adding wonder to a scientific reason tacitly understood to be a matter primarily

of manipulative control --and just so far to affirm the importance also of adding (God-

centered) goodness and beauty to a cosmological order understood to be a matter primarily

of externally-conceived efficient and material causes– leaves intact just the fragmented, hence

reductive, view of the mind and reality that an adequate ontology of creation calls into

question.

Here, then, is the ontological reason why, in the words of Wolfhart Pannenberg, “it is not

possible to understand fully or even appropriately the processes of nature without any refer-

ence to [...] God”: because the world’s relation to God is the analogatum princeps for every

innerworldly distinction, even for those that are putatively purely methodological in nature.

In a word, simple addition in construing the relation between any x and any non-x, in the

method or content of knowledge, always implies an atheism that is far from pure innocence:

it obscures the nature of the universe, draining from it its constitutive creaturely character.

“triplicity” –a dual activity that is always fruitful in the unity of a third— that seems to me demanded by
an ontology that would affirm being as basically gift or love.

37The term “integration” suggests a logic simply of continuity, while love and gift rightly understood just
so far also demand the discontinuity entailed in relation to an other. That the latter is the case follows from
what was stated above about the act that constitutes x as x, an act that divides as it simultaneously relates x
and non-x. The upshot is that the idea of “integration” needs to be further qualified in terms of the distance
(“divides”) as well as the nearness (“relates” or “unifies”) that are both characteristic of an integration that
is one of love or gift. But this qualification is a task for another occasion.
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The suggestion that the birth of modern science is the fruit of a Christian imagination of

the cosmos, at the heart of which lies the cosmos’s being brought into being out of nothing-

ness by a loving Logos, while not untrue, requires substantial qualification in light of these

ontological considerations. The doctrine of creation gives rise to and sustains the methodical

abstract study of the cosmos even as such study enables efficient making. But, in doing so,

this doctrine, rightly understood, demands a trans-formation of modernity’s notions of both

making and knowing.38 Rather than dividing to conquer, the logos implied in this doctrine

seeks rather to distinguish or separate in order to relate more profoundly39 – this latter in a

sense that includes while transforming what is meant by “division” and “conquering”. The

Christian doctrine of creation thus insists that all methodical-scientific abstraction and all

would-be efficient making be placed in the service of this separating in order to relate ever

more profoundly, finally to enable participation in the Christological love that bears all of

being in its return to God.

38Cf. In this connection the comments of Adrian Walker:

Thomas, following Aristotle, says that finality is the ‘cause of causes.’ It is causality, then, in
the analogatum princeps in which all other senses of causality participate, including efficiency. In
fact, it is just this participation that distinguishes efficiency in the true sense, as communication of
actuality, as generosity, from mechanical pushing and pulling. Or, to put it another way, Gestalt
contains the principle thanks to which what we would think of as the mechanical aspects –pushing,
pulling, etc.– qderive their causal relevance and causal efficacy. For the ‘merely mechanical’ as
such does not exist; it is an ideal limit that is never actually reached because there is always a form
determining, hence giving reality to, the mechanical causes. Mechanical causes are causes only
to the extent that they are never merely mechanical, but always already participate in efficiency-
as-generosity thanks to form. Yes, pushing and pulling will contribute, but not by reason of being
pushing and pulling simply, but by reason of their specification with respect to a goal, that is, as this
particular pushing and pulling. The sculptor cannot sculpt unless the chisel impacts the marble,
but the impact would not be a cause unless it produced a specific kind of impact, whose specificity
derives from the idea of the statue.
This presupposes, of course, that meaningfulness is actually a basic feature of nature, one more
basic in a way than even efficient causality insofar as it has a material dimension and unfolds
over time. Indeed, it is because this is the case that conventional experimental science already lives
tacitly from the perception of something like Gestalt. This is true not only in biology, but also,
analogously, in chemistry and physics. Now, if this is the case, why should biology, or any other
physical science, not admit thematization of the Gestalt as part of science, indeed, as the more
important part of science than the experimental partmore important because architectonic? Why
should it not admit that Gestalt is the principle, middle, and end of experimental research?
True, the thematization of Gestalt would not be a particular experimental result or set of such
results. Rather, it would be a way of returning all experimental results to the principle of their
relevance and existence insofar as they are in any way causes. That is, it would be a way of
re-reading their meaning in light of the whole. It would also work the other way around: It would
include a re-reading of the meaning of the whole in light of the details. In fact, it would be mistaken
to think of what is being proposed here as just another fuzzy holism . . .There is always as much to
be learned from the bottom up as from the top down. In fact, the real unity of the whole is neither
at the top nor at the bottom, with the universal or the particular, but in the interplay of both.
So the issue is: if meaning is basic in nature, even with respect to the mechanical aspects dealt with
by conventional empirical science, then why should it not also be basic to the science of nature?
Again, this may not be immediately “useful”, but why should it be, if the main business of science is
in fact to understand the way nature is, and this is in fact the way nature is?” (From unpublished
notes: “Thoughts on Evolution”, 2-3).

Cf. in this connection science as conceived by the following Refs. [35]. See also the work of skin pathologist
Wallace Clark.

39It is important to emphasize (again) here that the unity sought in Christianity always presupposes and
promotes further differentiation: each creature becomes more itself as it grows more deeply into relation with
God and other creatures. This again is the way of a unity that images the Creator-God whose unity is always
already differentiated into an infinite Tri-unity.
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(4) The upshot of the foregoing comments is thus that there is no need to set aside love in

the scientific-abstract study of the world, even for disciplinary reasons. These is no need

to set love aside because love, rightly conceived in its creaturely nature, accommodates the

mechanical properties of things, albeit as integrated in terms of (God-centered) love and gift.40

What such a science would look like is a profoundly difficult and comprehensive question,

which I will address in the present forum only by citing the example of a twentieth-century

scientist/philosopher of science --Michael Polanyi– who advocated the practice of the sort of

abstraction in science that seems to me consistent with the ontology we have set forth.

Before turning to this concluding task, however, it is important that we take note of one

powerful objection to the need for the integration of ontology into science, in the sense

advanced here: simply, that science with its dominant modern mechanistic idea of method and

order has worked. But if it has worked, then this fact alone seems sufficient to demonstrate

the “realism” of mechanism as a way of conceiving the order of things as intended by God.

One can scarcely exaggerate the profoundity and complexity of the issues implied in this ob-

jection. Certainly the ontology sketched above anticipates that things conceived, analyzed,

and experimented with, carefully and intelligently will “work”: the mechanical-forceful prop-

erties of things, after all, are really in the thing, are truly part of things in their identity and

their behavior. For the present context, however, it will suffice to note only that any claim

to justify modern science’s abstraction of the mechanical-forceful aspects of things in terms

primarily of technological power, on the grounds that this abstraction has “worked”, remains

just so far question-begging. Of course no one denies the vast successes of modern science,

40Gavin D’Costa, in his recent book, ”Theology in the Public Square” [36], engages (inter alia) the question
of the unity of the disciplines in the writings of Pope John Paul II, focusing especially on the natural sciences.
Reviewing the different ways in which the relation between theology and the natural sciences is commonly
conceived today, D’Costa links John Paul II with what he terms a “harmonious direct implication model”, by
which he means that theology bears direct implications for science, in a way that nonetheless accords science
its legitimate autonomy. Although “harmonious” implies a consonance between theology and science, D’Costa
says that priority must nevertheless be “given to theology because its ‘data’ are revealed”. Recognizing as
D’Costa does the limitations of “models”, the present argument is in agreement with his position, with
one important qualifier: namely, that what is termed a relation of “direct implication” between theology
and science cuts both ways. The idea of creation as conceived in Christian theology demands some sort of
reciprocal priority between theology and science, albeit a reciprocal priority conceived in asymmetrical terms.
Regarding the relation between theology and natural science, then: first, this relation is one of mutual

implication, such that the exercise of each in its proper method always bears internal implications for the
other. Each, rightly understood, needs to remain open to, and move toward, genuine integration with the
other, in a way that both presupposes and demands the legitimate autonomy of each. The relation between
theology and natural science, in short, is neither extrinsicafter the manner of a kind of harmonizing “addition”
of the results of their respective inquiries (“concordism”); nor is the relation properly deductivesuch that the
“theories” of one are construed simply-necessarily as inferences of the other, in either direction. However,
and this is the second point, the mutuality involved in this relation of harmonious or integrative implication
between theology and science is not for all that symmetrical. Theology and science both make “normative”
“truth-demands” on each other, differently: science, indeed science as always mediated by a distinct ontology,
retains a “relative” priority, but within the “absolute” priority of theology. The relation between them, in a
word, is genuinely mutual, while nonetheless asymmetrical. I do not think D’Costa would disagree with my
qualifier here, as long as the “absolute” priority of theology is maintained, in the way suggested – but this
need not be argued here.
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for example, in medicine and medical technology. The simple but crucially important impli-

cation of the foregoing argument, however –for example, in light of what has been described

by Jonas– is that the appeal to the practical effectiveness of modern science, even in the face

of its obviously vast successes, still begs the crucial issue.

Such an argument invariably has built into it today the very fragmented patterns of thought

needing to be challenged, if the idea of “it works” is to be assessed, as it must, in terms of

an integrated view of reality as created by and destined for God. The burden of the above

ontology of creation is that we cannot know the true meaning of “it works” except in terms

of what is implied originally and finally by things’ integrity, relative to the ever-higher levels

of being to which any given entity, or part of an entity, is related, up to God. We cannot

know the true meaning of things without recuperating memory of what they are in their

givenness as gifts, in their concrete reality as created by God. What needs to be pondered,

not in spite of but precisely coincident with and from inside those successes, is the extent to

which our highly mechanistic-abstract culture, in the logic of its academy, its economy, its

politics, indeed of its scientific technology that englobes all of these, has assisted in reducing

the meaning of things, of man, and of God, leaving man able to respond only in fragmented

fashion to the universal ecology of being intended by God in his creation of the cosmos.41

Jonas has indicated some important aspects of what is meant here: perhaps most radically

that, with the logic of modern mechanistic modes of abstraction, what has been set into

place is a dynamic for the penetration of artificiality into the very core of the naturally given

-- the naturally given by God. Jonas’s point is not that artifice is not integral to human

culture, but that, in its prevalent mechanistic-technological form, artifice fails to integrate

41Apropos of this, however, two comments: (1) In light of our argument regarding the order of gift as more
basic than –while nevertheless including– mechanical order, we understand that any claim that artifice based
effectively-exhaustively on the mechanical order “works”, eo ipso expresses a fragmented sense of “works”.
In this case, “it works” can only signify what is at best an approximation, a matter of statistically frequent
occurrence — that is, what is at best a fragmented part of the whole of what it means to “work”.
This may seem a less significant matter in the case of simple machines, since here mechanical properties
do predominate — although even in the case of machines a richer causality than mere efficient causality
obtains, with consequences for the “working” of the machine (i.e., not even machines can be accounted for in
exhaustively mechanical terms). Nonetheless, the significance of reductive-mechanistic modes of conceiving
and treating entities becomes more evident in the biological order. For further discussion of this point,
see [27].
(2) The ambiguity of “it works” can also be shown in a broader cultural sense. One might say, for example,
that a cell phone or a computer “works”: each effectively-technically enables some form of communication
between human beings and fosters some form of knowledge and experience. But whether this means that either
actually works in an adequate, fully integrated and thus non-question-begging sense can be answered only by
considering what is meant by human communication and knowledge and experience in their integrity. What
is the logic of communication toward which the cell phone is ordered, or the logic of knowledge and experience
toward which the computer is ordered? Toward what habits of human communication and consciousness do
the cell phone and the computer of their inner order as such logically dispose us? To be sure, much more
qualification is needed than can be offered in the present forum. My point is simply that the assertion that
a product of mechanistically-conceived artifice “works” can be truly assessed only in terms of the integrity
of what the product is and is for – and in terms of the nature and destiny of the producers and users of
the artificial in relation to other human beings, the cosmos, and God. For further discussion of this point,
see [37].
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itself into what is permanently —anteriorly given– as gift. Indeed, it is important to see here

that, from the point of view of an adequately conceived Christian ontology of creation, and

also in a significant sense from the point of view already of Greek thought, human artifice is

itself part of nature. This is the implication, for example, of Aristotle’s treatise on the soul

(De Anima), which is conceived as part of the science of nature. Artifice and nature thus

should not, because in the most basic sense they cannot, be opposed to each other. The point

of my argument is simply that modern technologistic (Cartesian, Baconian) artifice fails to

recuperate itself from within the natural giftedness that it shares with the rest of creation.

Modern artifice, in other words, insofar as it is shaped by mechanistic patterns of thought,

bears a technological logic that would of its inner dynamic overtake things in their origin: in

their original-natural givenness as created by God.42

The claim that the undeniably great successes of modern science, with its dominant modes of

mechanistic abstraction, suffice of themselves to mute the demand for transformation needs

to be pondered in light of the question of these successes’ reductive technological character.

Needs to be pondered, that is, insofar as such successes would be measured in terms of fidelity

to the ontology of creation carried in Christianity.

I conclude, then, simply by suggesting an alternative way of conceiving abstract limit in

science, an alternative which I believe is consistent with the conception of limit entailed by

the Christian ontology of creation outlined above. The cognitional theory is that of twentieth-

century physical chemist and philosopher of science, Michael Polanyi [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44,

45].

6. Abstraction in science and anthology of gift

In contrast to the dominant mechanistic theory, Polanyi’s cognitional theory understands

the abstract study of things in science to involve granting primacy to what is implied in an

entity’s relation to ever greater and more comprehensive levels of reality.

The heart of his conception of knowledge lies in its notion of “indwelling”, together with the

dual features characteristic of knowledge as an act of indwelling. For the idea of indwelling,

Polanyi draws on how we know our own body. He says: “all extension of comprehension

involves an expansion of ourselves into a new dwelling place, of which we assimilate the

framework by relying on it as we do our own body”. We recognize, for example, that “when

we attend from a set of particulars to the whole which they form, we establish a logical

42Thus nature is no longer good qua given (bonum qua ens) but only good qua subject to human facere
(bonum quia factum). It is helpful to recall here the root meaning of nature (natura, physis) as something
brought into being through “begetting” and “birth”, hence as something whose origin is always-already given
(as good). Cf. in this connection the statement of twentieth-century philosopher Gabriel Marcel, who says
that the “human being who denies his nature as a created being ends up by claiming for himself attributes
which are a sort of caricature of those that belong to the Uncreated [38].
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relation between the particulars and the whole, similar to that which exists between our

body and the things outside it [...] We may describe this relation by saying that the act of

comprehending a whole is an interiorisation of its parts, which makes us dwell in them in a

way that is logically similar to the way we dwell in our body”. This implies a duality in each

of our acts of knowledge. In the act of knowing things, we attend to the things, but from

within our body – or again from within the framework on which we tacitly rely in our focus

on things.

In sum, Polanyi’s cognitional theory holds that “our explicit knowledge of a thing invari-

ably relies on our tacit awareness of some other things”. Polanyi says that the interplay of

“detailing and integrating is the royal road for deepening our understanding of any compre-

hensive entity”. This points him toward what is a main burden of his theory: that there is

a indissoluble link between the logic of reason and the structure of reality. Thus he states,

following the assertion just cited:

In saying this I have pronounced a key word. I have spoken of understanding. Under-
standing, comprehension – this is the cognitive faculty cast aside by a positivistic theory
of knowledge, which refuses to recognize the existence of comprehensive entities as distinct
from their particulars; and this is the faculty that I recognize as the central act of know-
ing. For comprehension can never be absent from any process of knowing and is indeed
the ultimate sanction of any such act.

Thus Polanyi insists that “an adequate theory of knowledge must involve a true conception

of man and the universe and be itself supported by it. The absurdity of the world view which

a false ideal of knowledge has spread in our time may bear this out”

There are several further features implied in this notion of knowledge as indwelling with its

duality of cognitional acts – its polarity within unity of each act of knowledge. Thus he says

this notion addresses the problem raised by Plato in the Meno, regarding how our search for

knowledge is always a knowing unknowing, as it were: the knower relies on a kind of tacit or

implicit knowledge from which he attends in coming to an explicit knowledge of something.

In this sense, all knowledge presupposes a kind of memory.

Furthermore, Polanyi says that his conception of knowledge as indwelling, overcomes a long-

standing dualism between I-It and I-Thou kinds of knowledge. There is no dichotomy between

the former and the kind of knowledge that consists in knowing persons – indeed, all the way

to the person of God. In fact, all knowledge is like the knowledge of other persons. Indwelling

thus is not a matter of feeling or sympathy (cf. Dilthey’s Einfhlung), and thus not a matter

appropriate only for the humanities: there is no dichotomy between the Naturwissenschaften

and the Geisteswissenschaften (natural sciences and the human sciences).

Polanyi says that each level of reality operates toward boundary conditions: in the sense that

physics and chemistry, for example, are open to higher levels of reality that in fact “control”
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these lower. He says that “what is most tangible has the least meaning and it is perverse

then to identify the tangible with the real”. “The world view of Galileo, [therefore], accepted

since the Copernican Revolution, proves fundamentally misleading”. Focusing on “part” of

something to the neglect of an abiding subsidiary awareness of the greater whole or more

comprehensive levels of which it is a “part” turns that “part” into an extrinsic aspect of an

object without functional meaning (read: without relation to the higher levels in relation to

which it has its true, or non-reductive, meaning). Thus Polanyi says that biological entities

presuppose the law of physics and chemistry but are not determined by them. They are

“comprehensive entities”, not mathematically definable. Regarding Descartes, Polanyi says

that the Cartesian dualism of mind and body is eliminated when one sees that mind and

body do not “interact explicitly” (e.g., after the manner of two discrete entities), but rather

relate “according to the logic of tacit knowing”.

Polanyi points out the implications of his theory for the problem of the relation of science and

religion, countering the view of some theologians who would insist that science can contradict

religious teachings only insofar as religion makes statements that bear on physical events,

as these theologians think it should not. On the contrary, knowledge leads organically to

ever higher and more comprehensive levels of reality. We always know more than we can

tell, and the focal dimension of knowledge never exhausts the reality it is seeking to know.

Each level opens toward boundary conditions that require moving on to ever higher and more

comprehensive levels of being. The structure of knowledge leads on to a panorama akin to

Christian views of man’s position in the universe. Indeed, Polanyi states that the true logic

of knowing is disclosed finally in the faith-reason scheme of St. Paul: no act of knowledge is

never exhaustive, and the search for knowledge leads organically to the Pauline scheme:

[The subjects of divinity and the possibility of knowing God] lie outside my argument.
But my conception of knowing opens the way to them. Knowing, as a dynamic force of
comprehension, uncovers at each step a new hidden meaning. It reveals a universe of
comprehensive entities which represent the meaning of their largely unspecifiable particu-
lars. A universe constructed as an ascending hierarchy of meaning and excellence is very
different from the picture of a chance collocation of atoms to which the examination of the
universe by explicit modes of inference leads us. The vision of such a hierarchy inevitably
sweeps on to envisage the meaning of the universe as a whole. Thus natural knowledge
expands continuously into knowledge of the supernatural.
The very act of scientific discovery offers a paradigm of this transition. I have described it
as a passionate pursuit of a hidden meaning, guided by intensely personal intimations of
this yet unexposed reality. The intrinsic hazards of such efforts are of its essence; discov-
ery is defined as an advancement of knowledge that cannot be achieved by any, however
diligent, application of explicit modes of inference. Yet the discoverer must labor night
and day. For though no labor can make a discovery, no discovery can be made without
intense, absorbing, devoted labor. Here we have a paradigm of the Pauline scheme of
faith, works, and grace. The discoverer works in the belief that his labors will prepare his
mind for receiving a truth from sources over which he has no control. I regard the Pauline
scheme therefore as the only adequate conception of knowledge.

In this connection, Polanyi repeatedly points out that hope and faith are part of the structure
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of knowing, and he points out the continuity between his theory of knowledge –which involves

assimilating a framework of meaning and dwelling within it the way we dwell within our

body– and religious conversion. He suggests that the dynamic of knowing operates through

attraction. He says that intellectual beauty is a sign of its contact with reality. He speaks of

the need to accept nature as the cosmic home of man, in which he is both a child of creation

and a bearer of prospects beyond his own range of control. The idea of self-determination,

he says, is meaningless, and this should make us willing to see that the task of knowledge

in fact involves a calling. Here, then, in a word, “is the close neighborhood of science and

religion to which a revised theory of knowledge leads us”.

Thus we have in Polanyi a way of abstracting with a distinctive way of understanding limit:

limit is relative closure, relative in a sense that implies openness, precisely from inside what

is abstracted and the manner of its abstraction, to being through all of its ever more compre-

hensive levels, up to God. Pertinent to my argument, we can see how the way of abstraction

and the order that obtains in reality interlock in his theory. Abstraction is a matter of relative

closure because and insofar as things themselves are a matter of relative closure.

There are questions that might be put to Polanyi relative to the dominant mechanistic mode

of abstraction and view of reality, in light of Jonas’s discussion of modern science indicated

above and indeed in light also of the ontology of creation we have set forth.43 It suffices for

purposes of the present argument, however, simply to point out in conclusion how Jonas’s and

Polanyi’s respective arguments serve to confirm what we have meant to argue here: which is

that the idea of the limit implied in the disciplinary abstraction necessary for any scientific

study of nature is never neutral with respect to what we have termed the nature of the given

as gift, and thus to the nature of the giver of the gift — in short, to the question of creation

and the Creator-God.

Polanyi’s insertion of an essentially tacit dimension into the heart of scientific abstraction

involves rejection of the Cartesian idea of limit. Instead of simple external closure, limit

becomes a matter of relative closure, a closure serving clearly to identify x in its difference

from non-x all the while leaving each open from within to the other. Changing the nature of

the limit proper to abstraction in science in this way may seem to some a trivial and easily

43The themes I would propose for further reflection are three: (1) the relative priority of the explicit and
the tacit in his cognitional theory; (2) the need for an account of his argument in distinctly ontological, as
well as cognitional, terms, especially relative to the mutual relation between the mind and the structure of
the cosmos as implied in that argument; (3) further exploration of the significance of his argument in its
bearing on what he terms the “exact sciences”, as distinct from, say, biology, psychology, and sociology.
I note this third question, for example, in light of the statement from ”Personal Knowledge”: “I start by
rejecting the ideal of scientific detachment. In the exact sciences, this false ideal is perhaps harmless, for it
is in fact disregarded there by scientists. But we shall see that it exercises a destructive influence in biology,
psychology and sociology, and falsifies our whole outlook far beyond the domain of science. I want to establish
an alternative ideal of knowledge, quite generally”. I should say that I do not necessarily pose these questions
for critical purposes, but primarily for the sake of further clarification and possible development of Polanyi’s
argument.
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negotiated matter. The burden of my argument, however, has been that carrying through

this seemingly small change in science’s method of abstraction will involve in its wake a

reconfiguring of the idea of order in the universe, in its relation, finally, to the Creator-God.
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Abstract

This paper describes a quiet but dramatic revolution in how science is to be understood that is now
going on. In this revolution, long-standing ideas of science and nature as completely ordered under
the rule of natural law are called into question by scientists, historians, philosophers and sociolo-
gists, each grappling with how science works in practice. As a result there has been a fundamental
reexamination of how natural order can and should be understood. These new perspectives on nature
have exciting, challenging implications for both science and theology,of which I hope to give a sense
here.

1. The quiet revolution

Since the Scientific Revolution, natural philosophy and Christian natural theology have united

to place man in a well-ordered universe, and with a powerful argument. Appearances notwith-

standing – so the argument goes – the empirical and conceptual successes of modern science

testify that we live in a world in which every natural event is the outcome of universal and

immutable natural law. This image even survived quantum indeterminacy and chaos: the

universe is still universally law-governed though some of its most basic laws are probabilistic

and many of its occurrences may be virtually impossible to predict.

In the last decade this four-hundred-year-old image has been powerfully challenged, unsur-

prisingly perhaps in the social sciences, but importantly in biology and even in physics. The

challenge appears through an unheralded revolution in the philosophy and history of science

where increasingly the traditional view of an ordered science is put into question. This break-

down of order is not along any one fissure nor provoked by any one great discovery like the

quantum of action, nor does it emerge from just one science. Rather, it appears in many

distinct, highly detailed studies of scientific practice. Though generally unrelated to one

another, these diverse studies have in common a radical split from the standard view. They

propose alternatives to universal laws as the central explanatory and predictive mechanisms
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of nature. This questioning of the order of science has come from analyses of successful sci-

entific practice across the disciplines, from fundamental physics through biology to political

economy. In philosophy of science it is no longer assumed without question that the order

of nature is complete and that its laws are universal and exceptionless. What then does this

tell us about Gods plan for nature and his plans for us and indeed about God himself?

The tradition of Natural Religion, especially, looks to the world to teach us about the nature of

its Creator, and Natural Religion often has special appeal to scientists because of its emphasis

on the empirical basis for religious belief. The intimate connection supposed between Gods

nature and the nature of the world He created implies that this revolution in thought about

the order of nature may have profound theological implications. This paper aims in the first

place to provide a sense of these new images of nature and in the second to sketch out some

deep and very serious new questions they raise about Gods role in nature and the role He

assigns to mankind for the order that is to emerge in it.

A familiar issue related to my topic is emergentism. Though my concerns here dovetail with

this theme they are orthogonal to it. Emergentism has to do with the possible failure of

vertical reductionism: the idea that the more basic levels of reality do not determine or fix

what happens at higher levels; that new phenomena, new characteristics, even new laws of

nature emerge at larger dimensions, more mass, higher velocities or increased complexity.

Philosophical support for emergentism can be found in wide-ranging work in philosophy of

science, in theology and in philosophy of mind over the last thirty-five years. In this paper

I am concerned with what can be described as horizontal reductionism: the idea that the

cover of natural law, at any one level or crossing all levels, may not be complete; that order

may remain to be made in nature by us, not just discovered. The recent philosophical work

I draw on is less well understood and concomitantly less regimented than that on vertical

reductionism and emergence — open I feel for new perspectives and a new visioning of the

kind of order science reveals in nature. That said, one may describe the possibility of making

order where none is dictated as a kind of emergentism that is distinct from the conventional

one that downward reduction fails. It is one that rests in new considerations about failure of

the universal cover of law.

2. The cadres

The reaction against the received view of scientific laws as universal and exceptionless has

been as diverse and widespread as the scientific disciplines from which criticisms have been

developed. No one view is the same as any other. But they have in common a picture in

which laws are not the immutable and exceptionless governors of a nature completely ordered

under them. To give just a brief and incomplete overview there are accounts that argue that:

• laws are ineliminably ceteris paribus [1, 2, 3];
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• many basic laws are causal principles that do not describe exceptionlessly regular (i.e.

totally ordered) behavior [4];

• laws emerge historically so are not temporarily universal [5, 6, 7];

• the sources of these historically emergent laws are contingent; so the laws too are

contingent [5];

• laws hold only relative to models [8, 9, 10];

• laws emerge only in structured environments [11, 12, 13, 14, 15];

• nature is governed not by laws but by powers, capacities and tendencies [16, 17, 18, 19];

• nature is governed merely by local necessities [20, 21, 22];

• laws hold with varying degrees and kinds of invariance [23];

• laws serve primarily as tools or guides to practice [24, 25];

• laws of science arise as negotiated principles [26, 27];

• laws of science look univocal and universal but have different meanings for different

practitioners or in different circumstances [26];

• the amount of information contained in the history of the universe is not sufficient to

compute/produce precise laws.

To illustrate these kinds of claims I shall here look briefly into studies in two disciplines in

the natural sciences: biology and physics.

2.1 Biology

Biology has long been criticized: it is not a proper science because it does not have proper

laws. Now those who study its various practices and the many impressive successes they

produce are fighting back. Perhaps the traditional view of what counts as proper science

with proper laws has been mistaken all along. Contemporary biology seems to have just

what it takes to describe nature successfully and to put its knowledge to use.

Probably two researchers who are most vocal in arguing that this is in general true across

biology and even far more widely are John Dupr, head of Egenis, Exeter University’s Centre

for the Study of Life Sciences, y, and University of Pittsburgh philosopher of biology, Sandra

Mitchell [28]. Consider Mitchell:

Take [...] Mendels law of segregation. That law says that in all sexually reproducing
organisms, during gamete formation, each member of an allelic pair separates from the
other member to form the genetic constitution of an individual gamete. So, there is a
50:50 ratio of alleles in the mass of the gametes. In fact, Mendels law does not hold
universally. We know two unruly facts about this causal structure. First, this rule applies
only after the evolution of sexually reproducing organisms, an evolutionary event that, in
some sense, need not have occurred. Second, some sexually reproducing organisms dont
follow the rule because they experience meiotic drive [...] Does this mean that Mendels
law of segregation is not a law?
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From hosts of cases in biology like this various authors conclude that rather than good old-

fashioned proper laws biology offers instead:

• laws that emerge historically;

• laws that are contingent.

These two come naturally from Mitchells first two sources of unruliness. They also conclude

that biology offers only

• laws that are not exceptionless.

This is a natural account given Mitchells second source of unruliness. Different kinds of

cases far from evolutionary biology, in molecular or neurobiology for instance, lead others to

propose that biology studies not laws that describe regular behavior that must occur, but

rather:

• mechanisms that, functioning properly and in the right places, can generate regular

behavior, for instance the interactions of the structures of non-RNA strands with tRNA

molecules and ribosomes to underwrite protein synthesis.

Mitchell also points to authors who claim that biology studies:

• ceteris paribus laws, laws that hold only in special circumstances.

She herself advocates something more practical and this is a piece of advice that she proposes

to carry outside of biology across the disciplines, from economics to physics: “We need to

rethink the idea of a scientific law pragmatically or functionally, that is, in terms of what

scientific laws let us do rather than in terms of some ideal of a law by which to judge the

inadequacies of the more common (and very useful) truths [of the kind biology teaches]” [28].

Mitchell argues that we should do away with the old dichotomy, law vs. non-law, or what is

universal, exceptionless, immutable versus all the rest, to be replaced by a sliding scale, and

along a variety of different dimensions:

[All] general truths we discover about the world vary with respect to their degree of con-
tingency on the conditions upon which the relationships described depend. Indeed, it is
true that most of the fundamental laws of physics are more generally applicable, i.e. are
more stable over changes in context, in space and time, than are the causal relations we
discover to hold in the biological world. They are closer to the ideal causal connections
that we choose to call laws. Yet, few of even these can escape the need for the ceteris
paribus clause to render them logically true.

Looking at how the successes of science are produced across the disciplines, it is truths of
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varying forms with varying degrees of universality and exceptionalnesses, describing various

degrees and kinds of order, that let us do what we need to do to produce those successes.

2.2 Physics

Mitchells final remarks bring us to physics, which is eventually where the conversation goes

when order is challenged: “Surely the world of physics is totally ordered and if physics is

ordered, so is all the rest.” I should begin by emphasizing that the second half of this claim

is clearly a mistake. The past thirty-five years of research I referred to in philosophy and

elsewhere on what I called downwards reduction and emergentism shows that we do not have

anything like sufficient grounds to assume that physics dictates all the way up. But our topic

here is horizontal reductionism: does physics offer laws that dictate a complete order among

the very kinds of events that physics studies? A number of very different kinds of studies

suggest that this is not so.

The first suggest that the laws of physics, in common with all the other laws of science,

are ceteris paribus laws. Consider philosopher of physics Marc Lange: “To state the law

of thermal expansion [which states that the change in length of an expanding metal bar is

directly proportional to the change in temperature] [...] one would need to specify not only

that no-one is hammering the bar on one end, but also that the bar is not encased on four

of its six sides in a rigid material that will not yield as the bar is heated, and so on” [29].

There is naturally a canonical reply by defenders of the universal rule of physics. The list

indicated by “and so on” is indefinite only if expressed in a language that purportedly avoids

terminology from physics, the condition is easily stated: The law of thermal expansion is

rigorously true if there are no external boundary stresses on the bar throughout the pro-

cess” [29].

This brings into focus the technical terms of physics, like stress. How far do these stretch?

Here the very virtues of physics get it into trouble. The terminology of physics is tightly con-

trolled. This is what distinguishes it from disciplines that hardly count as science at all, that

use terminology like globalization or unconscious desire, terms that have no such rigid criteria

for their application. There are rules in physics for how to use language, how, for instance,

to ascribe a quantum field or a classical force. Rules like 𝐹 = 𝐺𝑀𝑚/𝑟2 when two masses a

distance 𝑟 apart interact. And in most situations there are a number of factors affecting the

outcome that we do not know how to describe using these regimented descriptions.

In physics there is no rule that takes you from the bar is being hammered to the bar is

subject to certain stresses. The rules for assigning terms like stress require not loose terms of

everyday use to apply but a far more technical, regimented vocabulary. Stresses and strains

are characterized as forces and force functions have strict rules for application, rules like
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𝐹 = 𝐺𝑀𝑚/𝑟2 when two masses 𝑟 apart interact, 𝐹 = 𝜖0𝑞1𝑞2/𝑟
2 when two charges interact,

and so forth. And it is not clear that every time a bar is hammered one of these more

technical descriptions obtain.

We can say that the bar must be under stress because of the way its behavior is affected.

But that reduces physics to the status of psychoanalysis. We can say that I have certain

unconscious desires because of the odd way my behavior is affected. A physics that allows us

to say things on that kind of basis is not the physics that yields the precise predictions and

exact control of nature that gives us reason to think its laws are true. Better to suppose the

laws are ceteris paribus than to deprive them of their power to predict precisely and of the

huge empirical support this power provides.

A second kind of study looks at the interactions among different kinds of physicists, for

example instrument physicists, experimentalists, and theorists. Much of this work comes

from the brilliant Harvard historian of physics, Peter Galison, beginning with his studies of

neutral currents of the hunt for the Higgs particle, in which he pointed out that experimen-

talists and theoreticians use many of the same words but they often mean something very

different by them. That is because the meaning of the technical terms in physics is given

not by single definitions in language antecedently understood but rather by the whole net-

work of assumptions and inferences with other technical terms that can be made using them.

Experimentalists and theoreticians make very different assumptions and inferences, caring

little about the bulk of what the other says about neutral currents or the Higgs particle and

often not understanding it. This is like the well known incommensurability thesis of Thomas

Kuhn, with Galisons thick descriptions of the kinds of different assumptions that the exper-

imentalists and theoreticians make about neutral currents or the Higgs particle added on to

flesh it out.

What Galison contributes that is really new is his account of how the two groups do com-

municate, as they do when theoretical claims are tested. The two groups meet in what is

analogous to a trading zone, where neithers home language is understood by the other. They

use between them a trading language, a highly specific linguistic structure “that fits between

the two”. Really a pidgin or perhaps even a Creole. Galison stresses that he intends “the

pidginization and Creolization of scientific language to be treated seriously just the way one

would address such issues for language more generally” [30], not as a loose metaphor.

This is a nice solution to the incommensurability problem that rings true to the historical

descriptions Galison provides. But pidginization raises real problems for the traditional ac-

count of laws. The laws of physics are supposed to be universal and comprehensive, but they

are also supposed to be well tested. So which laws are these? It is the theoreticians laws,

fitting together into an integrated theoretical package, that have a claim to be comprehen-

sive; it is the experimental laws with their connections to all the requisite experimentalist
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assumptions that are tested. And the pidgin laws will generally not have enough back up

from the home languages to do either. There is a plurality of laws here and together they

serve our pragmatic needs, as Sandra Mitchell urges. Picking, choosing, and combining, we

can do what we need to do. But there is no set of well-tested laws that looks comprehensive

enough to support total order in the domain of physics.

My own work on testing, evidence, and induction in physics fits well with the Galison story.

The dramatic empirical successes of modern physics, both its precise experimental predictions

and its fantastic technological applications, undoubtedly provide evidence for very concrete

detailed kinds of physics claims, claims that are much like blue prints for how the apparatus

operates. These claims are not a-theoretical in any way – the laser pumps a population

of atoms into an inverted quantum state, but they are very detailed – thats how we get

the operation of the device just right – and in mixed vocabulary, from different branches of

physics and from pure and applied engineering at all different levels. The problem is that

these detailed claims do not relate in the right way for inductive support to flow upwards

to the most fundamental laws of physics, at least if the fundamental laws are taken in the

traditional way as claims of universal scope. The picture I am left with is a world of physics

that is ordered very precisely and very tightly, but in patches, and with gauzy edges. That is

what I describe in my book “The Dappled World: A Study of the Boundaries of Science” [12].

The title is taken from the Gerard Manley Hopkins poem, Pied Beauty:

Glory be to God for dappled things
For skies of couple
colour as a brindled cow...

Were my book alone, I would still immodestly be urging that the breakdown of the tradi-

tional image of the completely ordered universe projected from science should be taken very

seriously. But my work is not at all alone. My approach is just one among what is now a

large and diverse body of work that sees science operating across the board very differently

from the traditional image of universal laws and complete order.

I would not want to claim that all of this work is uncontroversial. Nor do many of the authors

draw the kinds of general conclusions I do here. Most restrict their conclusions to the specific

practices they study in the specific disciplines they know intimately. What is impressive is

how many such studies there are and how many different disciplines they span. It is as if,

once the idea has broken down that the successes of modern science speak for the universal

rule of law and the complete order of nature the flaws in the usual account can be seen here,

there, and everywhere. The point is that these studies are widespread, detailed, and diverse,

by serious scholars seriously trying to account for how the sciences work. Though perhaps

controversial, they should not be ignored, neither in our attempts to understand the world

nor in our attempts to understand God and His intentions about our responsibility for the

order of nature.
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Others too have noted the implications of the new pictures of nature, the nature of God

and Gods relation to man. In a recent book [31] Owen Gingerich argues that these new

groundbreaking views of nature as not universally law-governed fit particularly well with his

claim that God judiciously intervenes in nature at key points to direct its ends. This adds

support to his impassioned argument that science and theism be viewed as compatible and

complementary.

3. What follows?

I close with a very brief sketch of the kinds of theological problems I think we must now face

up to. Since at least the Scientific Revolution three theses have marched hand in hand:

– God has created a perfect world fine-tuned to his ends.

The perfection of Gods plan has been taken to be reflected in the fact that:

– there is a universal and complete order in nature.

Because of its complete and perfect order,

– what happens in nature can be described in universal and exceptionless laws.

Generally these complete and exceptionless laws have been taken to be mathematical, though

there have been notable exceptions such as the romantic movement that extolled the variety

and complexity of nature and A. N. Whitehead and his fellow thinkers at the turn of the last

century who took the biological as the basic order.

There have been over two centuries of questioning whether nature needs God as its source.

But little doubt that if God is the source of nature, it is a perfect nature whose perfection is

revealed in its complete and universal order, an order that can be described in exceptionless

laws. So the second and third theses have remained intact until very recently. But as we

have seen, in the last decade and a half the quiet revolution about the character of the laws

of nature and the order they describe casts serious doubts on whether the sciences do indeed

describe a uniformly law-governed world.

But if the canonical assumptions of the second and third theses are to be called into question,

then it is natural to inquire into the implications this new picture has for understanding the

nature of Gods perfection and Gods role versus the responsibility God assigns to us in the

unfolding and fine-tuning of nature. The revolution in contemporary history and philosophy

of science introduces the possibility that it was a mistake to assert the link between Gods

perfection and His omnipotence on the one hand and the complete and uniform order in

nature on the other. Once we, like Gerard Manley Hopkins, are freed from the assumption

that perfection must come in the form of exceptionless regularity, we can consider alternative

senses in which the world could be ordered. We can also ask how such alternative kinds of

order are consistent with the idea that God fine-tunes nature to direct what emerges, as well

as what lessons follow about His intentions for mans role in nature. If God made a universe

in which much of the creation of order is left to man, what conclusions should we draw about
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the nature of God and his perfections, of Gods relation to man and the universe, and of mans

responsibilities in the universe?
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Abstract

Truth may be defined is several different ways. In the Websters New World Dictionary, one of the
definitions is “the quality of being in accordance with experience, facts, or reality; conformity with
fact”. I prefer to avoid the question of fact and reality and modify slightly the definition to put it as
“the quality of being in accordance with experience and observations”. Using this definition of truth,
I would like in this paper to take the example of the revolution of plate tectonics of which I was one
of the actors, to discuss the relationship between science, reason and truth. I would like to show
that experimental scientists are pragmatic. During this revolution, we used the framework that best
explained what we thought to be the most significant observations and that best predicted the results
that could be checked. Clearly, we used reason to elaborate this new chapter of science but one could
not say that our first motivation was looking for truth per se. We adopted the plate tectonic theory
because of its overall efficiency in accounting for our measurements. Yet I will show that, when the
scientific community massively adopted the new model, the theory had not yet been demonstrated
and further a few major observations appeared to remain unexplained or even to contradict the
theory. These unexplained observations were simply put on the back burner until the reasons for the
apparent contradictions could be found. The process of adoption of the theory was one of evaluating
the relative weight of the elements that fitted the new model versus those that did not fit them.

1. Introduction

I had the privilege at the beginning of my life of scientist to participate in the great upheaval

that accompanies the acceptation of a new global theory. Plate tectonics, the model that

describes today the way in which our planet works, was forced upon the whole community

of earth sciences in less than ten years, between 1960 and 1968. I was indeed lucky enough

to be one of the scientists who elaborated this revolution, working at the time in the Lamont

Geological Observatory (now Lamont Doherty Geological Observatory), in the heart of this

revolution.

We Frenchmen use and abuse the word revolution. It is said that when the Duke de La

Rochefoucauld visited Louis XVI to announce the fall of La Bastille on the morning of 15
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July 1789, the king asked him: “Is it a revolt?” and La Rochefoucauld answered: “Majesty,

this is not a revolt, it is a revolution.” It was not obvious at the time to make this distinction.

Indeed, at the time, France was not affected by one of these frequent revolts. It had entered

a revolution that will permanently reshape not only its future, but the future of humanity.

Revolt or revolution? This is also a major and most difficult question that faces the scientists

when they have to evaluate the proposal of a new paradigm (paradigm here is understood in

the sense of model as in [1]). How does one know whether the upheaval we are going through

in science is an ephemeral revolt or a revolution that will definitively change the way our

science is conducted? And what are the reasons for which this new theory is forced upon

the whole scientific community in a permanent way? These will be my guiding questions

throughout this short essay. Note that my aim here is not to present exhaustively the history

of the revolution of plate tectonics but to discern the way in which the scientific community

went through this period based on my own experience. The reader interested in the history

might want to consult several articles that give my vision of this extraordinary period of my

life [2, 3, 4, 5].

2. Why continental drift was not a revolution?

Earth is one of the archetypes most deeply anchored in our subconscious. Nurturing mother,

center of our universe, the Earth was always assumed to be permanent and stable. Thus

volcanism and seismicity aroused the deepest fears in humans because they originate in

the very entrails of their nurturing mother. The heliocentrism proposed by the Copernican

revolution was inevitably and deeply traumatic, with Galileo its most famous victim. As

Tuzo Wilson noted in 1970 [6], the earth sciences revolution that we have just lived and

which led us to accept that the Earth is neither stable nor permanent was the prolongation

of the Copernican revolution. With the plate tectonic model we now know that the Earth

is a living planet, whose configuration continuously changes as a result of the horizontal

displacement of thousands of kilometers of crust in a geologically short time.

Of course, geologists had noted quite early that vertical motions had brought marine sed-

iments to the tops of the highest mountains. But they implicitly assumed that any two

adjacent regions had always been so in the past. Fixism was the dominating paradigm until

1968. The Austrian, Edward Suess, in his major synthesis at the beginning of the century [7]

described the Earth as a cooling planet whose contracting surface was slowly cracked and

crumpled. It was in 1912 that Alfred Wegener proposed the first mobilist theory [8], with

the drift of continental rafts. The continents would plow through the ocean floor, generat-

ing mountain belts on their bows and disseminating small pieces as island arcs behind their

sterns. Continents would consequently be the active elements in a continuous regeneration

of the configuration of the Earth. Vertical motions of the order of a few kilometers would

thus be the result of horizontal motions of thousands of kilometers.
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Thus, Wegener’s continental drift hypothesis centered on the continents and their geological

history. His model was proposed for purely geological reasons. As stated by Harold Jeffreys

in 1924 the continental drift theory is an “explanation, which explains nothing that we (geo-

physicists) want to explain” [9], The only geophysical proof proposed by Wegener was the

apparent astronomical longitude change of Greenland, which was later shown to be the result

of measurement errors. Furthermore, the mechanism he proposed for the displacements of the

continents, plowing through the ocean floor, could explain neither the present distribution of

volcanoes, nor the distribution of earthquakes. Finally, the concept was obviously mechan-

ically impossible. Wegener’s intuitions on the mobility of continents and their deformation

had operating value only in the paleogeographic domain of continental reconstructions.

Wegener’s attempts at a global tectonic explanation included the assumption that continental

blocks are mechanical resistant whereas the ocean floors are fluid and easily deformable. He

assumed that the continents were made of rigid and brittle granite, the Sial (for silicates

of alumine) on top of ductile Sima (for silicates of magnesium) that could be stretched and

easily deformed like marsh-mallow. But Jeffreys rightly objected:

It appears, in fact, that Wegener, having assumed a finite viscosity for the Sima below the
continents, where it would be at a high temperature (which is a reasonable assumption),
light-heartedly did the same for it on the ocean floor, where the temperature is about 0 C.
The ocean floor shows irregularities of level of the same order of magnitude as those within
the continents, and must have a comparable strength to prevent them from flattening out.

This very simple objection invalidated the model proposed by Wegener. It was not until

the 1950s that the study of the fossil magnetic field produced the first solid independent

evidence of the displacements of the continents, thus restoring some scientific respectability

to Wegener’s proposal that the continents drifted but not to the mechanism he proposed. In

the meantime the earth science community, after intense debate in the 1920s, had rejected

the continental drift theory as a foreign body dangerous to its harmonious growth. Fifty-six

years had to go by before the existence of the geologically rapid formation of the ocean floor

at the axes of mid-ocean ridges was established, a formation that results in continental drift.

In this new mobilist model the continents are no longer the active elements. On the contrary

they are passively transported within large plates some one hundred km thick, which are

generated as they part at the axes of the oceans, and then disappear along the deep trenches

of the active ocean margins.

But the most interesting point made by Jeffreys is actually the heart of this essay. What

are the conditions necessary to move from the old paradigm to the new one? Jeffreys stated:

“I must reject the whole attitude that maintains that any type of scientific evidence can by

itself be so completely demonstrative as to require rejection of any evidence that appears to

conflict with it. If evidence is conflicting, the scientific attitude is to look for a new idea that

may reconciliate.” We will see that the scientific community did not behave in this way when

adopting the new mobilist paradigm. It actually adopted it much before all conflicts with
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evidence had been explained away as these conflicts were progressively resolved quite a few

years later. Actually plate tectonics became the new Earth model sometime in 1967-1968,

fifteen years before it was definitely demonstrated in the 1980s by the geodetic measurements

of motions of the plates that Wegener had erroneously believed to have already obtained in

1929!

That mobilism was rejected for so long is conventionally ascribed to the psychological or

sociological weaknesses of the scientific community. It is true that the psychological context

makes the passage from one paradigm to the other more or less difficult. This passage may

produce deep traumas. But the way in which I have lived the Earth science revolution

suggests to me that the passage from one system to the other is made on purely rational

bases that are independent of the size of the related traumas. This passage occurs whenever

the explicative and predictive power of the new paradigm is superior to the power of the old

one for the totality of the observations made by scientists. The type of mobilism proposed

by Wegener had led the community into a dead end. It is the exploration of the ocean floor

that opened the way for a new mobilist model: plate tectonics.

3. A Revolution brought by the exploration of the ocean floor

Earth sciences until the Second World War had actually been continents sciences as the great

majority of the observations came from the continents. The congenital flaw of continental

drift came from the erroneous vision that Wegener had of the structure of the ocean floor. As

stated by Tuzo Wilson “It is when the geologist decided to look overboard that he realized that

his boat (the continent) was moving.” The Second World War had given a decisive impulsion

to the exploration of the oceans. The US navy had recruited numbers of oceanographers to

contribute to submarine warfare research. After the war, they kept their relations with the

navy that financed their research. It was the beginning of the systematic exploration of the

oceans that used numerous tools conceived for submarine warfare.

The revolution of ideas that led to plate tectonics was principally due to the continuous

interaction between scientists of three laboratories, Lamont and Princeton in the United

States, and Cambridge University in England. Each of these laboratories was dominated by a

strong personality: Maurice Ewing at Lamont, Harry Hess at Princeton, and Edward (Teddy)

Bullard at Cambridge. Although having quite different origins and intellectual capacities,

they had in common a deep interest in the geology of the oceans. It was Richard Field,

a professor at Princeton, who had communicated this interest to them during the thirties.

Field was convinced that one could not understand anything about the Earth as long as one

only studied the small portion above sea level. “With the burning zeal of a Biblical prophet”

as Bullard put it, he converted them to his faith.

It is without doubt Maurice Ewing who acquired the most burning zeal for the exploration
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of the oceans. With him, marine geology entered a new era. From the scattered approach

based on discontinuous point measurements, Ewing moved to a global approach based on

continuous measurements. He was the first to deliberately install himself within the oceanic

world, inventing ad hoc the tools he needed to obtain the maximum amount of new data

on every kind of subject. Although he was a theoretician, he was not comfortable with

speculation. He made a religion of data acquisition.

When I arrived at Lamont in 1959, with a Fulbright Fellowship to study oceanography, Doc,

as he was known by his students, sent me around the world on his three-master, the R/V

VEMA. “Oceanography has to be learned at sea”, he told me. Teddy Bullard, when asking

Doc where he kept his ships, was answered: “At sea”. His deep interest in the exploration

of virgin territories probably came from his northern Texas origins. He loved to be where

nobody else was. When I told him in 1968 that I had decided to go back to France, he asked

me how I could return to such an old country. “If I had to start a new life today, I would go

to Australia”. Actually, when he did move, he went back home to Texas. But, if Texas was

always close to his heart, the ocean remained to the end his real Far West. To the end of his

life he still did not accept that plate tectonics had succeeded in revealing the secrets of his

ocean. Shortly before his death in 1974, he confided to me that each time his ship came back

he was waiting for the new evidence that would show that the whole plate tectonic model

was wrong: the ocean could not be that simple.

In any case, in 1959 the big thing at Lamont was the discovery of the Rift Valley that runs

along the crests of mid-ocean ridges. Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions characterize the

whole length of the Rift. VEMA cruise 16, in which I was going to participate, was supposed

to test the continuity of the Rift Valley from the Atlantic Ocean to the Indian Ocean. Maurice

Ewing and one of his students Bruce Heezen had predicted in 1956 the continuity of the Rift

Valley through the oceans, along the mid-ocean seismic belt, which had been described in

1954 by a Frenchman from Strasbourg, Jean-Pierre Roth (1954). We were going to zigzag

for nine months above this famous seismic line to test the prediction. As it was estimated

to be sixty thousand km long, the almost unknown Rift Valley suddenly became the most

important structure on Earth! It became clear then that no model of the evolution of the

Earth ignoring the Rift could be considered valid.

This fundamental discovery made by the Ewing team followed another by the same team.

Seismological observations had actually established what had been inferred from gravity

measurements: the uplift of the crust-mantle interface (the MOHO) to a depth of ten to

five km under the ocean floor. Under the continents, the MOHO lies at a depth of about

thirty km. Thus, oceanic crust is on average four times less thick than continental crust.

It was concluded that both crusts were distinct types, with probably different origins and

evolutions. But perhaps even more importantly, the thickness of the sediments in the ocean

basins appeared to be very small. In the fixist model, the ocean floor should have about
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the same age as the adjacent continents. The average age of the continents is 3.8 billion

years (compared to 4.55 billion years for the age of the Earth). One expected then to find in

the ocean basins huge thicknesses formed by the erosion of the continents. Yet seismological

observations clearly indicated that this was not so. From then on, the whole debate on

the dynamics of the Earth would be concerned, first, with the significance of this radical

difference of structure and apparent age between oceans and continents and, second, with

the significance, within the oceans, of the Rift Valley. The oceans thus became the heart of

the Earth debate.

At Lamont, two schools of thought prevailed. To Bruce Heezen, the young geologist who

had just finished his thesis, under the direction of Ewing, on the morphology of the northern

Atlantic Ocean, everything could simply be explained if one accepted the ideas proposed by

S.W. Carey of the University of Hobart in Tasmania in 1958 concerning the rapid expansion

of the Earth [10]. Oceans were geologically recent structures formed by expansion from the

Rift. Heezen was consequently a mobilist. But Maurice Ewing rightly thought that the idea

of such a fast expansion (a 75 percent increase in the Earth’s radius in a hundred million

years) was physically absurd. He remained a fixist and preferred to explain the tectonic

activity of the Rift by borrowing to a British geologist Arthur Holmes the concept of deep

convection currents, in the mantle below the Rift, which did not reach the surface but were

the cause of its extension and volcanism. Thus, already at this time, a combination of the

ideas of Heezen and Ewing would have led directly to the hypothesis of Sea Floor Spreading.

But for Ewing such speculations were premature. What did they bring to science? New facts

were within reach of our dredges, corers, cameras, magnetometers. With his younger brother

John Ewing he was inventing marine seismic reflection, a technique to continuously record

the thickness of the sedimentary cover. This technique was going to confirm that the ocean

sediment cover is very thin and is totally absent near the Rift.

Yet, during this whole time, the Lamont team was far from monolithic, contrary to what

has often been stated since. There were two schools. One, which was more geologically

inclined and included the students of Heezen, was mobilist and expansionist. The other,

which was more geophysically inclined, and to which I belonged, was fixist and believed in

longstanding ocean-continent distribution. And, if Lamont faction leaders could hardly work

with each other, the younger scientists had many vivid exchanges, especially when they were

at sea. The debate was open and always stayed open; this was not the case in most other

laboratories, which, at least in the United States, were massively and often aggressively fixist.

4. Princeton and the seafloor-spreading Hypothesis

In 1957, Heezen presented during a seminar at Princeton his ideas about the expansion of

the oceans from the Rift. Harry Hess was one of his attentive listeners. He stated after
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the seminar “You have shaken the foundation of geology.” Hess, through a rather complex

chain of reasoning, had become convinced that the oceanic crust is not chemically differen-

tiated from the mantle, but consists of serpentine, a hydrated peridotite. Thus the mantle

would nearly outcrop on the ocean floor. Hess had also become convinced, following Vening

Meinesz, that ocean trenches were convergence zones where the floor of the oceans is thrust

under the adjacent continents. Combining these hypotheses with the Rift expansion concept,

Hess brought the convection currents of Arthur Holmes and Maurice Ewing to the seafloor,

introducing the idea of the conveyor-belt. Thus the upper mantle would rise along the Rift

where it would become hydrated; it would move undeformed from the Rift to the trenches,

to plunge back into the deep Earth.

His hypothesis took into account the radical difference of structure between oceanic and

continental crusts. It attributed the small thickness of oceanic sediments to the youth of the

oceanic basins. The volcanic and extensional tectonic activity at the Rift was explained by

the divergence of the two conveyor belts. This model eliminated the difficulties of Wegener’s

model, although it did account for continental drift which paleomagnetic studies rendered

more probable every year. Yet it was originally based on one false hypothesis: we now know

that the oceanic crust consists principally of basalt and not serpentine.

Hess’ model, presented as a contract report, was widely circulated in 1960, including at

Lamont, although it was not published until 1962 [11]. In between, in 1961, Robert Dietz

proposed its now famous trade name of Sea Floor Spreading. Hess, with his usual open-

mindedness, presented his new ideas as a working hypothesis that should not be taken too

seriously, an essay in geopoetry. His caution may also have been due to the aggressiveness

of the fixist school in the U.S. Most of the senior geophysicists would then shoot at sight at

the few mobilists trying to present their ideas at the American Geophysical Union meetings

in Washington.

With Sea Floor Spreading, the scientists finally disposed of a new coherent mobilist model

that accounted both for the small age of the ocean floor and the existence of the mid-ocean

Rift, two observations that appeared to discredit any fixist model. But to accept such a

revolutionary change of paradigm, the scientific community needed a convincing test. Six

years and one detour through Cambridge would be necessary to establish Sea Floor Spreading

as the prevailing model.

5. Cambridge and the ”Vine and Matthews” test

It was magnetism that provided the decisive test for the validity of Sea Floor Spreading. This

test was proposed independently, in 1963, in Canada by Lawrence Morley, and at Cambridge

by Fred Vine. Both had a good knowledge of the magnetization of rocks. Morley had actu-

ally studied paleomagnetism, and Vine had worked with paleomagneticists. At Cambridge
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Bullard was well known for his interest in the Earth’s magnetic field and for paleomagnetic

investigations. By this time, paleomagneticists had demonstrated the existence of inversions

of polarity of the Earth’s magnetic field. Thus, for Morley and Vine, if there is seafloor

spreading, the lavas which flow on the floor of the Rift Valley must be magnetized in the

contemporaneous magnetic field, which is alternatively positive and negative. The floor of

the oceans must then consist of magnetized stripes parallel to the Rift and having alternative

polarities. Morley went farther than Vine, as he rightly concluded that the resulting mag-

netic anomalies should be symmetric with respect to the Rift. One should therefore be able

to use them to measure the rate of seafloor spreading.

There was at that time no existing survey of linear and symmetric magnetic anomalies clearly

related to a properly identified ocean ridge crest. In the North Atlantic Ocean, where the

Lamont teams had mostly worked, and in the northern Indian Ocean, where Vine and his

instructor Drummond Matthews worked, the magnetic anomalies were highly irregular. Nice

linear anomalies had been mapped by Raff and Mason in 1961 off the West United States

coast, but no Rift was known there. Actually, the Rift along which these anomalies were

formed had since disappeared within the oceanic trench, which had existed in earlier geo-

logical times along the North American western margin. As stated by Vine, at the time

when the concept was proposed, few actual proofs of it could be advanced and, in a way,

this concept created more problems than it solved. Vine’s paper [12], as well as Morley’s

paper (rejected by Nature and the Journal of Geophysical Research in 1963 —probably be-

cause it contained no new data— and published with Larochelle as co-author in 1964), were

completely ignored. I remember reading Vine and Matthews’ paper when it was published

but, to my knowledge, the paper was not seriously debated among us. It is significant that

neither Vine, nor Matthews, nor Morley, nor anybody else considered any follow-up to these

two papers during the two following years.

Once more, it was Harry Hess who was to open a new pass. Hess had already played a

major role in the elaboration of Vine’s ideas when he presented his own ideas within a most

remarkable British institution, the annual interuniversity Geological Congress organized by

the graduate students, in January 1962. In January 1965 Hess came back to Cambridge for

a sabbatical with Tuzo Wilson, a Canadian geophysicist gifted with a stunning vitality and

an extraordinary intuition. Wilson was a 1963 convert to Sea Floor Spreading.

The association of Hess, Wilson and Vine was a prodigious one and, when the Tuzo Wilson

hurricane had dissipated, the essential notions of plates, plate boundaries and transform

faults (pure slip boundaries joining two other boundaries) were established. Wilson, starting

from Hess’ ideas and from an intuition of Vine on the Atlantic equatorial faults, established

the rules of plane plate tectonics [13]. Then, on theoretical bases and following again a

suggestion by Hess, Wilson identified the Juan de Fuca rise, west of Canada, and had Vine

identify the magnetic anomalies and the Sea Floor Spreading rate. The symmetry of the
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anomalies was rather good, in spite of a modest rate of seafloor spreading, but the modeled

relationship of the anomalies to the chronology of the Earth’s magnetic field reversals was

rather poor. This was not surprising, for it was later recognized that the chronology available

at that time was incorrect. Yet, the time had come to test the predictions.

It is somewhat surprising that Bullard seems to have made no contribution to this episode, for

in the preceding year, with Everett and Smith, he had presented a paper at the Continental

Drift Symposium in London in which he applied for the first time the rules of motion of

rigid spherical caps on a sphere to the reconstruction of continents before the opening of the

Atlantic Ocean. The French scientist Boris Choubert, before the Second World War, had

first tried to fit the continents precisely along their continental margins; later Carey had tried

to demonstrate that such a fit required using a globe with a smaller radius. This symposium

had clearly revealed the difference between the British scientists, now almost all mobilists

(essentially because of the recent paleomagnetic results), and the American scientists, who

were still mainly on the fixist side.

6. Return to Lamont: Testing Time

What were we doing at Lamont during this time? We were exploring the world ocean, from

Rift to trench, from the Atlantic to the Pacific through the Indian Ocean. Ewing kept two

ships at sea permanently. He believed that the Earth cannot be understood unless it is studied

globally with every scientific discipline. He was constantly looking for new technologies which,

more often than not, were introduced for the first time as a standard tool in the ocean by

Lamont teams: underwater photography, seismic refraction, continuous magnetic and gravity

recording, continuous seismic reflection, heat flow apparatus on piston corer, nephelometer,

satellite navigation, and more. Manik Talwani, a gravity specialist who succeeded Ewing

as Director of Lamont, had organized an entirely computerized data reduction and storing

system. Lamont was the only laboratory with a complete set of data on the world ocean,

which could be rapidly and easily retrieved. Furthermore, the seismology department, under

the leadership of Jack Oliver, used the global seismographic network installed in 1962 by the

United States to initiate a systematic study of global seismology. No other laboratory had a

similar potential to test Hess’s hypothesis.

Yet these studies revealed evidence that did not seem to fit the Sea Floor Spreading model.

A major stumbling block was the presence of undeformed sedimentary filling in some oceanic

trenches where Hess had proposed that oceanic crust was being underthrust. The sinking

of the conveyor belt below the continent should have accumulated deformed water-saturated

oozes and muds within the trenches. Yet the only tectonic evidence was the presence on

the oceanic side of the trenches of faults, which were obviously due to distension and not to

compression. It was only in 1970, long after the revolution had occurred in our community

that the solution of this difficult mechanical problem began to appear with the combined
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use of high resolution and high penetration commercial seismic reflection, and of drilling

techniques.

The most illuminating example of our dilemmas at the time is the interpretation of the

oceanic pattern of distribution of heat flow. With Marcus Langseth, in 1965, we were trying to

analyze and interpret the numerous heat flow measurements he had made in the Atlantic [14].

I made, in particular, the first numerical computations of the heat flow pattern that should be

produced by Hess’ Sea Floor Spreading model. If qualitatively the agreement was excellent,

quantitatively the disagreement was obvious. The computed flux was three times larger than

the measured one, whereas the deeper convection currents of Maurice Ewing would produce

a heat flow pattern in good agreement with the measurements. We concluded that the Hess

model did not work. Sea Floor Spreading should leave a clear heat flow signature — but it

was not present. Our computations were correct, our measurements were correct, but our

conclusion was wrong.

It was only after 1969 that the reason for this discrepancy was found: the measured heat flow

was the conductive heat flow. It ignored the heat transported by hydrothermal circulation,

which has since been shown to be so important. This was a hidden parameter that neither

myself, nor anybody working in this field had taken into account. It is interesting to note

that Dan McKenzie, a young scientist from Cambridge, who was then staying in California

and who was going to play a major role in the elaboration of the plate tectonic model,

made the same computations one year later. Yet, to obtain the correct results, he chose a

temperature inside the mantle three times smaller, 550 C instead of the 1500 C that we had

chosen; this latter temperature was then and is still considered as much closer to the actual

mantle temperature. But McKenzie was already convinced of the validity of the Sea Floor

Spreading model, and he preferred to adjust the parameters rather than arrive at an obvious

discrepancy. Thus, at the time, whether the fixist or the mobilist model was adopted, a

certain number of observations did not agree with the predictions. The environment, the

working philosophy and the discipline in which one would work heavily influenced the choice

made.

7. The magic profile that led to the Revolution

As far as I was concerned in late 1965, the difficulties resulting from applying the Sea Floor

Spreading model to the interpretation of the magnetic anomalies, the apparent impossibility

of reconciling subduction with the quiet sediment fill in the trenches and the three-times-too-

small heat flow through the mid-ocean ridges led me to adopt a convection model without

Sea Floor Spreading. This was the conclusion of my thesis, written in late 1965 and defended

in Strasbourg in April, 1966. In late January, 1966, I left Lamont to participate as chief

scientist in a South Atlantic cruise and then went directly to Strasbourg. It was in early

May that I came back to Lamont. My wife still remembers that on my return from the
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Observatory, I asked her to get me a drink and told her: “The conclusions of my thesis are

wrong: Hess is right.”

Walter Pitman had just showed me the magic magnetic anomaly profile obtained over the

South Pacific ridge crest, the Eltanin profile that he had presented with Jim Heirtzler at the

American Geophysical Union meeting in Washington, D.C. in April [15]. This presentation

had stunned everybody. The one-thousand-km-long profile revealed a perfect symmetry with

respect to the axis of the mid-ocean ridge crest. Furthermore, it could be interpreted simply

and perfectly with the Sea Floor Spreading model, using the Earth magnetic field reversals

chronology obtained by the young Lamont paleomagnetic group (led by Neil Opdyke), by

measuring the magnetic polarity of oceanic sediment cores. In particular, the magnetic

anomaly profile as well as the sediment cores revealed the presence of a new magnetic event

that Doell and Dalrymple had just independently identified, the Jaramillo event, a short

duration of normal magnetic field. Furthermore, with this time scale, the correlations from

one ridge crest to the other became evident. Suddenly, the balance of phenomena explained

or left unexplained by the Sea Floor Spreading hypothesis appeared positive, and acceptable

without serious reservation to any scientist familiar with the big picture. The massive move

toward mobilism became inevitable.

We now had the key and the data were at our disposal. Immediately, under the leadership

of Jim Heirtzler, we started working, one ocean for each scientist. I inherited the Indian

Ocean. Lynn Sykes in the seismology department had tested positively Wilson’s transform

fault model, using earthquake fault plane mechanisms. And Jack Oliver, with his student

Brian Isacks, had demonstrated that the oceanic lithosphere did dive within the mantle along

the trenches. Lamont, in spite of the skepticism of its Director, had passed massively into

the mobilist party.

It was during a conference organized by NASA in New York on 11 and 12 November 1966

that the victory of mobilism was clearly established. Teddy Bullard, who presided, could

not find a single scientist to defend fixism. Yet at this time there was no quantitative model

of our planet that could be used in a predictive way. Sea Floor Spreading was accepted

because it had passed brilliantly the tests proposed by Vine and Wilson. These tests had

been sufficient to start the revolution that substituted the mobilist paradigm to the fixist

one.

8. The global model: Plate Tectonics

I have retained a precise memory of the morning of 19 April, 1967, at the meeting of the

American Union in Washington during which Harry Hess presided over a Seafloor Spread-

ing special symposium. The large amphitheater was full and expectations were very high.

Seafloor spreading was the subject of most discussions: seventy abstracts on the topic had
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been submitted to this AGU meeting! At the end of the session, Morgan presented a paper,

which, according to its title, concerned the formation of oceanic trenches by viscous con-

vection. Manik Talwani and I were preparing to listen very attentively because we had a

vigorous argument with Morgan on this subject. Morgan assumed for his model the absence

of any long-term rigidity even at the surface, and we considered this assumption belied by the

gravity data. But to our great surprise, Morgan announced that he would present a different

paper. He was going to discuss the geometric problems concerned with the relative motions

of plates (he called them blocks), which he assumed to be rigid away from the Atlantic Rift.

What Tuzo Wilson had done qualitatively on a plane, Jason Morgan was now doing quan-

titatively on a sphere, establishing the principles of plate kinematics. Morgan has a special

gift for disorienting his listeners. This gift was especially well displayed on that occasion,

and very few people, if any, actually paid attention to what he said. As for Manik Talwani

and me, our dispute with Morgan appeared to be closed, since he now assumed rigid blocks

at the surface. We could not understand this about face.

However, coming back to Lamont, we found a preprint of his paper, much clearer than his

talk. This preprint had been widely disseminated through the main laboratories. It was

much less elaborate than the version which he later published in March, 1968 [16]. The long

delay in publication was due to great difficulties with one of the reviewers at the Scripps

Institution of Oceanography in California, Bill Menard. This was rather strange because

it was a paper by this well-known marine geologist, published in January 1967, that had

inspired the work of Morgan in the first place. In that paper Menard had demonstrated that

the fracture zones in the Pacific Ocean did not exactly follow great circles. But there is a

theorem, attributed to Euler, which states that the motion of a rigid body from one position

to another on a sphere is a rotation. The trajectories of each point of this rigid body must

then be small circles centered on the same pole of rotation, and not great circles. And this

was easy to test for the Pacific fracture zones.

If Morgan’s preprint did not convince the reviewers, I myself considered it a major contribu-

tion. I immediately decided to test this kinematic approach, in spite of the skepticism of my

colleagues, who considered more important to continue to decipher the magnetic anomalies.

I had to elaborate a rather complex methodology and a system of computer programs, which

kept me busy until July. I could then verify that each of the different rift openings behaved

according to spherical geometry: thus, plates (as they were later going to be called) were

indeed rigid, and Morgan was right. My interpretations were ready in early September and

I presented them at a scientific meeting at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. Jason

Morgan was present at that meeting, which was where he first saw my work. John Sclater,

who was then at Scripps with Dan McKenzie, also attended the meeting and later briefly

discussed the results of the meeting with Dan McKenzie.

Immediately after, in mid-September, Dan McKenzie submitted to Nature a paper presenting
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the main principles of spherical kinematics, based on the example of the Pacific plate. Robert

Parker, who had developed the cartographic software used by Dan McKenzie, was coauthor.

McKenzie stated that he got his ideas in June, when thinking about the work done by Bullard

to compute the fit of the rigid continents on each side of the Atlantic Ocean. He attended the

Washington meeting in April, but left the Seafloor Spreading session before Morgan’s talk!

And when Bill Menard gave him, in early September, the Morgan preprint that he had to

review, he had already done most of the work on his own paper. He thus decided to finalize

his paper immediately and submit it to Nature, which accepted it immediately [17]. Later,

in November, he tried to delay its publication to respect the anteriority of Morgan’s work,

but Nature refused. In any case, while McKenzie’s approach was different from Morgan’s, it

established the same principles.

Having verified the rigidity of plates, as Morgan and McKenzie had done previously or simul-

taneously for the Atlantic and Pacific, I moved to the next stage, which was to combine the

motions of plates on the spherical Earth to obtain the converging motions along the trenches.

I thus defined the first predictive global quantitative model. I found that to obtain a unique

solution it was necessary to use only six plates. The results were in excellent agreement with

seismicity data along the trenches.

Finally, I made the first kinematic reconstruction of the evolution of the Earth based on

magnetic anomalies. To do this, I had to fit the magnetic anomalies having identical ages

on both sides of the Rift in the same way as Bullard and his coauthors had done when

fitting the continental margins on both sides of the Atlantic. This was the beginning of a

paleogeographic method that has since been shown to be especially powerful. The fitting of

the anomalies was done on the computer and involved combining rotations, which were no

longer small but could reach several tens of degrees. Small rotations can be treated as vectors

whereas this is not true of large ones, which must be treated as matrices. Not knowing that,

it took me some time to discover the origin of large discrepancies in my early computations.

The rules of spherical geometry were poorly known at this time among geophysicists! Neither

Morgan, nor McKenzie, according to what they both told me in 1967, believed that such an

approach was possible. They did not have enough confidence in plate rigidity McKenzie told

me then: “Sclater wanted me to do it — but I did not want to.”

My paper was ready in November. I waited to submit it until Morgan’s paper was accepted,

in order to respect his anteriority. I had more luck than he had. My reviewers, Tuzo

Wilson and Jack Oliver, recommended its immediate acceptance [18]. Thus the succession of

papers establishing the plate tectonic model is as follows: McKenzie and Parker in Nature,

in December, 1967, Morgan in the Journal of Geophysical Research, in March, 1968, myself

in June. Finally Isacks, Oliver and Sykes, our seismologist colleagues in Lamont used my

six-plate model to demonstrate the compatibility of plate tectonics with the seismicity of the

Earth [19]. Their paper had a major impact on the geological community as a demonstration
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of the predictive power of the plate tectonic model.

The global plate tectonic model was now available. The whole community had adopted the

new mobilist paradigm and tried to adjust to this new model. Yet the model of plate tectonics

had not yet been demonstrated. One would have to wait for the RV Glomar Challenger

drillings that were planned as tests of the new theory between 1968 to 1975 to demonstrate

that the ages of the ocean floor were those predicted by the theory. And the actual velocities

of the plates would not be measured until the 1980s when satellite geodetic measurements

became precise enough to obtain the position of a point within a few millimeters. Thus,

when the scientific community massively adopted the new model, the theory had not yet

been demonstrated and further a few major observations appeared to remain unexplained

or even to contradict the theory. These unexplained observations were simply put on the

back burner until the reasons for the apparent contradictions could be found. The process of

adoption of the theory was one of evaluating the relative weight of the elements that fitted

the new model versus those that did not fit them.

9. Further reflections

If the new model was initiated on the basis of ideas of experienced scientists such as Carey,

and specially Hess and Wilson, it was developed and tested by very young scientists. In 1967,

Vine, Morgan, Sykes and myself were about thirty. McKenzie was twenty-five! If we came

from very different scientific cultural background (mobilist for Cambridge and Princeton,

fixist for Lamont), we had no special interest in sticking to this culture and were quite open

as far as ideas were concerned. On the contrary, most of the older scientists were forced

to repudiate their previous public positions to adopt the new paradigm. Tuzo Wilson did

it in a spectacular fashion early, in 1963, passing abruptly from the statute of defender of

outrageously fixist ideas to promoter of mobilism. But most of them like Maurice Ewing got

stuck in their former positions and fought the new ideas as long as they reasonably could.

After 1966, their conversion depended on their proximity with oceanographic and geophysical

disciplines. The role of the large meetings of the American Geophysical Union in Washington

was quite large to disseminate ideas and sense how the scientific consensus was being reached.

It seems to me that the Earth science community as a whole behaved in a very reasonable

way. Its evolution in adopting new ideas, and finally a new paradigm, progressed each time

that such an adoption permitted significant progress in the interpretation of the observations

available and, more importantly, in the prediction of new key observations to be made. I do

not believe that science would have progressed more rapidly if the mobilist paradigm had

been massively adopted in 1960, when Hess proposed the new Sea Floor Spreading idea.

I have anyway by now acquired one solid belief: that one has to be aware of the possible

existence of hidden parameters which can put in doubt at any moment the best established

theory, no matter how respectable it might be.
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In the end, the scientific community did look for truth as defined above: “the quality of being

in accordance with experience and observations.” We decided that the renewal of ocean floor

through Sea Floor Spreading and the mobility of rigid plates that explained this renewal

were indeed verified by our observations. Mobility of the surface of the Earth was a fact of

experience and observation. The process of conversion to the new mobilist paradigm was

eminently pragmatic. The question posed throughout was: “Does it work better than the

other paradigm?” and in a sense the answer to this question depended on ones own discipline

and what were the most important questions asked at the moment in ones own research.

Of course it would be a grave error to believe that this eminently rational and pragmatic

approach is also the one that governs the behavior of each scientist within his research process.

The emotional and visionary aspects are quite important. As for myself, for example, I had

a fascination for the Earth since my early childhood. I wanted not only to explore unknown

places but I wanted to understand why it behaves like it does. When elaborating the new six

plates model, I lived during months with a vision of the Earth with moving plates forming

at the Rifts and plunging at trenches. And the day I finally obtained the predicted motions

at trenches and mountain belts gave me one of the most exhilarating experiences of my

whole life. Clearly the motivation of successful scientists is a deep thirst of observing and

understanding their surrounding world. But the success of experimental science comes from

the rigorous rational process to which it must submit itself to be successful.
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Abstract

Results going back to Turing and Gödel provide us with limitations on our ability to decide the
truth or falsity of mathematical assertions in a number of important mathematical contexts. There
are two kinds of such limiting results that must be carefully distinguished. Results of the first kind
state the nonexistence of any algorithm for determining whether any statement among a given set of
statements is true or false. Results of the second kind are much deeper and represent much greater
challenges. They point to a specific statement A, among a given set of statements, where we can
neither prove nor refute A using accepted principles of mathematical reasoning. We give a brief
survey of these limiting results. These include limiting results of the first kind: from number theory
in mathematics, and from idealized computing devices in theoretical computer science. The highlight
of the contribution is a discussion of limiting results of the first kind in the context of simplified
physical systems; and a discussion of limiting results of the second kind. The simplified physical
systems involve a small number of bodies, operating in potentially infinite one dimensional discrete
space time.

1. Examples of algorithms. Arithmetic ops, gcd, primality, factor-

ing, solvability of equations

We want to provide some significant context by discussing demonstrable successes before I

discuss demonstrable limitations. Long before there were any appropriate models of compu-

tation, there were actual interesting algorithms. Schoolchildren are still taught the standard

algorithms for adding, subtracting, and multiplying two integers given in base 10. They are

also taught the standard division algorithm with remainder.

Algorithms for these standard arithmetic operations have been revisited in a very powerful

way because of the computer revolution. There is a real need for optimizing speed as much as

possible, for numerous applications. These modern algorithms take full advantage of actual

circuit designs, and exploit their capacity for parallelism. See, for example [1, 2].
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It is instructive to consider one the most famous of all algorithms - the Euclidean algorithm

from Greek times, which is believed to even predate Euclid. The purpose of this algorithm is

as follows. When given two positive integers, 𝑛,𝑚, in base 10, return the greatest common

divisor of 𝑛,𝑚 in base 10. We write this as gcd(𝑛,𝑚). The most obvious algorithm, when

presented with 𝑛,𝑚, maintains a number 𝑑 which is the greatest integer found thus far that

divides both 𝑛 and 𝑚, and a number 𝑡 indicating where we are in the process.

We start with 𝑡 = 1 and 𝑑 = 0. We determine whether 𝑡 = 1 divides 𝑛,𝑚. It does, and so

we update 𝑑 = 1, and also update 𝑡 = 1 to 𝑡 = 2. We then determine whether 𝑡 = 2 divides

𝑛,𝑚. If it does, then we update 𝑑 = 1 to 𝑑 = 2, and update 𝑡 = 2 to 𝑡 = 3. If it does not,

then we leave 𝑑 = 1 alone, and update 𝑡 = 2 to 𝑡 = 3. We continue in this way, updating

𝑑 sporadically, until we reach (and finish with) 𝑡 = min(𝑛,𝑚). The final value of 𝑑 is the

greatest common divisor of 𝑛,𝑚.

Of course, this is about the “worst possible algorithm imaginable” in terms of computing

resources. The Greeks did far better, in the following clever way.

If 𝑛 = 𝑚, then gcd(𝑛,𝑚) = 𝑛. So assume, say, 𝑛 < 𝑚. Divide 𝑛 into 𝑚 and get a remainder

𝑟1 < 𝑛. Divide 𝑟1 into 𝑛 and get a remainder 𝑟2 < 𝑟1. Divide 𝑟2 into 𝑟1 and get a remainder

𝑟3 < 𝑟2. Keep doing this until the remainder is 0. The divisor 𝑟 that generated this 0

remainder is gcd(𝑛,𝑚). This is because every common divisor of 𝑛,𝑚 divides 𝑟 (in fact, 𝑛,𝑚

and all 𝑟’s), and 𝑟 is a common divisor of 𝑛,𝑚. Both of these facts are proved by induction,

up and down the construction.

The number of steps that the Euclidean algorithm takes is known to be at most the total

number of base 10 digits in the problem — an enormous improvement over the “worst”

algorithm [1, 3].

The prime numbers (integers ≥ 2 that cannot be factored) have played an essential role in

mathematics, and more recently, in cryptography. E.g., The Diffie-Hellman key exchange

protocol [4]. It is useful to know that there are approximately 𝑛/ ln(𝑛) primes below any

positive integer 𝑛. I.e., the 𝑛-th prime is approximately 𝑛/ ln(𝑛). This is the so called Prime

Number Theorem, due independently to Hadamard and de la Vallee Poussin, in 1896.

Here is a good candidate for the “worst” way to test whether or not a positive integer 𝑛 is

prime. Just divide 𝑛 by all of the numbers from 2 through 𝑛− 1 and see if you find a factor.

Primality testing has gone through a very interesting history, involving evolution in the

notion of algorithm. The very best algorithms in practice have an exotic component which

represents a modern paradigm — namely, the probabilistic algorithm.
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The Miller Rabin primality test is a beautiful example of a probabilistic algorithm [1, 5, 6]. A

set 𝑆[𝑛] ⊆ [1, 𝑛− 1] is cleverly associated with any odd positive integer 𝑛, with the following

properties:

i. If 𝑛 is prime then 𝑆[𝑛] is empty.

ii. If 𝑛 is composite then 𝑆[𝑛] has at least (𝑛− 1)/2 elements.

iii. It is highly efficient to test for membership in 𝑆[𝑛].

We can now “test” whether 𝑛 is prime, highly efficiently. Generate a lot of numbers in

[1, 𝑛− 1], “randomly”. Say 𝑎1, . . . , 𝑎200. Check for membership in 𝑆[𝑛]. If at least one of

them lies in 𝑆[𝑛] then we know that 𝑛 is composite. If none of them lie in 𝑆[𝑛], then almost

certainly 𝑛 is prime. Why? If it were composite then you would have a misleading outcome

200 times in a row! Chance of that is 2−200.

You want more “certainty”? Then use a bigger number of trials than 200.

This algorithm raises a number of deep foundational, philosophical, and metaphysical issues

surrounding randomness and truth — in a particularly rich and focused way. E.g., what

do we mean by random trials? What kind of truth is involved here? How do we actually

generate random numbers? We now come to factoring. It is widely believed that factoring a

positive integer is “hard” in the sense that it is going to take an unfeasible amount of time,

generally, to factor positive integers randomly chosen with, say, hundreds of digits. There

has been a huge success in building up a theory and practice of cryptographic schemes based

on the assumption that factoring positive integers chosen randomly is too difficult for anyone

armed with anything like existing computer power, see [4, 7, 8, 9].

Nevertheless, there are methods that are considerably better than the “worst” — which

is merely to try everything. There is a family of methods called the sieve method, which

originated in ancient times. This continues to be an active area of research [10].

We now come to the solvability of equations. Let me concentrate on a single polynomial

equation with integer coefficients. There are three key parameters: the number of variables,

the degree, and the size of the coefficients.

1. There is an algorithm for testing solvability with real or complex number unknowns [11,

12, 13].

2. There is an algorithm for testing solvability for degree 2, with integer or rational (or

real or complex number) unknowns [14].
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3. There is no algorithm for testing solvability for 9 nonnegative integer unknowns. The

same negative result holds with integer unknowns, but apparently the number of un-

knowns needs to be raised somewhat. See [15, 16] and also http://logic.pdmi.ras.

ru/Hilbert10/index.html.

4. There is no algorithm for testing solvability for degree 4, with integer unknowns [15, 16].

5. Nobody knows if there is an algorithm for testing solvability with rational unknowns [17].

6. Nobody knows if there is an algorithm for testing solvability for degree 3, with 2 rational

unknowns. There is an algorithm for degree 3, with 2 integer unknowns [17].

There continues to be a lot of work trying to deal with the theoretical and practical issues

surrounding the implementation of 1 and fragments [18].

2. No algorithms. Robust model of computation. Behavior of ab-

stract machines, solvability of equations

In order to establish that there is no algorithm for determining whether a property holds of

inputs from a class, or no algorithm for returning information related to inputs from a class,

one relies on a standard robust model of computation.

The first presentation of such a model was by Alan Turing. It was rather specialized, and

considerable effort went into establishing its robustness [19, 20]. Turing’s formal computing

devices were, on the surface, rather limited and restricted. So it was not entirely clear

what would happen if one enlarged them without destroying the general features that they

possessed that made them obviously algorithmic.

After much work along these lines, it became generally accepted that an extremely robust

analysis had been given. In particular, the notions of partial recursive and recursive functions

on nonnegative integers and on finite strings from a finite alphabet, as well as of recursively

enumerable and recursive sets of nonnegative integers and finite strings from a finite alphabet,

were fundamental, and “correctly analyze” clear informal notions. In fact, this feeling was

codified by Alonzo Church into what is called ”Church’s Thesis” [21, 22].

I am one of the few people who has some optimism that there is some strikingly simple

condition that can be placed on “computable” or “algorithm”, which, in some way, “obvi-

ously” encompasses all “imaginable” computations and algorithms, and which is then proved

to be equivalent to the Turing model. Then we have an indisputable “proof” of Church’s

Thesis [23, 24].

The original algorithmic unsolvability result was the unsolvability of the “halting problem”.
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This is normally stated as follows: determine whether a given Turing machine TM halts at

a given input. This formulation refers to an enumeration of the Turing machines, TM[0],

TM[1], . . . However, we can avoid this, and give a much cleaner formulation:

For each specific TM, determine whether TM halts at a given input 𝑥.

Note that this cleaner formulation asks for something weaker than the usual formulation.

However, below we sketch a proof that even this weaker formulation is impossible. For

specificity, we will assume that our TMs take nonnegative integers as inputs and outputs.

We use 𝑁 for the set of all nonnegative integers.

Theorem 2.1. There is a TM with the following property. There is no algorithm for

determining whether TM halts at a given nonnegative integer input 𝑥.

Proof: This statement avoids enumerations of TMs. However, the proof uses the existence

of a “reasonable” enumeration of TMs by nonnegative integers, TM[0], TM[1], . . . Let TM

be a Turing machine that runs as follows. Let 𝑥 ∈ 𝑁 be the input. Set up TM[𝑥] and run

(i.e., simulate the running of) TM[𝑥] at input 𝑥. If TM[𝑥] halts at 𝑥, with output 𝑦, then the

output of TM is 𝑦. If TM[𝑥] does not halt at 𝑥, then TM does not halt at 𝑥. We claim that

there is no algorithm for determining whether TM halts at a given 𝑥 ∈ 𝑁 . Suppose there is

such an algorithm, A. Then we can construct a new TM′ whose behavior at input 𝑥 differs

from the behavior of TM[𝑥] at input 𝑥. This is impossible since TM′ is itself some TM[𝑥].

Specifically, TM′ at input 𝑥 runs as follows. First use algorithm A to determine if TM[𝑥]

halts at input 𝑥. If it does, say with output 𝑦, then output 𝑦+ 1. If it does not, then output

0. QED

However theoretically satisfying this kind of thing might be to many of us, the down to

earth mathematician would like (or dislike!) to see more. I.e., a no algorithm result that

is considerably closer to their mathematical interests — one that may impact their work.

There is a shortage of such negative results along these lines. I have already mentioned the

no algorithm results concerning solvability of polynomial equations in 9 nonnegative integer

unknowns. Another important example is that there is no algorithm for testing whether a

given finitely generated group is trivial [25, 26, 27, 28]. A related example in topology is:

there is no algorithm for testing whether two closed 4-manifolds are homeomorphic [29, 28].
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3. Simplified physical systems. Linear Order Systems. No algo-

rithm for determining boundedness

We now describe a very simplified kind of discrete physical system, based on finitely many

bodies. We call these Linear Order Systems. We prove that there is no way to analyze

the behavior of such systems over eternity, in the following sense. There is no algorithm

that determines, for any given initial configuration of the bodies, whether the evolution is

contained in a finite region of space.

Moreover, the result is proved in the following strong form: there is a specific Linear Order

System with 12 bodies such that there is no algorithm that determines, for any given initial

configuration of the 12 bodies, whether the evolution is contained in a finite region of space.

There has been considerable work on no algorithm results for simple machines. Below, we

indicate how this work builds on existing work, and takes us into exciting new directions [30,

31, 32]. There are obvious extensions of Linear Order Systems to Planar Systems and Space

Systems. We expect that the number of bodies required for the analogous results will be

considerably smaller than 12.

Linear Order Systems involve quite general laws of motion, with few bodies. It will be

important to extend the work to cover much more restricted laws of motion, again with

a reasonable small number of bodies. The ultimate goal is to incorporate more and more

features of real physical systems.

We now present the Linear Order Systems. Space is identified with the integer number line

. . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .

We will not assume any reference point (e.g., 0). Time is identified with the nonnegative

integer number line

0, 1, 2, . . .

Remark: An interesting direction of research is to allow arbitrary integers as times. We

suspect that there are very interesting no algorithm results concerning what configurations

can occur in a given Linear Order System. In an 𝑛 body Linear Order System, we have 𝑛

bodies, 𝐵1, . . . , 𝐵𝑛, where 𝑛 ≥ 1. We write

𝐵𝑖[𝑡] , 0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛

for the position of body 𝐵𝑖 at time 𝑡. Each 𝐵𝑖[𝑡] is an integer. Thus the initial configuration

of the n bodies is given by

𝐵1[0], . . . , 𝐵𝑛[0].

Motion is deterministic, and very restricted. At each time > 0, each body will move to the
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left one unit, to the right one unit, or stay at the same position. I.e., we have

𝐵𝑖[𝑡+ 1]−𝐵𝑖[𝑡] ∈ {−1, 0, 1} .

where the value of 𝐵𝑖[𝑡+ 1] −𝐵𝑖[𝑡] generally depends on both 𝑖 and 𝑡.

In a Linear Order System, motion is completely specified in terms of the relative order of the

𝑛 bodies. The relative order of the 𝑛 bodies 𝐵1, . . . , 𝐵𝑛 at time 𝑡 is just the relative order of

the 𝑛 integers 𝐵1[𝑡], . . . , 𝐵𝑛[𝑡]. This is merely a tabulation of which of these integers is less

than which others. Obviously, this information also tells us which of these integers is equaled

to which other, and which of these integers is greater than which other.

There is a standard, compact way of specifying the relative order of 𝐵1[𝑡], . . . , 𝐵𝑛[𝑡]. It is by

a listing

𝐶1[𝑡] ?𝐶2[𝑡] ? . . . ?𝐶𝑛[𝑡]

where each ? is either < or =, and 𝐶1, ..., 𝐶𝑛 is a permutation of the bodies 𝐵1, . . . , 𝐵𝑛. (In

general, the ? vary in the above). A useful convention is that if we see

𝐶𝑖[𝑡] = 𝐶𝑗 [𝑡]

adjacently in the listing, then we require that 𝑖 < 𝑗.

How can we justify this setup physically?

Think of each body as, e.g., constantly transmitting radiation with its unique signature. So

each body is constantly aware of the presence of the other 𝑛 − 1 bodies, and knows which

is which. In particular, each body is constantly aware of the presence of the other bodies

to the limited extent of: is it to my left, to my right, or right here (at the same position)?

Furthermore, assume that each body can sense, given what it receives, the relative distance

of each of the bodies from itself — at least to the extent of knowing which ones are closer

or further away than others. E.g., by the relative strength of the received signals. From this

information, each body can obviously infer the relative order of ALL of the 𝑛 bodies along

one dimensional space. Each body then moves, by 0 or 1 units in each direction, according

to this information only. We are considering arbitrary rules of this kind, so that there is no

assumption that different bodies may react in the same way to the same information. This

makes sense because we are thinking of the bodies as being of different kinds, each generated

signals with its characteristic signature.

One body linear order systems. There are exactly three one body Linear Order Systems.

Always moving to the right, always moving to the left, always not moving. For any initial

configuration, the first two are unbounded, and the third is bounded.
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Two body linear order systems. There are three relative orders.

𝐵1 = 𝐵2,

𝐵1 < 𝐵2,

𝐵2 < 𝐵𝑠.

𝐵1, 𝐵2 have to be assigned a number from -1,0,1 under each of the relative orders. There

are 9 possibilities for this, and so we obtain 92 = 81 two body Linear Order Systems. It

should be quite manageable —and interesting— to give a complete analysis of which of these

laws lead to boundedness under which initial configurations, especially with the help of a

computer to dispense with trivial cases, and to provide the relevant decision procedures.

Three body linear order systems . There are 13 relative orders.

𝐵1 < 𝐵2 < 𝐵3,

𝐵1 < 𝐵3 < 𝐵2,

𝐵2 < 𝐵1 < 𝐵3,

𝐵2 < 𝐵3 < 𝐵1,

𝐵3 < 𝐵1 < 𝐵2,

𝐵3 < 𝐵2 < 𝐵1,

𝐵1 = 𝐵2 < 𝐵3,

𝐵1 = 𝐵3 < 𝐵2,

𝐵2 = 𝐵3 < 𝐵1,

𝐵1 < 𝐵2 = 𝐵3,

𝐵2 < 𝐵1 = 𝐵3,

𝐵3 < 𝐵1 = 𝐵2,

𝐵1 = 𝐵2 = 𝐵3.

𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3 have to be assigned a number from -1,0,1 under each of the relative orders. This

consists of 39 numbers drawn from {-1,0,1}. Thus there are 339 three body Linear Order

Systems. The challenge is to construct an efficient algorithm that determines boundedness

for any three body Linear Order System under any given initial configuration of the three

bodies. We conjecture that such an algorithm exists. This is already quite difficult for three

bodies. The challenge gets far more difficult as we go from four on.

Twelve body linear order systems . Our theorem asserts that a boundedness test

is impossible for at least one twelve body Linear Order System. Officially, any 12 body

Linear Order System involves 12 numbers from {-1,0,1} assigned to each relative order for

𝐵1, ...., 𝐵12. The number of such relative orders is rather large. E.g., considerably more than

12!. So each law of motion for 12 bodies officially requires a table of considerably more than

12(12!) numbers from -1,0,1.
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However, there are many opportunities for providing far shorter descriptions of Linear Order

Systems. A partial relative order for 𝑛 bodies, is a set of conditions of the form

𝐵𝑖 = 𝐵𝑗 ,

𝐵𝑖 < 𝐵𝑗 ,

𝐵𝑖 ≤ 𝐵𝑗 ,

𝐵𝑖 ̸= 𝐵𝑗 .

where 1 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛. We can now write laws of motion in the following form.

Partial relative order #1. 𝐵1 moves ?, . . . , 𝐵𝑛 moves ?

Partial relative order #2. 𝐵1 moves ?, . . . , 𝐵𝑛 moves ?

. . .

Partial relative order #m. 𝐵1 moves ?, . . . , 𝐵𝑛 moves ?

Otherwise. 𝐵1 moves ?,. . . ,𝐵𝑛 moves ?.

Here ? ∈ {-1,0,1}, and they generally vary on each line above. We demand that these partial

relative orders are mutually exclusive.

Let us call the total number of partial relative orders used, the presentation complexity. Our

intractable 12 body law of motion has presentation complexity far lower than the theoretical

limit, which is greater than 12!, and probably can be massaged to have still lower presentation

complexity perhaps down to a few dozen. Before getting into the details, we make some

basic remarks on the relation between this work and previous work on abstract machines.

Interpretations of the no algorithms results on Turing machines, in terms of the motion of

bodies, involves having arbitrarily large numbers of bodies, with no a priori bound. This is

because they involve arbitrarily long strings of bits, or symbols from a finite alphabet. Linear

Order Systems are more closely related to register machines. But in Linear Order Systems,

all abstract state and all flow of control must emanate from the configuration of the bodies

alone — not from an ordered list of instructions and list of abstract states. Of course, we rely

heavily on previous work on Turing machines. We anticipate a steady stream of restrictions

on Linear Order Systems (such as the one mentioned earlier) and also the introduction of

other models which take more and more aspects of actual physical systems into account. The

mathematics will then get increasingly deeper and more involved, getting further away from

the earlier no algorithms work, which was not primarily motivated by this kind of direct

consideration of (simplified) physical systems.

4. Simulation of Turing Machines

We now show how to simulate the action of any Turing machine TM with two symbols and 𝑛

states, by a Linear Order System, in the present sense, with considerably fewer than n bodies.
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Because we are focused only on the determination of boundedness at arbitrary initializations,

we shall see that we need only simulate the action of Turing machines without initial states

and without halting states. In particular, all computations will go on forever.

We will work entirely with TMs having two distinct symbols 0,1, and 𝑛 states 𝑞1, ..., 𝑞𝑛,

𝑛 ≥ 1. Here 0 is the blank symbol. We assume 0, 1, 𝑞1, ..., 𝑞𝑛 are distinct. We use a standard

quintuple formulation of TMs.

The configurations take the form:

𝑥 𝑞 𝑦

where 𝑥 is an infinite bit sequence indexed by {...,2,1,0}, and 𝑦 is an infinite bit sequence

indexed by {0,1,2,...}, where all but finitely many terms of 𝑥, 𝑦 are 0’s. Also 𝑞 ∈ {𝑞1, ..., 𝑞𝑛}.

TM operates by a complete set of 2𝑛 quintuples of the two forms

𝑞𝑖 𝑐 𝑑𝐿 𝑞𝑗

𝑞𝑖 𝑐 𝑑𝑅 𝑞𝑗

where 1 ≤ 𝑖, 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛, L = left, R = right, and 𝑐, 𝑑 ∈ {0, 1}. In a TM, it is required that

there be exactly one instruction starting with any 𝑞𝑖, 𝑐, where 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 and 𝑐 ∈ {0, 1}. The

configuration 𝑥 𝑞 𝑦 indicates that we are in state 𝑞, the reading head is over the first symbol

of 𝑦, the tape to the left of the reading head is 𝑥, and the tape at and to the right of the

reading head is 𝑦.

These instructions are executed on configurations 𝑥 𝑞 𝑦 in the standard fashion.

The 𝑞𝑖 𝑐 𝑑𝐿 𝑞𝑗(𝑞𝑖 𝑐 𝑑𝑅 𝑞𝑗) can be executed on 𝑥 𝑞 𝑦 if and only if 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖, and the first symbol

of 𝑦 is 𝑐. In this case, we overwrite the first symbol of 𝑦 with 𝑑, move to the left (right), and

go into state 𝑞𝑗. Inputs for TMs are finitary. They are of the form:

𝑢 𝑞 𝑣

where 𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ {0, 1}*, and 𝑞 ∈ {𝑞1, ..., 𝑞𝑛}. Computation proceeds on the corresponding

configurations. The corresponding configuration for 𝑢 𝑞 𝑣 is obtained from 𝑢 𝑣 by adding an

infinite series of 0’s to the left of u and to the right of v, and going into state 𝑞. This defines

a configuration. Here {0, 1}* is the set of all finite (possibly empty) strings from {0,1}.

We do not have outputs because we are assuming that the TMs have no halting instructions.

However, we will need to consider TMs with halting instructions when we use [32]. There we

will only need to consider halting. There is a crucial pair of nonnegative integer associated

with every TM configuration. For any configuration 𝑥 𝑞 𝑦, we let |𝑥| be the base 2 integer

represented by 𝑥, and |rev(𝑦)| be the base 2 integer represented by rev(𝑦) = the reverse of y.
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Because 𝑥 and rev(𝑦) are indexed by {...,2,1,0}, and are almost all 0’s, this base 2 integers

exist.

We will first simulate the action of TM by what we call an extended linear order system, or

ELOS. For our ELOS, we will use three bodies, 𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, which are, however, augmented

with some additional apparatus that is strictly forbidden in a LOS:

i. 0 as a reference point.

ii. Relative orders will use 0. I.e., they take the form 0𝛼𝐶1 𝛽 𝐶2 𝛾 𝐶3, where 𝐶1, 𝐶2, 𝐶3

is a permutation of 𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, and 𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ {<,=}.

iii. The n abstract states 𝑞1, ..., 𝑞𝑛.

iv. Three special control states 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3. Here 𝑆1 ∈ {0, ..., 5}, 𝑆2, 𝑆3 ∈ {0, 1}.

v. Thus the “global state” of the ELOS will be the relative order (in the sense of ii),

together with the 𝑞 state (one of the 𝑛 abstract states 𝑞1, ..., 𝑞𝑛), and the 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3

states.

vi. We assign -1,0,1 for movement of bodies 𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, as in a LOS.

The simulation will be instruction by instruction, where at any initialization of the TM, the

TM will be bounded if and only if the ELOS is bounded at the corresponding initialization.

We will then eliminate the use of 𝑞, 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3 and the reference point 0, in order to obtain a

LOS. We will simulate the effect of any TM instruction I of the form

𝑞𝑖 𝑐 𝑑𝐿 𝑞𝑗

𝑞𝑖 𝑐 𝑑𝑅 𝑞𝑗

with a corresponding set SIM(I) of ELOS laws of motion. These SIM(I) will only be partial

laws of motion in that they will specify the motion only at certain global states — the ones

that can arise. We can obviously extend to the remaining global states arbitrarily. Here

“SIM” abbreviates “simulation”.

For any TM configuration 𝐶 = 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦, we associate the corresponding ELOS global state

GS(C) =

𝐵1 = |𝑥|.

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|.

𝐵3 = 0.

𝑆1 = 0.
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𝑆2 = 0.

𝑆3 = the first bit of 𝑦 if 𝑦 is nonempty; 0 otherwise.

𝑆3 = |rev(𝑦)| mod 2.

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖.

Note the useful numerical equivalent for 𝑆3, given above. Suppose TM has input C. Let I be

the unique TM instruction that applies to C. Let I(C) be the input resulting from applying I

to C. We require that the ELOS laws of motion SIM(I), starting with the ELOS global state

GS(C), stabilizes at global state GS(I(C)).

The above values of 𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3, 𝑞 tell us “to start performing the unique instruction that applies

to 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦”. The above values of 𝑆3, 𝑞𝑖 tell us that “we are simulating the unique instruction

that applies to 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦”. The simulation will end with 𝐵3 = 𝑆1 = 𝑆2 = 0. Then the updated

values of 𝑆3, 𝑞 will trigger the simulation of the next instruction that applies. Note that

it is possible that the next instruction is the same as the current instruction. Below 𝐵𝑖 ↑
means “increment 𝐵𝑖”, and 𝐵𝑖 ↓ means “decrement 𝐵𝑖”. Here “increment” means add 1, and

“decrement” means subtract 1.

Case 1. SIM(I) for 𝐼 = 𝑞𝑖 0 0𝐿 𝑞𝑗 at input 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦, where |rev(𝑦)| is even. We start the

simulation with:

𝐵1 = |𝑥|.

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|.

𝐵3 = 0.

𝑆1 = 0.

𝑆2 = 0.

𝑆3 = 0.

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖.

We must transition to:

𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2.

𝐵2 = 2|rev(𝑦)|+ (|𝑥| mod 2).

𝐵3 = 0.

𝑆1 = 0.

𝑆2 = 0.

𝑆3 = |𝑥| mod 2.

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .

where 𝑆3, 𝑞 get updated only at the last step of the simulation. This guarantees that the sim-

ulations of the various instructions in TM do not interfere with each other. This requirement

will be met for this and the remaining seven cases.
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1.1. 𝐵3 < 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵1 ↓, 𝐵3 ↑ .

1.2. 𝐵3 = 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1.

1.3. 𝐵3 > 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆2 = 1.

These stabilize with:

𝐵1 = |𝑥| div 2.

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|.

𝐵3 = |𝑥| div 2 + (|𝑥| mod 2).

𝑆1 = 1.

𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2.

𝑆3 = 0.

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖.

1.4. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↓ .

1.5. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 2.

These stabilize with:

𝐵1 = |𝑥| div 2.

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|.

𝐵3 = 0.

𝑆1 = 2.

𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2.

𝑆3 = 0.

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖.

1.6. 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↑ .

1.7. 𝐵3 = 𝐵2𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 3.

These stabilize with:

𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2.

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|.

𝐵3 = |rev(𝑦)|.

𝑆1 = 3.

𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2.

𝑆3 = 0.

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖.
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1.8. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝐵3 ↓ .

1.9. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .

1.10. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆2 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .

These stabilize with:

𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2.

𝐵2 = 2|rev(𝑦)|+ (|𝑥| mod 2).

𝐵3 = 0.

𝑆1 = 0.

𝑆2 = 0.

𝑆3 = |𝑥| mod 2.

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .

Case 2. SIM(I) for 𝐼 = 𝑞𝑖 0 1𝐿 𝑞𝑗 at input 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦, where |rev(𝑦)| is even.

We start the simulation with: We must transition to:

𝐵1 = |𝑥| 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = 2(|rev(𝑦)|+ 1) + (|𝑥| mod 2)

𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 0 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = |𝑥| mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

For the following cases 1.1 - 1.10

1.1 𝐵3 < 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵1 ↓, 𝐵3 ↑

1.2 𝐵3 = 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1

1.3 𝐵3 > 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆2 = 1

1.4 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↓

1.5 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 2

1.6 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↑

1.7 𝐵3 = 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝐵3 ↑, 𝑆1 = 3

1.8 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝐵3 ↓

1.9 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

1.10 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆2 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗
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These stabilize with:

1.1 - 1.3 1.4 - 1.5 1.6 - 1.7 1.8 - 1.10

𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|+ 1 𝐵2 = 2(|rev(𝑦)|+ 1) + (|𝑥| mod 2)

𝐵3 = |𝑥|div 2 + (|𝑥| mod 2) 𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = |rev(𝑦)|+ 1 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 1 𝑆1 = 2 𝑆1 = 3 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2 𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2 𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = |𝑥| mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

Case 3. SIM(I) for 𝐼 = 𝑞𝑖 1 0𝐿 𝑞𝑗 at input 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦, where |rev(𝑦)| is odd.

We start the simulation with: We must transition to:

𝐵1 = |𝑥| 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = 2(|rev(𝑦)| − 1) + (|𝑥| mod 2)

𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 0 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = |𝑥| mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

For the following cases 3.1 - 3.10

3.1. 𝐵3 < 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵1 ↓, 𝐵3 ↑ .

3.2. 𝐵3 = 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1.

3.3. 𝐵3 > 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆2 = 1.

3.4. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↓ .

3.5. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 2.

3.6. 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↑ .

3.7. 𝐵3 = 𝐵2𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↓, 𝐵3 ↓, 𝑆1 = 3.

3.8. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝐵3 ↓ .

3.9. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .

3.10. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆2 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .
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These stabilize with:

3.1 - 3.3 3.4 - 3.5 3.6 - 3.7 3.8 - 3.10

𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| − 1 𝐵2 = 2(|rev(𝑦)| − 1) + (|𝑥| mod 2)

𝐵3 = |𝑥|div 2 + (|𝑥| mod 2) 𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = |rev(𝑦)| − 1 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 1 𝑆1 = 2 𝑆1 = 3 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2 𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2 𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = |𝑥| mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

Case 4. SIM(I) for 𝐼 = 𝑞𝑖 1 1𝐿 𝑞𝑗 at input 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦, where |rev(𝑦)| is odd.

We start the simulation with: We must transition to:

𝐵1 = |𝑥| 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = 2|rev(𝑦)|+ (|𝑥| mod 2)

𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 0 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = |𝑥| mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

For the following cases 3.1 - 3.10

3.1. 𝐵3 < 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵1 ↓, 𝐵3 ↑ .

3.2. 𝐵3 = 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1.

3.3. 𝐵3 > 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆2 = 1.

3.4. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↓ .

3.5. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 2.

3.6. 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↑ .

3.7′. 𝐵3 = 𝐵2𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 3.

3.8. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝐵3 ↓ .

3.9. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .

3.10. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆2 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .
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These stabilize with:

3.1 - 3.3 3.4 - 3.5 3.6 - 3.7 3.8 - 3.10

𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2 𝐵1 = |𝑥|div 2

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = 2|rev(𝑦)|+ (|𝑥| mod 2)

𝐵3 = |𝑥|div 2 + (|𝑥| mod 2) 𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 1 𝑆1 = 2 𝑆1 = 3 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2 𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2 𝑆2 = |𝑥| mod 2 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = |𝑥| mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

Case 5. SIM(I) for 𝐼 = 𝑞𝑖 0 0𝑅𝑞𝑗 at input 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦, where |rev(𝑦)| is even.

We start the simulation with: We must transition to:

𝐵1 = |𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥|

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = rev(𝑦)div 2

𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 0 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = (rev(𝑦)div 2) mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

For the following cases 5.1 - 5.14

5.1. 𝐵3 < 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↑ .

5.2. 𝐵3 = 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1.

5.3. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝐵3 ↓ .

5.4 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 2.

5.5. 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↓, 𝐵3 ↑ .

5.6. 𝐵3 ≥ 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 3.

5.7. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↓ .

5.8. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 4.

5.9. 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 4, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↓, 𝐵3 ↑ .

5.10. 𝐵3 = 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 4, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 5.

5.11. 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 4, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 5, 𝑆2 = 1.

5.12. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 5, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝐵3 ↓ .

5.13. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 5, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .

5.14. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 5, 𝑆2 = 1, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .
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These stabilize with:

5.1 - 5.2 5.3 - 5.4 5.5 - 5.8 5.9 - 5.11 5.12 - 5.14

𝐵1 = |𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥|

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|div 2 𝐵2 = (|rev(𝑦)|div 2)div 2 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|div 2

𝐵3 = |𝑥| 𝐵3 = |𝑥| 𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = ((|rev(𝑦)|div 2)div 2)

+ ((|rev(𝑦)|div 2) mod 2)

𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 1 𝑆1 = 2 𝑆1 = 4 𝑆1 = 4 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = (rev(𝑦)div 2) mod 2 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = (rev(𝑦)div 2) mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

Case 6. SIM(I) for 𝐼 = 𝑞𝑖 0 1𝑅𝑞𝑗 at input 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦, where |rev(𝑦)| is even.

We start the simulation with: We must transition to:

𝐵1 = |𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥|+ 1

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| div 2

𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 0 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 0 𝑆3 = (rev(𝑦)div 2) mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

We need only change 5.4 to 5.4′ below, by adding 𝐵1 ↑ on the right side, in order to change

2|𝑥| to 2|𝑥| + 1.

5.4′. 𝑆1 = 1, 𝐵3 = 0 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 2, 𝐵1 ↑ .

Case 7. SIM(I) for 𝐼 = 𝑞𝑖 1 0𝑅𝑞𝑗 at input 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦, where |rev(𝑦)| is odd.

We start the simulation with: We must transition to:

𝐵1 = |𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥|

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = rev(𝑦)div 2

𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 0 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = (rev(𝑦)div 2) mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗
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For the following cases 7.1 - 7.14

7.1. 𝐵3 < 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↑ .

7.2. 𝐵3 = 𝐵1, 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 1.

7.3. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝐵3 ↓ .

7.4. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 2.

7.5. 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↓, 𝐵3 ↑ .

7.6. 𝐵3 ≥ 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 2, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 3.

7.7. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵3 ↓ .

7.8. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 3, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 4.

7.9. 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 4, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↓, 𝐵3 ↑ .

7.10. 𝐵3 = 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 4, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 5.

7.11. 𝐵3 < 𝐵2, 𝑆1 = 4, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 5, 𝑆2 = 1.

7.12. 𝐵3 > 0, 𝑆1 = 5, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵2 ↑, 𝐵3 ↓ .

7.13. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 5, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆3 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .

7.14. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 5, 𝑆2 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝑆1 = 0, 𝑆2 = 0, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗 .

These stabilize with:

7.1 - 7.2 7.3 - 7.4 7.5 - 7.8 7.9 - 7.11 7.12 - 7.14

𝐵1 = |𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥|

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|div 2 𝐵2 = (|rev(𝑦)|div 2)div 2 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|div 2

𝐵3 = |𝑥| 𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = ((|rev(𝑦)|div 2)div 2)

+ ((|rev(𝑦)|div 2) mod 2)

𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 1 𝑆1 = 2 𝑆1 = 4 𝑆1 = 4 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = (rev(𝑦)div 2) mod 2 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = (|rev(𝑦)|div 2) mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗

Case 8. SIM(I) for 𝐼 = 𝑞𝑖 1 1𝑅𝑞𝑗 at input 𝑥 𝑞𝑖 𝑦, where |rev(𝑦)| is odd.

We start the simulation with: We must transition to:

𝐵1 = |𝑥| 𝐵1 = 2|𝑥|+ 1

𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)|div 2 𝐵2 = |rev(𝑦)| div 2

𝐵3 = 0 𝐵3 = 0

𝑆1 = 0 𝑆1 = 0

𝑆2 = 0 𝑆2 = 0

𝑆3 = 1 𝑆3 = (|rev(𝑦)|div 2) mod 2

𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑗
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We need only change 7.4 to 7.4′ below, by adding 𝐵1 ↑ on the right side, in order to change

2|𝑥| to 2|𝑥| + 1.

7.4. 𝐵3 = 0, 𝑆1 = 1, 𝑆3 = 1, 𝑞 = 𝑞𝑖 ⇒ 𝐵1 ↑, 𝑆1 = 2.

This completes the eight cases.

We can now combine these cases by taking the union of the SIM(I), for instructions I in TM.

There will be exactly one instruction for each pair (𝑢, 𝑞𝑖), where 𝑢 ∈ {0, 1}. As indicated

earlier, the various simulations SIM(I), I ∈ TM, do not interfere with each other, and so we

get a global simulation by an ELOS of the action of TM at any given input 𝑥 𝑞 𝑦, in this way.

The bodies of this ELOS are 𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, and the state space is the set of all (𝑆1, 𝑆2, 𝑆3, 𝑞)

that occur. 𝑆2, 𝑆3 can only have 2 values each, and 𝑞 can only have 𝑛 values (the number of

states in TM). However, 𝑆1 generally has 4 values for cases 1-4, and 6 values for cases 5-8.

So the state space for cases 1-4 has at most 4(2)(2)(𝑛) = 16𝑛 elements, and the state space

for cases 5-8 has at most 6(2)(2)(𝑛) = 24𝑛 elements. Looking more closely, we see that in

cases 5-8, 𝑆2 is always 0 when 𝑆1 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. Hence the state space for cases 5-8 also has

at most 7(2)(𝑛) = 14𝑛 ≤ 16𝑛 elements.

We can obviously reduce our ELOS to a LOS with reference point 0, by starting with the

three bodies 𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, and then adding at least log(16𝑛) = log(𝑛) + 4 additional bodies,

each of which are constricted to 0 or 1. Any transition for the additional bodies can be given

by a single law of motion. The reference point 0 can be removed at the cost of one additional

body. The total number of bodies is log(𝑛) + 8.

We have proved the following.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose there is a TM with 2 symbols and 𝑛 states, for which the bounded-

ness problem is algorithmically unsolvable. There is a log(𝑛) + 8 body Linear Order System

LOS whose boundedness problem is algorithmically unsolvable. If the former is complete r.e.

then the latter is complete r.e. We now make use of the following universal TM′ from [32]

(also see [31]). TM′ has 15 states 𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞15, and 2 symbols 0,1, where 0 is the blank. It’s

quintuples are

𝑞1 0 0𝑅𝑞1 𝑞1 1 1𝑅𝑞2

𝑞2 0 0𝑅𝑞1 𝑞2 1 0𝑅𝑞3

𝑞3 0 1𝐿𝑞5 𝑞3 1 1𝐿𝑞7

𝑞4 0 0𝐿𝑞5 𝑞4 1 1𝐿𝑞6

𝑞5 0 0𝐿𝑞4 𝑞5 1 0𝑅𝑞1
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𝑞6 0 0𝐿𝑞4 𝑞6 1 0𝐿𝑞4

𝑞7 0 0𝐿𝑞7 𝑞7 1 1𝐿𝑞8

𝑞8 0 0𝐿𝑞7 𝑞8 1 0𝐿𝑞9

𝑞9 0 0𝐿𝑞10 𝑞9 1 1𝑅𝑞1

𝑞10 0 0 HALT 𝑞10 1 0𝐿𝑞11

𝑞11 0 0𝑅𝑞14 𝑞11 1 1𝑅𝑞12

𝑞12 0 0𝑅𝑞12 𝑞12 1 1𝑅𝑞13

𝑞13 0 0𝑅𝑞12 𝑞13 1 1𝐿𝑞2

𝑞14 0 1𝑅𝑞15 𝑞14 1 1𝐿𝑞3

𝑞15 0 0𝑅𝑞14 𝑞15 1 1𝑅𝑞14

We have the following facts.

i. The set of all inputs 𝛼 at which TM′ halts is complete r.e. [32]

ii. At all valid encodings 𝛼 of a TM and its input, TM′ either halts or is unbounded.1

The TM needed for our purposes must be halting free. So we take our TM* to modify TM′

as follows. TM* has one more state, 𝑞16, with the following instructions:

𝑞1 0 0𝑅𝑞1 𝑞1 1 1𝑅𝑞2

𝑞2 0 0𝑅𝑞1 𝑞2 1 0𝑅𝑞3

𝑞3 0 1𝐿𝑞5 𝑞3 1 1𝐿𝑞7

𝑞4 0 0𝐿𝑞5 𝑞4 1 1𝐿𝑞6

𝑞5 0 0𝐿𝑞4 𝑞5 1 0𝑅𝑞1

𝑞6 0 0𝐿𝑞4 𝑞6 1 0𝐿𝑞4

𝑞7 0 0𝐿𝑞7 𝑞7 1 1𝐿𝑞8

𝑞8 0 0𝐿𝑞7 𝑞8 1 0𝐿𝑞9

𝑞9 0 0𝐿𝑞10 𝑞9 1 1𝑅𝑞1

𝑞10 0 0𝐿𝑞16 𝑞10 1 0𝐿𝑞11

𝑞11 0 0𝑅𝑞14 𝑞11 1 1𝑅𝑞12

𝑞12 0 0𝑅𝑞12 𝑞12 1 1𝑅𝑞13

𝑞13 0 0𝑅𝑞12 𝑞13 1 1𝐿𝑞2

𝑞14 0 1𝑅𝑞15 𝑞14 1 1𝐿𝑞3

𝑞15 0 0𝑅𝑞14 𝑞15 1 1𝑅𝑞14

𝑞16 0 0𝑅𝑞10 𝑞16 1 1𝑅𝑞10

1Email from T. Neary to the author, 10/28/08.
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Lemma 4.2. For valid encodings 𝛼 of a TM and its input, TM* is bounded at 𝛼 if and

only if TM′ halts at 𝛼. The set of all inputs at which TM* remains bounded is complete r.e.

Proof: Let 𝛼 be as given. Suppose TM* is bounded at input 𝛼. Then TM’ is also bounded

at input 𝛼, since every non halting instruction of TM’ is an instruction of TM*. By ii above,

TM′ halts at input 𝛼.

Suppose TM′ halts at input 𝛼. Then TM′ arrives in state 𝑞10 reading symbol 0. Hence TM*

also arrives in state 𝑞10 reading symbol 0. Then TM* continues by moving left and going

into 𝑞16. Then TM* moves right and goes into 𝑞10. This toggle must go on forever. Hence

TM* is bounded at input 𝛼. For the second claim, use i above. QED

Theorem 4.3. There is a 12 body Linear Order System for which there is no algorithm for

determining whether an arbitrary initial configuration has bounded evolution. In fact, the

boundedness problem is complete r.e. Proof: Use Theorem 4.1 with 𝑛 = 16. Then 4+8 = 12

bodies suffice. QED

5. ZFC and incompleteness. Two kinds of undecidability

Already by the early part of the 20th century, the standard axiomatic basis for mathematics

had been carefully formulated and reasonably well accepted. This is through the so called

ZFC axioms, or Zermelo Frankel set theory with the axiom of choice [33, 34].

The vast preponderance of mathematics can, without difficulty, be proved within ZFC.

Thanks to computer technology, full blown documentation of this is being carried out by

the actual construction of formal proofs via the Mizar project, and related enterprises. For

Mizar, see http://www.mizar.org/.

For some surveys of various systems for formalizing mathematics, see [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 34].

There are some related “digitization of mathematical knowledge” projects:

• The Logosphere project. http://www.logosphere.org/.

• The Mathscheme project. http://imps.mcmaster.ca/mathscheme/.

• The Mathweb project. http://www.mathweb.org/.

Notable exceptions to the sufficiency of ZFC include mathematical statements with an un-

characteristically heavy set theoretic component, plus some examples of ours that are much

more down to earth. These incompleteness issues for ZFC are discussed in [40, 41].

It is crucially important to distinguish between two kinds of “undecidability”. They are often

conflated by nonexperts.
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First, there is undecidability, in the sense of no algorithm. I.e., we have an infinite family

of mathematical statements, often nicely indexed by a parameter. We seek an algorithm for

determining whether or not any given instance is true. Undecidability simply means that

there is no such algorithm. In this Chapter, we have so far discussed only results of this first

kind.

There is a generally much more delicate, deeper, and more difficult second kind of “un-

decidability”, that is often confused with algorithmic undecidability. This second kind of

undecidability concerns a single statement. Not an infinite family of statements.

By way of background, there is no clear way to get at the hardness of a single question using

algorithms. Obviously, there is an algorithm for deciding whether a single given statement S

is true or not.

Case 1. S is true. Let ALG be the algorithm that always says true. Then ALG correctly

decides the truth value of S.

Case 2. S is false. Let ALG be the algorithm that always says false. Then ALG correctly

decides the truth value of S.

But this is essentially a joke that does not join the issue. So how do we talk about ”undecid-

ability” in the context of a single statement S? One simple way is to assert that S is neither

provable or refutable in ZFC. From the very standard work in mathematical logic, we have

the following.

Theorem 5.1. Let S be a set of positive integers defined in ZFC. Assume that there is no

algorithm for determining whether any given positive integer is an element of S. Then there

exists a positive integer 𝑛 such that the statement “n ∈ S” is neither provable nor refutable

in ZFC. This result also applies, more generally, to finite strings in a finite alphabet.

With a little bit of fiddling, this tells us that there is a 12 body Order System with initial

conditions, for which the statement “the system with these initial conditions is bounded” is

neither provable nor refutable in ZFC.

But this misses an essential point. If we pass through this classic theorem, the number of

digits needed to present the initial condition is unacceptably large. On the other hand, if we

require that the bodies start out at the same place, then the number of bodies needed also

becomes unacceptably large.
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5.1 Conjectures

We now formulate two conjectures concerning undecidability of the second kind in the realm

of simplified physical systems.

There is a 20 body Linear Order System such that ZFC neither proves nor

refutes boundedness with the initial configuration having all bodies at the

same point.

As remarked before, an arbitrary 20 body Linear Order System may have so little in the way

of symmetry that it may be unfeasible to describe it. This point is addressed by the following

much stronger conjecture.

There is a 20 body Linear Order System of presentation complexity at

most 50 such that ZFC neither proves nor refutes boundedness with the

initial configuration having all bodies at the same point.

Such results cannot be obtained by simply applying Theorem 5.1. The issues are much

deeper. For such conjectures, we need to powerfully exploit the intricacies of ZFC. We view

the results obtained here as representing a very primitive beginning. We anticipate that

there will be undecidability results of the first and second kind concerning simplified physical

systems which are successively closer to real physical systems, incorporating more and more

of their essential features.
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Abstract

The rapid, perplexing increase in the incidence of autism (or autism spectrum disorder, as it is now
often called, to indicate the variability of the disorder) has led to a correlative increase in research
on it and on normally developing children as well. In this paper, I want to consider some of this
research, not only for what it shows us about human cognitive capacities but also for its suggestive
implications regarding the ability of science to teach us about the world.

1. Autism

One pair of researchers sums up the disorder of autism by saying that “the chief diagnostic

signs of autism are social isolation, lack of eye contact, poor language capacity and absence

of empathy” [1]. Trying to summarize his own understanding of autism, Peter Hobson, a

developmental psychologist, says that these diagnostic signs of autism arise “because of a

disruption in the system of child-in-relation-to-others.” He expresses himself in this deliber-

ately unconventional and obscure way, because he is struggling to make a point which is at

once scientific and philosophical. By way of explanation [2], he says:

[. . . ] my experience [as a researcher] of autism has convinced me that such a system [of
child-in-relation-to-others] not only exists, but also takes charge of the intellectual growth
of the infant. Central to mental development is a psychological system that is greater and
more powerful than the sum of its parts. The parts are the caregiver and her infant; the
system is what happens when they act and feel in concert. The combined operation of
infant-in-relation-to-caregiver is a motive force in development, and it achieves wonderful
things. When it does not exist, and the motive force is lacking, the whole of mental
development is terribly compromised. At the extreme, autism results.

And the mother of an autistic child, trying to summarize what it was like for her to live with

that child, says that her daughters “eerie imperviousness, her serene self-sufficiency, belonged

to those who, like the fairies, can live somehow untouched by the human experience” [3].
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Whatever ties together the different clinical signs and symptoms of all the degrees of autism

spectrum disorder, the most salient feature of the disorder is its severe impairment in the

cognitive capacities necessary for what some psychologists call social cognition and some

philosophers call mindreading. This is the knowledge of persons and their mental states.

2. Autism and typically developing children

Autisms deficits as regards social cognition or mind-reading have made researchers increas-

ingly aware of what typically developing children can do effortlessly. So, for example, numer-

ous studies1 show that a pre-linguistic infant can know her primary care-giver as a person

and can even, as it were, read the mind of her care-giver to some limited extent.2 Attempting

to describe what it is that typically developing infants can do, Hobson says [2]:

To be emotionally connected with someone is to experience the someone else as a person.
Such connectedness is what enables a baby. . . to differentiate people from things. I dont
just mean that it is used to classify people as one type of thing and objects as other types
of thing. A baby could do this on the basis of a number of physical features such as size,
the presence of arms and legs, spontaneous motion, and so on. I mean something deeper.
It is through emotional connectedness that a baby discovers the kind of thing a person is.
A person is the kind of thing with which one can feel and share things, and the kind of
thing with which one can communicate.

In fact, it has become clear that a pre-linguistic infants capacity for social cognition is foun-

dational to the infants ability to learn a language or to develop normal cognitive abilities

in many other areas. The difficulty in learning language evinced by many autistic children

seems to be a function of the fact that autism leaves a person severely impaired as regards

the knowledge of persons. The knowledge which is impaired for an autistic child, however,

cannot be taken as knowledge that something or other is the case. A pre-linguistic infant

is not capable of knowledge that a particular person is her mother; but she can know her

mother, and to one extent or another she can also know some of her mothers mental states.

Conversely, an autistic child can know that a particular macroscopic object is her mother or

that the person who is her mother has a certain mental state. But the autistic child can know

such things without the knowledge that comes with mindreading. For example, an autistic

child might know that his mother is sad, but in virtue of the impairment of autism he is

unlikely to have this knowledge because he knows the sadness of his mother. An autistic

child can know that the person he is looking at is sad because, for example, someone who is

a reliable authority for the child has told him so. This is clearly not the same as the childs

knowing the sadness in the face of the person he is looking at [6]. What is impaired in the

cognition of an autistic child is a direct knowledge of persons and their mental states. What

sort of impairment is this? Hobson gives a psychologists view of a philosophical controversy

1See, for example, the collection of papers in [4].
2For a philosophical attempt to explain the nature of mindreading, see [5].
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by commenting that

developmental psychologists [and, he might have added, philosophers] have taken to calling
a [normally developing] childs growing understanding of peoples mental life a theory of
mind. In many ways this is a daft expression because it suggests that a child theorizes
about the nature of feelings, wishes, beliefs, intentions, and so on. This is not what
happens at all. The child comes to know about such aspects of mental life, and the way
the child comes to know is mostly very unlike theorizing [2].

Some neurobiologists working in a related area share this view. So, for example, Vilayanur

Ramachandran and Lindsay Oberman put the point this way: “Saying that people with

autism cannot interact socially because they lack a theory of other minds does not go very

far beyond restating the symptoms” [1].

For his part, Hobson quotes Wittgenstein to help him explain the kind of knowledge which

typically developing infants do have and with regard to which autistic children are impaired.

He says: “ ‘We see emotion’ —As opposed to what?— We do not see facial contortions and

make the inference that he is feeling joy, grief, boredom” [2]. For Hobson, we know the

mental states of others not as knowledge that but more nearly by direct awareness, in the

manner of perception, as it were.

As far as that goes, knowledge of mental states is conveyed not only by facial expression, but

also by, for example, gesture and inarticulate vocal sound. The knowledge conveyed by these

means, however, is also not always, or not entirely, translatable into knowledge that. Trying to

explain what gesture adds to speech, one pair of researchers says: “. . . because gesture is less

codified than speech and has the potential to convey information imagistically. . . , meanings

not easily encoded into speech can be conveyed in the accompanying gestural stream” [7].

There is apparently some innate brain system for such non-linguistic communication by

gesture. Congenitally blind children, who have never seen the gesture of another, tend them-

selves to develop patterns of gesture and to use them as a means of aiding communication by

speech. Presumably, what one knows which one communicates by gesture is not propositional

knowledge either. If it were readily translatable into propositional knowledge, it is hard to

imagine why blind children would avail themselves of communication by gesture rather than

communication by speech.

It is also not surprising to learn from recent neurobiological studies that the production

and interpretation of the affective elements of vocal sound are subserved by a brain system

different from that which is responsible for the semantic and syntactic elements of language

(see for example [8, 9]). What is it that we know when we hear a person groan or giggle?

What is the difference between what we know when we hear a groan and what we know when

we hear a giggle? How would we translate what we know when we hear a person giggle into

knowledge that? That the person giggling is amused? Is nervous? Is trying to be flirtatious?
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Or that the person has a conjunction of some but not all of these attitudes? And how would

those attitudes have been different if the person had chuckled instead of giggling?

For all these and many other reasons, it has become apparent that normally functioning

human beings have the capacity for a knowledge of persons and their mental states which

is fundamentally different from knowledge that. Insofar as autistic children are deficient in

their knowledge that something is the case as regards the mental states of other people, it

is because they are first impaired in their capacity for a kind of knowledge which is not

reducible, or not entirely reducible, to knowledge that.

But what is this cognitive capacity? How are we to understand it and the kind of knowledge

it makes possible?

3. Mirror neurons

There is as yet no uncontested explanation of autism; but at present two lines of research

seem particularly promising in their ability to illuminate it. Studies done by developmental

psychologists and discussed also by philosophers highlight a deficiency among autistic children

in their capacity for engaging in what researchers call attention sharing or joint attention.

In this paper, I will leave this first line of research to one side in order to concentrate on

the second, that having to do with mirror neurons (it may be that the system of mirror

neurons also explains the capacity of non-autistic human beings to participate in shared or

joint attention, but consideration of the neural substrate of joint attention is outside the

bounds of this paper).

We can approach the subject of mirror neurons by reflection on the capacities of infants.

Recent studies have demonstrated that

newborn infants less than an hour old can [. . . ] imitate facial gestures [. . . ]. Even in
circumstances of [. . . ] delays (of 24 hours) infants clearly remember and imitate ges-
tures. [. . . ] Furthermore, the data [. . . ] indicate that neonate imitative behavior involves
memory and representation, since imitation can happen even after a delay [10].

Like an infants ability to recognize persons as persons and to know (some of) the mental states

of other persons, an infants ability to imitate facial expressions is a perplexing phenomenon.

As Shaun Gallagher says, “It is clear. . . that newborns do not have a visual perception of their

own face...”. It is also clear that a newborn is not able to know that the person whose facial

expression she is imitating is a person, that that person shares with the infant the property

of having a face, or any of the myriad other items of knowledge which seem necessary for

a newborn to attempt to mimic the expression on someone elses face. How is it, then, that

neonates can imitate facial expressions?
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One hypothesis has to do with the recently discovered brain system of mirror neurons. In

the 1990s, a team of Italian neuroscientists discovered that certain neurons — which they

came to call mirror neurons — fire in the brain both when one does some action oneself and

also when one sees that same action being performed by someone else. Since then, we have

learned that, as Gallagher says, mirror neurons “constitute an intermodal link between the

visual perception of action or dynamic expression, and the first-person, intrasubjective [...]

sense of ones own capabilities”. A neonate is able to imitate a facial expression on the part

of another person because it has the capacity to know, as it were, from the inside what it is

that the other is doing.

It now seems as if the mirror neuron system is the foundation for the capacity of all normal

human beings at any age to know the mind of another person. When John sees Mary smile at

him and pick a flower in a certain way, he knows that she is going to give the flower to him.3

How does he know what she is doing? How does he know what she is feeling and intending

to do? The Italian team of researchers responsible for the discovery of mirror neurons [11]

says:

A decade ago most neuroscientists and psychologists [and, they might have added, philoso-
phers] would have attributed an individuals understanding of someone elses actions and,
especially, intentions to a rapid reasoning process not unlike that used to solve a logical
problem: some sophisticated apparatus in Johns brain elaborated on the information his
senses took in and compared it with similar previously stored experiences, allowing John
to arrive at a conclusion about what Mary was up to and why.

The discovery of the mirror neuron system has made this sort of attempt at understanding

the human ability to mindread look Ptolemaic. Trying to explain their discovery, the Italian

researchers say:

John grasps Marys action because even as it is happening before his eyes, it is also hap-
pening, in effect, inside his head. [...] mirror neurons permit an observed act to be directly
understood by experiencing it.

This summary of theirs is not entirely perspicuous since it is not clear what it is to experience

an observed act. Nonetheless, the research of these neurobiologists, as well as that of many

others, has shown convincingly that mirror neurons underlie the human capacity to know not

only someone elses actions, but also her intentions and emotions. Describing their research

on the role of mirror neurons in mediating the knowledge of intentions, another team of

researchers says [12]:

The ability to understand the intentions associated with the actions of others is a funda-
mental component of social behavior, and its deficit is typically associated with socially
isolating mental diseases such as autism [...] Experiments in monkeys [have] demonstrated

3The mirror neuron system is predicated on recognition of a person as a person, but by itself it does not
seem to facilitate that recognition, as we currently understand the workings of the mirror neuron system. So
the knowledge of persons cannot be explained by the mirror neuron system alone, as far as we now know.
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that frontal and parietal mirror neurons code the “what” of the observed action [...] The
findings [of this study] [...] strongly suggest that this mirror neuron area actively partic-
ipates in understanding the intentions behind the observed actions [...] The present data
show that the intentions behind the actions of others can be recognized by the motor system
using a mirror mechanism.

Researchers in another study sum up their study of the mirror neurons in the inferior parietal

lobule by saying, “these neurons not only code the observed motor act but also allow the

observer to understand the agents intentions” [13]. And they generalize the results of their

research this way:

Understanding “other minds” constitutes a special domain of cognition [...] Brain imag-
ing studies suggest that several areas might be involved in this function [...] Given the
complexity of the problem, it would be nave to claim that the mechanism described in
the present study is the sole mechanism underlying mind reading, yet the present data
show a neural mechanism [i.e., the mirror neuron system] through which a basic aspect of
understanding intention may be solved.

Other research has shown that the mirror neuron system is also involved when a normally

functioning person knows the emotion of another. One group of researchers exploring mirror

neurons and emotion make it clear that, in their view, the mirror neuron system mediates

one particular kind of knowledge of emotion. So, for example, as regards disgust, they say:

“populations of mirror neurons in the insula become active both when the test participants

experience the emotion and when they see it expressed by others. In other words, the

observer and the observed share a neural mechanism that enables a form of direct experiential

understanding” [11].

Like many people working in the field, these researchers are concerned to distinguish a min-

dreading kind of knowledge from knowledge that. And so they put the results of their research

this way:

Observing another person experiencing emotion can trigger a cognitive elaboration of that
sensory information, which ultimately results in a logical conclusion about what the other is
feeling. It may also, however, result in the direct mapping of that sensory information onto
the motor structures that would produce the experience of that emotion in the observer.
These two means of recognizing emotions are profoundly different: with the first, the
observer deduces the emotion but does not feel it; via the second, recognition is firsthand
because the mirror mechanism elicits the same emotional state in the observer.

It is not entirely clear what these researchers mean by saying that the mirror mechanism

elicits the same emotional state in the observer. It is certainly not the case that every time

a person observes the emotion of another, he comes to have that same emotion himself. But

perhaps these researchers mean only that one can feel something of the emotion of another

as that others emotion.

Still other researchers try to explain the cognition in question by claiming that the mir-
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ror neuron system allows us to simulate the mental states of others. So, for example, one

prominent team of neurobiologists says: “One of the most striking features of our experi-

ence of others is its intuitive nature. . . . in our brain, there are neural mechanisms (mirror

mechanisms) that allow us to directly understand the meaning of the actions and emotions

of others by internally replicating (simulating) them. . . ” And in an effort to give their own

philosophical explanation of what they take simulation to be, these neurobiologists say that

the particular kind of cognition subserved by the mirror neuron system is achieved

without any explicit reflective mediation. Conceptual reasoning is not necessary for this
understanding. As human beings, of course, we are able to reason about others and to use
this capacity to understand other peoples minds at the conceptual, declarative level. [. . . ]
[but] the fundamental mechanism that allows us a direct experiential grasp of the mind of
others is not conceptual reasoning but direct simulation of the observed events through the
mirror mechanism [14].

This is not completely clear and accurate either, of course. It is not illuminating to try to

understand the mirror neuron system in terms of simulation, in my view.4 And it is not correct

to describe the cognition subserved by the mirror neuron system as non-conceptual. When

John knows the emotion Mary is feeling, he must know it by means of some concept, such

as the concept of affection, say, or gratitude. But what all these researchers are struggling

to describe is the knowledge of another person and of that others mental states when that

knowledge shares features with the phenomenology of certain kinds of perception. Like the

perception of color, for example, the knowledge of persons at issue here is direct, intuitive,

and hard to translate without remainder into knowledge that, but very useful as a basis

for knowledge that of one sort or another. John knows that Mary is going to give him a

flower because he first knows Mary, her action, her emotion, and her intention — but these

are things which he knows by, as it were, seeing them, and not by cognizing them in the

knowledge that way. This is, in effect, the phenomenon of the knowledge of persons.

And so these discoveries about the mirror neuron system help to explain the Wittgensteinian

point Hobson made in the quotation I cited earlier. We see emotion, as we see intention,

because the mirror neuron system gives us some sort of direct apprehension of someone elses

mental state. Or, as Hume put it, many years before the discovery of the mirror neuron

system: “The minds of men are mirrors to one another, not only because they reflect each

others emotions, but also because those rays of passion, sentiments, and opinions may often

be reverberated” [16].5 And that is why Hume says of himself: “A cheerful countenance

infuses a sensible complacency and serenity in my mind, as an angry or sullen one throws a

sudden damp upon me.”6

4For some of the papers influential in the early discussion of simulation, see [15]. In my view, the problem
with trying to understand the cognition mediated by the mirror neuron system in terms of simulation is that
it tries to turn into a first-person experience what is in its nature a second-person experience.

5I am indebted to Annette Baier for this reference. As she herself makes clear, Humes philosophy empha-
sizes the importance of what he calls sympathy for all of ethics.

6I am grateful to Annette Baier for this reference.
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4. Second-person experience

One group of neurobiologists try to explain the knowledge mediated by the mirror neuron

system by relying on a familiar philosophical distinction. They say [14]:

The novelty of our approach consists in providing for the first time a neurophysiological
account of the experiential dimension of both action and emotion understanding. What
makes social interactions so different from our perception of the inanimate world is that we
witness the actions and emotions of others, but we also carry out similar actions and we
experience similar emotions. There is something shared between our first- and third-person
experience of these phenomena: the observer and the observed are both individuals endowed
with a similar brain-body system. A crucial element of social cognition is the brains
capacity to directly link the first- and third-person experiences of these phenomena. . . .

These neurobiologists are here availing themselves of the distinction by now familiar in con-

temporary philosophy between a first-person and a third-person experience or point of view.

But, contrary to their view, it does not seem right to take the knowledge of persons which

the mirror neuron system subserves as a first-person knowledge of oneself, or a third-person

knowledge of another, or some combination of both together. Rather, it seems to be some-

thing entirely different. Under one or another description, some philosophers are now drawing

our attention to the importance of what can be called a second-person point of view or a

second-person experience (see for example [17, 18]). In my view, this is more nearly the

notion which the neurobiologists need to express what is of interest to them.

For my purposes, I will understand a second-person experience in this way. One person

Monica has a second-person experience of another person Nathan only if:

1. Monica is aware of Nathan as a person (call the relation Monica has to Nathan in this

condition ’personal interaction’);

2. Monica’s personal interaction with Nathan is of a direct and immediate sort; and

3. Nathan is conscious.7

These conditions are necessary for second-person experience and sufficient for a minimal

degree of it (it is clear that there can be more to a second-person experience than this bare

minimum. It is evident that knowledge of persons comes in degrees).

Condition (1) implies that Monica does not have a second-person experience of Nathan if

Monica is dumped unconscious on top of Nathan. Furthermore, if Monica is conscious but not

7Insofar as consciousness comes in degrees, there is some vagueness in this condition. I mean to rule out
only cases in which a person lacks sufficient consciousness to function as a person. Drowsiness is not ruled out;
certain drugged states, such as the so-called twilight sleep, are. There are grey areas here. I am inclined to
say that a mother has second-person experience of her newborn infant, but that a condition such as advanced
Alzheimers precludes second-person experience. My intuitions are not strong as regards those cases, though
(I am grateful to Kathleen Brennan for calling my attention to the need to address these issues).
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aware of Nathan —say, because Nathan is hiding and Monica does not know he is present—

then Monica does not have a second-person experience of Nathan. Finally, if Monica has

perception of Nathan but is not attending to him, so that she is not aware of him in spite of

her perception of him (for some discussion of the role of attention in conscious awareness of

something being perceived, see [19]), then Monica does not have second-person experience of

Nathan. On the other hand, condition (1) can be met even if Monica does not have perception

of Nathan.8 It is possible for one person to be aware of another as a person without seeing,

hearing, smelling, touching, or tasting that other person. For example, if Monica and Nathan

are engaged in an animated conversation with one another which they conduct by means of

email, Monica is aware of Nathan as a person, even if she does not perceive Nathan.9

As for condition (2), I take Monica’s personal interaction with Nathan to be mediated and

indirect just in case Monica has personal interaction with Nathan only in virtue of having

personal interaction with a third person Meredith. So condition (2) rules out cases of per-

sonal interaction which are mediated by one or more other people, but it does not rule out

intermediaries which are machines or mechanical devices, such as glasses, telephones, and

computers. If Monica’s only contact with Nathan is by computer, but if the computer con-

tact between them meets the other conditions for second-person experience, then Monica’s

computer contact with Nathan counts as a second-person experience.10 On the other hand,

8It is hard to know how to make this element of condition (1) precise. It is possible for two persons to
make some sort of mind-to-mind contact even if neither of them has sensory perception of the other; Monicas
having contact with Nathan through sensory perception of Nathan is not necessary for her having a second-
person experience of Nathan. On the other hand, Monicas just thinking of Nathan in Nathans absence does
not count as Monicas having a second-person experience of Nathan even if in thinking about Nathan Monica
is conscious of Nathan as a person in some sense. Second-person experience requires conscious awareness
of another person considered as a person; contact of that sort does not need perception, but it does take
more than an image or a memory of a person. It might also be helpful to have a gloss on the phrase “as
a person”. The requirement that Monica be aware of Nathan as a person rules out cases of the sort made
familiar to us from the literature on agnosia, where the agnosia patient is conscious and one of the objects
of her consciousness is another person, but because of her agnosia she does not recognize the other person as
a person; she takes him instead to be, say, a hat on a hat stand — see the case which gives the title to the
book of Oliver Sacks [20]. This requirement also rules out cases in which Monica has conscious awareness
only of some sub-personal part (say, a brain) or sub-personal system (say, the circulatory system) of Nathan.

9The scientific descriptions of the mirror neuron system quoted above make it plain that the primary
perceptual modality used in conjunction with the mirror neuron system is vision. Nonetheless, it must also
be the case that the mirror neuron system can be engaged in conjunction with other perceptual modalities as
well. If that were not the case, then congenitally blind children would be autistic. Although there is in fact
a significant incidence of autism-like disorder among the congenitally blind, there are also many congenitally
blind children who are not autistic (see, for example, [21]). Insofar as defects in the mirror neuron system are
now thought to be implicated in autism, it must be the case that the mirror neuron system can be employed
even in the absence of vision, through the sense of hearing, for example. And insofar as, for those who can
read, written language can stand in for spoken language, it is possible that a second person experience based
on written communication can also be facilitated by the mirror neuron system.

10Although Monica does not have sensory perception of Nathan in the process of emailing him (she does
not see, hear, touch, taste, or smell Nathan in email communication), that fact does not rule out email contact
from counting as second-person experience, provided only that it really is Nathan with whom Monica is in
email contact. If someone other than Nathan is emailing Monica in the persona of Nathan, then the email
communication doesnt count as Monicas having a second-person experience of Nathan. There are grey areas
here, too. If it really is Nathan who is emailing Monica but Nathan is systematically deceiving Monica on all
points about himself, it is considerably less clear whether the email communication counts as a second-person
experience of Nathan for Monica. I am grateful to John Kavanaugh for pointing out these complexities to
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Monica does not count as having a second-person experience of Nathan if her contact consists

just in Merediths reporting to Monica something Nathan has said or done. In such a case,

Nathan is conscious, and Monica is aware of Nathan as a person, in some sense; but this

sort of awareness of Nathan is insufficient to count as a second-person experience of Nathan

because it is mediated by a third person.11

Finally, condition (3) requires that Nathan be conscious for Monica to have a second-person

experience of him. It is not necessary, however, that Nathan be conscious of Monica. Polonius

has a second-person experience of Hamlet when Polonius is hidden from Hamlet behind the

arras, watching Hamlet interact with his mother.12

So this is how I will understand a second-person experience.13 This characterization of a

second-person experience makes clear that a second-person experience is different from a

first-person experience. In a first-person experience, I am directly and immediately aware of

a person as a person, but that person is only myself. It is also clear that a second-person

experience is different from a third-person experience. For a third-person experience, one has

knowledge of the states of another person but not in virtue of being conscious of that other

me.
11There are complications here. If Monica reads a letter sent to her by Nathan, Monica counts as having

a second-person experience of Nathan on the conditions I have given. That remains the case even if Nathan
dictated the letter to his secretary, since when Monica reads the letter, Monica does not have any personal
interaction with the secretary. When she reads the letter, Monica is not aware of the secretary; or even if
she is, it is not the case that she is aware of Nathan as a person only in virtue of being aware of Nathan’s
secretary (of course, if the secretary has written what Nathan dictated but then added voluminous editorial
glosses of his own, disguised as Nathans own words, it becomes less clear whether this communication counts
as Monicas having second-person experience of Nathan. I am grateful to John Kavanaugh for making me
attentive to this point). But if the same message from Nathan to Monica were delivered to Monica orally by
Nathan’s secretary, then Monica would not count as having a second-person experience of Nathan, because in
that case Monica’s awareness of the secretary mediates her awareness of Nathan. This seems to me intuitively
the right result. On the other hand, however, suppose that Nathan’s secretary delivers orally a message to
Monica, who gives the secretary a response, which the secretary delivers to Nathan, who in turn gives the
secretary a message to deliver to Monica, and so on. In such a case, is it still true to say that Monica does
not have a second-person experience of Nathan because condition (2) is violated? And there are many other
complicated cases here. Suppose that Monica is not aware of Nathan himself but finds a stack of highly
revealing love letters written by Nathan to someone else — that is, to someone who is not Monica (I am
grateful to Adam Peterson for calling my attention to the need to address this point). Does Monicas reading
these letters constitute a second-person experience of Nathan? My intuitions are less clear in these cases.
There may be boundary cases where adjudication regarding second-person experience could equally well go
either way.

12I am indebted to John Kavanaugh and Adam Peterson for helping me to see that there are complexities
here, too. If Nathan sends Monica email communication but then dies in the period between when he sent it
and when Monica reads it, so that he is no longer conscious at the time Monica reads his message, does that
communication count as Monicas having second-person experience of Nathan? And if it does, is the third of
my conditions on second-person experience violated in such a case? I am inclined to say that Monica does
have second-person experience in such a case but that the third condition is not violated. It is possible for
the presentation of a conscious person Nathan to reach another person Monica after some delay, as the email
example makes clear. Nonetheless, the Nathan with whom Monica is in contact by this means is a conscious
Nathan, not the Nathan who is unconscious at the time of Monicas receipt of Nathans message. And in this
way the third condition is not violated by this example.

13In my book “Wandering in Darkness: Narrative and the Problem of Suffering” [22] I argue that second-
person experience is a component of joint attention. It is for that reason that the characterization of second-
person experience includes the requirement that Monica be attending to Nathan in being aware of him.
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person as a person. So a second-person experience is different in character from a first-person

or a third-person experience because it is necessary for a second-person experience, as it is

not for a first- or third-person experience, that you interact consciously and directly with

another person who is conscious and present to you as a person, in one way or another.14

We are hardly in a position to give a clear and complete account of knowledge which is not

knowledge that or even just of the knowledge of persons directly subserved by the mirror

neuron system. But however we are to describe the knowledge of persons enabled by the

mirror neuron system, in my view, it cannot be captured appropriately as knowledge of

either a first-person or a third-person kind, contrary to the claims of the neurobiologists

quoted above. It is more nearly accurate to describe it in terms of a second-person experience.

Although the mirror neuron system no doubt also facilitates knowledge in ways which are

variants of a second-person experience,15 the paradigmatic sort of experience in which one

gains the kind of knowledge of persons subserved by the mirror neuron system is a second-

person experience. The mirror neuron system seems to be a brain system designed primarily

to enable second-person experience and the knowledge of persons it generates.

5. Second-person accounts

With so much clarification of the notion of a second-person experience, I want to consider

the means by which the knowledge of persons communicated in a second-person experience

is shareable with someone who was not part of the second-person experience in question. It

will be helpful to have some short designation for this vehicle for sharing knowledge. So call

it a second person account, by analogy with the more customary notions of first-person or

third-person accounts or reports.16

14In “Wandering in Darkness”, I explain that a second-person experience is a matter of one persons being
in a position to share attention with another person; it is a necessary but not sufficient condition for joint
attention.

15Annette Baier has suggested to me that one can mindread the mind of a person who is sleeping, to some
limited extent, but the experience one has of a sleeping person is not a second-person experience, as I have
described second-person experience. It may also be the case that the mirror neuron system enables us to
have a quasi-personal experience of things which are not persons, as when one has a sense of the personality
of a robot, for example, or even when one has a sense of the personality of a building. But such experiences
would not count as second-person experiences on my account. So there may be a broad genus of experiences
of persons and quasi-personal things which is facilitated by the mirror neuron system and which enables a
person in such experience to mindread, and second-person experience may be only one species within this
genus. If so, second-person experience nonetheless seems to be the exemplar on the basis of which the other
species within the genus can be understood. I am indebted to Alan Musgrave for calling my attention to the
need to make this point.

16It is no part of my distinctions among first-person, second-person, and third-person experiences, points
of view, and accounts to suggest that there is opposition among these so that an agent who adopts one of
these about something is thereby precluded from adopting any of the others. So, for example, someone who
has first-person experiences of beliefs and desires might also consider even his own beliefs and desires from a
third-person point of view, as a neurologist would. It is also possible to combine first-person, second-person,
and third-person perspectives in an iterative fashion. For example, I might tell you about my introspective
experiences of listening to music; then you would have a second-person experience of me which included my
first-person account. Or I might introspect reflectively on my second-person experience of you, considering
how I really felt about what you said. Then I would have a first-person point of view about a second-person
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Why think that there is such a thing as a second-person account? What would differentiate

it from either a first-person or third-person account? In a first-person account, I give a

report about some first-person experience of mine. In a third-person account, I give a report

about some feature or condition of someone else. What is there left for a second-person

account to do? Why wouldnt a report of a second-person experience simply be one more

first-person account — if I report the conscious states which I had while in the second-

person experience17 —or one more third-person account— if I report something about some

other person which I observed during my second-person experience of her? Why couldnt a

second-person experience be represented adequately in ordinary expository prose18 of either

the first-person or the third-person variety?

If everything knowable in a second-person experience could be expressed in terms of knowing

that, either with regard to oneself or the others with whom one interacts, then no doubt a

second-person experience could be captured by first-person and third-person accounts, and

there would be no room for anything that could be considered a second-person account. But

the cumulative weight of the evidence and arguments I have given about the knowledge of

persons is sufficient to show its distinctive character. Second-person experiences cannot be

reduced to first-person or third-person experiences without remainder, and so they cannot

be captured by first-person or third-person accounts either. As I have been at pains to show,

knowledge of persons accessible in second-person experiences is not reducible to knowledge

that.

To some people, this conclusion might seem equivalent to the claim that a second-person

account is impossible. If the knowledge of persons is difficult or impossible to express in

terms of knowing that, how can any account of it be given at all?

In one sense, the implied point of the question is right. There is no way to give an adequate

account in expository prose of a second-person experience. But it does not follow that no

account of it is possible at all. While we cannot express the distinctive knowledge of such an

experience as a matter of knowing that, we can do something to re-present the experience

itself in such a way that we can share it with others who were not part of it, so that the

knowledge of persons garnered from the experience is also available to them.19

experience. Religious believers can consider religion from a first-person point of view, where that point of
view includes reflection on what they take to be their own second-person experiences connecting them in
some fashion with the person of God. I am indebted to Al Plantinga for prompting me to consider this issue.

17I am not here violating the explanation of first-person accounts given above, because, insofar as what is
at issue is my conscious states, these are states I could have had during a hallucination of another person,
when no other person was present. So the experience being reported in this first-person account is one I
could have had by myself.

18For purposes of this chapter, I take ‘expository prose’ to mean prose which does not constitute a story and
which does not fall into some other genre of literature (such as poetry) that is story-like in its artistry. I will
describe accounts that are formulated in terms of knowing that something or other is the case as presented
in expository prose. I am therefore using expository prose as a term of art, faute de mieux.

19In this respect, a second-person experience differs from a first-person experience of the sort we have in
perception. There is no way for me to convey to someone who has never seen colors what I know when I
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This is generally what we do when we tell a story.20 A story takes a real or imagined set of

second-person experiences of one sort or another and makes it available to a wider audience to

share. It does so by making it possible, to one degree or another,21 for a person to experience

some of what she would have experienced if she had been an on-looker in the second-person

experience represented in the story. That is, a story gives a person some of what she would

have had if she had had unmediated personal interaction with the characters in the story while

they were conscious and interacting with each other, without actually making her part of the

story itself.22 The re-presenting of a second-person experience in a story thus constitutes a

second-person account. It is a report of a set of second-person experiences which does not lose

(at least does not lose entirely) the distinctively second-person character of the experiences.

We can put the point the other way around by noticing what we lose if we try to reduce

a narrative to expository (that is, non-narrative) prose. If we boil a story down to non-

narrative propositions, so that all the knowledge it conveys is knowledge that,23 then we lose

the knowledge that the story distinctively provides just because we cannot convey by means

of expository prose alone even a simulacrum of a second-person experience.24 A real story

cannot be captured in a set of non-narrative propositions; Cliff Notes, even ideally excellent

Cliff Notes, are no substitute for the literary work itself. A Cliff Notes summary of The

Brothers Karamazov would lose what is best about the novel itself.

Of course, how much of what can be known in a second-person experience is made available

to others to learn by means of a story depends in part on the artistry of the story-teller.

Harlequin romances no doubt give us something; the worlds great literature, drama, and film

give us much more.

So far I have been considering the way in which the knowledge of persons in real or imagined

sets of second-person experiences can be transmitted. It is also helpful, however, to consider

know what it is like to see red.
20I am not here implying that the only function, or even the main function, of narratives (in one medium

or another) is to convey real or imagined second-person experiences. My claim is just that much less is lost
of a second-person experience in a narrative account than in a third-person account, ceteris paribus.

21The degree will be a function not only of the narrative excellence of the story but also of the sensitivity
and intelligence of the story-hearer or reader as well.

22I do not mean to say that the story teller or artist does not contribute something of her own in the
narrative presentation. On the contrary, part of the importance of narrative is that its artistry enables us
to see what we might well have missed without the help of the narrative even if we had been present as
bystanders in the events recounted in the narrative. It is for this reason that the quality of the artistry in a
narrative makes a difference to what there is to know on the basis of it.

23Someone might suppose that we could turn any story into expository propositional form just be prefixing
to the story the words It is true in this story that and then filling out the remainder of the sentence with
a conjunction formed from all the sentences in the story. But this swollen sentence would not constitute
an example of expository prose since it would contain a story within it. And, in any case, it would not be
true that all the knowledge in the story was conveyed by means of propositions that. The story would be
embedded in a proposition that, but the distinctive knowledge of persons of the story would be conveyed by
the story itself.

24I cant, of course, specify what that knowledge is, since to do so would be to translate it into terms of
knowledge that.
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how the knowledge of persons in fiction can be appropriated by the audience for that fic-

tion.25 In my view, consideration of the mirror neuron system lets us think about audience

appropriation of fiction in a helpful way.

We can begin by comparing the mirror neuron system with perceptual systems. Recent

studies of the visual system, for example, have investigated what happens when a person

sees a complex object and then watches that object rotating in space. Studies on visual

imagery have shown that those parts of the visual system which are involved in the sight

of the rotation of objects are also the parts of the system which are used when a person

imagines the rotation of imagined objects (see, for example [26]). It is now clear that the

visual system can be used for the actual visual cognition and inspection of objects in physical

reality, or the same neural system can be used to form images of objects and to inspect the

imagined rotation of those objects.

Nothing keeps us from supposing that the mirror neuron system which subserves the knowl-

edge of persons can also be used in this dual purpose way, for the appropriation of second-

person experience either in actuality or in thought only. If this is right, then it might be that

when we engage with fiction, we also employ the mirror neuron system, but in an alternate

mode, just as the visual system is employed in an alternate mode when we imagine the ro-

tation of an imagined object. If the mirror neuron system is like the perceptual system in

this regard, then the same system which explains our knowledge of persons in second-person

experience could also explain our appropriation of the knowledge of persons through fiction.26

I am not claiming here that the mirror neuron system is used in the appropriation of fiction

to give us actual second-person experience. The appropriation of fiction does not give us real

second-person experience, any more than the imagined rotation of imagined objects gives us

real visual inspection of such objects. I mean only that when fiction functions as a second-

person account and we gain some knowledge of persons from fiction, one possible explanation

for why we do so is that the mirror neuron system can also be used in an alternate mode, for

the engagement with fiction.

On this hypothesis, then, the knowledge of persons which is garnered in second-person ex-

periences and preserved in narratives is communicable to those capable of exercising the

25Philosophers have puzzled over audience reaction to fiction. In recent years some philosophers have
considered the hypothesis that it can be explained by simulation. For an attempt to capture audience
reaction to fiction in terms of simulation, see [23]. For a helpful discussion of the positions of Walton and
others in connection with simulation, see [24]. For a discussion of the issue in connection with biblical
narratives, see [25].

26It can also help us understand the importance of pretend play in children. The predilection of children
to engage in such play has been a puzzle to some philosophers and psychologists (see, for example [27]). But
pretend play can be seen as the exercise of the mirror neuron system taken off-line, as simulation theorists
say. In that case, the predilection for pretend play would be on a par with a predilection for ballplaying. It
is a kind of play which trains the brain in a kind of coordination useful in adult activities. But, of course,
this is simply a speculative suggestion.
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cognitive capacities for knowledge of persons by means of engaging with the story. Excel-

lence in interpretation, like excellence in narrative construction itself, will be, at least in part,

a function of excellence in the exercise of the capacities for knowledge of persons on the part

of the interpreters of the narrative.

6. The species of knowledge and the domain of science

So there is a broad array of knowledge commonly had by human beings which cannot be

formulated adequately or at all as knowledge that. One important species of such knowledge

is the knowledge of persons. In normally functioning human beings, such knowledge has a

source in the mirror neuron system, which enables a person to know the actions, intentions,

and emotions of another person in a direct, intuitive way analogous in some respects to

perception. Such knowledge of persons is first gained through second-person experiences.

And although the knowledge gained through second-person experiences is not reducible to

knowledge that, it can be made available to others who lack the second-person experiences

in question by means of a story of one sort or another that re-presents the experience. A

story is, then, a second-person account.

Second-person experience and stories thus play a role with regard to the knowledge of persons

analogous to the role played by postulates and arguments with regard to knowledge that.

Experience and stories, on the one hand, and postulates and arguments, on the other, are

devices for the acquisition and transfer of knowledge, although the kind of knowledge acquired

or transferred and the sort of acquisition or transfer involved differ.

These two types of knowledge, knowledge that and knowledge of persons, are clearly not in

opposition to each other; rather, as the studies on autism show, both are needed for adequate

understanding of the reality in which we live.

And so it is important for us to realize and take seriously the possibility that however valuable

and important the kind of knowledge given us by those academic disciplines which focus on

knowledge that, including the sciences, that sort of knowledge does not exhaust all there is

to know which is important to us. There is also the knowledge of persons available to us

in second-person experience and narratives. In fact, if the major monotheisms are right in

supposing that the ultimate foundation of all reality is a God, something with a mind and a

will, then the sciences, whose focus is only on knowledge that, will not be able to teach us

all there is to know even about the foundations of the universe. If the major monotheisms

are right, then even to understand what is ultimately real, we will need to have not just

physics and cosmology but also the non-propositional knowledge of persons, which cannot be

mediated to us by the sciences.
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Abstract

The Enlightenment is often described as the Age of Reason, but in fact it often (in David Hume,
for instance) limited the role of Reason to being the slave of the passions. Secularism is largely the
consequence of this limitation, and might more properly be called strong evidentialism, the axiom that
all beliefs must be proportioned to available empirical evidence. Reason was given a more positive role
in theologians like Anselm, and in philosophers like Hegel. For them, it was an objective intelligibility
and beauty discernible by intellect. Empirical evidence is always necessary, but never sufficient, for
the construction of a rational worldview. This paper argues against strong evidentialism, and for
a stronger view of reason as the creative construction of a coherent, comprehensive, and plausible
metaphysics. The intelligible cosmos disclosed by science is part of such a metaphysics. But equally
important is the axiological dimension of value, purpose and meaning, found in distinctively personal
experience. When this is taken into account, so I argue, religion can assume a proper and rational
place in a comprehensive metaphysics of human experience. My paper will attempt to locate science,
as a rational enterprise, within a broader notion of reason that also allows for rationality in morals,
value-theory and religion — and which may in turn illuminate the scientific concept of reason also.

1. Reason, critical enquiry, and new knowledge

The Eighteenth Century in Europe is sometimes known as The Age of Reason. In France

between 1751 and 1772 the Encyclopedie was published in twenty eight volumes. It spread

the philosophical and scientific ideas of the Enlightenment. Diderot and Voltaire appealed to

human reason to challenge traditional assumptions about the Church, monarchy and social

institutions.

There had certainly been times in France when the Church had opposed reason. The Bishop of

Paris in 1277 condemned 210 views allegedly propounded by some academics in the University

of Paris, including some by Thomas Aquinas. These included the proposition that man should

not be content with authority alone as a means of acquiring certainty, and that we should

believe nothing that is not known in itelf or cannot be explained by known principles.
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Any religion with a supposedly revealed text is liable to claim that the propositions of that

text should be received on authority alone, and not questioned. Yet Thomas Aquinas, who

for a while was banned from teaching in the University, very shortly became the canonical

philosopher-theologian of the Roman Catholic Church. And though he certainly accepted the

authority of Scripture, he did not hold that such authority should be blindly accepted. On

the contrary, he propounded a number of arguments purporting to show that it was eminently

reasonable to believe in God, and to believe that God had revealed the divine nature in the

Bible. Moreover, in common with the tradition of the Catholic Church, he held that the

interpretation of Scripture was a difficult and arcane matter, requiring much learning and

skill, that is, much reasoning, to undertake.

None of that will satisfy someone who thinks that reason cannot show that God exists, or

that the Bible is inspired by God, or that the Catholic Church alone has the authority to

interpret the Bible. Atheists, Muslims, and Protestants, respectively, would deny such claims,

and there are enough highly intelligent and moral atheists, Muslims, and Protestants in the

world to establish to most peoples satisfaction that no claim to possess divinely revealed

truth can be theoretically certain (where certain means beyond reasonable doubt).

It is not, however, some special faculty of Reason that has made this clear in the modern

world. It is acceptance that free and informed critical enquiry shows that the foundations

of moral, religious and philosophical belief are disputed and that basic differences in such

beliefs are irresolvable by reasoning. Reasoning does not show the revealed claims of religion

to be false. It shows that reason cannot resolve some of the deepest intellectual problems

about the human understanding of reality. Greater and less prejudiced knowledge of world

religions shows that there are intelligent and devout believers in other Scriptures, who are

as certain of their views as Christians are. And better knowledge of the Scriptures and of

science reveals further disputes about interpreting ancient texts that inevitably put older and

more traditional interpretations in doubt.

It is the growth of knowledge that shows traditional claims to certainty to be too restricted. In

a similar way, better knowledge of human needs and abilities leads to questioning traditional,

hierarchical patterns of society, that exclude able people from powerful social roles, and often

leave government in the hands of the incompetent or corrupt.

There was certainly a revolution in eighteenth century France. But it was not a new discovery

of reason, whereas all before had been irrational. It was a rapid growth of knowledge about

the world and about human needs and desires, which put in question traditional practices

and beliefs. Some old traditions (not actually all that old), like the institution of an abso-

lute monarchy and corrupt aristocracy, were seen to be inequitable and repressive. So the

Revolutionaries presented the situation as a war between reason and tradition. Their aim

was to destroy old traditions, and make all things conform simply to reason. By reason what
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was actually meant was an open-ness to critical enquiry and to new knowledge. But in the

rhetoric of the day reason came to represent opposition to all tradition and authority.

2. Some negative consequences of reason

Accordingly, in November, 1793, the cathedral of Notre Dame de Paris was re-named the

Temple of Reason, and to celebrate the triumph of rationality many art-works in the Cathe-

dral were destroyed.

The rule of Reason was rather short-lived, and was quickly overtaken by the Rule of Terror

and the rise of Napoleon. For in opposing all tradition and authority, Reason came to have

an almost wholly negative and critical role. As such, it almost inevitably came to be negative

and critical about its own authority. Weakened by self-doubt, it proved unable to withstand

the claim that the appeal to reason was in fact an appeal to prudence, which was in turn

a disguised appeal to power. Reason became the watch-word of that large but oppressed

majority that rebelled against the entrenched social hierarchies and privileges of traditional

authority.

One result of this rebellion was the rejection of any claim to supernatural revelation. One

should believe only what can be established by reason, operating without the aid of revelation.

In this way what was perceived as the repressive hierarchy of the Church was rejected. A

second strand was the rejection of the authority of custom or tradition. All moral and

political beliefs should be justifiable by reasons that all could accept. The aristocracy and

monarchy were thereby challenged. And a third strand was the methodology of the new

science, a methodology of close observation and experiment, backed up by the development

of rigorous mathematical techniques. There seems little wrong with that. But it led to an

insistence that all knowledge is empirical, observationally established knowledge, to a view of

the universe as a machine to be dissected, controlled, and improved, and to a view of humans

as parts of that machine, who could be manipulated in the name of greater efficiency, or sent

to the guillotine if they stood in the way of a more rational ordering of the social machine.

Rene Descartes was one of the intellectual originators of the idea of the universe as a machine.

In his Discourse on Method, published in 1637, he set out an ideal model of reason for the

new age. Nothing should be admitted to the realm of knowledge except that which could

be evidently known and stated clearly and distinctly. All knowledge should be divided into

its distinct constituent parts, which should be clearly arranged to demonstrate how complex

elements arise from simple constituents, by processes that can be clearly and completely

enumerated. Descartes thought that reason by itself could contribute some clear and distinct

ideas to the edifice of human knowledge, such as the immortality of the soul and the existence

of God. Ironically, it turned out that the very things he thought most clear and distinct —the

existence of the soul and of God— were thought by many to be not at all clear, and even to
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be incoherent.

Observation and experiment were soon taken to be the only reliable means of obtaining

reliable knowledge, and it became clear that this would lead to setting aside some traditional

received ideas about the world.

Some religious ideas were likely to come into conflict with the conclusions of the new science

(Galileo had been condemned by the Inquisition in 1633). The evidence for divine revelation

(which Descartes himself said he accepted) hardly seemed strong enough to provide absolute

certainty that one and just one alleged revelation was wholly correct. Religious beliefs would

soon be excluded from the commonwealth of established knowledge.

If morality and politics are concerned with natural human inclinations and their fulfilment, as

medieval Christian theologians had taught, we might well find that many accepted opinions,

even if backed by the full force of long tradition (opinions like the subjugation of women

and peasants), could not be intelligibly related to a dispassionate analysis of human nature.

Indeed, when the new science effectively undermined the authority of Aristotle and his doc-

trine of essential natures, the traditional assumption that there were purposes in nature that

should not be trustrated was put in question. Moral principles, for many, could no longer

be derived from an analysis of the essential nature of human beings. They related simply to

human desires and their greatest possible fulfillment. Morality became a more fragmented

and diverse matter of pursuing conflicting human desires as effectively as possible.

So the new rational method had explosive religious and social implications, which were to

come to the fore in the French revolution. Ancient authorities in religion, politics and morality

were challenged and set aside. They were challenged in the name of Reason, but Reason was

now seen not as a divinely implanted faculty for the discernment of intelligible truth and

objective value, but as the servant of sense-observation and desire. Thus the Enlightenment,

at least in its French form, did not in fact divinise Reason. On the contrary, Reason was

reduced to the formal role of systematising data drawn from the wholly contingent and non-

rational occurrence of perceptions and feelings.

3. Reason as the slave of the passions

The Scottish Enlightenment was very different from the French, and not in general opposed

either to religion or to all authority and tradition. But David Hume, usually agreed to be the

greatest Scottish philosopher of the eighteenth century, followed the French model. He wrote

that Reason is the slave of the passions, and argued that reason was unable to establish any

truths at all without observation and experience. Reason is confined to the world of possible

sense-experiences, and cannot hope to establish any truths (like the existence of God or the

ultimate nature of reality) beyond the reach of the senses.
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The role of reason is accordingly the modest one of testing empirical observations and mod-

erating widespread human desires by the standards of consistency, impartiality, and logical

rigour. If that is done, the social privileges of absolute monarchy and religious hierarchy will,

some thought (though not very plausibly), be seen to be indefensible. Thus, while reason

lost its metaphysical competence, it had a revolutionary social impact.

Reason, in other words, was the tool of social criticism. The claim that reason was the

possession of every person, and that all had, in principle, equal access to the truth, led to the

democratic principle that each person was to count as one, and no-one as more than one, in

a social system within which the rational decision would be one that everyone could freely

agree upon.

The paradox was, however, that the exercise of reason seemed to be very rare. David Hume

regarded most of the worlds inhabitants as ignorant savages, and dismissed the religious opin-

ions of most people of his day as “sick mens dreams”. When Kant set forth the Categorical

Imperative as a method for finding moral principles upon which all people could agree, he

seemed to think that all humans would agree that they should do what an impartial and

rational spectator of the human scene would decree. Yet he also knew that human lives are

characterized by what he called radical evil, which makes the desire for personal pleasure and

preference for ones friends and family seem a more reasonable course of action than devotion

to an abstract principle of strict impartiality.

The paradox is, then, that those who spoke most strongly of the rule of universal benevolence

and impartial reason knew very well that few human beings are, or are ever likely to be,

universally benevolent and impartially rational. Is it really rational to maintain that society

should be run on general principles that the vast majority do not accept? The principles of

impartial reason come to seem irrational in a world in which reason is seen to be confined to

categorizing sense-experiences and legislating among competing desires. For in such a world,

reason is and ought to be the slave of passion and prudence. Reason can tell me how to get

what I want more efficiently. It can tell me that human existence is a competitive struggle

for survival, so that the exercise of the will to power is the most reasonable way to survive.

And it can tell me that human beliefs and values are so diverse and conflicting that there is

no one agreed rational way of resolving the deepest human disputes.

It is not surprising that the French Cult of Reason was one of the shortest-lived religions in

history, and that it was immediately succeeded by the naked exercise of the will to power

and by the imperial nationalism of Napoleonic France. That is quite a rational policy for

groups of lustful and aggressive primates locked into a deadly competition for survival.
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4. Three ideas of reason

My point is that there are two ideas of reason that are at work here, and they are quite

distinct. One is the idea of reason as an impartial power that legislates completely general

principles from a wholly dispassionate point of view. The data it has to work on are sense-

observations and desires. What it does is to limit factual beliefs to those for which good

public and testable evidence can be found, and recommend actions that will fulfill as many

human desires as possible for the greatest number of human beings (the greatest happiness

of the greatest number).

The other idea of reason accepts the starting-point of testable observations and actual human

desires. But precisely by reflection on such data it concludes that humans are nothing but

by-products of millions of evolutionary accidents, and such beings are unlikely to be capable

of discovering anything like universal truths. Reason is simply the prudential faculty of

discerning efficient means to fulfilling whatever desires one happens to have. Humans are

not unembodied and wholly impartial animals, and it is unreasonable to act as though they

were. Reason is the slave of the passions, and its proper job is to find the best way for me

to fulfill my passions — and let others to the same if they can, though I may well, and quite

reasonably, try to stop them.

This all seems rather disheartening. I suggest that this is because these two Enlightenment

ideas of reason have lost their anchorage in a deeper idea that is central to the Christian

religious vision that they were in process of abandoning. The core of this third idea can be

brought out by recalling the centrality of wisdom (Chokmah) to much Jewish thought, and

the idea of the Logos, Word or Wisdom of God that prefaces the Christian Gospel of John.

The idea is also found in Judaism (Philo used Logos as a key term in his writings) and in

Islam, for which God is supremely wise. But for Enlightenment writers, Christianity was the

religion to which they were reacting.

For this religious tradition, wisdom or reason is a principal attribute of God. Through wisdom

the cosmos was created. The New Testament letters to the Ephesians and the Colossians

identify divine wisdom simply with Christ, which becomes a shorthand term for the eternal

wisdom of God that was, Christians believe, fully embodied in the person of Jesus.

Here is an idea of reason as an objective reality, a property of the supremely perfect creator of

the universe. It is not an abstract principle of impartiality, and it is certainly not a principle

of prudence for aggressive animals in a dangerous world. It is rather a creative principle of

intellectual beauty and intelligibility that underlies the structure of the universe itself.

If humans are made in the image of God, they have the capacity to share in this objective

reason, in the creative capacity for discerning and creating intellectual beauty and harmony
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in the world. In the notion of the creative discernment of beauty and goodness there is a

much richer and more fruitful idea of reason. That idea was present in medieval thinkers

like Anselm and Aquinas, and it is expounded in a rather different form by Hegel and later

Idealist philosophers.

5. Reason and Christian faith

The Christian faith, from very early times, had been concerned to work out a theology, a

systematic and rationally ordered set of beliefs about the universe and the place of humans

within it. This was, I think, because of the fundamental belief, stated at the beginning of

the Gospel of John, that Jesus in some way was the earthly embodiment, the incarnation, of

the eternal Wisdom of God. This licensed the view that divine wisdom is not some arcane

other-worldly mystery that can only be approached by a long process of secret initiations

and rituals, as in some Gnostic thought. Divine Wisdom is incarnate in the universe, in flesh

and blood, in the very structure of matter.

Moreover, Christianity developed in an age when the Greek philosophers, and especially Plato

and Aristotle, were the leading intellectual influences. It was far from being the case that

the Christian churches called for blind and unquestioning acceptance of absurd beliefs. On

the contrary, they claimed to carry on and complete the work of the Greek philosophers. If

there were divine mysteries that humans could not work out for themselves, like the Trinity

and the Incarnation, it was nevertheless the case that such doctrines could be seen to be

completely rational.

Human reason may need to be corrected and completed by some disclosure of divine wisdom.

But that itself is a deeply reasonable idea. For if there is a wise Creator of the universe, it is

only reasonable to think that the Creator would disclose the divine nature and purpose – data

that only the Creator would know with certainty. It might even be said that a monotheistic

religion without any revelation is relatively irrational, since it posits a Creator who cares for

creation, but does not bother to tell finite beings who God is or what God wants them to do.

As I have noted, there is always a danger that those who accept revelation may oppose it

to human reason, regarding reason as corrupted or unreliable. But that has not been the

tenor of mainstream Christian theology, which has accepted that humans are created in the

image of God, so that human minds are created in the image of the divine mind, and are

intrinsically capable of understanding the intelligible structure of the created cosmos.

If the Catholic church is to be accused of anything, it will be that it is too rationalistic, that

it relies too much on reason, not too little. Anselm was confident that he could demonstrate

why God had to become incarnate to redeem humanity. Richard of St. Victor deduced that

God has to be Trinitarian from an analysis of the nature of love. And Aquinas claimed to
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demonstrate the main characteristics of the divine nature without reference to revelation.

One of the consequences of the Enlightenment is that we are now less confident of what

Reason can do. Having seen the history of rational thought since the sixteenth century, we

can see that there are fundamental disagreements about the nature of human persons, about

freedom and determinism, about the place of consciousness in the material universe, about

the principles that morality requires, and about how society should be organised. Reason

does not seem to be able to arbitrate between these deeply disputed views, for there are

equally rational people who take different sides in each dispute.

That does not make reason less important. It is good that we should seek to make our

knowledge as comprehensive as possible, make our beliefs consistent and compatible with the

best available knowledge, and be prepared to justify those beliefs in some intelligible way.

What we cannot do is pretend that reason alone can resolve all the really deep questions –

questions, especially, of the nature of ultimate reality, of the nature of the human person,

and of how to live well.

No informed person could now claim to know and be able to establish beyond reasonable

doubt that God exists and has revealed the divine nature in Jesus Christ. But nor could any

informed person claim that such beliefs can be readily refuted, or in some way be shown to

be irrational.

This does not reduce the role of reason to that of being a slave of perception and desire.

Indeed whether that is the proper role of reason is precisely one of the disputed questions

reason is apparently unable to resolve. But it does suggest some important elements that

must be present in a rational approach to human knowledge and experience. I will suggest

seven elements of such an approach.

6. Reason and empathy

First, careful attention and sensitivity is needed. In the study of physical phenomena, close

observation and repeated experimentation is essential. The natural sciences have built up

a cumulative body of knowledge that is well-established and firmly founded. The natural

sciences tend to ignore all questions of value, as lying outside their purview. Since the idea

of purpose is the idea of processes aiming at states of value, purpose is inevitably excluded

along with value. And the fact of consciousness, of subjective experience, which desires and

enjoys values and appears freely to create purposes and goals, remains a problem for natural

science. Natural scientists may rarely be Cartesian dualists. But there is no satisfactory

scientific way of explaining the fact and nature of consciousness in terms of publicly observed

brain-states or behavior.
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So there is a basic problem in modern science about the status of value, purpose and con-

sciousness. Philosophers in the twentieth century oscillated between phenomenalism, making

physical objects constructs out of private perceptions; materialism, making consciousness a

virtually superfluous by-product of brains; and idealism, making consciousness the ultimate

reality, with matter as the manifestation of some form of Absolute Consciousness.

I doubt whether one of these fundamental viewpoints is more obviously rational than the

others. Yet humans rightly wish to adopt a rational view, and in that case reason must

have a wider role to play than the instrumental role of rendering observations coherent. The

deeper question is whether we can arrive at a simple, fruitful, comprehensive, elegant model

that can integrate all the various aspects of human experience in a general interpretative

scheme. It will be a scheme in which observation and desire, value and purpose, matter and

consciousness, form an integrated, coherent, and plausible whole.

For some, like E. O. Wilson and Daniel Dennett, this ideal of consilience between what we

may call the personal and the impersonal objects of human knowledge is to be achieved by

reducing the personal to the impersonal. But that is far from being the only, or even the

most plausible, option.

It is one of the functions of reason to enquire into the plausibility of that option and into

the plausibility of its main alternatives. People disagree widely in their fundamental inter-

pretations of reality. In order to pay careful attention to the interpretations of other people

and cultures, we need first of all to try to see what leads them to such interpretations, and

what it is like to see the world in terms of them. We need to be able to describe a variety of

interpretations in a way that would be acceptable to those others who hold them. That does

not involve agreement, but it does involve empathy, an initial attempt to see things from

different viewpoints than our own.

Descartes had stressed clarity and distinctness as the marks of rational knowledge. But there

are many aspects of human experience that resist clear description and analysis into distinct

and isolatable parts. In the colorful and value-rich field of personal experience there are

forms of understanding that require discernment, judgment, and empathy, rather than the

dispassionate objectivity that is characteristic of experimental science. The methodology of

the natural sciences may well turn out to be inadequate for the understanding of human

consciousness. Yet both the material world and the world of consciousness require the use of

reason, and that in turn requires that sensitivity as well as clarity should be involved in the

use of reason.
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7. Criteria of rationality

Second, it is a mark of rationality to classify and interpret our knowledge in clear and fruitful

ways. The British philosopher John Wisdom talked of a connecting technique, by which we

learn to make significant connections and discount insignificant ones. The way we classify

and organize our knowledge is an important element in bringing rational order and clarity

to experience. A clear example from the sciences is the way in which the construction of the

Periodic Table by Mendeleev in 1869 proved to be enormously fruitful for the development

of modern chemistry. Descartes insistence on careful analysis and the tracing of precise

logical connections is important here, though we need to be aware of the differing general

interpretations of experience that exist, and so of the differing sorts of classifications that are

possible.

Third, we need to be aware of all relevant alternative interpretations. We need to listen

carefully to what others say, and especially to criticisms of our views, so that we will not be

limited to just our own perspective on the world.

Fourth, we need to be aware of the strong and weak points in our own arguments and beliefs.

All sets of beliefs have strong and weak points, and to admit them is to have a better sense

of the distinctive perspective from which we see the world, its advantages and limitations.

Fifth, we need to have a keen sense of logical acuteness, knowing how to deduce or infer

conclusions from premises, and being aware of the mistakes and ambiguities that can easily

arise in human thinking, as we deal with complex and often confusing sets of data.

Sixth, a truly rational person will have a strong imaginative sense, which is able to frame

new hypotheses, put data in a new light, and explain phenomena in a new way. When

scientists invent new experimental techniques, new mathematical formulae, or new models

for explaining why things behave as they do, they exercise an imaginative creativity which

is deeply rational, but which cannot be described in any algorithm, and does not lie in the

application of any rule.

Seventh, a rational view will aim at an ultimate integration of many different areas of thought

and experience, ideally of all areas of human experience. Such integrating ideals may be

superficial and over-simple, or unduly complex and obscure. The final integration may well

lie forever beyond human reach. But it is a mark of rationality to seek the greatest integration

possible of the widest set of available data, and to be aware of where integrating attempts

fail.

If these are marks of rationality, it is clear that they virtually all involve personal capacities of

judgment and discrimination, which vary hugely between people, and can take many different
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forms. It is not just a matter of being consistent and impartial, or of being prudent, though

these things play an essential part. Reason is much wider in scope, and involves sensitive

discernment, imaginative vision, and a continuing development of ideas through cumulative

social interaction, through mutual criticism and debate, and the cultivation of an accurate

historical sense. That is why free critical enquiry and the attempt to arrive at an unbiased

statement of differing views is an essential part of rationality. It may have to renounce claims

to absolute certainty. But it will seek a basis strong enough for firm practical commitment.

8. Instrumental and objective reason

A purely instrumental view of Reason sees it as receiving data from observations and desires,

and seeking to order these as clearly and systematically as possible. Reason is a formal

principle of order, and its key values are those of clarity and logical consistency. Yet even

this etiolated concept of reason is not value-free. It is based on values, and important

ones. Reason is ordered to truth, for the careful recording of data and its logical ordering is

conducive to a grasp of truth. Reason is ordered to beauty, for there is intellectual beauty in

the clarity and order of logic and mathematics. Reason is ordered to goodness, for it requires

the setting aside of prejudices and attention to what is the case, whatever we would like to be

the case. And it requires the co-operation of others in a community of trust, bound together

in seeking truth.

But there are questions to ask of this concept of reason. Is it true that all acceptable data

must be publicly observable, repeatable and measurable? The data of personal experience,

of thought and interpretation, of evaluation and intention, seem to be real, though others

cannot observe them, and though we can never repeat or measure them. They cannot usually

be analyzed into simple component parts that can be precisely described and placed in clear

logical relationships. All attempts to do so in a quasi-scientific way have ended in failure.

Values themselves, the values of truth, beauty and goodness, are not publicly observable

data. Nor are they universal human objects of desire, since many care little for them. The

fact that such values seem to exert a moral pressure upon the most austere scientists speaks

of a deeper level of reality that includes objective values and goals as more than matters of

subjective preference or desire.

Our thoughts, values and purposes can be reasonable or unreasonable. But if we ask what

makes them reasonable, it does not seem to be a matter of deriving conclusions by clearly

specified rules from a basic set of simple, clear and distinct ideas. It might even seem irrational

to apply such a rigidly specified structure to human thoughts, experiences, and values. For

precisely what is in question is the structure that is best suited to the assessment of such

experiential data.
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Instrumental reason, being essentially a normative notion, retains the sense that truth, beauty

and goodness are values. But it has lost the sense of the objectivity of these values, the sense

that truth, beauty and goodness are qualities of objective reality, that can only be appre-

hended by sensitive discrimination, creative imagination, and participation in a developing

social tradition — with adequate recognition of the place of other traditions that interpret

the world in different ways.

Reason, for believers in a creator God, is a dynamic, imaginative and creative aptitude that

enables us to understand and appreciate the created universe. If this is so, it may turn out

that Notre Dame de Paris, not as it briefly was in 1793, but as it is now, is indeed a Temple

of Reason, though not in the sense of confining beliefs to what can be publicly tested, or

aiming at fulfilling the greatest number of desires of the greatest number of people. It may be

a Temple of the objective reason of the cosmos, and of the sensitive, imaginative, developing

discernment by human beings of that cosmic beauty and intelligibility.

9. Reason and faith

Sometimes reason has been opposed to faith, as though reason always confined itself strictly

to evidence, whereas faith is blind acceptance of authority. But no one should be deluded

by such a travesty of the facts. Science is driven by a strong faith in reason, in the capacity

of mathematics, for example, to disclose the structure of the physical cosmos, and in the

capacity of human minds to unravel the laws of nature. The faith of the scientist is a faith

in the intelligibility and beauty of the natural world, and in the capacity of the human mind

to understand that intelligible beauty.

Aristotle noted that one of the marks of a rational person is that they know what the limits

of reason are. On the whole, there is a strong sense in modern science that there are limits

to human understanding. The quantum physicist Bernard dEspagnat speaks of the veiled

reality of the quantum world, which our mathematical models probe, but which we cannot

fully represent to outselves as it really is. Paul Dirac has said that there are many factors,

like the exact time of the decay of sub-atomic particles, that seem to lie beyond the limits of

science. I am not taking a defeatist line that science will never solve those sorts of presently

unresolved problems that are proper to it. I am suggesting rather that the very nature of

science places some subjects beyond its reach. All intellectual pursuits are limited in the

sorts of things they study. No science studies every aspect of everything. So a historian is

concerned with the actions of people and nations in history. History has no concern with the

radioactive decay of uranium. A psychologist does not investigate the movements of protons

in a particle accelerator. Each science has its own proper area of investigation.

So the natural sciences investigate those parts of reality that can be publicly observed, math-

ematically described, and experimentally confirmed by repeated and controlled observations.
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If there are other parts of reality, not publicly observable, mathematically describable, or

experimentally controllable, then the natural sciences do not study them. But the sciences

need not deny they exist.

If there is a God, who has no physical body, then there is not much hope of publicly observing

God. Divine actions will not conform to universal laws that can be formulated in differential

equations. And an omnipotent God might object to being experimented upon. For these

simple and obvious reasons, the being and actions of God are beyond the scope of natural

science. But that does not mean that belief in God is just a matter of faith, in the sense of

some arbitrarily adopted belief.

There might be very good reasons for thinking that there is a supreme mind underlying the

physical universe as its ultimate cause, having a purpose of great value for the universe.

Most of the great classical philosophers in the Western tradition have thought there are good

reasons, and their philosophical works give the reasons for their belief.

Naturally, the observations of the natural sciences are relevant to theistic belief. The beauty

and intelligibility of nature tend to confirm it. The suffering and seemingly prodigal waste-

fulness of nature tend to disconfirm it. The situation is not as clear-cut as it has seemed to

some. Yet belief in God is not, as Bertrand Russell once suggested, like belief in an invisible

intangible teapot circling the sun. There is nothing to be said for asserting the existence of

invisible flying teapots. There is very much to be said for the belief that ultimate reality

has the nature of mind. And while the belief is, like most very basic beliefs, disputable, its

rationality is evidenced by most of the major works of Western philosophy.

Religious faith, at least in its major Christian incarnation, shares this belief that the cosmos is

created through reason or wisdom, and that human minds share in that reason. Religion adds

to this a vital element of personal commitment and trust, by which the Cosmic Reason of the

universe is believed to be apprehended in personal experience, and in moments of disclosure

that believers call revelation. But this is a deeply rational apprehension, and its object is the

supreme objective Reason that underlies and sustains the natural world, which demands that

we learn to understand that world as an intelligible unity, as what Plato beautifully called

the moving image of eternity.

10. Kants critique of reason

For the Christian, it is the response to revelation and the experience of God as a present

spiritual presence that gives force and vivacity to a purely rational belief in God. But even in

the acceptance of such revelation reason is involved, in testing the consistency and coherence,

the moral value and spiritual fruitfulness, of alleged revelations, or in deciding on particular

interpretations of revelation.
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It is not that reason stands in a neutral and superior position to all revelations, only accepting

them insofar as they accord with the independent declarations of reason. Immanuel Kant

helped to give this impression when he wrote Religion within the Bounds of Reason alone.

In Kants case this was because he excluded any possible experience of God, divine grace,

or revelation. God, for Kant, was a postulate of Reason, but not an apprehended spiritual

reality.

This is part of Kants general claim that the noumenal world is completely beyond theoretical

knowledge, and must simply be posited as a condition of the possibility of the world of

experience. Kant shared the Humean limitation of theoretical knowledge to the sensorily

perceptible. Obviously, if God is not perceptible by the senses, there can be no theoretical

knowledge of God. So we have to rely on what Reason postulates, upon what is necessary to

having knowledge, but not upon any direct experience.

The Kantian position is inherently unstable, for it relies upon the claim that we can, and

indeed must, believe in a God of whom we can know nothing. Yet even belief involves a

claim that things are as we think they are — or at least that they are more like that than

they are like the opposite of what we think (this is a rather desperate attempt to convey

what Kant means by asserting practical, but not theoretical, knowledge of God, freedom

and immortality). That is still a claim to knowledge, though it cannot be established by

observation.

Kant had been shaken by Humes argument that there can be no true knowledge without

sense-experience. But Kant held onto a belief that there are some rational principles that do

not derive from sense-experience — including the belief that every event has a cause, that

the universe is intelligible, that we are free to do what we ought, that there are absolute

demands of morality, and that the space-time world is a mind-constructed appearance of

some unknown underlying reality.

Kant calls these beliefs regulative principles governing the use of human Understanding.

But the argument that we must accept them simply because Reason promulgates them is

unconvincing. There must be good theoretical reasons why we should accept them — and

Kant seeks to provide such reasons in what he calls his transcendental deduction arguments,

meant to show that the regulative principles are necessary conditions of the possibility of

scientific knowledge and moral action.

As Hegel saw, it may be better to come clean and say that they are conditions of thinking that

the universe is intelligible, founded on principles of ultimate rationality. Strictly empirical

scientific knowledge does not need them, and most philosophers would think that many forms

of morality do not need them either. Yet it may be true that belief in the intelligibility of

the universe is a natural presupposition of scientific activity and of moral commitment. For
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if the universe is not intelligible, how can we have confidence that mathematics will uncover

an elegant deep structure of matter, or that morality is truly categorical, and that living in

accordance with moral principles is rational?

But if the universe is intelligible, that will not be simply a matter of it having an elegant

mathematical sub-structure and order. What would the point of that be? Rationality is

connected with value, in that a process is rational if it is aimed at, or if it expresses, some

state that is worth-while for its own sake.

Steven Weinberg apparently believes in an elegant mathematical structure for the universe,

yet thinks that the whole thing is pointless. What use is the mathematics in the end? The

answer to that question, of course, is that elegance, intellectual beauty, is of value for its own

sake. Or, to be more precise, the appreciation of such elegance by a conscious being capable

of appreciating it is a state of intrinsic value. If, as Aristotle said, the good is that at which a

rational being aims, or which such a being desires, then the concept of goodness presupposes

the concepts of consciousness, understanding and sentience. There must be a consciousness

that can understand objects of possible desire, which can discriminate between desirable and

undesirable states, and which can enjoy the desirable states.

In this way, the idea of truly objective intelligibility presupposes the idea of a knowing,

discriminating, and sensitive consciousness. David Hume was right in claiming that reason

must have, as its objects, data of knowledge and desires. But perhaps he was wrong in

thinking that the objects of knowledge (which he thought were sensations) and desires are

purely contingent, and have come to be as they are by random or unguided processes.

In a rational universe, there will be conceptual objects of consciousness (including, but not

consisting solely of, mathematical objects). These might be the idea of all possible worlds,

held in the mind of God. And there will be necessary and objectively desirable states of

affairs — states of beauty, truth, goodness and happiness. Pure Reason will not be the slave

of contingent passion. It will be the form of a consciousness that is aware of all possibilities,

that discriminates those that are truly desirable, that creatively brings them to actuality and

appreciates them in an appropriate way.

11. Reason and morality

With the aid of this analysis, we can see a clear connection between the three main ideas of

reason that I have mentioned, that of impartiality, prudence, and of intelligible ordering to

intrinsic good. With regard to the idea of universal impartiality, commentators have often

pointed out that Kants allegedly purely formal method of obtaining moral principles cannot

be guaranteed to produce the principles he wants. Kant uses the Categorical Imperative

—act only on a general principle on which you could will all rational beings to act— to
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produce a set of necessary principles of moral conduct. But when he sets out these principles

in the Metaphysic of Morals, they turn out to fall under two main heads, the pursuit of the

happiness of others, and the realization of human and intellectual virtues in oneself.

There are, in other words, rational goals of human conduct. Kant avoids the charge of basing

morality on some sort of intuition of such goals only by arguing that the purely formal

principle of universalisability necessarily produces them. But, most commentators point out,

it does not do so.

It would be perfectly possible for an agent to act on a principle of never helping others at

all, except when such help was calculated to evince some reciprocity that would in turn help

the agent. An agent could accept that others could act on the same principle of reciprocal

benevolence, sometimes called, in more recent game theory, the principle of tit for tat.

But this restricted principle is not at all what Kant has in mind. He wants the cultivation of

intellectual dispositions to be a duty imposed on every rational human agent, and the pursuit

of the happiness of others and of retributive justice to be absolutely binding, whatever the

consequences. As he famously said, an agent should never lie under any circumstances, even

to save a life. And if the world was about to end, a just man would hang the last personal

who had been convicted of murder before it did. Whatever one thinks of these principles,

they do not follow simply from a principle of complete impartiality.

Kant is in fact basing the moral principles of the Metaphysic of Morals, the systematic expo-

sition of the universal and necessary principles of morality, on a suppressed supposition that

there are categorical principles absolutely binding on human agents. These, the principles

of non-prudential altruism and of the cultivation of all intellectual gifts and talents, are just

the principles that a rational Creator of the universe might legislate. Love your neighbors by

caring for their happiness, and Love yourself by realizing and developing to the fullest extent

your personal virtues and capacities, are principles that a God who created all people to find

happiness by the cultivation of self-discipline and self-development, might well promulgate.

But take away such a God, and there is little reason why one should care for the happiness of

people one will never meet, or for the cultivation of ones own rational nature, if one simply

does not wish to do so.

The Kantian principle of impartiality, in other words, only produces categorical moral prin-

ciples if it presupposes a principle that all rational agents should find true happiness in the

cultivation of their rational capacities, and their free co-operation with and concern for other

rational agents. Commitment to such a morality is fully rational only if such a happiness in

accordance with virtue is a real possibility. And that is exactly Kants much-derided argument

for God as a condition of the possibility of commitment to a categorical morality.
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What Reason discerns is that there are necessary goals of rational action. They are necessary

in that, if there is a reason for choosing anything, there is a reason for choosing these goods,

because they make possible a more comprehensive and effective choice of any goods at all.

It is necessarily a good thing to have knowledge, a condition of knowing what there is to

choose. It is good to have sufficient power to choose the goods that are desired. It is good

to co-operate and share with others, since that enables a greater range of good things to

be obtained. And it is good to be capable of happiness and to be able to avoid pointless

suffering, since happiness consists largely in being content with the state you are in, and so

is involved in the very idea of being able to choose to be in specific states.

These goods of knowledge, power, co-operation, and happiness are not the only goods. But

they are things any wholly rational being would choose, if it was thought worth choosing

anything. Moreover, they are in themselves intrinsically worthy of choice, and if it is good to

possess them, it is even better to possess them to the fullest possible degree. To understand

fully and sensitively, to be able to act creatively, to have rich and varied friendships, and to

find happiness in the appreciation of many forms of beauty and experience, are intrinsically

desirable capacities that a fully rational being, aware of all possibilities and able to evaluate

them in an impartial (i.e. non-egoistic) way, would choose to have.

Impartiality alone is not enough. What is needed is knowledge of what is truly desirable,

and the power to bring desirable states about. Objective values are rooted necessarily in

the being of God, since God alone has complete knowledge and power, and is the impartial

observer of all things, the only being capable of truly universal benevolence, because God is

the creator and the final arbiter of the human world. Insofar as morality is concerned with

the pursuit of objective value, it is the existence of God that makes the existence of such

objective values intelligible, and their partial realisation in the finite world possible. So what

is needed to make sense of Kants categorical imperative is, quite simply, God. Without God,

there is no compelling rational incentive to act on purely impartial principles, and there is

no compelling specification of the real goals of impartial human action.

David Hume realized more clearly than Kant that to reject God, the objective Reason of the

cosmos, was to affect the idea of rational morality quite severely. Reason, for Hume, still

enjoins the fullest possible knowledge and the most efficient and fruitful pursuit of what is

desirable. But now all knowledge is confined to sensory experience, and desires are inclina-

tions we just happen to have. There are no intrinsically desirable states, for human desires

are diverse and subjective. There is no power that can ensure that allegedly intrinsically

desirable states can be obtained by moral action. We just have to look at the desires we

actually have, and see how best to obtain what we want, without bringing disadvantage or

disaster on ourselves or on those we happen to love.
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This will produce a morality, and in the hands of a moderate, humane, and cultivated man

like Hume, it will not be an ignoble morality. But in the hands of those who are more

passion-driven, ruthless, and sensual, the consequences will indeed be disastrous. And to

oppose them there will be no driving hunger for goodness or sense of moral outrage. There

will only be the calculation of what must be done to prevent social collapse, and, as Nietzsche

said, the attempt of the timorous herd to reign in the passions of those mastered by the will

to power.

Thus I think that both the appeal to universal impartiality and the appeal to prudence

fail either to be wholly satisfactory bases for morality, or to provide an adequate account

of the primary importance of reason. For such an adequate account, we need to find a

principle of intelligible order, of objective intrinsic value, and of truly universal benevolence,

in the structure of cosmic being itself. That is what Christian monotheism provided, and the

gradual demise in Europe of Christian belief is not the triumph of Reason, but its gradual

dissolution.

12. Reason and the enlightenment

Can we say, then, that the Enlightenment was the Age of Reason? Or was it an age in which

Reason was progressively restricted to a more and more subsidiary role, until at the extreme

it came to seem an ineffective appendage of the will to power?

I have argued that monotheism was always committed to the idea that there is an objective

rationality at the basis of the cosmos. The universe is created through the wisdom of a God

who knows all possible states, discriminates with absolute objectivity between good and bad,

and creates the universe at least partly in order that good states should exist and be enjoyed

and appreciated by finite rational agents. For Judaism and Christianity, humans are created

in the image of God, and so have a capacity to understand the objective intelligibility of

the universe. In late medieval Christianity the universe was understood to be an intelligible

unity, and human reason, guided by revelation, could trace both the necessity of its rational

structure and the goodness and value that are the ultimate reason for its existence.

But there were other forces at work in Christianity. Credulous appeals to the miraculous,

insistence on submission to an authority regarded as beyond criticism, and a dogmatism that

restricted the use of reason to one rather narrow system (that of Aristotle, largely), combined

to oppose the full and free use of human reason in both scientific and moral spheres.

A truly reasonable attitude will be duly sceptical about many claims to paranormal experience

(though it will not discount all of them in advance). It will insist upon the necessity of free

critical enquiry (though it will not deny the possibility of revealed truth). And it will be keenly

aware of the limits and fallibility of human judgments (though it will insist on the importance
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of trying to construct the most comprehensive, coherent and fruitful understanding of the

cosmos, however provisional that must be).

Within religion itself, Reason must fight for its proper place against the forces of credulity,

authoritarianism, and misplaced certainty. That is just part of the human condition, and

not something to do peculiarly with religion. The fact is that the monotheistic faiths claim

that the cosmos is a work of divine wisdom, and so they are internally committed to giving

reason a crucial place in religious belief, and to the fundamental assertion that reality itself

is rational.

The seventeenth century Rationalist philosophers effectively demonstrated the limits of hu-

man reason when they virtually all came up with incompatible rational systems — Cartesian

dualism, Leibnizian monadology, and Spinozistic monism, were all rational yet each was

incompatible with the others. It was not so much that a newly discovered Reason was un-

dermining the superstitious faith of the Church. It was rather that Reason alone was soon

seen to be an unreliable guide to the nature of things.

What was needed, it came to be widely felt, was close observation and experiment, and the

confinement of reliable knowledge to what could be observed, verified, and predicted. Reason

had the more subsidiary task of classifying and systematizing sensorily based knowledge.

That is the basic message of the Enlightenment — not that Reason replaced revelation as a

sure guide to truth, but that Reason on its own is incapable of discovering truth, and must

accept the humbler role of discovering and classifying the relations of ideas, as Hume put it.

But what was also happening was a growing denial that reality is founded on Reason at all. If

Reason is confined to experience, as Kant saw, then no theoretical knowledge of the ultimate

nature of Reality —of God, freedom and immortality— is possible. Kant argued that we can

still have practical knowledge of reality-in-itself. Few were convinced. Perhaps there is no

reality-in-itself. Perhaps reality consists of contingent perceptions and desires — or, it later

came to be thought, even perceptions and desires may be by-products of material processes

which originate by random fluctuations out of nothing. There is nothing rational, nothing

goal-directed or intelligently formed, no cosmic consciousness in which Reason could exist.

This was never a wholly satisfactory view, since the success of science seems to show a

deep mathematical elegance and integrated complexity in the cosmos. But the view persists

nonetheless, and at its extreme it concludes that reason is a by-product of chance, and so

has no binding authority or ultimate validity. In this form of extreme secularism, reason has

been abandoned more completely that in any mainstream form of Christianity.

We are not, fortunately, forced to go to extremes. I have merely wished to suggest that the

Enlightenment, while it was a great force for human freedom of thought and for social reform,
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was not the triumph of Reason over blind faith. If it showed anything about Reason, it was

that reason alone is an insufficient —though it may be a necessary— guide to truth. There

remains a basic place for faith, in the sense of a commitment to the intellectually and morally

best overall view we can obtain, even if it goes beyond strictly established facts. Faith is

not theoretical certainty, but it requires firm practical commitment, and it is important to

distinguish the two.

Religious faith is more than that. It is also a response to what is felt to be a divine initiative.

It is the voice of the objective Reason of the cosmos disclosed in a finite time and space. If

there is an objective Reason, it is probable that such a divine disclosure would occur. In view

of this, Kants claim that any alleged divine revelation would be irrational collapses. And

we might see that Reason can best be given a primary place in human life if we can root it

in an objective Reason that discerns, because it is itself the basis of, intelligible order and

objective goodness. The age which issued, intellectually, in the death of God, was not the

Age of Reason. It was the age of free intellectual enquiry and criticism — a relatively new

and vital value indeed, worth all the dangers that freedom can produce, but not an age in

which reason is revered as the supreme determining principle of human and cosmic being.

The real Age of Reason, of the human recognition of intelligible necessity and objective value,

rooted in the essential nature of things, has yet to begin.
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Abstract

Here is a series of statements that illustrates a way in which many philosophers think about truth and
falsity. The proposition (thesis, belief) that the Earth goes round the sun is about certain objects, the
Earth and the sun; the proposition says that these objects are related in a certain way (the former
goes round the latter); it is true because its objects, the things it is about, do stand in the relation
it says they stand in. The proposition may thus be said to be objectively true, since the status true
is conferred on it by the way things stand with its objects. In a similar way, the proposition that
the sun goes round the Earth is objectively false — and was objectively false even when most people
believed that the sun went round the Earth. The objective truth or falsity of the things that human
beings happen to believe or disbelieve is thus in one very obvious sense independent of whether those
things are believed or disbelieved; it is in fact independent of the existence of human beings and their
mental states: even if there had never been any human beings —or any other sapient creatures—,
it would still be true that the earth went round the sun and false that the sun went round the earth.
Philosophers who think of truth and falsity in the way this series of statements illustrates are today
called (metaphysical) realists. But not all philosophers are realists. There are also (metaphysical)
anti-realists, who hold that, in some important sense, the very existence of truth and falsity depends
on the cognitive activities of human (or other sapient) beings. The phrase objective truth occurs
in political as well as in philosophical writing. The phrase is central to the thought of one of the
greatest of the political writers of the last century, George Orwell. Orwells views on what he calls
objective truth are presented in very stark and dramatic fashion in 1984, and particularly in the
debate about truth that is the climax of the novel.

The phrase objective truth is a familiar one, but what does it mean? Let us look at a

particular statement, and ask what it would mean to apply the words objectively true to

that statement. Copernicus, let us suppose, has said that the earth goes round the sun.

What would it mean to say that what Copernicus has said was objectively true? Its clear

enough what it means to say that that what he said was true: his statement was true if and

only if the earth goes round the sun. But what do we add to this if we say that the statement

is objectively true? When you think about it, that would be a rather odd thing to say. At any

rate, it would be something someone would say only in very special circumstances. One would

probably have to imagine its being said in a context in which the subject under discussion

was not astronomy or the history of astronomy in the most straightforward sense, but rather
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something like method in the history of astronomy. For example, an historian might say,

What Copernicus said was objectively true in exasperation — if some rival historian had been

defending some depth-psychological or economic explanation of the fact that Copernicus said

that the earth went round the sun.

The lesson of this example, I think, is that the use of the phrase objectively true is generally

a kind of reminder: a reminder that there is a world outside us, and that what one says

or believes is in most cases true (if it is true) or false (if it is false) in virtue of that world

outside us. We have said that what Copernicus said was true just in the case that the earth

goes round the sun, and, of course, the earths going round the sun is something external to

the human mind (and the suns going round the earth would be something external to the

human mind if that state of affairs obtained). When people use the adjective objective in

connection with truth, they use it as a reminder that the truth or falsity of what we say

and believe does not in most cases depend on our desires or our hopes or our fears or any

of our psychological states. If my doctor has told me that there is a cancer growing in my

gut, what she has told me may be true or it may be false, but its truth or falsity depends

on whats going on in my gut and on nothing else. If I experience a very sincere desire for

her statement to be false, that fact is entirely irrelevant to whether it is false. This desire of

mine may have consequences for what I believe about the state of things in my gut (such is

human epistemological frailty), but it has no consequences for the truth or falsity of those

beliefs.

And why is this particular word —objective— used for this purpose? Its use reflects the

fact that truth and falsity are conferred on statements and beliefs by their objects, by what

theyre about: the earth and the sun and how they move in relation to each other; my gut

and whats going on in it. The words objective truth are a reminder that the truth of a belief

or statement is entirely a matter of how things are with its object, and has nothing to do

with the state of its subject – the person who has the belief or makes the statement1.

All this has been prologue. In the play, I want to look at some questions about objective

truth in philosophy and in politics. I will begin by considering the views of two people who

have had something to say about objective truth, one from the point of view of philosophy

and one from the point of view of politics.

One of these two people, I confess, is not strictly speaking a person. He is a composite figure,

1Except in the not-too-common case in which object and subject overlap - - for some of our beliefs and
statements are about ourselves and our psychological states. If someone says, I feel vaguely uneasy about
this”, that statement will indeed be true or false in virtue of the interior condition of the subject, but thats
the exception that proves the rule: in that case, the subject of the statement is the object of the statement.
We might put this point by saying —and theres no paradox in this— that truth is objective even when its
subjective. In Kierkegaards Concluding Unscientific Postscript (Part 2, Chapter 2), the author”, Johannes
Climacus, famously says, Truth is subjectivity. In my view, the interesting and important position that
Kierkegaard chooses to express in those words has nothing to do with the topics discussed in this paper.
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a representative of a certain philosophical school. I will call this abstraction the anti-realist.

About sixty percent of him is the late Richard Rorty, but I dont want to identify his views

with Rortys (Ill call him him because hes at least sixty percent male). The anti-realist, as is

well known, in some sense denies the existence of objective truth – in some sense denies that

there is a status called truth that is conferred on beliefs and statements by their objects. The

anti-realist – he is sometimes called the metaphysical anti-realist – is named by reference to

his philosophical opponent: the realist (or metaphysical realist) who affirms the existence of

objective truth.2

The other of the two people I shall be talking about is George Orwell, a very real person

indeed. In Orwells writings the words objective truth (and many closely related phrases,

such as external reality) occur very frequently. Here is a representative example of his use of

the words. It is taken from his 1942 essay [1], “Looking Back on the Spanish War”:

I saw great battles reported where there had been no fighting, and complete silence where
hundreds of men had been killed. I saw troops who had fought bravely denounced as cowards
and traitors, and others who had never seen a shot fired hailed as the heroes of imaginary
victories . . .This kind of thing is frightening to me, because it often gives me the feeling
that the very concept of objective truth is fading out of the world.3

It has long seemed evident to me that the anti-realist and Orwell are talking about more or

less the same thing when they refer to objective truth. The concept that Orwell feared might

be fading out of the world, and the concept that the anti-realist says corresponds to nothing

in the world are, I would have supposed, the same concept. It would not have occurred to

me to suppose that the anti-realist was using objective truth in some special, technical sense,

some sense peculiar to philosophy, while Orwell was using the phrase in its non-technical,

everyday sense, the sense appropriate to controversial political writing. It is certainly true

that everyday words and phrases often acquire a special sense in various academic disciplines,

philosophy included. Force in politics means controlled violence, directed at coercing or re-

straining ones opponents. But in physics, force means (at any rate, the net force acting on a

body means) the rate at which a bodys momentum is changing. Burke says, Freedom and not

servitude is the cure of anarchy. Kant says, Causality through freedom is not incompatible

with nature [2]. Obviously, Burke is using freedom in the sense appropriate to controversial

political writing, and, just as obviously, Kant is using the word in a sense peculiar to philos-

ophy — for something so far removed from Burkes freedom that it exists (so Kant supposes)

even in the most abject conditions of what Burke calls servitude. Examples of this sort could

be multiplied almost without limit: A computer hacker has stolen Alices identity vs. Alices

2‘Realism’ has two other important senses in metaphysics. In one of these two senses, realism is opposed
to idealism (the doctrine that everything is either a mind or a collection of ideas in various minds). In the
other, realism is opposed to nominalism (the thesis that there are no universals or other abstract objects).
Realism-as-opposed-to-idealism should not be confused with the thesis that objective truth exists. George
Berkeley was an idealist, for example, but affirmed the existence of objective truth.

3The ellipsis represents more than half a page of text, in which examples are multiplied and the ways in
which Fascists and Communists distorted the events of the Spanish Civil War are compared and contrasted.
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identity consists in the diachronic continuity and connectedness of her mental states — and

so on, and so on.

I am, however, convinced that it is at the very least natural to suppose that Orwells and the

anti-realists use of objective truth is not one of the many instances of this kind of thing. I

think that we can see how natural it is to suppose this if we examine some passages from

1984 [3], a book that can be described as Orwells treatise on objective truth and its political

enemies.

The central argument of 1984 is presented in the form of a debate —if the verbal and intellec-

tual component of an extended episode of brainwashing can properly be said to constitute a

debate— the debate between Winston Smith and OBrien in the cells of the Ministry of Love.

It is natural to read this debate as a debate between a realist (as regards the nature of truth)

and an anti-realist. I offer a few representative passages from the book that demonstrate,

I believe, that if this is not the only possible way to understand the debate, it is one very

natural way. I begin with some thoughts that passed through Winstons mind as he was

writing in his diary long before his arrest:

[...] the very notion of external reality was tacitly denied by [the Partys] philosophy [...]
His heart sank as he thought of [...] the ease with which any Party intellectual would
overthrow him in debate, the subtle arguments which he would not be able to understand,
much less answer. And yet he was in the right! They were wrong and he was right! The
obvious, the silly, and the true had got to be defended. Truisms are true, hold on to that!
The solid world exists, its laws do not change. Stones are hard, water is wet, objects
unsupported fall toward the earths centre. With the feeling that [...] he was setting forth
an important axiom, Winston wrote: Freedom is the freedom to say that two plus two
make four. If that is granted, all else follows.4 (Part 1, Chapter 7)

Let us now look at the debate. Here is an exchange between OBrien and Winston.

Is it your opinion, Winston, that the past has real existence? [...] You are no meta-
physician, Winston [...] Until this moment you had never considered what is meant by
existence. I will put it more precisely. Does the past exist concretely in space? Is there
somewhere or other a place, a world of solid objects, where the past is still happening?
No
Then where does the past exist, if at all?
In records. It is written down.
In records. And – ?
In the mind. In human memories.
In memory. Very well, then. We, the Party, control all records, and we control all mem-
ories. Then we control the past, do we not? (Part 3, Chapter 2)

And here is a second exchange:

4Since there are many editions and printings of 1984, I will cite passages from the book only by part and
chapter. As early as 1939, ten years before the publication of 1984, in a review of “Russells Power: A Social
Analysis”, Orwell had written, “It is quite possible that we are descending into an age in which two and two
will make five when the Leader says so [1].
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But the world itself is only a speck of dust [. . . ] the whole universe is outside us. Look at
the stars! Some of them are a million light-years away. They are out of our reach forever.
What are the stars ? [. . . ] They are bits of fire a few kilometres away. We could reach
them if we wanted to. Or we could blot them out. The earth is the centre of the universe.
The sun and stars go round it [. . . ] For certain purposes, of course, that is not true.
When we navigate the ocean or when we predict an eclipse, we often find it convenient to
assume that the earth goes round the sun and that the stars are millions upon millions of
kilometres away. But what of it? Do you suppose it is beyond us to produce a dual system
of astronomy? The stars can be near or distant, according as we need them [. . . ]
[. . . ] a faint smile twitched the corners of OBriens mouth as he looked down at [Winston].
I told you, Winston”, he said, that metaphysics is not your strong point. The word you
are trying to think of is solipsism. But you are mistaken. This is not solipsism. Collective
solipsism, if you like. But that is a different thing; in fact, the opposite thing [. . . ] (Part
3, Chapter 3)

These passages, I think, show that it is natural (which is not to say that it is right) to read

1984 as a defense of realism. I have myself read the book this way. (And, of course, as part

and parcel of reading it that way, I regarded Winston as representing the authors point of

view.) In my book Metaphysics —a book whose intended audience was readers who came to

the book with no clear idea of the meaning of the word metaphysics— I wrote:

Before we leave the topic of Realism and anti-Realism, however, I should like to direct the
readers attention to the greatest of all attacks on anti-Realism, George Orwells novel 1984.
Anyone who is interested in Realism and anti-Realism should be steeped in the message
of this book. The reader is particularly directed to the climax of the novel, the debate
between the Realist Winston Smith and the anti-Realist OBrien. In the end, there is only
one question that can be addressed to the anti-Realist: How does your position differ from
OBriens? (Van Inwagen 2002, 84-85)

If I did not say in this passage that Orwell was a metaphysical realist, I certainly strongly

suggested that I regarded him as one, and I will now explicitly say that I do regard Orwell

as a metaphysical realist. In a much more nuanced way, Rorty has also drawn a connection

between Orwell and realism (see chapter 8 in [4]).

At any rate, Rorty does not approve of the vocabulary that Orwell uses when he defends

what he, Orwell, calls objective truth — that phrase itself being one of Rortys least favorite

items in anyones vocabulary. It is not my purpose in this paper to examine Rortys way of

reading 1984 — that is, his attempt to rescue what he regards as valuable in the book (its

depiction of a social order dedicated to the infliction of pain as an end in itself) from its

entanglement with Orwells unfortunate conviction that the idea of objective truth needed to

be defended and was worth defending. (At one point Rorty compares the way he approaches

1984 to the way he would, as an atheist, approach Pilgrims Progress — a book he thinks can

be read with profit by those who do not share its presuppositions.) I simply call attention to

the fact that both Rorty and I see some connection between Orwell and realism.

In a very long essay in the volume “Rorty and His Critics”, James Conant has contended

that it is wrong to read 1984 as an attack on anti-realism and wrong to read the debate
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between OBrien and Winston Smith as a debate about the nature of truth [5]. According to

Conant, Rorty and I are both obsessed with the realism/anti-realism debate, and our common

obsession has led us to ignore the fact that Orwells purposes in defending objective truth were

political and in no way philosophical. Orwell (Conant maintains) had been repelled by the

kind of thought-control that British left-intellectuals of the 1930s and 40s had applied to one

another with respect to the history of their time — for example, with respect to the events of

the Spanish Civil War and the arrests and trials in the Soviet Union during the Yagoda and

Yezhov eras. Orwells purpose in writing 1984 —Conant tells us— was to depict a society in

which this thought-control had been taken to its logical conclusion (I will remark that I agree

with Conants judgment that Orwell wanted to depict a state in which certain intellectual

habits current among the British intelligentsia at the time of writing were demanded, on pain

of torture and death, of everyone but the Lumpenproletariat. It is entirely possible that the

title 1984 is an allusion to the year of the novels composition — 1948). There is nothing

philosophical, nothing metaphysical, in this purpose, Conant says. But because van Inwagen

(a realist) is obsessed with the realism/anti-realism debate, he is led to read the novel as

a defense of a metaphysical thesis — and to see it as a stick with which he can beat anti-

realists. Because Rorty (an anti-realist) is obsessed with the realism/anti-realism debate, he

misreads Orwells purely political use of vocabulary like objective truth and the solid world

as something that calls for a philosophical response from anti-realists — not a refutation,

of course, but a reading of the novel that de-emphasizes or re-interprets such phrases and

thereby makes what is valuable in the novel accessible to anti-realists.

Ill let Rorty defend himself against Conants charge. (He has5). I myself think that the

charge is all wrong. I want to defend the view that the novel is —in a certain sense, which

Ill try to spell out— a defense of a metaphysical thesis. I want to continue to use 1984 as a

stick with which to beat anti-realists. I want to insist that the sense in which Orwell uses

objective truth is the only sense there is – and, therefore, that that sense is the only sense

of the phrase available to the anti-realist. And that one sense is the sense I spelled out in

my opening remarks. Winston, for example, believes that he had seen airplanes before the

Revolution — despite the Partys claim to have invented the airplane after it came to power.

And —within the fictional background history of the novel— his belief is objectively true

and the Partys claim is objectively false. Winstons belief is true since there were airplanes

before the Revolution, and its truth is objective in the sense that it is conferred on the belief

by its object: a certain period of past time and the things that existed, in serene indifference

to the Partys present claims, during that period.

Conant contends that this simple sense of objective truth is not the sense of the words that

figures in philosophical debates between realists and anti-realists. But then what is that

sense? Conant has not neglected this question. Far from it. His answer is both lengthy

and subtle. He lays out eight realist theses”, and declares that anyone who accepts even one

5“Response to James Conant”, in Brandom, pp. 342-350.
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of them is a realist of some sort. Realism, according to Conant, is as much genre-term in

philosophy as it is in art or literature. Realism is not a philosophical doctrine or thesis, but

rather a genre to which certain philosophical doctrines and theses belong. Some among his

eight realist theses are in fact inconsistent with some of the others (a fact that Conant lays

some stress on), and that implies that two philosophical doctrines that contradict each other

can be equally good examples of the genre realism.

I certainly agree with Conants contention that 1984 is not a polemic against theses like the

eight theses that (he says) define the philosophical genre realism. At any rate, I agree with

it as a judgment about certain words Conant has written, the words that he has used to

formulate the eight realist theses (I agree that if Orwell had opened a book that started

with words like those, he would have very quickly proceeded to close it). I cant agree with

it as a judgment about theses, however, because there are no such theses. That is to say,

the words Conant has written formulate no theses at all. They are mere words — although,

since they consist of syntactically correct declarative sentences, they have the appearance

of words that express theses. I am sorry if I have begun to sound like a logical positivist

talking about Hegel or Heidegger. I do not, like Carnap and Neurath and the rest, have a

theory according to which all philosophy but my own and that of a few like-minded colleagues

is meaningless. Nor do I have a theory according to which everything that has been said

by the practitioners of some major division of philosophy —metaphysics, for example— is

meaningless. I repudiate any general theory that classifies some large part of philosophy as

nonsense, and I shrink from sounding as if I were offering one. Nevertheless, I insist that

philosophers do sometimes say meaningless things, things that (to borrow the words that

Wolfgang Pauli applied to a conjecture presented by a fellow physicist) are not even false.

For example: Being is; not-Being is not (Parmenides); The world is a progressively realized

community of interpretation (Royce); A self is a logical construct out of sense experiences

(Ayer). Since I have no general theory of meaninglessness in philosophy —since I repudiate

the possibility of such a theory— if I wish to show that some piece of philosophical text

is meaningless, there is nothing I can do but examine it sentence by sentence (even clause

by clause) and try to show that theres just nothing there, nothing but words: that in that

piece of text there are no theses and no questions, that what might appear to be theses and

questions are only words.

I cannot go through Conants eight realist theses sentence by sentence, examining the meaning

of each sentence and enquiring as to its meaning. I will illustrate my point by examining just

one piece of text, his statement of the first of the eight theses:

The thesis that the Thing-in-Itself is a condition of the possibility of knowledge. All our
experiences of the world are of appearances, views of it from some particular point of view.
The only sorts of truths we are able to formulate are truths about the world under some
description. But we should not mistake the limitations of our knowledge, imposed on us
by our finite cognitive capacities, for limitations that are inherent in the nature of reality
as such. The idea that our experience is of the world (that appearances are appearances
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and not mere illusions) – that is that there is something which our descriptions are about
– presupposes the idea that there is a way which is the way the world is in itself. For the
world to be a possible object of knowledge, there must be such a way that it is, apart from
any description of it – a way that the world is when viewed from nowhere, that is from
no particular point of view (or, alternatively, from a Gods-eye point of view). Moreover,
though such knowledge of the world (as it is in itself) is in principle unobtainable for us,
we are able to think what we cannot know: we are able to grasp in thought that there
is such a way the world is, apart from the conditions under which we know it. It is
only by postulating the existence of such a noumenal reality that we render coherent the
supposition that all our apparent knowledge of reality is indeed knowledge of a genuinely
mind-independent external reality (Conant pp. 271-272).

These words simply bewilder me. They should bewilder anyone. How shall I (in Quines

fine phrase) evoke the appropriate sense of bewilderment? I can do nothing to that end

but provide a clause-by-clause commentary on this passage, and I have no time for that. Ill

content myself with an examination of the clauses that make up a single sentence from this

passage: For the world to be a possible object of knowledge, there must be [a way that the

world is in itself], apart from any description of it.

For the world to be a possible object of knowledge. Probably this means, for anything to be

a possible object of knowledge. The modern science of cosmology treats the physical world –

if not the world – as a single, unified object and attempts to gain knowledge of it (something

that Kant said couldnt be done). But I dont think that Conant means this phrase to bring

to the readers mind the issue of treating the world as a whole as an object of knowledge. I

think that the phrase should be understood as introducing a general thesis about possible

objects of knowledge. Lets pick a particular object – the Arc de Triomphe will do. What

does the following sentence mean?

For the Arc de Triomphe to be a possible object of knowledge, there must be a way that it
is in itself, apart from any description of it.

I suppose that “the way the Arc de Triomphe is” is an oblique way of referring to the

properties (attributes, characteristics, features, qualities, choose what word you will) of that

monument. If so, our task is to understand this sentence:

For the Arc de Triomphe to be a possible object of knowledge, there must be properties
that it has in itself, apart from any description of it.

In this sentence, there are two puzzling adverbial phrases: in itself, and apart from any

description of it. I do not understand these adverbial phrases. Lets take them in their turn.

What does this mean:

The Arc de Triomphe has, in itself, the property of being in the center of the Place de
ltoile?

How does saying this differ from saying that the Arc de Triomphe has (without qualification)
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the property of being in the center of the Place de ltoile? There are all sorts of adverbs and

adverbial phrases that can meaningfully be used to qualify has when its object is a property:

apparently, essentially, and according to popular belief, for example, but in itself is not one

of them. If something has a property, it is of course it that has that property — I just said so.

The only use of in itself that I know of in the history of philosophy that brings anything at

all to my mind has to do with secondary qualities. (I am aware of Kants use of the phrase an

sich, but this phrase, I have to say, doesnt bring anything at all to my mind.) Thus: The Arc

de Triomphe is said to be white, but, really, it doesnt have that property in itself; whiteness

is simply a quality that exists in the minds of its observers. I consider that statement to be

a boring sophistry, long exposed. But suppose Im wrong. Suppose its the sober truth. Then

theres no sense in which the Arc de Triomphe has the property of being white. It just isnt

white. Things in our minds are white (or perhaps whiteness is a free-floating quality that

exists in our minds but is not a quality of anything), but the Arc de Triomphe isnt white,

and theres an end ont. But if it isnt white, it nevertheless has other properties: it has at

least such properties as not being white and being colorless. Does it have those properties in

itself? The question makes no sense.

Let us turn to apart from any description of it. What does this sentence mean?

The Arc de Triomphe has, apart from any description of it, the property of being in the
center of the Place de ltoile.

An adverb or adverbial phrase is supposed to answer a question of some sort. In this case,

the question, whatever it may be, would pertain to the Arc de Triomphes possession of a

certain property. Here is a straightforward example of an adverbial phrase in this position:

The Arc de Triomphe has, all the guidebooks tell us, the property of being in the center of
the Place de ltoile.

In this case, the question the adverbial phrase answers is According to whom (does it have

that property)? But what question does apart from any description of it answer? None is

apparent. None is apparent because there is none. The adverbial phrase, although it violates

no rule of syntax, has no semantical connection with the words that surround it. I might

compare this sentence to these two sentences (also syntactically unobjectionable):

James Conant has, apart from any visits he has made to San Francisco, the property of
being the editor of The Cambridge Companion to John Dewey.

The Earth has, apart from any Serbian traffic regulations, the property of orbiting the sun.

I suppose I could imagine outr conversational circumstances in which there would be a point

to uttering sentences like these, but, apart from some vastly improbable context of utterance,

they are simply puzzling. They are puzzling because, owing to the lack of any discoverable

connection between the adverbial phrases apart from any visits he has made to San Francisco
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and apart from any Serbian traffic regulations and the other parts of the sentences in which

they occur, one can discern no question about Conants editorship or the orbit of the earth

for them to supply answers to.

The role of apart from any description of it in the sentence The Arc de Triomphe has, apart

from any description of it, the property of being in the center of the Place de ltoile is therefore

a puzzle. It is, in fact, a puzzle without a solution. Anyone who thinks that this sentence

means anything is under an illusion. What is the source of this illusion? Could it be some

argument along these lines?

To say that the Arc de Triomphe has the property of being in the center of the Place de

ltoile is to describe it; therefore, it does not have that property apart from any description of

it. More generally, for no property that we ascribe to any object does that object have that

property apart from any description of it.

And perhaps anyone who finds this argument persuasive will want to say that apart from

any description of it means apart from any possible description of it, and will contend that it

is only those properties of x that are inexpressible in principle, inexpressible in any possible

language, that x has apart from any description of it.

Is the thesis that objects have some of their properties apart from any description of them the

thesis that some properties of each object are inexpressible in any possible language? That

is an interesting thesis. I have no idea whether its true, but, true or not, it does not seem

to be the thesis that Conant means to be putting forth as one example of the genre realism.

That thesis, after all, is supposed to have some connection with the idea of the thing-in-itself,

and the thesis that there are things-in-themselves is simply not the thesis that things have

properties that cannot be expressed in any language. I have no real understanding of the

words the doctrine of the thing-in-itself but I have a certain negative grasp of the phrase, and

that is sufficient for me to be sure that no one who claims to understand it would say that

the thesis that things had inexpressible properties entailed (much less was identical with) the

thesis that there were things-in-themselves.

To say that the Arc de Triomphe has properties that it is impossible in principle to ascribe

to it (and if that were true, how could anyone possibly know that it was true?) tells us

nothing about what it might mean to say that it has those (or any) properties apart from

any description of it— not in any sense that is relevant to understanding the beliefs of

realists, at any rate. It is of course true that ex hypothesi no reference to any linguistically

inexpressible property will figure in any description any possible speaker applies to the Arc

de Triomphe, but, supposing there to be realists who say that the Arc de Triomphe has those

(or any) properties apart from any description of it, that fact does not tell us what they mean

by apart from any description of it. What then do these (perhaps fictional) realists mean by
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this phrase? The answer is the obvious one: they dont mean anything by it. It is just words.

Words, words, words”, as Hamlet says.

In the end I have to say that I feel not the slightest temptation to believe that language like

If our experience of the world constitutes knowledge, then there must be a way the world is

in itself, apart from any description of it makes any sense at all. And I feel the same about

most of the sentences that make up Conants statements of the seven other realist theses.6

I am, therefore, not a realist in Conants sense, for there is no such sense to be a realist in.

I am a realist only in the simple-minded sense of the word that I laid out in my opening

remarks (and those remarks parallel the way I characterized realism in Metaphysics, the

book in which I said, In the end, there is only one question that can be addressed to the

anti-Realist: How does your position differ from OBriens?). If there were some other sense

in which one might be a realist, I expect Id be a realist in that sense, too. But, so far as I

am aware, there is no other relevant sense that can be given to the word realist.

And I think it is obvious that Orwell was a realist in that sense. I dont think Conant would

dispute that. I think it is obvious that Orwell believed that truth and falsity are statuses

conferred on the things we believe and the things we say by and only by their objects — by

what theyre about.

One might of course want to know more about these two statuses, more about truth and

falsity. Might it not be that I mean something arcane and metaphysical by truth when I

speak about truth as a philosopher, something different from what a journalist and political

writer like Orwell —or an historian or an ordinary person immersed in the ordinary business

of life— means by truth? My answer is No: truth is one; there is only one concept of truth,

and it is the common property of the philosopher, the political writer, and the shopkeeper.

Truth has only one meaning.

What, then is this concept? What does truth mean? As a general rule, I am more comfortable

with almost any other grammatical category than abstract noun. Accordingly, I shall discuss

the meaning of the adjective true and not the meaning of the abstract noun truth. In my

view, anything that can be said by using the noun can be said, and can usually be said more

clearly, by using only the adjective – although sometimes only at the expense of prolixity

and stylistic awkwardness. I contend that statements like In war, truth is the first casualty

and Plato is a friend, but truth is a greater friend can be paraphrased, without loss of real

content, in terms of the adjective true. The former, for example, can be paraphrased as a

6I understand bits and pieces of some of them, but the bits I understand all pertain to two rather special
topics, morals and history. I dont think that the bits of his eight theses that I understand, taken individually
or taken together, can be said to provide a statement of a general doctrine, a doctrine that applies to human
thought and discourse in general, a doctrine that could be called realism full stop and not simply realism
concerning X. I should say, too, that, although I call myself a realist, I dont find the bits I understand
particularly plausible.
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rather lengthy statement to the effect that in time of war, the authorities will adopt the

policy of making public statements about matters relating to the course of the war that they

know are not true (I concede that the result of the paraphrase wont be likely to find its way

into any dictionary of quotations). And the statement that truth and falsity are objective

can be paraphrased, without loss of content, as the statement that some of the things we

say and believe are true and others of them false, and that if something we say or believe is

true (or, it may be, false) its being true (false) is a consequence of how things stand with its

object and of nothing else.

Very well, then: what does true mean? When I paraphrased Truth and falsity are objective

in terms of the adjective true, in what sense was I using the adjective? Was I using it in some

recondite metaphysical sense, a sense distant from the sense in which it is used by those who,

like Winston Smith, are no metaphysicians?

Let us look at an example. In my opening remarks, I said that it was clear enough what

it meant to say that Copernicuss statement The earth goes round the sun was true: his

statement was true if and only if the earth goes round the sun. But Ill confess now that this

was a bit of a fudge, since to affirm that A if and only if B is not to affirm that B is what A

means. After all, a plane figure has three sides if and only if it has three interior angles, but

I doubt whether anyone would want to say that having three interior angles is what having

three sides means.

Can we do better? Does the philosophical tradition offer anything better? One traditional

theory of truth tells us that The proposition that the earth goes round the sun is true means

this: The proposition that the earth goes round the sun corresponds to reality. (Im going to

use the convenient word proposition —beloved of philosophers— as a general term for things

that can be said or believed.) And, more generally, the traditional theory tells us that is true,

when applied to any proposition, means corresponds to reality. The theory I am referring

to is of course the famous correspondence theory of truth. According to the correspondence

theory, corresponds to reality is a genuine analysis of the meaning of is true— just as is the

locus of all points equidistant from a given point is a genuine analysis of the meaning of is a

circle.

It must be conceded, however, that the proposed definition is obscure, for its far from clear

what corresponds to reality means. How can we define that phrase? — for it certainly

cannot be used without a definition. I know of only one possible way of defining corresponds

to reality that is any clearer than corresponds to reality itself. I present this definition in the

form of a schema:

The proposition that p corresponds to reality if and only if p.

This expression is a schema in this sense: it endorses any statement one can get from it by
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substituting the same declarative sentence for both occurrences of the schematic letter p. For

example:

The proposition that the earth goes round the sun corresponds to reality if and only if the
earth goes round the sun.

Whatever the merits or demerits of this definition may be, it has one rather obvious con-

sequence, to wit that if our only interest in the phrase corresponds to reality is to use the

phrase in defining true, there is no need to bother with corresponds to reality at all. We

might as well have used the same trick to define true right at the outset. The definition

would consist in this schema:

The proposition that p is true if and only if p.

Is this an adequate definition of true? I think not. For one thing, it faces a criticism of a

sort we have already encountered: the if and only if versus means the same as criticism. The

proposition that the earth goes round the sun is certainly true if and only if the earth goes

round the sun. But that undoubted fact does not imply that The proposition that the earth

goes round the sun is true means the same as The earth goes round the sun. But even if this

criticism can be evaded or is somehow mistaken, the definition faces a more serious problem.

It is certainly a defensible position that all the instances of the schema – for example:

The proposition that the atomic number of iron is 26 is true if and only if the atomic
number of iron is 26. The proposition that Tokyo is the capital of Mexico is true if and
only if Tokyo is the capital of Mexico.

are, well, true7. The proposed definition is inadequate, I contend, but not because the schema

that is at its core has false instances. Its rather that that schema does not provide a definition

of true but (at best) only of one rather special phrase containing this adjective, to wit the

proposition that . . . is true. And the word true does not always occur within that phrase.

Consider, for example, sentences like:

What Bill told us about Monica was not true.
Some of the things Dean said about Nixon were true and some werent.

One can believe, even know, things of the sorts expressed by these sentences and have no

idea what Bill told whoever it was about Alice, or what the various statements Dean made

about Nixon were. I could put the problem that this fact creates as follows. Suppose we

were trying to program a computer to pass the Turing test (the test is to be administered

in English). One thing we should have to teach the computer was how to use the word true

the way human English-speakers do, for true is a word that English-speakers frequently use.

And it wont suffice to include in our program something corresponding to the schema The

7Defensible but not undisputed. Those who dispute it would point to cases like The proposition that
the square root of 2 weighs four kilos is true if and only if the square root of 2 weighs four kilos and The
proposition that it is morally wrong to lie is true if and only if it is morally wrong to lie.
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proposition that p is true if and only if p – and we shall not improve matters all that much

if we go on to include in the program other schemata of the same sort, in which words like

statement, belief, hypothesis, thesis and so on occur where proposition occurs in that schema.

Doing only that much will leave the computer helpless when it has to respond to statements

like, What Bill told us about Monica was true.

In my view, the problem of defining true is unsolved at present and is probably insoluble.

I dont think I can explain my reasons for thinking this to anyone who isnt at least a well-

instructed amateur in the philosophy of logic. With some misgivings, Ill present the argument,

and those who dont fall into this category can relax and allow their minds to wander for two

minutes (if they are not already in that condition). I assure them that what I shall say during

the next two minutes is not essential to my larger argument.

I am convinced that true is probably indefinable because I accept a certain view of quantifiers

and variables – essentially Quines view of quantifiers and variables. According to this view,

the only variables are nominal variables, variables that occupy nominal positions. If this is

so, then what Dorothy Grover and others have called propositional quantification (I prefer

quantification into sentential positions) is impossible. That is to say, expressions like

∀ 𝑝 ∃ 𝑞 (𝑝→ 𝑞) (10.1)

make no sense. If Quine is right about the nature of quantification – and I am convinced

that he is – the meaningful sentence that comes closest to saying the thing this meaningless

sentence is trying to say (I hope you understand that) must contain nominal variables whose

range is the bearers of truth-value (sentences Quine would say; propositions I say) and a truth-

predicate. The meaningful sentence that comes closest to saying the thing this meaningless

sentence is trying to say is this one:

∀𝑥 ∃ 𝑦 (the conditional whose antecedent is x and whose consequent is y is true). (10.2)

Now why is this thesis of Quines about the nature of quantification relevant to the problem of

defining true? The answer is not far to seek. If there were such a thing as quantification into

sentential positions, then, every schoolboy knows, it would be possible to define true. And

heres the definition (assuming that the predicate is true applies to propositions; let those

who say that this predicate applies to sentences modify this definition as they will)8:

𝑥 is true| =df ∃ 𝑝 (𝑝&𝑥 = the proposition that p) (10.3)

8Those who wish to construct a parallel definition of is true as a predicate of sentences face the problem
of self-referential or liar sentences (see [6], particularly p. 162). In my view, the problem can be overcome, or
evaded, in the case in which is true is defined as a predicate of propositions. But since I reject the possibility
of defining is true as a predicate of propositions on other grounds, I need not defend this thesis.
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But this definition is not available to anyone who (like Quine and me) finds no sense in the

idea of variables that occupy sentential – or any non-nominal – positions. The definiens, we

say, is a meaningless sentence. And what do we say is the meaningful sentence that comes

closest to saying the thing this meaningless sentence is trying to say? We say its this sentence:

∃ 𝑦 (𝑦 is a proposition & y is true & x = y). (10.4)

And x is a true proposition means x is identical with some true proposition is hardly an

adequate definition of true proposition! It is for just this reason that I say that no definition

of true is possible. I have, of course, examined only the sort of definition of true that is

in some sense a generalization of sentences like The proposition that the earth goes round

the sun is true if and only if the earth goes round the sun. I concede that there are other

possibilities. For present purposes I will say only that I doubt whether true can be defined

and that I certainly dont want to accept any position that depends on the assumption that

true can be defined.

Now Id like everyones attention again. If I am right, if true cannot be defined, does that mean

that we dont understand the word? That does not follow, for it is obvious that we know the

meanings of words that cannot be defined. That this is so is a logical consequence of three

obvious facts: a definition is a statement of equivalence of meaning between a definiendum

and a definiens, each of which is a word or a phrase; there are a finite number of meaningful

words and phrases (that any human being can grasp, at any rate); a definition must not be

circular. So: if we understand any words or phrases, we understand some of them in the

absence of any definition. Perhaps true is one of them. And it seems evident that we do

understand true, whether we can define it or not. If you understand what someone is saying

when he utters the English sentence, Some of the things Dean said about Nixon were true

and some werent”, then you understand the predicate is true. And if you understand enough

English to have been able to follow what I have been saying in this paper, you certainly

understand that simple sentence.

It is, I contend, just this ordinary sense of is true, definable or not, that is the common

property of philosophical and political writers – and of them and that abstraction that Oxford

philosophers used to call the man on the Clapham omnibus.

My thesis is that, when true is understood in this ordinary sense (and theres no other way

to understand it), objectively true is a redundant phrase: a proposition (belief, statement,

thesis, hypothesis, conjecture, theory, . . . ) is objectively true just in the case that its true.

For those who like slogans: Every proposition entails its own objective truth. Here are two

of the many statements of which the slogan is an epitome:

If Mt Everest is 8,849.87 meters high, it follows that its objectively true that Mt Everest
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is 8,849.87 meters high;
If San Marino is larger than Russia, it follows that its objectively true that San Marino
is larger than Russia.

An immediate consequence of this thesis is that its impossible to affirm anything, to make any

assertion whatever, without saying something that implies the existence of objective truth

(that implies that at least one proposition is objectively true).

And this applies to statements of the anti-realist thesis. If the anti-realist says, for example,

Nothing anyone ever says is objectively true”, what he has said immediately implies the

statement, It is objectively true that nothing anyone ever says is objectively true. Now this

statement is not, in the strict sense, a logical contradiction. It would, for example, be true

if no one ever said anything, which is certainly a possible state of affairs, and a logical

contradiction is true in no possible state of affairs. But its the next best thing to a logical

contradiction, so to speak. It is what philosophers of language call a pragmatic contradiction

(never mind why they call it that). Simpler examples of pragmatic contradictions are, San

Marino is a republic and I do not believe that San Marino is a republic and No one ever

makes any statements. A pragmatic contradiction is, roughly speaking, a statement that,

although it may be free from internal logical contradiction, is logically inconsistent with

anyones making it. No position, in philosophy or in any other area of intellectual endeavor,

is coherent if it involves those who adopt it in a pragmatic contradiction. And —this is my

thesis— anti-realism has just this feature. It is a position that no one can coherently adopt

– for the same reason that No one ever takes any position on anything is a position that no

one can coherently adopt.

This indictment applies to OBriens school of anti-realism and Rortys with equal force (if

they are indeed different schools). Consider, for example, OBriens statement, The earth is

the center of the universe. It follows from that statement that its true that the earth is the

center of the universe, and objectively true is just a long-winded way of saying true.

Now suppose someone —I do not say Conant”, just someone— were to reply as follows. Yes,

yes, no one would disagree with you about any of that stuff. And, yes, some at least of your

theses are the theses that Orwell wanted to defend. But theyre not metaphysical theses.

I suppose Id have to ask that person what he thought a metaphysical thesis was. The theses

I have put forward are certainly not empirical theses – with the exception of some of the

theses Ive used as examples. When I advance these theses, what I say cannot be refuted by

observation or experiment. My theses thus have the feature that the logical positivists used

as the touchstone of metaphysics. They are, moreover, theses about a concept, truth, that

is as general a concept as there could be. If I tell you that everything Professor X says in his

new book is true, that statement will give you no clue whatever as to what the book is about.

Is it about epistemology, number theory, geology, tax law, the history of Tuscany, . . . ? The
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word true is like the words and and whether and is; it is what the Oxford philosophers of the

fifties called a topic-neutral word (if someone crosses out all the words in a treatise but the

topic-neutral words, a reader who examines the defaced text will have no way of knowing

what the subject of the treatise is). A predicate that is formed from a topic-neutral adjective

like true is as general a predicate as a predicate can be. Such a predicate would seem to be

at least a good candidate for the office predicate of interest to metaphysicians.

Am I contending, then, that Orwell was interested in metaphysics? Well, certainly not as

a discipline, not as an area of theoretical enquiry. But he was interested in and accepted

certain theses that I, at any rate, insist are metaphysical theses, and he thought that what

people believed about these theses was tremendously important – which is not to say that

he would have been at all interested in the arguments metaphysicians have used to attack

or defend them. (If you presented him with a summary of Rortys views on truth, he would

very likely have said something along the lines of, One has to belong to the intelligentsia to

believe things like that: no ordinary man could be such a fool.9

Here is something that Orwell once said that illustrates how a person with no theoretical

interest in metaphysics can have beliefs about matters that metaphysicians dispute about –

and can find reason to appeal to these beliefs in an essay on politics. This is from Orwells The

Lion and the Unicorn; his topic is the historical continuity of England: What can the England

of 1940 have in common with the England of 1840? But then, what have you in common with

the child of five whose photograph your mother keeps on the mantelpiece? Nothing, except

that you happen to be the same person [1]. The last sentence presupposes a view of personal

identity that has been disputed by great philosophers. Many metaphysicians would follow

Hume and say that the adult reader of The Lion and the Unicorn and the child of five were

simply not identical with one another; a modern, scientific philosopher like Reichenbach, who

took more or less the Humean line, would say that the adult reader and the child were two

distinct temporal segments of an four-dimensional space-time worm (I am sure that Orwell

knew, in a purely intellectual sort of way, as a matter of obscure historical fact, that Hume

and other philosophers had had various things to say about personal identity across time,

but I dont suppose that any thoughts about Hume or philosophy were in his mind when

he wrote the words I have quoted). Other metaphysicians would agree with Orwell in his

contention that the adult and the child were the same person – but these metaphysicians fall

into several camps and, when they can spare time from arguing with the Humeans, argue

endlessly with one another about what it is for a person who exists at one time to be identical

with a person who exists at another time. Orwell would certainly not have been interested in

their interminable debate (The subtle arguments which he would not be able to understand,

much less answer? Despite what some have said, Im sure he was able to understand them,

insofar as there is anything in them susceptible of being understood. Its just that he would

9I concede that that famous remark – it has been variously misquoted – was actually directed at a
straightforwardly political thesis: that American troops had been brought to Europe not to fight the Germans
but to crush an English revolution [1].
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have considered it a waste of his time to try to understand them). But although he would

not have been interested in the debate, he did in fact accept at least one of the theses the

debate was about.

Or so I say. Other philosophers will insist that none of the theses that would figure in a four-

way dispute about personal identity among Derek Parfit, Roderick Chisholm, David Lewis,

and myself were theses that Orwell either accepted or rejected or had so much as entertained.

They will say that when Orwell said you happen to be the same person”, what he was saying

was something that the four metaphysicians were in agreement about. And someone —I do

not say Conant”, just someone— might say the corresponding thing about what Orwell was

saying when he said, Facts exist independently of us and are more or less discoverable”: that

this statement is something that all the parties to the realism/anti-realism debate agree on,

and that the points on which they disagree would have been of no interest to Orwell.

Well, perhaps so. All I can say is, if realism is not the thesis that facts (some facts, at any rate)

exist independently of us, I do not know what realism is (I take Facts exist independently of

us to be another way of saying that truth exists independently of us; that is to say, truth is

objective). And if anti-realism is not the denial of the thesis that facts exist independently of

us, I do not know what anti-realism is. And if the question whether facts exist independently

of us is not a metaphysical question, I do not know what a metaphysical question is.
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Abstract

In this paper I begin with the natural desire for truth and the natural belief that the desire is satis-
fiable. We must trust this desire to lead a normal life. I then argue that that requires us to have
basic trust in our epistemic faculties and emotion dispositions, and consistency requires us to have
the same basic trust in others. Epistemic egoism is as indefensible as ethical egoism. Furthermore,
trust in the natural desire for truth inexorably pushes us to trust other natural desires, including
the natural desire for understanding and the natural desire for connectedness with the universe. We
have the same grounds for trusting those desires as we have for trusting the desire for truth.

1. Introduction: the need for epistemic self-trust

Human beings have many natural desires. I think everyone agrees with that as long as nothing

ontologically loaded is intended by the word natural. I do not need anything ontologically

loaded to make my point. I just mean that there are desires that virtually all human beings

have. Some of the more interesting ones are a desire for truth, a desire for understanding, a

desire for meaning, a desire to form bonds and communities with other persons, and a desire

to be connected to the world around us, including the non-human world. I will return to the

desire for connectedness, but I want to focus first on the desire for truth because I think it

enjoys a certain primacy in the map of our desires, and if the desire is reasonable, there are

some interesting consequences.

When I say there is a natural desire for truth, I do not mean to use the word truth in a

loaded or controversial way either. I just mean there is a natural desire to figure out the way

the world is. I assume that virtually everyone has that desire and virtually everyone thinks

that that desire is satisfiable. So in addition to the natural desire for truth, there is a natural

belief that the natural desire for truth is satisfiable.
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Virtually everyone has that belief, and that includes the skeptic. The radical skeptic argues

that the belief is not supported by reason and other natural faculties, but rarely, if ever, does

anyone give up the belief. Furthermore, it is clear that the skeptic has the desire for truth

since skepticism loses its point if there is no such desire.

I am not going to discuss skepticism in this paper, with the exception of one kind of skeptic

who simply calls our attention to something that seems to me to be plainly true: we have

no non-circular support for the natural belief that the natural desire for truth is satisfiable.

That is, we have no way of telling that our natural faculties directed at truth reliably succeed

at getting the truth since we must use our faculties in order to determine their reliability.

Another way to make the same point is that we have no external standpoint from which to

check the reliability of our faculties taken as a whole. But we do have internal checks on our

faculties. We can check a perception by another perception, by reason, and the testimony

of others; we can check our memory by perception, other memories, reason, and testimony;

we check testimony by perception, memory, and reason. Some faculties may be more basic

than others. For instance, perception is arguably more basic than memory because we use

perception to check memory, but not vice versa, but I do not insist on that point. In any

case, there are no non-circular guarantees that our faculties as a whole reliably get us to the

truth.1

A belief is a deliverance of a set of faculties. It is the output of at least one, and often more

than one faculty. We check our beliefs the same way we check the deliverance of our sensory

faculties and our memory — we check them against the deliverances of other faculties, or

the same faculty on another occasion. Typically, I check a belief against my other beliefs in

combination with the use of my faculties. I always have to assume the reliability of at least one

faculty in confirming any of my beliefs. This is even true if a strong form of foundationalism

is correct. If there are foundational beliefs, those beliefs do not need to be checked by other

beliefs, since that is what it means to be a foundational belief. Nevertheless, I need to trust

the faculty producing the foundational belief. Even Descartes famous Cogito argument relies

upon the trustworthiness of the faculty that gives him the insight that I think requires I am

in the way he describes. Since a belief is a deliverance of a faculty, I am always depending

upon the reliability of the faculty delivering the belief if I trust the veridicality of the belief,

and I am always using at least one faculty in checking the deliverance of any of my faculties,

or in checking the reliability of any of my faculties over a period of time.

It might seem that since there is no non-circular guarantee of the reliability of my faculties

and the veridicality of particular outputs, I have no reason to trust my faculties at all, but

1I think that in fact there are no non-circular guarantees that any of our basic faculties is reliable (a point
argued by Alston in [1]). However, I do not need the stronger claim in what I am arguing in this paper. So I
do not insist that we cannot demonstrate the reliability of sense perception without using sense perception,
that we cannot demonstrate the reliability of reason without using reason, and so on. It is sufficient for my
argument that there is no non-circular way to test the reliability of our faculties taken as a whole.
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a circular test is better than no test. After all, many beliefs and other deliverances of our

faculties fail the test. We would be much worse off if our beliefs, perceptual states, and

memories routinely failed to be confirmed by our other beliefs, perceptions and memories.

Still, the fact that the deliverances of our faculties, including beliefs, generally pass the test

does not demonstrate the reliability of our faculties. This should not disturb us since we

would have to be very confused to expect a non-circular test of reliability. That there is no

such test follows immediately from the assumption that the reliability at issue is a relation

between our faculties as a whole and something about which we can be mistaken. It is usual

to call that a world outside our minds, but the point does not hinge on the idea that the

world is external to our minds.2

Once I see the lack of non-circular support for the natural belief that the natural desire for

truth is satisfiable, I can retain that belief only if I have self-trust in those faculties that I

think lead me to the truth. What I mean by self-trust is a state in which I have the same

confidence I would have if I had non-circular support for the belief that my faculties are

reliable as a whole. I lack such support, but I act as if I had it, and I have the same attitude

towards my faculties that I would have if I had it. So self-trust has two parts: (a) I assume

the general reliability of my faculties, and (b) I actually rely upon my faculties. Notice that

(a) is not sufficient for (b). I can think that someone or something is reliable without actually

relying upon it. That can happen if there is something else that I also believe is reliable that

I can rely upon instead, and it can happen if I do not need to rely upon anything to form a

belief because I can forego having the belief. But assuming that I cannot forego having the

natural belief that my natural desire for truth is satisfiable, and given that there is nothing I

can rely upon instead of my faculties taken as a whole, I need to rely upon my faculties taken

as a whole. Given (a), I have a presumption in favor of the veridicality of the deliverances

of my faculties until shown otherwise by the further use of my own faculties. Given (b), my

attitude is to trust them until they are proven untrustworthy.3

Self-trust, then, is an attitude opposed to doubt. I face the world with the assumption that

truth is within my grasp, and I assume that I know what the faculties are that get me to

the truth, at least some of them, and I rely upon these faculties in forming, maintaining,

and altering my beliefs. They include my perceptual faculties, my memory, and my cognitive

faculties.

Somewhat more controversially, I think they include emotions. Clearly, we have reason to

mistrust emotions on many occasions. We have evidence from brain research that the neural

pathways leading to the experience of some basic emotions such as fear operate rapidly, in

2Of course, some of our beliefs are about our own minds, but we can be mistaken about most of these
beliefs also, and we have no way to check their veridicality in a non-circular way.

3Assuming that something is trustworthy includes more than assuming it is reliable, and trusting some-
thing includes more than relying upon it. But for the purposes of this paper I will use trustworthy and
reliable interchangeably.
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parallel with the slower pathways leading to the cerebral cortex, which explains why we can

experience an emotion before we have had time to fully appraise the situation that gives rise

to the emotion and the appropriateness of the emotional response. By and large, our emotions

tend to be exaggerated responses to situations. They are exaggerated both in their range of

generality (we fear the fearsome, but we also fear plenty of things that arent fearsome), and

they are exaggerated in their intensity, so many people find them untrustworthy. But that

inference would be a mistake. An exaggerated response can still be an exaggeration of the

right response. In fact, we generally do not call something exaggerated unless it is too much

of the right thing. We get too indignant, too angry, too fearful, too enthralled when in love,

and so on, but it does not follow from that that emotions are generally inappropriate. If we

interpret emotions as part of a network of faculties that includes the cognitive appraisal of the

emotion stimulus as well as the immediate feeling generated by alternate neural pathways,

then I think we have no reason to think that they are generally untrustworthy.

In fact, we need to trust emotions for at least two reasons: (1) Our grounds for trusting

emotions are the same as the grounds for trusting such faculties as perception, memory, and

reason. There are no non-circular grounds for believing they are reliable, but there is internal

evidence that emotions that survive reflection are reliable;4 (2) Trusting our beliefs often

requires trusting our emotions because many beliefs are grounded in emotions, particularly,

those beliefs that lead to action. I cannot live a normal life without trusting my emotions

of love, fear, admiration, and indignation. There are probably other emotions I have learned

not to trust very much (e.g., anger), and some I do not trust at all (e.g., jealousy), but we

should not be misled by the untrustworthiness of some emotions to think that emotions are

generally untrustworthy. However, I will not say anything more in defense of my claim that

epistemic self-trust must include trust in many emotions. Most of what I say in this paper

can be accepted without this claim, but some of my arguments in the next two sections are

strengthened if the claim is accepted.

2. The incoherence of epistemic egoism

So far I have argued that trust in the natural desire for truth requires each of us to trust her

own epistemic faculties, including faculties of perception, memory, reason, and some of the

emotions. There is no non-circular evidence that these faculties are reliable as a whole, but to

live a normal life we must rely upon these faculties as we would if we did have such evidence;

that is, we must trust them. Next I want to argue that we are committed on grounds of

consistency to epistemic trust in others, and our trust in others is an important internal test

for the trustworthiness of our natural desires. I will begin by distinguishing three forms of

4The evidence is not as consistent and compelling as the internal evidence that we can trust certain cate-
gories of perception, memory, and reasoning. In my opinion, this makes the study of the epistemic significance
of emotions important. We need ways of sorting out the trustworthy emotions from the untrustworthy ones.
But our difficulties in doing this should not lead us to conclude that emotions are in general epistemically
untrustworthy.
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epistemic egoism and will argue that all three forms are incoherent.

What I will call extreme epistemic egoism is the view that the fact that someone else believes

p never gives me a reason to believe p myself. The extreme epistemic egoist treats the belief

of another person as relevant to what she believes herself only if the truth of what he believes

can be demonstrated to her, given her previous beliefs and the use of her own faculties, but

she will never believe anything on his testimony. There is an interesting parallel between the

extreme epistemic egoist and the extreme ethical egoist. The latter maintains that the fact

that something is in the interests of another person is never a reason to act in those interests.

She will act for the sake of the interests of others only if it can be demonstrated to her that

doing so serves her own interests.5 The extreme epistemic egoist puts no epistemic value on

the beliefs of others as such. The fact that another person has a belief does not count in her

considerations about what to believe. Similarly, the extreme ethical egoist puts no practical

or moral value on the interests of others as such. The fact that another person has an interest

does not count in her own desires or practical considerations. Extreme ethical egoism is very

implausible and it is hard to find a philosopher who endorses it, but many philosophers have

endorsed extreme epistemic egoism.

A less extreme version of epistemic egoism is what I will call strong epistemic egoism. The

strong epistemic egoist maintains that she has no obligation to count what another person

believes as relevant to her own beliefs unless she sees that given what she believes about him,

he is likely to serve her desire for the truth, that is, she sees that he is reliable. Similarly,

according to the strong ethical egoist, there is no obligation to count the interests of another

as relevant to her practical considerations. She might count his interests as relevant if she sees

that there is a reliable connection between serving his interests and serving her own interests,

but she acknowledges no obligation to do so. The strong ethical egoist maintains that she

has no unchosen obligation to desire what another person desires on the grounds that he

desires it, and the strong epistemic egoist maintains that she has no unchosen obligation to

believe what another person believes on the grounds that he believes it. The strong epistemic

egoist will believe on testimony only when she believes the testifier is reliable based on the

use of her own faculties and reference to her own previous beliefs. In the same way, the

strong ethical egoist will desire what someone else desires only when she sees that doing so

is instrumentally connected to satisfying her own desires.

There is another sort of epistemic egoist that is interesting. What I call the weak epistemic

egoist is someone who maintains that when she has evidence that someone elses beliefs reliably

serve her desire for the truth in some domain, she is not only rationally permitted, she is

rationally required to take his beliefs into account in forming her own beliefs. Likewise, the

weaker sort of ethical egoist is a person who maintains that she is rationally required to take

5By interests I mean to include desires, aims, values, and things we care about. I do not mean to limit
interests to what is good for one.
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into account the interests of another in those cases in which she has evidence that serving

his interests serves her own interests. Otherwise, she has no obligation to care about anyone

elses interests.

Although strong and weak ethical egoism are not as implausible as extreme ethical egoism,

they are still implausible theories. In contrast, epistemic egoism is appealing to many philoso-

phers because it seems to express the ideal of epistemic autonomy.6 For example, Elizabeth

Fricker argues that the ideal would be the position I have called extreme epistemic egoism,

but given human limitations, we cannot have a healthy amount of knowledge without relying

upon others, and so Fricker endorses a position that I interpret as a form of weak epistemic

egoism.7

Richard Foley argues that epistemic egoism is incoherent, given the need for epistemic self-

trust [5].8 He argues that since I acquired most of my beliefs from other people, I would not

be reliable unless they are. That applies to people who preceded me historically, but it also

applies to many of my contemporaries since they acquired most of their beliefs from the same

sources from which I acquired mine. So my reliability depends upon the reliability of many

other people. Since I must place epistemic trust in myself, Foley argues, I must also trust a

multitude of others.

Foley might be right that if I am reliable, many other people must be reliable also, but the

reason cannot be primarily the fact that I got my beliefs from them. Even if I acquired 90% of

my beliefs from a certain set of other people, A, and I am reliable, it does not follow that any

particular member of A is reliable, nor even that A is reliable as a whole unless most of their

beliefs are passed on to me (It is possible that they passed on beliefs a higher percentage of

which are true than the percentage of beliefs they have as a whole). If my reliability depends

upon theirs, then, I doubt that it is because I acquired a lot of beliefs from them.

But there is another reason why my reliability depends upon theirs. As Foley points out,

other people have the same faculties I have and I learn that by using my faculties. The use

of my faculties whose reliability I assume shows me that those faculties are possessed by

others, and hence, if I am consistent, I must assume the reliability of others who share my

faculties. I have no reason to assume that I am more reliable as a whole than other people.

If I am consistent and I assume my own general trustworthiness, I must assume their general

6I argue against epistemic autonomy if understood as a form of epistemic egoism in ”Ethical and Epistemic
Egoism and the Ideal of Autonomy” [2], and in [3], Chapter 3.

7Elizabeth Fricker defends a Testimony Deferential Principle paraphrased as follows: a hearer, 𝐻, properly
accepts that 𝑃 on the basis of trust in a speaker, 𝑆s testimony that 𝑃 if and only if 𝑆 speaks sincerely, and
𝑆 is epistemically well enough placed with respect to 𝑃 to be in a position to know that 𝑃 , and 𝑆 is better
epistemically placed with respect to 𝑃 than 𝐻, and there is no equally well-qualified contrary testimony
regarding 𝑃 , and 𝐻 recognizes all these things to be so [4].

8What I call ”extreme epistemic egoism Foley calls epistemic egotism. What I call strong epistemic egoism
Foley calls epistemic egoism. Foley does not distinguish a weaker form of epistemic egoism from a stronger
form.
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trustworthiness as well.9

I claimed above that there are two aspects to self-trust: I assume that I am reliable, and I

rely upon myself. If we apply these two aspects to trust in others, we can say that trusting

S includes two features: (a) I assume that S is reliable or trustworthy, and (b) I actually

trust S; that is, I rely upon S. I also observed above that one can consistently do (a) but

not (b). I might think that S is as trustworthy as R, but rely upon R and not S. There is

no obvious irrationality in doing that since I have no obligation as a rational being to rely

upon every trustworthy being whose trustworthiness I assume. I assume I am reliable and I

rely upon myself because I have no choice but to do so if I retain the natural belief that my

natural desire for truth is attainable, so I both assume my reliability and rely upon myself

in forming my beliefs. If I am consistent, I must assume the reliability of others, but I have

a choice about whether to rely upon them. That puts me in the position of choosing egoism

or non-egoism. So far, then, we do not have an argument that epistemic egoism in any form

we have considered is inconsistent.

Notice, however, that since the consistent epistemic egoist must assume the general reliability

of others as well as herself, if she relies upon her own faculties and not those of others whose

reliability she assumes, she must rely upon her own faculties just because they are hers, and

she must be choosing not to rely upon the faculties of others just because they are theirs.

That is, she chooses not to rely upon the faculties of others even though she must assume

that they are reliable means to getting the truth. She thereby denies herself a vast network

of the truth-producing faculties of others. She must, then, value her own faculties more than

the truth. That makes her an ethical egoist in the realm of the intellect. The epistemic

egoist we are considering is therefore consistent, but only at the price of ethical egoism, a

very implausible position.

Suppose, however, that the epistemic egoist does care about the truth, and does not care

about her own faculties more than the truth. I think, in fact, that the most plausible

interpretation of the dispute between the epistemic egoist and the non-egoist is that it is a

dispute between people who care about the truth and adopt different strategies for getting

it. But with this assumption, I think it can be shown that epistemic egoism is inconsistent.

The extreme epistemic egoist trusts only her own powers and previous beliefs as a means to

getting further true beliefs and knowledge. However, if the extreme egoist lives in a universe

similar to our own, the use of her own powers will show her that there are other people who

are trustworthy means for giving her the truth. She finds out that other people are reliable

9Foley not only rejects epistemic egoism, but goes farther and endorses what he calls “epistemic univer-
salism”. A weak form of universalism would be the position that the mere fact that someone has a belief
p always counts as a reason in favor of believing 𝑝. I interpret Foley as endorsing a stronger version of
universalism according to which the fact that someone else believes 𝑝 gives me a sufficient reason to believe
𝑝 myself unless and until it is defeated by evidence about either the content of the belief or the believer.
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in the same way she finds out that the grass will grow — by perception and induction. It

takes a further use of her powers to infer that a particular belief of a particular other person

is probably true, but there is no difference in principle between that inference and many

other inferences she makes routinely and routinely trusts as an extreme egoist. So by using

her own powers she sees that she is permitted to trust the powers and beliefs of many other

people. Trust in her own powers requires her to weaken her extreme egoism and to become

a strong epistemic egoist.

However, if her powers tell her she is permitted to trust another, then if she chooses not

to trust him, she needs a reason not to trust him based on her own powers and beliefs.

That might happen in some cases. Perhaps the beliefs of trustworthy others conflict with

her own beliefs, or maybe the exercise of her faculties gives her conflicting verdicts on the

trustworthiness of another. But again, if she is living in a universe anything like our own,

there will be many cases in which there is no such conflict. By using her own powers and

relying on her own previous beliefs, she will see that certain other people are trustworthy

sources of truth on some occasion, and there is no reason not to trust them if she trusts

herself. But if there is no reason not to trust them, then by the use of her own powers, she

sees that she ought to trust them. She is then required by a consistent trust in her own

faculties to become a weak epistemic egoist.

But the demands of consistent trust in herself require her to give up even weak epistemic

egoism. Since the weak egoist cares about truth, she commits herself to being a conscientious

believer, one whose epistemic behavior is governed by caring for the truth, and it is rational

for her to trust herself when she is conscientious. She also has evidence that she gets the

truth when she is conscientious, but like everybody else, she must trust herself in advance

of the evidence since she must trust herself in order to collect and evaluate the evidence. So

the rational epistemic egoist trusts herself when she is conscientious in attempting to get the

truth, and this trust is not based on evidence of her trustworthiness.

But if the epistemic egoist is rational, she is committed to trusting others when they are

conscientious, when they exhibit the behaviors she trusts in herself. Trusting herself commits

her to trusting others when they are in the same position she is in; that is, when they

are in similar circumstances, have similar powers and abilities, and act in as epistemically

conscientious a way as she acts when she trusts herself. If she is consistent, she must trust

them as much as herself, other things being equal, so she is committed to the requirements of

weak epistemic egoism, but she must go beyond those requirements since she has no rational

basis upon which to trust herself more than those she perceives to be epistemically equally

well-placed. The only other option is to retrench in extreme ethical egoism. Since I am

assuming she does not want to do that, it follows that she is rationally required to reject

strong and weak epistemic egoism.
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Trust in ones emotions gives us the same result. I claimed in the previous section that

self-trust includes trust in the appropriateness of many of my emotions. One emotion the

general appropriateness of which I must trust is the emotion of admiration. If I admire the

way another person behaves epistemically as much as I admire my own epistemic processes in

some cases, then I commit myself to the position that her epistemic faculties are as admirable

as my own in those cases, and so I commit myself to trusting her faculties as much as my

own. Sometimes trusting my emotion of admiration will lead me to trusting someones elses

faculties more than my own with respect to certain beliefs. In such cases I do not always have

evidence that she is more reliable than I am. I might trust her more than myself because

I admire her epistemically more than myself with respect to the use of certain faculties on

those occasions, and I trust my emotion of admiration.

We see, then, that the natural belief that the natural desire for truth is satisfiable commits us

to epistemic self-trust, and epistemic self-trust commits us to epistemic trust in many other

people. Epistemic egoism in any of the three forms I identified is an incoherent position. My

general attitude towards the faculties of others should be the same as my general attitude

towards my own faculties. I assume the reliability of both. Whatever reason I have for

trusting one of my beliefs is equally a reason for trusting the belief of someone else, other

things being equal – equal conscientiousness, admirability, and so on. In this way I can trust

some people more than myself with respect to a given belief, some less than myself, and some

more than others. I might have evidence that some are more reliable than others, of course,

but I might also admire the epistemically admirable way some people form their beliefs more

than others, and, as Ive said, the admirable is not determined by evidence of reliability.

There are a number of intriguing consequences of the commitment to trust in others. The

fact that someone else whose faculties are relevantly similar to mine has a given belief gives

me some reason to believe it myself, assuming that I trust the respects in which we are

similar, and the reason is strengthened when there are large numbers of people who have

a certain belief independently. If a million people believe the same thing because they all

acquired the belief from the same person, I may have no more reason to trust the belief of

a million than the belief of one. But if very large numbers of people, many of whom are

unrelated to each other, believe the same thing, I am committed to trust their belief more

than the belief of one or a few. Roughly, I think I should trust large numbers of people who

have a certain belief more than one, other things being equal. This supports the traditional

consensus gentium argument for the existence of God that we find in Cicero [6]. The fact

that so many people all over the world at all times have believed in a deity gives me a reason

to believe in a deity. But again, my trust in them can be defeated by other things I trust

more than I trust those aspects of myself that I share with them. Even more significant

for me are beliefs that are widely held among people I trust because I epistemically admire

them and trust my admiration. Religious beliefs widely held among people I admire are more

epistemically significant for me than widely held beliefs among people who share with me
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only general human faculties.

It follows from my position that the problem of epistemic disagreement is not fundamentally

a conflict between self-trust and trust in others, but is a problem that arises within self-trust,

given that trust in others is a commitment of self-trust. If people I epistemically admire

disagree with me, that is a threat to the reasonableness of my own belief, other things being

equal (which, of course, they often are not). And even though the problem is lessened when

there are others whom I admire just as much who agree with me, the problem is not thereby

resolved.

Epistemic trust in others puts other people in the circle of internal checks on my faculties.

My trust in myself on particular occasions is subject to testing by my trust in others. The

fact that the use of my faculties tells me that others whom I trust, trust me, gives me further

reason to trust myself in those respects or on those occasions. If I observe that not many

other people whom I trust are epistemic egoists, that confirms me in my trust that epistemic

egoism should be rejected. I have reason to trust what other people whom I trust, trust,

and if other people trust their desire for truth, that gives me further reason to trust my own

desire for truth. At the beginning of this paper I suggested that the desire for truth is natural

in the sense that almost everybody has that desire, and I suggested that almost everybody

has the belief that the desire is satisfiable. If the use of my faculties suggests that almost

everybody has the desire for truth and the belief that the desire is satisfiable, that confirms

my trust in the belief. To trust the belief that the natural desire for truth can be satisfied is

to treat it as veridical and to rely upon it in my deliberations and in the formation of further

beliefs.

If I epistemically trust what is epistemically trusted by those whom I trust, that confirms

what I already trust naturally. There are other natural desires besides the desire for truth,

but it is trust in the desire for truth that leads me to place epistemic trust in other people

and what they trust. The desire for truth is a primary desire. It leads not only to trust in

emotions and to trust in the epistemic faculties of other people, but it leads to trust in other

natural desires. In the next section I will turn to two other natural desires. One of these

desires is epistemic, but the other is partly non-epistemic.

3. The natural desire for understanding and the natural desire for

connectedness

The argument I gave in the previous section arises out of a basic and probably inescapable

form of self-trust – trust that the natural desire for truth is satisfiable. That desire leads us

under pain of inconsistency to trust many other people. Trust in the natural desire for truth

requires me to trust my own faculties, and that requires me to trust the faculties of other

persons, as well as their emotions and beliefs when the latter arise from features of those
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persons that I trust in myself. In this section we will look at two other natural desires – the

natural desire for understanding, which is closely related to the natural desire for truth, and

the natural desire for connectedness, which is related to the natural desire for understanding.

At the beginning of this paper I loosely characterized the desire for truth as the desire to

figure out the way the world is. Attempting to figure out the world typically results in beliefs

about the world, and if the desire for truth is successful, those beliefs are true, but arguably

there is more than one state that is the successful result of attempting to figure out the way

the world is. Understanding is a form of figuring things out. Unfortunately, understanding

is woefully neglected in contemporary philosophical discourse and it is not at all clear what

understanding is. There are probably a number of different kinds of understanding, and

they may not all fit under one general account, but there is one type that I find interesting

because it may not be reducible to believing (or knowing) a set of true propositions. This is

the state to which we refer when we speak of understanding the layout of a city by looking

at a map, or understanding a character in a novel, or understanding a work of art or music.

We also speak of understanding academic fields such as astronomy and human practices

such as auto mechanics. These forms of understanding involve grasping patterns in a larger

structure, and seeing the relation of parts to other parts and the relation of parts to a whole.

The relations grasped can be spatial, such as the relative location of sites in a city, and

they can be temporal, as in a musical composition. They can be causal, and they can be

intentional. Sometimes understanding involves the interpretation of a network of symbols.

Often understanding is what we desire when we ask the question Why? — Why did she act

the way she did? Why is the temperature rising? Why did the iconographer use the color

red? Why should I turn right at the corner? The desire to answer questions of this form, the

desire to grasp spatial, temporal, causal, intentional, and symbolic relations, and the desire

to master a field of human practice are forms of the desire to figure things out.

It is common for philosophers to think of truth as a property of propositions, but since I wish

to leave open the possibility that the object of understanding is not a proposition, I do not

claim that understanding is a form of grasping the truth. Even so, I take it that the natural

desire for understanding is closely related to the desire for truth whether or not the former

is a species of the latter. Both are forms of the desire to figure out the way the world is.

An important feature of the world that we want to understand is consciousness. What is

consciousness and how is it related to the part of the world that is not conscious? We also want

to understand value. What is good and evil and how are they related to the non-evaluative

aspects of the world? Ultimately, we want a view of the entire world that explains value

as well as descriptive features of the world, that explains consciousness, and that explains

purposes. We want understanding of the whole world, not just certain of its parts. I take

it that the desire is natural. Perhaps it is not as universal as the desire for truth, but it is

widespread and probably can be found in every culture in all periods of history. Should we
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trust that the desire is satisfiable?

Notice that we have the same grounds for trusting the natural desire for understanding as

the natural desire for truth. In neither case do we have grounds external to the use of our

faculties that demonstrates the trustworthiness of the desire, and there can be skepticism

about understanding as well as about truth, but we do assume that the desire is satisfiable,

and we have internal checks on the deliverances of our faculties that putatively give us

understanding or truth. Beliefs, emotions, and later instances of putative understanding are

checks on previous instances of putative understanding. Trust in others is a check also. If

trust in myself requires me to trust others, as I argued in the last section, then I have reason

to trust desires that people whom I trust, trust. People whom I trust trust the desire for

understanding. That gives me internal confirmation of trust in the desire for understanding

as well as the desire for truth.

A desire related to the natural desire for understanding is the natural desire for connectedness,

by which I mean the desire to understand the world in a way that gives me a role in it, not

simply to be a spectator of it. I interpret this desire as a combination of the natural desire

to understand the universe as a whole and the natural desire to be connected to that world.

A detached understanding is not sufficient to satisfy this desire, nor is it sufficient to be

connected to the world. I think of this desire as the desire to understand the universe in a

way that shows that I am connected to it. Further, not just any old connection will do. If

I am nothing more than a heap of organic material that some day will decompose and form

the material for future plant life, clearly there is a sense in which I am connected to the world

around me. But that is not the desire I mean, and it is not the desire that has directed most

of the philosophies of the world until recently. We want to think that each of us is part of

something bigger than ourselves and more important than any one of us individually.10 The

philosophical urge has always arisen out of this desire as well as the desire for truth. In fact,

satisfaction of the desire for connectedness was generally thought to be a constraint on what

would count as satisfaction of the desire for truth. That has changed, as I mentioned, but I

think that if I am right that self-trust commits us to trust in the desires that people we trust,

trust, then to the extent that we trust most of the philosophers in the history of philosophy,

both in the West and in the East, we should trust the natural desire for connectedness as

well as the natural desire for truth.

Thomas Nagel calls the desire for connectedness with the universe an expression of the

religious temperament. Although he is an atheist, he has written a stunningly forthright

and astute account of what makes atheistic naturalism so unsatisfying. For Nagel, religion

is out, but he observes that secular philosophy is having a hard time finding something to

10I am quite willing to say that each individual human person has infinite value, and so it may be misleading
to say that each of us is connected to something more important than any one of us, but that does not falsify
my main point because then it is quite obvious that each of us has a role to play in the universe as a whole,
a role that assigns us supreme value.
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put in its place. Religion plays a certain role in the inner life that needs to be filled by

something. We want a view of the universe that is intelligible, but we also want it to be

satisfying in some deeper sense. What that deeper sense is may be difficult to specify, but it

requires understanding the universe in a way that makes the self more than a spectator. The

way Nagel puts it is this: [H]aving, amazingly, burst into existence, one is a representative

of existence itself – of the whole of it – not just because one is part of it but because it is

present to ones consciousness. In each of us, the universe has come to consciousness, and

therefore our existence is not merely our own [7].

According to what Nagel calls hardheaded atheism, human life and consequently, ones own

life, is more or less an accidental consequence of physics, so hardheaded atheism simply

dismisses the issue raised by the person with a religious temperament. Nagel then considers

three ways to satisfy the religious yearning while maintaining atheism.

One is Humanism, the idea that the gap left by the loss of religion is filled by ourselves as a

species or as a community. Humanism takes us outside of ourselves, but not very far outside.

Humanism does not really give us a way of incorporating our conception of the universe as

a whole into our lives. Its cosmic ambitions are very limited and Nagel calls it too feeble an

answer.

The second option is existentialist defiance, according to which the universe is pointless, but

we find meaning in the very refusal to accept that. This answer has greater cosmic scope

than Humanism and Nagel considers it a viable option. The type of existentialism Nagel

takes seriously is not Sartre in Existentialism is a Humanism, but Camus in “The Myth

of Sisyphus”. It consists in making a virtue of the will to go on in spite of the complete

indifference of the cosmos. Not to be defeated by pointlessness is what gives our lives their

point. Nagel finds this alternative a backup position. He favors it over hardheaded atheism,

but it is not his preferred view.

Nagels preference is for his third option, non-reductive, teleological naturalism. According

to this view, nothing exists but the natural world, but biology does not reduce to physics,

consciousness does not reduce to physical processes, value does not reduce to descriptions, and

there are irreducible principles of organization in the world that govern temporally extended

development, including evolutionary processes, that are not merely mechanistic, but which

are not mentally caused. They are neither accidental nor caused by a divine being. According

to the teleological naturalist, we are part of something larger nature itself. Each of us, on

Nagels view, is a part of the lengthy process of the universe gradually waking up. It was

originally a biological evolutionary process, and in our species it has become a collective

cultural process as well. It will continue, and, seen from a larger perspective, ones own life

is a small piece of this extended expansion of organization and consciousness. Nagel prefers

teleological naturalism because he thinks it satisfies the natural desire for connectedness and
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purpose as well as the desire for truth.

I do not know if Nagels hypothesis satisfies either of these desires, but I mention Nagel

because I am impressed with his trust in the natural desire for connectedness even though it

complicates the satisfaction of the desire for truth. Nagel does not maintain that the atheist

has better evidence for his world-view than the theist. Rather, he seems to believe that the

way we understand the universe and our connection to it depends upon what question we

are asking about it and what it is in us that produces the question. That seems to me to

be correct. I would argue further that if the natural desire for connectedness and purpose

is not satisfiable, why think that the natural desire for truth about the physical universe is

satisfiable? Conversely, if we trust the natural desire for truth and think that the natural

belief that that desire is satisfiable is a reasonable one, why not trust the natural desire for

connectedness with the universe and think that the natural belief that that desire is satisfiable

is a reasonable one also? On what basis could we dismiss the question that arises from the

religious temperament, but not the questions to which scientific answers are appropriate?

I want it to be clear that I am not beginning with the premise that all natural desires are

satisfiable. I do not know how we could begin with such a premise, although that has certainly

been proposed many times, e.g., Aquinas in an argument for immortality (see [8], q.75, a.6,

corpus), and C. S. Lewis in an argument for both theism and immortality (see [9], Book 3,

Chapter 10). Perhaps there is a natural belief that all natural desires are satisfiable, and

I could have begun with such a belief. But that is not what I am suggesting here. I am

starting with the reasonableness of a particular natural belief we already have, the belief that

the natural desire for truth is satisfiable, and I am moving from there to the claim that it

is reasonable to believe that a certain other natural desire is satisfiable as well – the natural

desire for connectedness to the universe. There are differences between these two natural

desires, as there are between any two things, and I have not ruled out the possibility that the

differences are sufficient to make the natural desire for connectedness less reasonable than

the natural desire for truth. But if so, that must be established. There are connections

between the desire for truth and the desire for understanding, and between the desire for

understanding and the desire for connectedness. I am claiming that we have prima facie

reason to trust the third if we trust the first, and we have even stronger reason to trust the

third if we trust the second.

I have already mentioned that trust in natural desires is confirmed by the fact that they are

trusted by people we trust. The natural desire for truth, the natural desire for understanding,

and the natural desire for connectedness are trusted by people I trust. I would not suggest

that everyone I trust trusts all three of these desires, but many of the people I admire the

most do, including most of the major philosophers in history.

There are no doubt other natural desires that are trusted by people I trust, as well as
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virtually everybody else. Everyone has a natural desire that we can loosely describe as the

desire for good – the desire to be good, to honor good, and to create and promote good.

I have mentioned several different relations that we can have towards goodness, reflecting

the fact that there are many different categories of good, a difference which I will not try

to disentangle in this paper. I mention the desire for good only to point out that there is

a natural desire to be related to good in at least some of these ways. I think also that we

all trust that desire. Trusting that desire is a condition for the motivation to perform many

common human acts (as well as some uncommon ones). We trust the natural desire for good,

the natural desire for truth, and the natural desire for connectedness, which is somewhere in

between the desire for truth and the desire for good. If someone thinks there is something

untrustworthy about the natural desire for connectedness but not these other natural desires,

then I think that person has the burden of proof in showing why we should think so.

4. Conclusion

I have argued in this paper that trust in the natural desire for truth inexorably pushes us

towards trusting others and towards trusting other natural desires. Everything we trust is

subject to internal checks from other things we trust. Trust in the natural desire for truth

leads to epistemic self-trust, and the recognition of the reasonableness of epistemic self-trust

commits us to recognition of the reasonableness of epistemic trust in others and trust in other

natural desires, including the desires that are trusted by people we trust. It also leads to

trust in certain emotions. We trust that what we admire upon reflection is admirable, what

we fear upon reflection is fearsome, what we love is lovable, what we hope for is deserving of

hope, and in any case, there is something worth loving and something worth hoping for, and

something that can satisfy the deepest desires of the human heart.

The natural desire for truth may be primary in a stronger sense. Not only does trust in that

desire lead to trust in other desires, but if the desire for truth is untrustworthy, we have no

reason to trust any other desire. As Dante says in the Paradiso [10]:

Nothing can satiate, I now see, unless
The True illumine it, the mind of men:
Beyond that, no truth can enlarge its place.
Therein it rests like wild beast in his den,
Soon as it reaches it; and reach it may:
Else every human longing were in vain.
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Abstract

How do we come to believe things? Does it happen quickly or slowly? Does it depend on what
we already know? You may have heard of the old farmer who was shown a picture of a giraffe
and exclaimed: There is no such animal! He was taken to the zoo and shown one, and made a
rapid transition from scepticism to belief. The ways to more subtle beliefs are more complicated.
Science textbooks often present them as logical processes proceeding from evident premises to the
final conclusion, usually with the help of some observations or the results of experiments. It is much
the same in textbooks of theology. This may be justified from a pedagogical point of view, but I want
to argue that the reality is usually quite different, and can only put in a logical form at a late stage.
As remarked in a well-known textbook: Confusion usually reigns when important physical advances
are being made; it is only afterwards that a clear-cut logical path can be laid leading straight to the
goal [15]. This can be illustrated by two examples from the history of physics, namely the belief in
the reality of atoms and that the earth rotates around the sun.

1. The reality of atoms

The ancient Greeks realised that matter is either discrete or continuous, but had no means

of distinguishing between these possibilities. Democritus suggested that everything is made

of atoms moving in the void. This hypothesis enabled him to account for change, but he

could give no supporting reasons. An argument for the existence of atoms is to be found in

the structure of crystals with their characteristic shapes and angles between their faces. This

is difficult to explain if matter is continuous like a jelly, but is easily explained if they are

formed of atoms in a regular array. Further support was obtained early in the nineteenth

century, when several chemists such as Dalton found that substances always combine in

definite proportions. The case for atoms was greatly strengthened by the results of many

different researches that gave essentially the same value for Avogadros number, the number

of atoms in a gram-molecule of a substance. Around the turn of the century the issue was

still undecided. The more pragmatic Anglo-Saxons were practically sure that atoms exist,

whereas on the continent the school of energetic led by the chemist Ostwald still disputed the

evidence. Eventually the work of Perrin on the Brownian motion provided definite evidence
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for the existence of atoms. The philosopher Ernst Mach resisted to the end, though even he

was shaken when he was shown the scintillation flashes made by alpha particles when they

hit a zinc sulphide screen. It is not surprising that he ended his life as a Buddhist. The

important point to notice is that the acceptance of the reality of atoms was the result of a

long process of accumulation of individual observations all pointing in the same direction.

None of them were conclusive on their own, but together they were sufficient to give certainty.

It is now possible to give a definite proof of the reality of atoms: they can be seen using an

atomic force microscope.

2. The heliocentric theory

Today anyone will confidently tell you that the earth rotates around the sun, although almost

no one will be able to explain how we know this. A millennium or two millennia ago, we

would have been told with equal confidence that the earth is stationary at the centre of the

universe, and the sun rotates around it once every day. Why have peoples views shifted so

decisively?

Aristotle believed that the earth is stationary and the sun moves around it. This is obviously

true: we see it happen every day, until we realise that we would see the same if it was the

earth that was rotating. He also believed that the celestial realm is perfect, incorruptible

and unchangeable. Since the circle is the most perfect curve, the orbits of the stars and

planets must be circular. The motions of the planets posed a problem as they are obviously

not circular, but Ptolemy found that they could be quite well represented by a complicated

system of cycles and epicycles. Aristarchus of Samos suggested that the sun is in the centre

of the solar system with the earth going around it. There were serious objections to this

brilliant insight and it was not further considered until it was revived by Copernicus almost

two thousand years later.

Copernicus showed that if the sun is in the centre and the planets rotate around it, then

the radii of the orbits and the periods of rotation increase in an orderly sequence from the

innermost planet Mercury to the furthest planet Saturn. In addition, this provides a natural

explanation of the retrograde motions of the planets and why they are brightest at that time.

Also explained is the fact that the inner planets Mercury and Venus are never very far from

the sun. These somewhat technical advantages, appreciated by astronomers, were offset by

two very strong counterarguments, namely that if the earth rotates and moves around the

sun it would be subjected to such high winds that everything would be blown off, and by the

absence of stellar parallax. On purely scientific grounds the Aristotelian-Ptolomaic theory

was still to be preferred.

Soon after, the telescopic observations of Galileo provided serious arguments against the

Aristotelian-Ptolomaic theory. He observed the satellites revolving around Jupiter; this is
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contrary to the Aristotelian belief that all circular motions of the celestial bodies are centred

on the earth. He observed the mountains on the moon and the spots on the sun, contrary to

the Aristotelian belief that the heavens are incorruptible. He observed the phases of Venus,

showing that Venus rotates around the sun.

Galileo also realised that the absence of stellar parallax could be explained if the stars are

much further away than was generally believed. He also developed a new theory of dynamics

that shows that things on the earth share its motion and so are not affected by its mo-

tion, either daily on its axis or yearly around the sun. This answered the objections to the

heliocentric theory.

At this point the Aristotelian-Ptolomaic theory was discredited, but the heliocentric theory

was not proved. Nevertheless, Galileo realised that with the heliocentric theory everything

fitted together in a convincing way. The convergence of many lines of thought, each incon-

clusive on its own, was sufficient to give him certainty. He thought that he could find an

apodictic proof, but in this he was mistaken.

This is an example of how a scientist, immersed in the details and holding all the arguments

together in his mind, can become convinced of the truth, without it being possible for him

to convince those who lack this knowledge. This throws some light on the difficulties Galileo

experienced later.

Almost two hundred years later, the observation of stellar aberration by Bradley in 1728

showed that the earth is rotating, and Bessel in 1738 succeeded in measuring stellar parallax.

This provided the definitive proof of the heliocentric theory, but it caused little stir, as it

had already been believed for centuries. These two examples of the way scientists reach the

truth are quite typical. This was already realised in the thirteenth century by Roger Bacon

who, in his Opus Majus wrote:

There are two modes in which we acquire knowledge, argument and experiment. Argument
gives no proof, nor does it remove doubt and cause the mind to rest in the conscious
possession of truth, unless the truth is discovered by the way of experience. Thus, if any
man who had never seen fire were to prove, by satisfactory argument, that fire burns and
destroys things, the hearers mind would not rest satisfied, nor would he avoid fire; until,
by putting his hand or some combustible thing into it, he proved by actual experiment
what the argument laid down. But after the experiment has been made, his mind receives
certainty and rests in the possession of truth, which could not be given by argument, but
only by experience.

Several additional examples are given by Collins and Pinch in [3], who discuss the way science

is really done in contrast to the way it is described in papers and reviews and is generally

assumed to be done. They quote Mermin who says that the existence of many strands of

evidence can transform a hypothesis into a fact, even in the absence of a single unimpeachable

experiment. Thus conclusions are reached through a gradual meeting of minds over a wide
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field of debate, rather than through brief exhibitions of technical virtuosity. Referring to the

contemporary tests of relativity, they conclude that no test on its own was decisive or clear

cut, but taken together they acted as an overwhelming movement. Thus scientists come to

their conclusions by assembling many strands of evidence, each of which is itself weak and

these weak strands are woven into strong ropes.

Sir Cyril Hinshelwood in 1959 has commented on the reasons why we believe in the existence

of atomic nuclei: The atomic nucleus is not directly observed. It is inferred by elaborate

reasoning from many complex experiments, any one of which could probably be given an

alternative explanation. What carries conviction is the fact that a coherent body of doctrine

emerges from a large number of varied tests.

Another example of the relationship between these two ways to truth is provided by the

continuing controversy about the origin of the sound in singing sand dunes. Several explana-

tions have been proposed, but the problem remains open. Eventually it will be solved and,

as one of the participants, Stephane Douady, remarks: In 10 or 15 years from now – when

researchers have solved the mystery and textbook chapters have been written – the physics

of singing dunes will doubtless be recast as the product of a sequence of logical steps, all

other accounts having gradually been buried like skeletons on the sand [1].

In some cases a theory is firmly believed although an apodictic proof is impossible. An ex-

ample is the theory of evolution. As Stephen Gould has remarked: Truly grand and powerful

theories – evolution pre-eminently among them – do not and cannot rest on single observa-

tions. Evolution is an inference from thousands of independent sources, the only conceptual

structure that can make sense of all this disparate information. In his autobiography Francis

Crick remarks that a single isolated bit of evidence, however striking, is always open to doubt.

It is the accumulation of several different lines of evidence that is compelling.

It could be objected that it is logically unacceptable to maintain that we can attain certainty

by summing a number of inconclusive arguments. However, consider the track of a charged

particle in a nuclear emulsion. Such a particle activates the silver bromide grains and on

development the track of the particle is shown by a line of developed grains. There are also

many other random grains due to a variety of causes. It could therefore be argued that what

we though was the track of a particle is in fact due to many random grains that happen to be

on a line. We would of course reject this argument as simply preposterous. Thus, Newman

remarks, from the accumulation of various probabilities we may construct legitimate proof,

sufficient for certitude [9].

A notable feature of scientific truth is that theory and fact are equally strong and utterly

interdependent; one has no meaning without the other. We need theory to organise and

interpret facts, even to know what we can and might observe. And we need facts to validate
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theories and give them substance [5]. It is sometimes said that no one believes a theory unless

it agrees with the facts, but it is equally true that no one believes the facts unless it agrees

with or is explained by a theory. This may seem surprising, but it is borne out by many

examples. Thus the experiments of Kaufmann disagreed with Einsteins theory of relativity,

and agreed with a rival theory [4]. Einstein was quite unmoved; he knew that his theory

was correct. He was eventually vindicated when a flaw was found in Kaufmanns experiment.

What is convincing is a symbiotic resonance between theory and experiment each reinforcing

and confirming the other.

Many accounts by scientists show that the process of achieving an understanding of some

phenomenon passes through several stages. First there is a period of intensive study, when the

phenomenon is observed in many different conditions and detailed measurements are made

whenever possible. In this way the scientist acquires an instinctive feel of the phenomenon,

what Polanyi has called tacit knowledge, so that in his phrase we know more than we can tell.

Eventually all the relevant facts are mastered and held in the mind. Then, sometimes when

one is thinking of something else, it all falls into place in a convincing way. Thus for example

Ramon y Cajal has recalled: The new truth, laboriously sought and so elusive during two

years of vain efforts, rose up suddenly in my mind like a revelation [13]. On another occasion,

when his daughter was dying and he was trying to drown his sorrows by working through

the night, there suddenly blazed forth in my mind the splendour of a new truth. There is no

doubt about it, and it is almost impossible for a scientist to recover his previous views, even

if he wanted to. Once one has seen the light, it is no longer possible to see in the dark.

Sometimes a new truth is immediately accepted; sometimes it is not. When Frisch and

Meitner suddenly realised why barium is found after uranium is irradiated with neutrons their

explanation was immediately accepted by other physicists, whose minds were well prepared.

What fools we have been, exclaimed Bohr. But when Semmelweis realised why more women

were dying after childbirth in hospitals than in clinics, no one believed him, and he was driven

insane.

The final stage is the confirmation of the new truth by putting it all together in a logical way,

and checking its consequences by further experiments. It is then written up as a neat logical

story and published in a journal. Anyone who has never set foot in a messy laboratory, or

struggled to find a mathematical description of some obscure phenomenon, and reads these

accounts can well come to believe that scientific research is a simple matter of following a

series of neat logical steps that he calls the scientific method.

Once this account of the way to truth in science is understood, it throws a flood of light on

a whole range of otherwise obscure phenomena. Why, for example, do we find it so difficult

to convince anyone of a truth that we see so clearly? Simply because he does not hold in

his mind that totality of separate indications that assure us of its truth. If he is disinclined
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to believe what we are trying to tell him, he can quite reasonably dismiss our arguments

one by one. If we look back to the time when we did not see that truth, we realise that

we had to work quite hard to master the separate indications one by one until suddenly

they coalesced and we saw the truth. Without a strong incentive to learn the truth, the

labour would not even have been attempted. Often the truth we profess is built on layers of

subordinate truths, each of which must be apprehended by the same laborious process. It is

like climbing a mountain and if one who has reached the summit calls out to one at the foot

of the mountain and invites him to admire the view, he cannot do so unless he undertakes

the long weary climb himself.

The result of this process is that the scientists have learned to see through the results of

their experiments and measurements, aided by his theories, to the underlying reality. When

they try to describe this they have to use existing words and often in the process give them

a new and more precise meaning. Their accounts may be read and analysed by philosophers

who focus their attention on the words and do not see the reality that the scientist is trying

to describe. They fail to realise that what is important is not the words themselves but the

underlying reality that the words imperfectly express. Without a grasp of that reality all

their arguments are worthless.

3. Michael Polanyi

Further insight into the process of scientific discovery is provided by the work of Michael

Polanyi. His views have the richness and depth that comes from an intimate knowledge of

scientific research from the inside. He worked for many years as a physical chemist, attaining

great distinction in that field. In addition, he was widely read in the history of science, and

developed his views in the light of his first-hand experience of research and his knowledge

of the past. This accounts for much of the attraction of Polanyis writings for the scientist.

Many of the writings on the philosophy of science appear to the working scientist as desiccated

abstractions in which he has difficulty in seeing the living reality he knows so well. In Polanyi,

the scientist recognises one who has himself experienced the struggles and disappointments

of scientific research, and is correspondingly more ready to accept his account of what he is

doing.

Polanyi knew that scientific research is a complex activity not describable by a series of in-

structions. It is an activity that engages many of our abilities to the full: judgement, integrity

and perseverance and all deployed in the day-to-day activity of scientific research. He also

knew very well that scientists are members of a worldwide community, and understood the

complex interactions between the members of that community that makes science possible.

This brings other abilities into play and raises many of the problems of the relation to the

community that are familiar in society as a whole. These include the age-old questions of

authority and freedom, as well as problems connected with the right to choose the subject
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of research and the means to carry it out. The extent and depth of Polanyis analysis is the

reason for the widespread interest in his work, not only among scientists but also among

philosophers, teachers and educationalists.

Polanyis work on the philosophy of science must be seen in the context of the fundamental

debate on the objectivity of scientific knowledge. This is very far from an abstract debate

of interest only to academic philosophers; it is of the highest possible relevance today. Con-

temporary debates are being destroyed by social constructivism which maintains that there

is no objective truths and all our views are a result of social conditioning. Polanyi was well

aware of such attempts to destroy scientific objectivity from his studies of science in societies

dominated by Marxism.

Basically the fundamental issue is whether the scientific enterprise is the progressive dis-

covery of the structure of the real objective world, or whether it is the ordering of our

sense-impressions into the most convenient pattern. According to the former view, there

exists a world independent of ourselves (though of course we are a part of that world) that

continues on its way whether we attend to it or not. Some of us are interested n the innermost

workings of that world, and we spend our lives tying to understand it. In this endeavour we

are partly successful: we do understand its structure and workings in some respects, though

other aspects remain unknown. We are convinced that much of what we learn is real enduring

objective knowledge.

The contrary view thinks of us as continually receiving a stream of sense impressions, sights,

sounds and pointer readings. If we are to render this intelligible we must organise these sense

impressions into a pattern, into a system of relationships. Scientific theories are thus no more

than convenient maps that enable us to find our way around the world, and to predict its

future behaviour from past and present observations. On this view it is quite conceivable

that an entirely different map will prove as good or better than the first map. Indeed this

process of discarding one map in favour of another frequently happens in the advance of

science, as for example when Einsteins relativity replaced Newtons classical mechanics. This

theory of science has many variants and a complex history; broadly speaking it stems from

the positivism of the Vienna circle and was most influential during the middle decades of the

twentieth century.

This difference between two views of science has been described by Polanyi in his Personal

Knowledge [11]:

The discovery of objective truth in science consists in the apprehension of a reality which
commands our respect and arouses our contemplative imagination; such discovery, while
using the experience of our senses as clues, transcends this experience by embracing a
vision of reality beyond the impressions of our senses, a vision which speaks for itself in
guiding us to an ever-deeper understanding of reality.
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The opposing view he describes as the reduction of a scientific theory to the rank of a conve-

nient contrivance, a device for recording events and computing their future course. Polanyi

laments that this is the widely accepted view, and that the conception of the objectivity

of science is generally shrugged aside as out-dated Platonism, a piece of mystery-mongering

unworthy of an enlightened age.

Polanyis response is to examine in detail the history of science, and from this he concludes

that

twentieth century physics, and Einsteins discovery of relativity in particular, which are
usually regarded as the fruits and illustrations of the positivistic conception of science,
demonstrate on the contrary the power of science to make contact with reality in nature
by recognising what is rational in nature.

One of the initial difficulties in studying the implications of Einsteins theory of relativity is

that the account given in most textbooks of its historical development is completely false.

The history of any scientific discovery is usually exceedingly complicated, and most scientists

(and in particular the writers of textbooks) have little interest in it. They want to present

the essential scientific results as clearly and as simply as possible, and they tend to rearrange

and to simplify the historical development to serve this purpose.

According to the textbooks, Einstein developed his theory of relativity in order to explain

the unexpected result of the Michelson-Morley experiment, which showed that the velocity of

light is the same in all directions. This is not what would be expected from the idea that light

consists of oscillations in an all-pervading aether because since the earth is moving around

the sun, it must be moving relative to the aether. The experiment was designed to measure

its motion, and gave a null result. Einstein, following Mach, then realised that scientific

theories must contain no reference to quantities that are not observable: reference must be

made only to observables. Now the aether is unobservable, and so therefore is motion relative

to it, and so we must exclude them from our theory and concentrate instead on relating the

results of measurements of position and time. In this way he obtained his theory of relative

motion, of relativity.

This account is misleading in several respects. As he relates in his autobiography, Einstein

recalls that he discovered relativity

after ten years reflection on a paradox which I had already hit upon at the age of sixteen:
if I pursue a beam of light with a velocity c I should observe it as a spatially oscillatory
electromagnetic field at rest. However, there seems to be no such thing, whether on the
basis of experience or according to Maxwells equations. From the very beginning it appeared
to me intuitively clear that, judged from the standpoint of such an observer, everything
would have to happen according to the same laws as an observer who, relative to the earth,
was at rest.
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He went on to ask himself what transformation must be used to connect measurable quanti-

ties in one frame of reference to those of the same quantities in another frame moving with

respect to the first in such a way that the equations remain unchanged. The required trans-

formation had indeed already been found by Lorentz. This explained not only the result of

the Michelson-Morley experiment, but also led to many other results that have established

the theory as an essential part of physics.

The essential point is that Einstein reached his new ideas by thinking about how reality

must be. As Polanyi says, he discovered rationality in nature. His theory was a construction

of the mind that was found to account for reality. In his account there is no mention of

the Michelson-Morley experiment. As Polanyi says, its findings were rationally intuited by

Einstein before he had ever heard about it. To make sure of this I addressed an enquiry to

the late Professor Einstein, which confirmed that the Michelson-Morley experiment had a

negligible effect on the discovery of relativity. Thus

the usual textbook account of relativity as a theoretical response to the Michelson-Morley
experiment is an invention. It is the product of philosophical prejudices. When Einstein
discovered rationality in nature, unaided by any observation that had not been available
for at least fifty years before, our positivist textbooks promptly covered up the scandal by
an appropriately-embellished account of his discovery.

One of the earliest and most influential exponents of the idea that scientific theories have no

claim to inherent rationality was Ernst Mach who by his book Die Mechanik published in

1883 founded the Vienna school of positivism. According to Mach, a scientific theory is not

a more or less accurate account of reality, but is no more than a convenient summary of our

experiences.

Its purpose is to save time and trouble in recording observations. It is the most accurate

adaptation of thought to facts, and just as external to the facts as a map, or a timetable or

a telephone directory; indeed, this conception of scientific theory would include a timetable

or telephone directory among scientific theories. Accordingly, a scientific theory is denied all

persuasive power that is intrinsic to itself, as a theory. It must not go beyond experience

by affirming anything that cannot be tested by experience; and above all, scientists must be

prepared immediately to drop a theory the moment an observation turns up that conflicts

with it. In so far as a theory cannot be tested by experience --or appears not capable of

being so tested– it ought to be revised so that its predictions are restricted to observable

magnitudes.

Mach criticised Newtons definitions of space and absolute rest because they cannot be tested

experimentally: to him they were not only dogmatic, but meaningless. He therefore urged

that mechanics be reformulated so as to avoid referring to any movement of bodies except

relative motion with respect to each other. This is essentially what Einstein achieved by his

theory of relativity and indeed he acknowledged the influence that Mach had on his work,
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and in particular on his discovery of relativity.

It is worth noting, as Polanyi pointed out, that Mach forgot about the propagation of light

and so did not realise that Newtons conception of space is far from being untestable. Einstein

showed that it can be tested, and it is false. There is no single point at rest, and it is Machs

achievement that this was eliminated from physics.

In spite of his debt to Mach, Einstein in his later years repudiated the positivistic conception

of science. In 1909 Einstein praised Machs Die Mechanik, and in 1913 he wrote to Mach

referring to his inspired investigation of the foundation of mechanics. Mach endorsed the

theory of relativity in the second edition of his book on ‘The History and Root of the Principle

of the Conservation of Energy‘, adding that the latest advances in physics were turning into

reality his often expressed view that the foundations of physics may be thermal and electric.

This phrase reveals that Mach had always been, not a physicist or a historian of physics, but

a philosopher of sensations. Further evidence is provided by the Preface that Mach wrote on

1913 to his book on physical optics which showed that there are two genuine interpretations

of Einsteins relativity, namely by Mach and Planck: Mach by repudiating its absolutist

character and Planck by perceiving and enthusiastically endorsing it. Einstein at that time

had not fully understood the full depth of his achievement, but the words of Mach and Planck

gradually revealed it to him. Einstein realised that although like Mach he had read Kants

Critique as a young man, unlike Mach he did not remain its captive. Einsteins cosmic vision

was diametrically opposed to that of Mach. For Mach the cosmos was reduced to his own

ego and sensations. For Einstein the cosmos loomed large in its own right. As early as 1901

he had written [8]:

As regards science I have got a few wonderful ideas in my head which need to be worked
out in due course. I am now almost sure that my theory of the power of attraction of
atoms can be extended to gases . . . It is a magnificent feeling to recognise the unity of a
complex of phenomena which appear to be things quite apart from the direct physical truth.

Einstein finally understood and repudiated Mach in 1922. He described the potentiality of

Machs method as one that would provide a catalogue but not a system. He added that

Mach was a good mechanic but a deplorable philosopher. In a letter to his friend Michael

Besso, Einstein wrote of an essay on Adler, a protagonist of Mach, that Adler rides poor

Machs horse to exhaustion. In his reply, Besso, an admirer of Mach, pictured Einstein as a

latter-day Dom Quixote riding Machs horse. Einstein, as if cut to the quick, replied: I do

not inveigh against Machs little horse: it cannot give birth to anything living; it can only

exterminate harmful vermin.

In later years Einstein continued to repudiate positivism. This was not good news to the

Vienna Circle of positivistic philosophers of science. In the late twenties, Franck warned

German physicists against metaphysics and urged them to embrace Machs intellectual be-
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quest. He was discomforted to learn from another German physicist that Einstein is entirely

in accord with Plancks view that physical laws describe a reality in space and time that is

independent of ourselves. In 1930 he told Maurice Schlick that he found the presentation of

physical theory too positivistic. Einstein believed that the aim of physical theory is to find

out not only how natures transactions are carried out but also why nature was exactly the

way it was and not otherwise.

The example of Einsteins theory of relativity shows the primacy of rational thought in sci-

entific discovery. The scientist first of all has an idea, a vision of reality, if you will, and he

proceeds to test it by comparing it with experience. If it appears to be refuted by experience,

he need not abandon his idea immediately, for the apparent exceptions may later fall into

place for some reason not understood at the time. If however it contains a true account of

reality, it will succeed not only where it was designed to succeed, but will bear fruit else-

where. Thus the basis of Einsteins relativity theory is much wider than the Michelson-Morley

experiment and has led to new conceptions such as the equivalence of mass and energy.

The alternative view, that science is simply the most economical description of the facts of

experience, is refuted as soon as we examine what this implies in more detail. In the first place

the scientist does not collect facts at random; he does so in a most careful and systematic

manner, and his way of doing this is controlled by more or less well developed theories. When

he has his facts they are thus immediately confronted by a theory. If scientific research were

simply a matter of correlating facts, this can always be done in an infinite number of ways,

and who is to decide between them? As Polanyi remarks [10]:

There are an infinite number of mathematical formulae which will cover any series of
numerical observations. Any additional future observations can still be accounted for by an
infinite number of formulae. Moreover, no mathematical function connecting instrument
readings can ever constitute a scientific theory. Future instrument readings cannot ever be
predicted. But this is a symptom of a deeper inadequacy, namely that the explicit content of
a theory fails to account for the guidance it offers to future discoveries. To hold a natural
law to be true is to believe that its presence will manifest itself in an indeterminate range
of yet unknown and perhaps unthinkable consequences. It is to regard the law as a real
feature of nature which, as such, exists beyond our control.

It is one of the great merits of Polanyis analysis of scientific research that he brings out the

essential contribution of the personal judgement of the scientist. There is no such thing as

the scientific method; if there were, it could be carried out by a computer or a robot. It is an

intensely personal activity that depends on judgement at every stage: what problem to study,

what theory to use, how to carry out the experiment, how to make the measurements, how

to interpret the results, what to do if there is a discrepancy between theory and experiment,

when to stop the measurements, what to do next and so on.

According to Polanyi, scientific propositions do not refer definitely to any observable facts,

but describe something real which may manifest itself in many indefinite ways. Thus
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[. . . ] there exist no explicit rules by which a scientific proposition can be obtained from
observational data, and we must therefore accept also that no explicit rules exist to decide
whether to uphold or abandon any scientific proposition in face of any particular new
observation. The part of observation is to supply clues for the apprehension of reality:
that is the process underlying scientific discovery. The apprehension of reality thus gained
forms in its turn a clue to future observations: that is the process underlying verification.
In both processes there is involved an intuition of the relation between observation and
reality: a faculty which can range over all grades of sagacity, from the highest level present
in the inspired guesses of scientific genius down to the minimum required for ordinary
perception. Verification, even though usually more subject to rules than discovery, rests
ultimately on mental powers which go beyond the application of any definite rules.

Such a conclusion may appear less strange if we consider the phases through which the

propositions of science are usually brought into existence. In the course of any single exper-

imental enquiry the mutual stimulus between intuition and observation goes on all the time

and takes on the most varied forms. Most of the time is spent in fruitless efforts, sustained

by a fascination which will take beating after beating for months on end, and produce ever

new outbursts of hope, each as fresh as the last so bitterly crushed the week or the month

before. Vague shapes of the surmised truth suddenly take in the outlines of certainty, only

to dissolve again in the light of second thoughts or of further experimental observations. Yet

from time to time, certain visions of the truth, having made their appearance, continue to

gain strength both by further reflection and additional evidence. These are the claims that

may be adopted as final by the investigator and for which he may assume public responsibil-

ity by communicating them in print. This is how scientific propositions normally come into

existence.

The certainty of such proposition can differ therefore only in degree from the previous pre-

liminary results, many of which had appeared final at first and only later turned out to have

been only preliminary. Which is not to say that we must always remain in doubt, but only

that our decision what to accept as finally established cannot be wholly derived from any

specific rules but must be taken in the light of our own personal judgment of the evidence.

In choosing a problem the investigator takes a decision fraught with risks. The task may be

insoluble or just too difficult. In that case his effort will be wasted and with it the effort of

his collaborators, as well as the money spent on the whole project. But to play safe may be

equally wasteful. Mediocre results are no adequate return for the employment of high gifts,

and may not even repay the money spent on achieving them. So the choice of the problem

must not only anticipate something that is hidden and yet not inaccessible, but also assess

the investigators own ability (and those of his collaborators) against the hardness of the task,

and make a reasonable guess as to whether the hoped-for solution will be worth its price in

terms of talent, labour and money. To form such estimates of the approximate feasibility

of yet unknown prospective procedures, leading to unknown prospective results, is the day-

to-day responsibility of anyone undertaking independent scientific or technical research. On

such grounds as these he must even compare a number of different possible suggestions and
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select from them for attack the most promising problem. Yet I believe experience shows such

a performance to be possible and that it can be relied upon to function with a considerable

degree of reliability [11].

As an illustration of the subtlety of Polanyis analysis of scientific research it is useful to

examine his attitude to new discoveries. Scientists are continually checking each others work,

and it is this network of validations, in a large number of overlapping areas, that validate the

truth of science as a whole. Now what does a scientist do if he finds a result which disagrees

with what was previously found experimentally, or with the predictions of an established

theory? The usual accounts of scientific research say that such differences are taken very

seriously. In case of disagreements between two sets of experiments, new experiments are

made to resolve the discrepancy; in the case of disagreement with a theory, then the theory

is rejected.

In fact none of this happens. Scientific research is beset with so many pitfalls that it very

often happens that discrepant results are obtained. What is the scientist to do? If he were

to take each such result seriously, he would not have time to do much else. So he uses his

judgement, and in most cases he rejects the discrepant result as due to some external and

uninteresting cause. Polanyi gives many examples of this from the history of science. He

recalls that Rutherford received a stream of reports of new results from all over the world;

most of them he discarded, but a very few he seized upon and saw in them the germs of a

new line of enquiry, and developed them with all the resources at his command.

As another example he recalls the work of Miller, a respected American physicist, who spent

many years repeating the Michelson-Morley experiment and obtained results indicating a

small but definite velocity of the earth relative to the aether. Although this work was done

with extreme care, his results were simply ignored. The theory they threatened, Einsteins

theory of relativity, seemed to be so securely based that a refutation was just not conceivable.

It may of course happen that the scientist is wrong to reject a discrepant observation. Here

again Polanyi quotes a revealing example. The French astronomer Lalande, in the course of

his extensive series of measurements of the positions of the stars, noticed that the coordinates

he measured for a certain star on 8 and 10 May 1975, were discrepant. So he crossed out one

and marked the other as doubtful. After all, if one is measuring the coordinates of thousands

of stars, it is expected that one makes the occasional mistake. And yet it was not a star that

he observed but the planet Neptune, which was identified as such only in 1846. If Lalande

had followed up that discrepant observation he would have discovered the planet himself.

How then does the scientist decide what to take seriously and what to ignore? To answer

this question Polanyi developed his theory of tacit knowledge, summed up in the expression

We know more than we can tell. To illustrate this he quotes the familiar example of riding a
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bicycle. We all know how to do this, and yet we would be quite unable to write down a series

of instructions so explicitly that someone who had never ridden a bicycle would, after reading

them, be able to ride immediately. Most people would be unable to describe how they keep

their balance or how they turn a corner. It is quite a subtle and complicated affair that

we soon relegate to our subconscious without ever articulating it in detail. Another example

given by Polanyi is the recognition of the face of a friend [12]. We are quite unable to describe

the face in sufficient detail to enable a third person to perform the act of recognition, and

yet we are able to recognise the face ourselves without difficulty. Further examples are the

ability to swim, which is similar to the skill of riding a bicycle, and the skills necessary for

medical diagnosis [11].

Scientific research is thus a skill, which can be learnt only by attending carefully to the

example set by someone who already has that skill. We watch what he does, follow his

movements as far as we can, and at a certain point catch on. If we dont succeed in doing this,

we never learn the skill, and the teacher can do nothing beyond repeating the lesson in the

hope that he will catch on the second time. Polanyi remarks that many of the great scientists

were taught in their youth by other great scientists, as they in their turn must have been able

to convey to their students some of their more subtle skills. This account of learning stresses

that it is not the technical transference of objectively specifiable information, but that there

is a gap that must be bridged by the intelligent cooperation of the pupil. The reception of

the message in its entirety depends on the receiver discovering for himself the components

that cannot be communicated explicitly.

Polanyi draws attention to the role of the subconscious in the learning process. Experiments

have been made that show that subconscious learning does indeed take place, and Polanyi

suggests that this is a component of all learning (Polanyi 1966, 8). Most of us know what

it is like to try to understand something for an extended period without success, and then

suddenly finding that it becomes clear. This may happen when we are not actively thinking

about the problem at all; the solution just comes to our mind. These experiences do suggest

that subconscious processes are going on continually and are an essential part of the learning

process.

It is characteristic of tacit knowing that we become aware of the general through the partic-

ulars, our attention being concentrated on the general and not on the particulars. Once we

look directly at the particulars we lose the whole. As an example of this, we recognise a face

through the individual features, but if we were to look at the features individually we would

lose the whole face. Similarly, if we concentrate our attention on the individual letters in a

paragraph, or on the individual notes of a piece of music, we again lose the whole.

The admission of a tacit component to our knowledge raises a serious problem for the phi-

losophy of science. The declared aim of modern science is to establish a strictly detached
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objective knowledge. But if tacit knowledge is always a component of scientific knowledge,

then how can it be truly objective? Polanyi accepts this limitation to scientific knowledge,

but it does seem possible to argue that although part of our knowledge is tacit, it becomes

shared knowledge as it is assimilated by the whole body of scientists in a certain field. The

knowledge is known to be shared by the unity of discourse among the scientists concerned.

This is indeed a quite common experience of a scientist entering a new area, even if it is quite

closely related to what he already knows. At first the papers he reads seem to be catalogues

of partially related particulars. Then, as he thinks about it from the inside, it begins to

cohere as a unified body of knowledge, and he understands why this scientist has studied this

aspect and another one a different aspect, each with the aim of adding to our knowledge of

the whole. This integration is a tacit process and yet the result can be properly termed the

knowledge of an objective reality.

Another aspect of scientific research to which Polanyi draws attention is the changing criteria

as to what constitutes acceptable science. As an example of this he quotes the work of Kepler,

who found that the orbits of the seven planets corresponded quite well to the radii of the

seven regular polyhedra one inside the other and just touching. He considered this to be a

major discovery, whereas we would dismiss it as a mere coincidence. Another, more bizarre

example, is provided by a letter in Nature recording that the average periods of gestation of

a number of different animals from rabbits to cows are integral multiples of pi. The evidence

was considerable and the agreement good, but no biologist would accept such a result. Our

conception of the nature of things tells us that such a relationship is absurd, and indeed it

was only published as a joke.

These considerations draw attention to an important aspect of the scientists work, namely

deciding what is important and what is trivial. Polanyi proposes three criteria for the sci-

entific interest of a contribution: its exactitude, its systematic importance and the intrinsic

interest of the subject matter. These criteria cannot function apart from the consensus of

the scientific community [11].

Polanyi rejected any specific set of rules for empirical induction. He mentions some of these

claims to show

[. . . ] (a) how to proceed by a prescribed operation from clues to discovery or at least (b)
to show how to verify, or at the very least, (c) how to falsify an empirical proposition
according to such rules. Claim (a) must be rejected in view of the demonstrable fact that
discovery is separated by a logical gap from the grounds on which it is made. It is a
travesty of the scientific method to conceive of it as an automatic process depending on
the speed of piling up evidence for hypotheses chosen at random. The history of the great
scientific controversies teaches us that claims (b) and (c) are equally unfounded.

All formal rules of scientific procedures must prove ambiguous, for they will be interpreted

quite differently, according to the particular conceptions about the nature of things by which
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the scientist is guided. And his chance of reaching true and important conclusions will

depend decisively on the correctness and penetration of these conceptions. There is a type

of empirical discovery that is achieved without any process of induction. De Broglies wave

theory, the Copernican system and the theory of relativity, were all found by pure speculation

guided by criteria of internal rationality. The triumph of the Michelson-Morley experiment,

despite it giving the wrong result, the tragic sacrifice of D. D. Millers professional life to the

pursuit of purely empirical tests of a great theoretical vision, are sardonic comments on the

supposed supremacy of experiment over theory. Admittedly, other controversies, like those of

fermentation, hypnotism and extra-sensory perception, seem to centre altogether on questions

of factual evidence. By looking at these disputes more closely, it appears that the two sides

do not accept the same facts as facts, and still less the same evidence as evidence. These

terms are ambiguous precisely to the extent to which the two opposing opinions differ. For

within two conceptual frameworks the same range of experience takes the shape of different

facts and different evidence.

The common perception of the scientist is of one coldly detached, recording dispassionately

the results of his observations. This is far from reality. Polanyi draws attention to what he

calls the intellectual passion of science: Passions charge objects with emotions, making them

repulsive or attractive; positive passions affirm that something is precious. The excitement

of the scientist making a discovery is an intellectual passion, telling him that something is

intellectually precious and, more particularly, that it is precious to science.

The function which I attribute here to scientific passion is that of distinguishing between

demonstrable facts which are of scientific interest, and those which are not. Only a tiny

fraction of knowable facts are of interest to scientists, and scientific passion serves also as a

guide in the assessment of what is of higher and what is of lesser interest; of what is great in

science and what is relatively slight. I want to show that this appreciation depends on a sort

of intellectual beauty; that it is an emotional response which can never be dispassionately

defined, any more than we can dispassionately define the beauty of a work of art or the

excellence of a noble action.

Scientific discovery reveals new knowledge, but the new vision which accompanies it is not

knowledge. It is less than knowledge, for it is a guess; but it is more than knowledge, for it

is a foreknowledge of things yet unknown and at present perhaps inconceivable. Our vision

of the general nature of things is our guide for the interpretation of all future experience.

Such guidance is indispensable. Theories of the scientific method which try to explain the

establishment of scientific truth by any purely objective formal procedure are doomed to

failure. Any process of enquiry unguarded by intellectual passions would inevitably spread

out into a desert of trivialities. Our vision of reality, to which our sense of scientific beauty

responds, must suggest to us the kind of questions that it should be reasonable and interesting

to explore. It should recommend the kind of conceptions and empirical relations that are
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intrinsically plausible and which should therefore be upheld, even when some evidence seems

to contradict them, and tell us also, on the other hand, what empirical connections to reject

as spurious, even thought there is evidence for them evidence that we may as yet be unable

to account for on any other assumption. In fact, without a scale of interest and plausibility

based on a vision of reality, nothing can be discovered that is of value to science; and only

our grasp of scientific beauty, responding to the evidence of our senses, can evoke the vision.

One of the central problems in the philosophy of science is how to reconcile the working

scientists sense that in the course of his work he is discovering certain truths about an

objectively existing world, and the philosophical arguments that can be urged against that

conviction, supported by examples from the history of science.

Thus it can be argued that the ability of the scientist consists essentially in ordering his

observations and measurements into the most convenient and coherent pattern. When new

results become available he either fits them into the existing pattern or, if this is not possible,

he rearranges the pattern. In periods of revolutionary change it may be necessary to change

the whole pattern, as for example occurred when Einsteins relativistic dynamics replaced

that of Newton. In what sense, therefore, can we say that Newtons laws are true? And if

we say that they are not true, then how can we say that anything in science is anything but

provisional and subject to replacement by a more comprehensive theory?

In answer to this one can say that it is oversimplified to say that a theory is true or false.

There are degrees of truth, and it is quite possible for a theory or concept to be a useful

approximation to the truth; it is neither wholly true nor wholly false. Thus we can say that

Newtons laws describe very well the behaviour of particles moving with velocities much less

than the velocity of light, and this remains true. Einsteins theory of relativity shows us how

to treat motions at much higher velocities, and his equations reduce to those of Newton in the

limit of low velocities. It could be argued that nevertheless the Newtonian and Einsteinian

concepts of space and time are quite different, so that there is a decisive break between the

two theories at a very fundamental level. Once again it can be replied that this distinction

is too sharp, and that there is an analogical relation between the two sets of relationships.

But how can we be sure that the advances in science will always be of this type? Is it not

conceivable that new observations may require a conceptual reformulation so radical that

there will be no such links between new and old? This does not seem to be possible, if only

because whatever new observations are made on matter under extreme conditions, the old

observations still remain. It is always necessary that the new theory accounts for both the old

and the new observations, and this necessarily implies an analogical relation between the two

theories. The problem can usefully be approached from a quite different direction. Einstein

himself expressed his ideas in quasi-theological terms. Thus when discussing Heisenbergs

uncertainty principle he remarked that I like to think of the electron as God sees it. God
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sees the world as it really is, in its innermost essence, and He knows the laws that it obeys.

The laws devised by physicists are thus inevitably approximations, both mathematically and

conceptually, to the reality as known by God.

It does not follow from this that the development of science must inevitably follow the same

road. If one imagines a completely different scientific development on another planet, it will

not be the same as the development that has taken place here on earth. In what ways would

it be different? Obviously in numerous superficial ways, such as the choice of units and

notation. If the physical condition on the other planet are very different from those on earth

the phenomena that first attracted systematic investigation might be different from those

first studied here. Yet as science develops, as concepts of greater generality are formulated,

it is inevitable that the different scientific developments will approach one another as they

both approach more closely to the truth as seen by God.

4. The way to truth in theology

There are fundamental differences between science and theology that affect their ways of

attaining truth. In science truth comes from studying the natural world, whereas in theology

it comes by Revelation and the teaching of the church. A consensus is readily attained in

science, whereas in theology important differences persist for centuries. Nevertheless, in spite

of these differences, the way to truth in theology still has many similarities to that in science,

in particular the recognition of theological truth is also a process involving the cumulative

effect of many separate indications.

The difference in attaining the recognition of truth in science and theology is essentially a

matter of timescale. It is much easier in science to verify the truth by making observations,

experiments and measurements. A scientific speculation can be expressed mathematically and

its consequences compared with the results of measurements. The criterion is whether the

theoretical and experimental numbers agree within the uncertainties of measurement. Such

sharp tests are not available in theology, but that does not mean that tests are impossible. We

can test theological belief by seeing if we can live by them. The difference from science is that

it takes much longer to test theological beliefs in this way. Throughout history there have

been numerous systems of belief that have flourished for a few decades or even for hundreds

of years, but have eventually faded away. The ability to accept a theological truth depends

on the beliefs we inherit as part of our culture. Christians believe that the natural world is

good, orderly, contingent and open to the human mind, and these beliefs form the basis of

science. Other cultures, such as those of Asia and Africa, lack one or more of these beliefs.

They can be learnt and then scientists in those cultures can accept the scientific consensus.

It is however much more difficult for them to attain consensus of theological beliefs. Apart

from this, the way to the acceptance of truth may be similar in different cultures.
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This can be illustrated by Newmans analysis of the attainment of theological truth. He

wanted to understand how uneducated peasants are able to attain certitude about their

Christian beliefs, and to answer this question developed his grammar of assent. Newman

saw that the peasant reaches faith by the convergence of many separate indications, none

individually conclusive but together compelling. He called this the unity of indirect reference,

and the way it is attained the illative sense. This is just the same way that the scientists

attain truth [14].

He begins his argument by remarking that man is NOT a rational animal; he is a seeing, feel-

ing, contemplating, acting animal [9]. From this he argued that assent or belief is not arrived

at primarily by logic but by the whole man. He is sure that logic is inadequate to a complete

statement of our mental processes since so much of our reasoning is done subconsciously, min-

gling memories, emotions, associations with strictly ratiocinate elements, so that the whole

man reasons, not just the mind. Thus Newmans entrance to the Roman Catholic Church was

motivated not merely by the vast array of arguments that fill his Essay on the Development

of Christian Doctrine but by the convergence of innumerable probabilities. He believed that

the act of assent to a new conclusion, whether ostensibly from an act of conscious inference

or not, is always a definite step in response to many rational and non-rational inferences,

unconscious as well as conscious not the mere mechanical passive logical recognition then

and there of an inference from premises [6].

It is the penetrating and subtle action of the human mind that it passes from verbal argu-

mentation to conclusions in the concrete. It determines what science cannot determine, the

limit of converging probabilities and the reasons sufficient for a proof. It is the ratiocinative

mind itself, and no trick of art, however simple in its form and sure in operation, by which

we are able to determine, and thereupon to be certain, that a moving body left to itself will

never stop, and that no man can live without eating.

He distinguished between notional and real assent. We give notional assent, for example, to

the result of a mathematical demonstration, or to the suggested interpretation of a single

experiment. We follow the steps of the argument, we see no flaw in the reasoning and the

result seems acceptable. And yet it does not engage us personally, and furthermore we know

from previous experience that such demonstrations often have hidden flaws. We may accept

the result provisionally, but would not be inclined to die for it. As Newman wrote: the heart

is commonly reached, not through the reason, but through the imagination, by means of

direct impressions, by the testimony of facts and events, by history, by description. Many a

man will live and die upon a dogma: no man will be a martyr for a conclusion . . . no one will

die for his own calculations: he dies for realities [9]. Furthermore, to most men argument

makes the point in hand only more doubtful, and considerably less impressive. Life is for

action. If we insist on proofs for everything, we shall never come to action: to act you must

assume, and that assumption is faith: A man convinced against his will is of the same opinion
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still.

Real assent is quite different. It is based on the convergence and coherence of a large number

of separate indications. The whole is so compelling that it is impossible to imagine it being

refuted, thought it may be refined and perhaps shown to be part of an even more compre-

hensive system. Its strength is such that if one or other of the contributing indicators is

shown to be defective, we are confident that in the fullness of time the apparent discrepancy

will be resolved. Real assent engages the whole person. Sometimes a real assent obtained in

this way is confirmed by an apodictic proof, but in other cases this is impossible due to the

nature of the case. This is usual in theology because God respects our freedom and so does

not force us to believe. Thus real assent is unconditional, in contrast to inference, which is

always conditional. Notional assent does not affect our actions, but real assent does. Real

assent, Newman wrote,

is always an unconditional acceptance of a proposition, while notional assent is an accep-
tance on condition of acceptance of the premises. In its Notional Assents as well as in its
inferences, the mind contemplates it own creations instead of things; in Real, it is directed
towards things, represented by the impressions which they have left on the imagination.
These images, when assented to, have an influence both on the individual and on society,
which mere notions cannot exert.

Thus acts of Notional Assent and of Inference do not affect our conduct, and acts of Belief,

that is, of Real Assent, do (not necessarily, but do) affect it.

As an example, Newman contrast the ways Job apprehended God before and after his afflic-

tions. He says he had a true apprehension of the Divine Attributes before as well as after, but

with the trial came a great change in the character of that apprehension: With the hearing

of the ear, he says, ’I have heard Thee, but now mine eyes seeth Thee; therefore I reprehend

myself, and do penance in dust and ashes .

Acts of inference are both the antecedents of assent before assenting, and its usual concomi-

tants after assenting. For instance, I hold absolutely that the country which we call India

exists, upon trustworthy testimony; and next, I may continue to believe it on the same tes-

timony. In like manner, I have ever believed that Great Britain is an island, for certain

sufficient reasons; and on the same reasons I may persist in the belief. But it may happen

that I forget my reasons for what I believe to be absolutely true; or I may never have asked

myself about them, or formally marshalled them in order, and have been accustomed to as-

sent without a recognition of my assent or of its grounds, and then perhaps something occurs

which leads to my reviewing and completing these grounds, analysing and arranging them,

yet without on that account implying of necessity of any suspense, ever so slight, of assent,

to the proposition that India is in a certain part of the earth, and that Great Britain is an

island.
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While a syllogism is readily accepted by a logical mind, the assessment of probabilities may

more readily convince one person rather than another:

A syllogism is at least a demonstration, when the premises are granted, but a cumulation
of probabilities, over and above their implicit character, will vary both in their number
and their separate estimated value, according to the particular intellect which is employed
upon it. It follows that what to one intellect is a proof it is not so to another, and that
the certainty of a proposition, does properly consist in the certitude of the mind which
contemplates it.

Thus, he adds, it is the fact that many of our most obstinate and most reasonable certitudes

depend on proofs which are informal and personal, which baffle our powers of analysis, and

cannot be brought under logical rule, because they cannot be submitted to logical statistics.

As Aristotle remarked, each man judges skilfully in those things about which he is well-

instructed; it is of these that he is a good judge; viz. he, in each subject matter, is a judge,

who is well-educated in that subject matter, and he is an absolute sense a judge, who is in

all of them well-educated.

Locke also believed that there are cases in which evidence, not sufficient for a scientific proof,

is nevertheless sufficient for assent and certitude. Thus supralogical judgment, which is the

warrant for our certitude about them, is not mere common-sense, but the true healthy action

of our ratiocinative powers, an action more subtle and more comprehensive than the mere

application of a syllogistic argument.

Newman also applied his analysis to scientific questions, remarking that

moral evidence and moral certitude are all that we can attain, not only in the case of
ethical and spiritual subjects, such as religion, but of terrestrial and cosmical questions
also. So far, physical Astronomy and Revelation stand on the same footing. Vince, in
his treatise on Astronomy, does but use the language of philosophical sobriety, when, after
speaking of the proofs of the earths rotary motion, he says, When these reasons, all upon
different principles, are considered they amount to a proof of the earths rotation about its
axis, which is as satisfactory to the mind as a direct demonstration of it(242).

Newman cites several other examples, such as the ability of a peasant to foretell the weather,

of a doctor to diagnose a patient and of a lawyer to perceive guilt.

In science, as well as theology, the recognition that a series of separate indications cohere to

demonstrate a truth may come suddenly. Chesterton has described the sensation when he

realised that Christianity is the key to life. As he reviewed the argument [2],

. . . one after the other, all the parts fitted and fell in with an eerie exactitude. I could hear
bolt after bolt all over the machinery falling into its place with a kind of click of relief
. . . . The evidence is not really in this or that alleged demonstration; it is in an enormous
accumulation of small but unanimous facts.
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He realised that he believed in Christianity not because of a logical argument, but because

it makes sense of everything: When one believes in a creed, one is proud of its complexity,

as scientists are proud of the complexity of science. It shows how rich it is in discoveries. If

it is right at all, it is a compliment to say that its elaborately right. The scientist and the

Christian thus react in the same way when challenged to prove their beliefs. The truth of

Christianity or of the atomic theory or of heliocentrism does not rest on one or a few logical

arguments; it rests in each case on an enormous accumulation of individual experiences that

is quite impossible to summarise in a concise way.

Newman also applies his theory of assent to the belief in Christianity. The mind is addressed

both through the intellect and through the imagination; creating a certitude of its truth by

arguments too various for direct enumeration, too personal and deep for words, too powerful

and concurrent for refutation. Nor need reason come first and faith second (though this is the

logical order), but one and the same teaching is in different aspects both object and proof,

and elicits one complex act both of inference and assent. It speaks to us one by one, and it

is received by us one by one, as the counterpart, so to say, of ourselves, and is real as we are

real.
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Abstract

For many philosophers and logicians, mathematics is a formal language which, starting from a few
axioms and rules of inference, produces new sentences. The “verifiable truth” of these sentences is
basically a tautology — assuming that one can assign a meaning to the word truth in this context.
However, verification can be extraordinarily comples and many working mathematicians, myself
included, consider such a point of view as irrelevant, in the same way that limiting English to just
a set of words put together by means of grammar and syntax does not suffice for understanding
Shakespeare, Dickens, or Yeats. This is indeed an important subject of philosophy about which
much has been written, with important contributions by Heidegger, Wittgenstein, and Quine. The
implication for mathematics of the problem of translation are clear. Is all of mathematics expressible
in a single language, or are there several distinct, not quite comparable, mathematics, each one with
its own language?

For angling may be said to be so like the mathematics, that it can never be fully learnt; at least
not so fully, but that there will still be more new experiments left for the trial of other men that
succeed us.

Izaak Walton,The Compleat Angler, To the Reader of this Discourse.

1. Premise

The English mathematician G.H. Hardy tells us the story of one of his visits to his friend and

mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan, while he was lying ill on his deathbed. This is

how Hardy recalls the story of how he tried to start a conversation without asking right away

about the status of his health in [8], p.12. ‘I had ridden in taxi-cab No. 1729, and remarked

that the number seemed to me rather a dull one, and that I hoped it was not an unfavorable

omen. “No”, he replied, “it is a very interesting number; it is the smallest number expressible

as a sum of two cubes in two different ways.”’1

This true story is quite remarkable because it sheds light on the way a mathematician such as

1 1729 = 123 + 13 = 103 + 93.
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Ramanujan thinks about mathematics. For many philosophers and logicians, mathematics

is a formal language which, starting from a few axioms and rules of inference, produces new

sentences. The ‘verifiable truth’ of these sentences is basically a tautology. (Assuming that

one can assign a meaning to the word truth in this context.) However, verification can be

extraordinarily complex and many working mathematicians, myself included, consider such

a point of view as irrelevant, in the same way that limiting English to just a set of words put

together by means of grammar and syntax does not suffice for understanding Shakespeare,

Dickens, or Yeats. Moreover, anyone familiar with the difficulty of translating one language

into another (the literal “away from the eye, away from the mind” could become “the blind

man is an idiot”) will agree that languages are in general not isomorphic and present subtle,

but important, differences both in structure and emphasis.

This is indeed an important subject of philosophy about which much has been written,

with important contributions by Heidegger, Wittgenstein, and Quine [12] with his influential

thesis of ‘indeterminacy of translation’. The implications for mathematics of the problem

of translation are clear. Is all of mathematics expressible in a single language, or are there

several distinct, not quite comparable, mathematics, each one with its own language?

2. Different views

For the working mathematician, the ‘Simple Platonic’ point of view that there is only one

mathematics in the Platonic world of ideas, limiting mathematics to a language with its own

grammar and syntax, is too narrow; even the modified ‘Plentiful Platonism’, which allows

for the existence of an objective set of distinct mathematics (as long as they are consistent)

putting all of them on a par, is too wide and again missing the point when it comes to

describe what mathematics is or should be.

However, many mathematicians agree with the Platonic (or realist) view that mathematics

exists independently of us, but also believe the mathematical objects are not just formulas,

propositions, or theorems. Hardy’s view here is quite explicit: “A mathematician, like a

painter or poet, is a maker of patterns. If his patterns are more permanent than theirs, it

is because they are made with ideas.” Mathematics as a science of patterns is treated in

the chapter by Oliveri in [10] and is closely related to Wittgenstein’s notion of aspect. The

fact that the patterns themselves can be described by formulas is irrelevant. No one (except

a computer) would describe a painting as a collection of colored dots or, even worse, as a

collection of atoms and molecules arranged on a canvas in a certain way. Such a narrow

description is clearly inadequate. What really matters is the pattern.

Another point of view, espoused by a smaller group of theoretical mathematicians, is that

mathematics is only a construction of the mind (or the collective mind) and the role of the

mathematician is analogous to that of an architect, rather than of an explorer. This is the
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constructivist view of mathematics. Thus one has different types of mathematics according

to which constructions and rules are allowed. Constructivism allows only dealing with actual

mathematical objects; the plus side is to provide a method with a solid foundation. Thus the

constructivist mathematician works like an architect and builder, with the materials available

to him; the constructions coming out of nowhere, done overnight by a jinn in the novels from

the Thousand and One Nights, do not exist in his solid world.

However, much everyday mathematics may need modification in a constructivist world. For

example, in the definition of limit it is not sufficent to say that a sequence 𝑎1, 𝑎2, . . . tends

to a limit 𝑎; it is also needed to say constructively how it tends to 𝑎. A classical proof by

contradiction (if the negation of a statement 𝑆 leads to contradiction, then 𝑆 is true) is

not part of constructivism, because it is an inference for which the premise has not been

constructed. Pure existence statements also are severely restricted, creating difficulties with

‘self-evident’ methods used by the professional mathematician, such as the pigeon-hole prin-

ciple. Notwithstanding the fact that certain deep classical results of mathematics could be

reformulated and proved anew in these limited models, these theories have so far a small

number of practitioners among the working mathematicians.

Somewhat half-way between constructivism and realism is the formalistic view of mathemat-

ics, for which mathematical statements may be thought of as consequences of the allowed rules

(the inference rules) for deducing new statements from initial statements (axioms). Concepts

like ‘number’, ‘line’, ‘space’, belong to the platonic world but not, per se, to formalism. A

serious difficulty with the formalistic approach was that freewheeling infinite constructions

quickly led to antinomies and paradoxes, as in early models of set theory. (Justly famous is

Russell’s Paradox, namely the impossible ‘set 𝑅 of all sets 𝑆 with the property that 𝑆 is not

an element of 𝑆’.) A way out of such difficulties was obtained by restricting mathematical

objects and proofs in various ways, for example by barring self-referential definitions of sets

or allowing only finite constructions, but the last word on this has not been written yet.

At least as I can judge from talking to very distinguished colleagues, most mathematicians

usually regard mathematics as the discovery of arcane constructions, with an internal coher-

ence and beauty and lying in a far-away land of which we can grasp only a tiny piece at

a time. In practice, he works as a formalist in order to validate his discoveries. There are

notable exceptions here and some of the greatest geometers of the 20th century, for example

Poincaré, Enriques, and the contemporary Fields medalists Thurston and Jones, considered,

or consider, strict formalism as an unnecessary baggage and an obstacle to imagination and

creativity, especially when dealing with geometry. For them, the right idea and vision are

more important than a formal proof that necessarily takes only second place. Certainly, this

view has many merits. Mathematics, in the presence of the right ideas, can advance also

without proofs. However, I firmly believe that even if the consolidation of first ideas can be

postponed, it cannot be avoided altogether and eventually it must be done if we want further
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progress to occur.

The first and main validation of big ideas consists in the opening of new large vistas coherent

with existing knowledge, which indicate the answers to long-standing questions and suggest

approaches to the solution of new problems arising from these new ideas.

Applied mathematics is somewhat different, in the sense that at least the subject of study has

its roots in the description of reality. However, it is very hard to describe actual phenomena

by simple mathematical models and finding good mathematical models may be more difficult

than the actual mathematics needed to study them.

Hardy, in his well-known short essay “A Mathematician’s Apology” ([9], p.135) puts it bluntly

in these terms: “most of the finest products of an applied mathematician’s fancy must be

rejected, as soon as they have been created, by the brutal but sufficient reason that they

do not fit the facts.” This disdaining view applies also to the way some practitioners of

the so-called ‘pure mathematics’ regard the work of others. André Weil, one of the foremost

geometers of the twentieth century, referring to the flood of papers appearing in mathematical

journals on the subject of partial differential equations used to quip that it was the work of

‘elliptic engineers’. Personally, I believe that this self-serving purist stance is damaging to

science and that scientific work is good if it reaches its objective.

My own view is that mathematics is the science of relations. What matters here is the

relation between objects, not the objects themselves. Very different objects can share the

same relation. The simplest relation is the relation of equality2 denoted by the symbol =. A

deeper example is the Laplace equation, expressing a fundamental condition for the minimum

energy at which equilibrium is attained. Patterns are aspects of relations and, sometimes,

can be identified with relations. The study of relations clarifies the task of determining

the validity of mathematical work even in the absence of proofs and may be a source of

inspiration as well. At any rate, this view of relations is clearly related to the patterns of

Hardy or Oliveri.

Since relations can be taken as objects of other relations, as is the case in the branch of

mathematics called category theory, mathematics can be self-referential, in contrast to all

other sciences. Hence there is a certain risk in abandoning the information about the objects

in favor of studying only the structure of relations; it consists in being caught in a sterile

game in which research is done for its own sake, losing connection with reality and motivation

and validity as well. On the other hand, the real strength of mathematics derives from the

2 Mathematicians tend to use the equality symbol in a loose fashion, often using the same symbol = to
define a new symbol (e.g. 𝜋 = area of a circle of radius 1) and other times as a result of an operation or value
of a function, (e.g. 2 + 2 = 4). Although there are modified symbols available in the standard mathematical
vocabulary to distinguish among various notions of equality, such as := to assign a value or definition to a
symbol, they are not used consistently and the actual logical meaning of the symbol = is derived from the
context in which it is used.
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fact that mathematics is the study of relations between objects and therefore is of almost

universal applicability. Thus we need to understand which relations are worth studying and

then integrate our understanding of the relations with our understanding of the objects.

With the advent of the computer, traditional theoretical mathematics, long considered useless

for applications, has become available to the other sciences in unforeseen ways. Hardy’s

remark (and belief) that “real mathematics has no effects on war” (he uses the term ‘real’

opposite to the ‘trivial’ utilitarian view of mathematics as the “grammar of size and order”

propounded by Hogben) is not valid anymore today, as witnessed by the routine use of deep

parts of number theory in cryptography. Twenty years ago I would have agreed with Hardy

that, fortunately, prime number theory had no role in war or real life, but certainly this is

no longer the case today.

3. Truth and mathematics

Mathematics has always been a paradigm for truth. When we want to emphasize in ordinary

language the certainty of knowledge, we say “It is mathematically certain”. The word ‘proof’

is often used as a synonym for established truth.

In contrast to other sciences, mathematical knowledge, once established, remains and is never

discarded. Results may be subject to revision, as exemplified by the discovery of alternative

proofs of difficult theorems. Old theories may become fragments of larger all-encompassing

theories.

I remember a very interesting discussion I had with Thomas Kuhn about the absence, or

presence, of revolutions in mathematics. Kuhn’s view was that mathematics, since it lacked

the ultimate test of fitting with reality, could not possibly undergo revolutions in its devel-

opment. A revolution in science occurs when existing well-established theories develop to a

point in which they are in contradiction with the observation. The effect of the revolution

is to create a new understanding and rapid development of a new branch of science. My

own view was that revolutions in mathematics occur when new discoveries suddenly make an

established theory obsolete, even if it is correct. My favorite example was Abel’s introduction

of elliptic functions that transformed completely the existing theory of elliptic integrals, but

Kuhn readily made mincemeat of my romantic thesis. The reader may find a thorough dis-

cussion of the subject, with various different views, in the book Revolutions in Mathematics,

edited by D. Gillies [6].

Quantum physics and relativity are prime examples of revolutions in the physical sciences,

the first arising from the failure of classical physics to explain the observed law of a black

body radiation, the second from the Michelson and Morley interferometric experiment that

showed that the motion of the earth does not change the speed of light, in total contrast with
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Galileian and Newtonian mechanics. In chemistry, the discovery of elements destroyed the

idea that matter was a mix of air, water, earth, and fire. In astronomy, the Ptolemaic model

of the universe collapsed when better instruments of observation were invented.

Nothing comparable could be found in mathematics. Kuhn quickly objected to my feeble

attempts to present the discoveries of non-Euclidean geometries and of elliptic functions

as revolutions in mathematics. Non-Euclidean geometries did not diminish the validity and

interest of Euclidean geometry, he said, they only showed that the fifth postulate of Euclid was

essential for the existence and uniqueness of parallels and was not a consequence of the other

postulates. Abel’s discovery of elliptic functions perhaps was nearer to a revolution, since it

led to an explosion of research that continues unabated today, and also because it signed the

demise of the classical theory of elliptic integrals, now viewed only as the inverse functions

of elliptic functions. However, in Kuhn’s view, there was one factor missing to qualify Abel’s

discovery as a revolution, namely preceding theories were shown to be inadequate or obsolete,

but still there was no contradiction there.

The absence of contradiction in classical mathematics is an interesting phenomenon. Does

mathematics deal with truth? But what is truth? Should we view classical logic and classical

mathematics as contradiction free? Is the notion of truth absolute, or is truth identifiable

with verification, i.e. proof? Can truth, or proof, be achieved by consensus? By automatic

verification, i.e. by computer programs? Can a phrase such as “it is 99% true” be meaningful

in mathematics? Is the tertium non datur (i.e. the law of the excluded middle) a necessary

building block of mathematics? Is a purely existential statement (for example, the theorem3

that the equation 𝑎𝑥𝑛 + 𝑏𝑦𝑛 = 𝑐𝑧𝑛 with 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 non zero integers and 𝑛 ≥ 3 has only finitely

many solutions in coprime integers (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)) acceptable in mathematics as a valid statement?

4. Different mathematics

I have already hinted at different ways to look at mathematics.

• Platonic realism – the numbers are primitive concepts that exist on their own. Assuming

certain axioms about numbers, other logical statements follow, as well as other concepts.

Everything about numbers follows from arithmetic. In the same way, all geometry

follows from primitive concepts such as lines and circles.

• Brouwer’s intuitionism – here the language of mathematics is restricted. Mathematical

entities do not exist until they have been constructed. The axiom of the excluded middle

is not part of the system, therefore forbidding the classical ‘proof by contradiction’.

Existence proofs must be constructive. A non-constructive pigeon-hole principle is

not allowed either. Notwithstanding its apparent narrowness, many basic theorems of

3 A special case of a famous theorem of Gerd Faltings. As of today, there is no proven algorithm to
determine all solutions of this general equation.
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mathematics can be proved in this system.

• Formalism – here the language of mathematics is quite ample and can be modeled by

set theory. Infinite constructions are allowed, with much more freedom than before. As

shown by Alfred Tarski, the concept of truth can be formalized in such a system.

There are other views about mathematics. Although many mathematicians consider them as

irrelevant, if not nonsensical, philosophical exercises, these views have found a good audience

with social scientists and are bound to change the way mathematics is taught in schools. If

only for this reason, they deserve our attention.

However, my personal opinion is that many of these all-encompassing theories suffer of what

I call the ‘Shoehorn Principle’, namely trying to force a big, complex subject into the too

narrow petty theory of the proposer. This reduces the validity of the new ideas which may

be present in it.

• John Stuart Mill’s empiricism – Empiricism denies that mathematics exists indepen-

dently of us. It is instead the result of empirical research, which puts mathematics on a

par with other sciences, at least on this point. Mathematical truth here is only contin-

gent to observation. Quine and Putnam proposed a form of mathematical empiricism

that dispensed with the full Platonic ontology (the existence of abstract entities without

characterization in space or time), by limiting it to the part of the Platonic universe

which is required by scientific theories, and justifying the reality of mathematics by its

ability to describe the real world.

• Imre Lakatos’s quasi-empiricism – Quasi-empiricism, also described as post-modernism

in mathematics, questions the validity of mathematics as a whole, based on the assertion

that no foundation of mathematics can be proved to exist. Thus a mathematical proof

can transmit falsity from the conclusion to the premises in the same way that it can

transmit truth from the premises to the conclusion.

• Hartry Field’s fictionalism – Mathematics is dispensable and its statements cannot talk

about reality; it is at best a useful fiction. A mathematical statement such as 1 + 1 = 2

is meaningless in absolute and true only in the fictional world of mathematics.

• Social constructivism and social realism – In social constructivism, mathematics is a

product of culture, subject to correction and change. As such, it is only a product of

the human mind and it does not exist until it has been thought out; mathematics has

no universal connotation. Social realism goes even further, presenting a postmodernist

view of it. As with empiricism, mathematics goes through constant re-evaluation, but

dictated by the fashions of the social group doing mathematics, hence subject to the

influence of racism and ethnocentrism, or by the needs of the society financing it.

Again, while one cannot deny the presence of fashion and social factors in the development of

today’s mathematics, the very fact that major milestones such as elliptic functions and the
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theory of groups were introduced by Abel and Galois, at the time young unknown mathe-

maticians working in isolation and poverty, indicates that social realism alone cannot explain

by itself why mathematics is the way it is today. A reading of the letters of Abel and Galois

([5], pp.25–32) is the best explanation why they were mathematicians and what they were

seeking with their work, namely knowledge of truth and not fame nor wealth.

5. Truth in classical mathematics

Hilbert proposed a program to obtain a complete and consistent axiomatization of math-

ematics, starting from the reasonable assumption of the consistency of a small number of

intuitive basic axioms, as in finitary arithmetic. Hilbert’s program in its original form was

brought to a sudden halt by Gödel’s second incompleteness theorem, that states that any

sufficiently strong model of mathematics (in the sense that it can prove a certain amount

of arithmetic, as in the theory PA (Peano arithmetic)) cannot prove its consistency within

itself.

Notwithstanding this drawback, the formalization of mathematics continued quite success-

fully with the Bourbaki group with the axiomatization of large parts of algebra, analysis, and

geometry. Unfortunately, the rather dogmatic approach taken by Bourbaki had a negative

influence at the end, by excluding explicitly entire sectors of mathematics from consideration

in their program. The disastrous introduction in the schools of the ‘new mathematics’ based

on elementary set theory was an offshoot of the Bourbaki influence. Its negative effects are

felt even today.

Truth in classical mathematics is not an absolute about a Platonic absolute in an absolute

world of ideas. The formalization of truth for specific formal theories of mathematics is

possible, as shown by Alfred Tarski in a famous paper.

At the basis of the difficulty of defining truth in a system with the classical axiom (𝐴 ∨ ¬𝐴)

of the excluded middle (either 𝐴 is true or the negation of 𝐴 is true) is the well-known liar’s

paradox, embodied in the sentence

‘This sentence is false’

Tarski’s solution of the problem of truth is exemplified by his famous phrase (translated in

English from German)

‘Snow is white’ is true if and only if snow is white.

Here the first 8Snow is white′ is the name of a sentence, the second ‘snow is white’ is a

sentence in the language for which we are giving a definition of truth. The distinction is a
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subtle one. For Tarski, the definition of truth in language L (i.e. an alphabet and a collection

of words and phrases according to a certain syntax) must be given in another language, the

metalanguage ML. The metalanguage ML should contain a copy of L and should be able to

talk about the sentences and the syntax of L. Also ML should contain a predicate symbol

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 where 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒(𝑥) means 𝑥 is a true sentence of L. A definition of 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 should be a

sentence of the form

For all 𝑥, 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒(𝑥) if and only if 𝜙(𝑥)

where 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 does not occur in 𝜙. Of course, one wants to be able to say that, in an adequate

definition of truth, intuitive truths become truths. This is convention 𝑇 , namely the require-

ment that for any formula 𝐴 of the language L, the language ML proves ‘𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒(8𝐴′) if and

only if 𝐴’, where 8𝐴′ is the name of the sentence 𝐴 in ML.

For suitable formalized theories expressed in a language L, the definition of truth will take

place in a richer metalanguage ML. Under suitable conditions too technical to describe here,

Tarski shows that there is a single formula 𝜙 in ML which defines 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 in L. For a language

containing the standard ¬ (“not”), ∧ (“and”), ∨ (“or”), and quantifiers ∀ (“for all”) and ∃
(“there exists”) the following intuitive truths must hold:

• ¬𝐴 is true if and only if 𝐴 is not true.

• 𝐴 ∧𝐵 is true if and only if 𝐴 is true and 𝐵 is true.

• 𝐴 ∨𝐵 is true if and only if 𝐴 is true or 𝐵 is true.

• ∀𝑥𝐴(𝑥) is true if and only if each object 𝑥 satisfies 𝐴(𝑥).

• ∃𝑥𝐴(𝑥) is true if and only if there is an object 𝑥 satisfying 𝐴(𝑥).

Tarski’s definition of truth is a semantic definition and therefore is language dependent, a

fact criticized by Field and others philosophers advocating an universal concept of truth. A

response to this criticism is that, after all, there is no valid apriori reason to assume truth as

an absolute concept, in the same way that beauty cannot be considered an absolute concept.

The advantage of Tarski’s definition is to point out that, by embedding L in the stronger

language ML, a predicate 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 can be formally defined in ML that can be used to define

‘truth’ in L, with all the properties intuitively expected from a notion of ‘truth’. In Tarski’s

model, classical logic with the assumption that every sentence is either true or false (bi-

valency) makes it impossible to define truth in L within L itself. This is Tarski’s famous

theorem of indefinibility of truth.

The indefinability of truth has proved to be hard to swallow and even more so when one

wants to have a notion of absolute truth at all costs. Other interesting theories exist that

deal with the liar’s paradox and its variants, still admitting them as meaningful sentences of
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the language. Kripke’s theory (1975) succeeds in showing that a truth predicate 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 can

be still defined in L if one abandons the bivalence condition that the truth function has only

the two values ‘True’ and ‘False’ and accepting that some sentences may have a third truth

value ‘neither True nor False’.

For the working mathematician, Tarski’s notion of truth, taking for L the mathematics with

the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, with L within the metalanguage of plain English (with some

caveats), is indeed a satisfactory solution that allows him to continue to explore or create

new relations and new patterns of significant mathematics.

In this context, one should note the extraordinary discovery by Kurt Gödel and Paul Cohen4

of the independence of Cantor’s continuum hypothesis 𝐶𝐻 from ZFC, yielding two distinct

mathematics, one in which 𝐶𝐻 is a valid axiom, and another mathematics in which ¬𝐶𝐻
is also a valid axiom. With Tarski’s definition of truth there is no contradiction here with

the axiom (𝐴 ∨ ¬𝐴). Truth in the language ZFC can be defined in a metalanguage M1ZFC

where 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒(𝐶𝐻) holds, but also can be defined in another metalanguage M2ZFC where

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒(¬𝐶𝐻) holds.

For the mathematician, choosing between the two solutions is not a matter of verifying truth,

but rather of seeing whether the patterns in the first type of mathematics are preferable to

the patterns in the second type of mathematics. Certainly, ‘preferable’ is a subjective word,

but one here is guided by clear aesthetic considerations: Simplicity of arguments, linearity

of patterns, and a mathematically undefinable Aristotelian ‘fitting with reality’. It is here

that intuition plays an important role in choosing between alternative systems, for example

considerations of ‘mathematical fruitfulness’ in which a system leading to the solution of

outstanding problems may become preferable to others. Such choices may change with time

when the accumulation of knowledge clarifies obscure parts but, unlike art, the overall result

of 2500 years of mathematics has been the creation of a single science. This bodes well for

the future.

6. Truth in other models

Mathematicians dismiss Field’s fictionalism as irrelevant and useless at best. For them,

Field’s success in axiomatizing Newtonian mechanics without referencing functions and num-

bers, and proceeding to show that mathematical physics is an extension of his non-mathema-

tical system, is a meaningless tour-de-force. First of all, Newtonian mechanics is to physics

as elementary calculus is to mathematics, or like an abc book in the world of literature, i.e.

a mathematical triviality. Secondly, and more specific to the point, the reduction of physics

to Field’s non-mathematical world uses large fragments of second-order logic, bringing back

4 Gödel proved in 1940 that 𝐶𝐻 is consistent with ZFC. Cohen proved in 1963 that ¬𝐶𝐻 is consistent
with ZFC.
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deep mathematics as a tool to sweep everything under the rug in order to conclude that

mathematics does not exist. Although the debate whether the second-order logic implicit in

Field’s is really essential or not for his thesis continues, the assumption of a continuum of

space-time points as an actual object seems to remain a real problem.

In a Wikipedia article on philosophy of mathematics, it was stated that, for Field, “a state-

ment like 2 + 2 = 4 is just as false as ‘Sherlock Holmes lived at 22b Baker Street’ – but both

are true according to the relevant fiction.” A mathematician would answer that the sentence

2 + 2 = 4 is true in the very simple language PRA of primitive recursive arithmetic and for

the layman as well, while the second statement is false as it stands, as Hardy would have

said, for the brutal but sufficient reason that Sherlock Holmes lived at 221B Baker Street,

as evinced from a fragment of the Conan Doyle story “A Study in Scarlet”, beginning of

Chapter 2 (this is the first occurrence of Sherlock Holmes’s address in the corpus of Sherlock

Holmes stories).5

The empiricist view of mathematics has certain merits. It is undeniable that the natural

sciences have indicated to mathematicians, at crucial times, new fundamental directions to

explore. On the other hand, reducing all of mathematics to such an empirical view does not

describe the present mathematical world.

When Einstein set up his model of general relativity he found all the mathematical tools he

needed ready for use, with Riemann’s theory of differential geometry in arbitrary dimensions

and the absolute tensor calculus of Christoffel, Ricci-Curbastro, and Levi-Civita. In the

other direction, the new string theory of physics awakened the interest of mathematicians

by making extraordinary predictions about the geometry of manifolds. Mathematicians had

been studying curves for centuries, and the underlying spaces parametrizing curves of similar

types (the so-called moduli spaces) for a long time too. Physicists showed that curves and

moduli spaces could be put together in a single object with a far richer geometry than the

single components and then started making predictions. Today, the insights provided by

string theory have spawned entirely new directions of study and have been the key to solve

outstanding open problems.

String theory has been used as support for empiricism. General relativity can equally be

used in the opposite way, since the mathematics here precedes the physics by many decades

and, without it, general relativity would consist only of empty words, notwithstanding Field’s

beliefs. We may talk of black holes, of the expanding universe, of quanta and quarks, as is

done in popular journalism, but physics at this level is like saying that a body falls towards the

earth in the same way as a child always goes towards his mother, a view closer to Aristotle’s

than to reality. Black holes and the expanding universe (if indeed they are true phenomena)

can be understood only in the framework of general relativity. Quanta and quarks can be

5 Wikipedia’s articles are edited on a regular basis and this error has been duly corrected.
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understood only in quantum theory and unified field theories, like quantum chromodynamics.

Attempts to reduce mathematics to an overly simple picture suffer precisely from the same

defects present in journalistic physics.

7. Social constructivism and society

Social constructivism cannot be dismissed so simply. Mathematics, like philosophy, is studied

by people and the philosophical question is whether mathematics – with all its possible

variations, as in Plentiful Platonism – exists on its own, or is a product of experiment and

experience, or just a product of a given society and social class. After all, art history teaches

us that art developed in different societies in different ways, for different purposes.

Certainly, the historical development of mathematics is best understood taking also into

account the material culture associated with it, such as universities, academies, publications,

as well as the general financial support of sciences. On the other hand, this is only part

of the picture and my view towards social constructivism is that it has a role in explaining

the development of mathematics during the centuries, but falls well short of explaining why

mathematics is today the way it is. The mathematician Fibonacci wrote his Liber Abaci at

the beginning of the thirteenth century with the aim of teaching how to count and how to use

counting for the purpose of bookkeeping, but also wrote his Liber Quadratorum dealing only

with abstract arithmetical problems with squares. Gauss is one of the founders of geodesy,

but also wrote his Disquisitiones Arithmeticae laying the foundations of the modern theory

of quadratic forms over the integers and contributed fundamental results to abstract number

theory and geometry. The notion of truth in the mathematics of Fibonacci and Gauss is the

same, with proof used as the only way to verify whether a proposition is true or false; this

has little to do with empiricism and even less with social constructivism.

Social constructivism ideology may turn out to have negative consequences for the future

development of mathematical literacy in society. It appears that its deconstructivist approach

to mathematics has been swallowed hook, line, and sinker, by certain social scientists in

charge of revising the teaching of mathematics in the schools. After the dismal failure of

the introduction of ‘new math’ in schools, caused by its excessive emphasis on abstraction,

the NCTM (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics) went on a new path, swinging

the pendulum all the way in the opposite direction. Traditional K12 math was deemed too

difficult for children; the solution to the problem ‘Johnny can’t count’ consisted to great

extent in eliminating counting from the program. It can all be done on a pocket calculator

or, if the child is smart enough, by computer, isn’t that so?

The reform is characterized by ideology, in this case by constructivism, much in the same

way the ‘new math’ was characterized by the narrow Bourbaki ideology. Here is a sample of

guiding ideas, taken from the web:
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• Children must be allowed to follow their own interest in discovering mathematical

knowledge.

• Knowledge should be acquired as a byproduct of social interaction in a real world

setting.

• General, content-independent “process” skills are the primary goals.

• Learning must be enjoyable, happy, with knowledge emerging from games and group

activities.

Unfortunately, mathematical literacy cannot be achieved by lowering the baseline and citing

the increased percentage of children above the baseline as proof of the success of the new

pedagogical ideas. I leave it to the reader to imagine the consequences of this type of teaching

at an age when minds are formed. The message is that mathematical truth is irrelevant in real

life and the only thing which matters is to give a half-hearted try to understand mathematics...

If you don’t like it, play games and watch your favorite singer on television. The net result

may very well be a renewed flourishing of private schools for the affluent segment of society.

For a serious technical critical analysis of some of these proposals, I refer to the interesting

chapter by E.G. Effros in [4].

The reliance on machines rather than sound reasoning (leaving calculations to the computer)

makes me shudder. We have not learned the lessons we should have learned from the failure

of the first mirror of the Hubble Telescope and from the crash of the Mars probe.

The first was caused by changing, half-way in the polishing process, the system for verifying

the curvature of the mirror, replacing an established auxiliary optical tool by a better one.

Unfortunately, the lenses in the new optical instrument had not been mounted in the correct

way and the new instrument showed readings different from the old ones. So the firm in

charge of the job, instead of asking why such a dramatic change had occurred, performed

more corrections to the mirror. Since it proved to be impossible to obtain interferometric

images which showed no mirror defects, only the cropped central part of these images was

sent to NASA for final approval and the faulty mirror went up in the sky with a lot of

fanfare. Eventually, reality had to set in. It took a special set of correcting lenses to bring

back the Hubble telescope to its full potential. The technology to calculate the shape of the

special lenses depends on very sophisticated mathematics special to the task and was not

available in the United States, where everything must agree with existing computer software.

Fortunately, the optical engineering division of the ETH in Zürich had the mathematical

expertise and the tools to do the job.6

The second failure was due to the unwarranted assumption by technical engineers in the

United States that the thrust figures for the probe landing rocket provided by scientists were

given in the system with units in pounds and inches (still used by the industry for monopolistic

6This is what I learned from a Professor at ETH during a visit there.
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reasons), rather than in the kilograms and meters used universally by physicists. So the probe

could not break its descent and crashed into smithereens on arrival. This failure was caused

by the faith in numbers per se, without anyone being able to see that a simple ‘ball-park

figure’ checking would have shown the error. This is a typical example of what can happen

because of the ‘language barrier’ between two different parties, when truth has a different

meaning for them.

8. Variations on proofs

The great logicians Gödel and Tarski took great pains to distinguish between truth and proof.

Indeed, even at an elementary level there are undecidable statements in PA arithmetic that

become provable theorems in ZFC mathematics, a famous case being the Paris–Harrington

extension of the classical Ramsey theorem of combinatorics, see [11]. The difficulty, in the case

just mentioned, is that any proof of the Paris-Harrington theorem requires an 𝜖0-transfinite

induction, unreachable by the principle of induction allowed in PA. However, any finite

specialization of the Paris-Harrington theorem reduces to a finite calculation and is (theoret-

ically) provable in PRA by case enumeration.

Already, it is not obvious which rules we should allow on an intuitive basis for a proof. In

classical logic, the standard proof of 𝐴 by contradiction is: If ¬𝐴 leads to contradiction

then 𝐴; this is a staple of the mathematician. However, in this form it is not allowed in

intuitionistic mathematics, where the only accepted form of proof by contradiction is: If 𝐴

leads to a contradiction, then ¬𝐴.

Complicated but interesting examples of proof by contradiction come from number theory

and I will give here a concrete example. Let 𝜋(𝑥) be the function of 𝑥 > 0 which counts the

number of primes up to 𝑥 and let li(𝑥) =
∫︀ 𝑥

0
d𝑡/ log 𝑡 be the function called integral logarithm

of 𝑥. The prime number theorem asserts that 𝜋(𝑥) and li(𝑥) are asymptotically the same, in

the sense that their ratio tends to 1 as 𝑥 tends to ∞.

In 1859 Riemann found a formula for 𝜋(𝑥) in terms of the solutions (the zeros) of a certain

equation 𝜁(𝑠) = 0 where 𝜁(𝑠), nowadays called the Riemann zeta function, admits a decep-

tively simple description7. Riemann formulated a conjecture about the zeros of 𝜁(𝑠) which

turned out to be the key to the understanding of the finer distribution of prime numbers.

The Riemann hypothesis implies, and is equivalent to, the statement that

|𝜋(𝑥) − li(𝑥)| ≤ 1

8𝜋

√
𝑥 log 𝑥

for 𝑥 ≥ 2657 (L. Schoenfeld, [15]). The Riemann hypothesis is still unsolved and, for various

7 It is the sum of the 𝑠-powers of the reciprocal of the natural numbers if the resulting series is absolutely
convergent and is otherwise defined by analytic continuation.
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reasons which go beyond its implications on the distribution of prime numbers, has risen

today to the status of the most important unsolved problem in all of pure mathematics.

It is an instructive enterprise to examine the deviation of 𝜋(𝑥) from li(𝑥). The physicist

Goldschmidt, a friend of Riemann, provided Riemann with a numerical table showing that

for 𝑥 < 3×106 one always had 𝜋(𝑥) < li(𝑥). Riemann himself commented on this remarkable

fact in his celebrated memoir on the distribution of prime numbers.8 Further calculations

with the help of computers showed that this phenomenon persists for all 𝑥 < 1023.

Is this numerical evidence sufficient for believing that the result must hold in general? The

answer is a resounding “No”. In 1955, the South African mathematician Stanley Skewes

proved that there is an

𝑥 < 101010
1000

for which 𝜋(𝑥) > li(𝑥). How was such a result proved?

Skewes’s argument is in two parts. The first, which was done in 1933, is on the assumption

of the Riemann hypothesis and produces the existence of such an 𝑥 in a certain specific very

large interval. The proof of this result is sufficiently flexible to reach the same conclusion

unless there is a ‘large failure’ of the Riemann hypothesis. The second part of the argument,

obtained 22 years later, depends in an essential way on the assumption of the hypothetical

‘large failure’ of the Riemann hypothesis. By a different reasoning, it again produces an

explicit extremely large interval containing a point 𝑥 for which 𝜋(𝑥) > li(𝑥).

The larger of the two intervals is the final one provided by Skewes. This type of logic, in which

one assumes the true sentence (𝐴∨¬𝐴) (the law of the excluded middle) to deduce 𝐵, is not

unusual in number theory. Note that the conclusion, where an explicit interval is computed, is

deterministic in every possible sense; the fact that the interval is way too big for us to be able

to produce (and possibly even write down) such an 𝑥 is irrelevant for abstract mathematics.

Recently, Skewes’s argument has been greatly improved and refined in many ways by several

authors. On the Riemann Hypothesis, the range of the interval has been narrowed down,

after extensive computer calculations, to [1.39792136× 10316, 1.39847567× 10316], see [2, 16].

Some mathematicians and philosophers may question the ‘truth’ of such a result on two

grounds. The first, is the use of the law of the excluded middle; this would be the case for

an intuitionist. The second, is the use of computer calculations, since we can never know for

sure what a computer does.

8 Mathematical folklore says that Riemann conjectured that 𝜋(𝑥) < li(𝑥) was always the case. A reading
of Riemann’s memoir shows that Riemann expressed in this context only the suggestion that

It would be interesting, in a further development, to study the influence of each periodic term
contained in the given expression for the totality of prime numbers.

As Littlewood later showed, he was right.
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Other mathematicians have also expressed reservations about computer proofs or extremely

involved and complicated proofs. The first ‘proof’ of the four colors conjecture was obtained

by very heavy use of formal calculations by computer. In this case, many reservations were

put forward because of what appeared to be inefficient or insufficient programming, so it was

not clear that the computer actually had analyzed all the 1476 possible cases. All this was

eventually put to rest by a much simplified new proof, still based on similar ideas, where

both the theoretical part and the computer part could be scrutinized carefully, see [14]. The

computer analysis now requires only 20 minutes of running time and has been independently

repeated on other machines, with independent programs.

The classification of finite simple groups presents problems of different type. It is an extremely

long and complex endeavor and it is fair to say that not a single person has been able to

verify everything in the proof. The number of authors who have contributed to the solution

is large (over 40) and some of the papers are very long, complex, and computational. It is

here that slips, inaccuracies, omitted or wrong analysis of subcases may occur.

I did contribute one paper with the completion of the solution of a rather difficult uniqueness

problem, namely showing that the known list of finite groups of Ree type in characteristic

3 was indeed a complete list. Group theorists had reduced the problem to a question of

algebra which, while in principle soluble by standard methods, remained inaccessible because

those methods quickly led to formulas with more than 1050 terms, hence impossible to write

down in any form. Fortunately, I found an additional trick which showed that any formula

one could obtain in this way also implied the existence of another formula with only two

terms and controlled degree and size, thus bypassing the impossible problem of following the

algebra. So I wrote a paper which was examined rather carefully by several experts and

eventually the paper was published. The last part was a computer analysis of a few isolated

cases.

Interestingly enough, two independent runs (before the publication of the paper) of the

computer analysis showed that the standard software used for the first run contained a

serious error. (The supposed ‘infinite precision’ arithmetic and algebra did not extend to the

degree of polynomials and if the degree exceeded the largest unsigned integer in the computer

language it simply gave a wrong polynomial.) This was quickly corrected and the two runs

gave the same conclusion, as expected.

Perhaps even more interestingly, my own analysis at the beginning of the paper contained a

slip which was discovered only after its publication. I had claimed that a certain polynomial

𝐺 in several variables was irreducible. In fact, it was reducible. I had forgotten that the

specialization 𝑧1 → 1/𝑧0 I had indicated in a footnote for verifying my assertion, could

also have removed a possible factor 𝑧0; this was precisely what had happened. This was

inconsequential for the paper, because the rather simple correction to my mistake consisted
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in removing the offensive factor 𝑧0 from my definition of 𝐺, without any further change in

the paper. In other cases, authors were not so lucky and substantial revisions, if not even

retractions, had to be done.

I strongly believe that careful use of the computer tool is beneficial to the working mathe-

matician and I have no objections in principle to the use of computers. In fact, we may view

our mathematical brains as biological computers with their own operating system, slightly

different from person to person. A mathematical proof is like a program to be run on this

biological computer, with the output ‘true’, ‘false’, or the ‘I don’t understand’ that corre-

sponds to a non-halting state of a Turing machine. Hence the collective classification of finite

simple groups is comparable to a program running piecemeal in parallel on several machines

in order to speed up its completion.

What about proof by consensus? Human consensus is risky, but computer consensus may

be acceptable. There are computer programs which need a random additional input, besides

the initial data. Changing the random input changes the way the program runs: Sometimes

it will come to the conclusion very quickly, other times it will run for ever. (To avoid this,

or excessive run time, one gives an escape time.)

One such algorithm is Hendrik Lenstra’s elliptic curve factorization method. It routinely

factors numbers of 60 digits on a desktop, in a very short time. Here the random input

is an elliptic curve and the associated group law. The program itself uses the group law

in an essential way, because changing the elliptic curve changes the way the program runs.

Depending on the choice of the elliptic curve, the program may or may not yield a true

factorization. Hence the need of a preliminary independent fast prime–composite test for a

number.

Such a program is provided by the Solovay–Strassen probabilistic primality test and its variant

the so-called Miller–Rabin test, of standard use in the RSA cryptography scheme9. Here one

wants to generate very quickly prime numbers with hundreds of digits. The difficulty is not

due to lack of prime numbers, rather it is the testing for primality. Performing the test on a

number 𝑁 requires an additional integer input 𝑎, called a ‘base’, chosen randomly between 1

and 𝑁 −1. If the output of the test is ‘composite’ it yields a proof of compositeness (without

factoring), but it may fail to detect compositeness, with a small probability of failure (the

smaller, the better: it turns out that it is not more than 25%). So, performing the test

on a number 𝑁 choosing the base 𝑎 at random 𝑘 times, the probability of failing to detect

compositeness decreases drastically.10 This can be used to detect numbers with extremely

9 The new deterministic primality test of Agrawal, Kayal, Saxena [1] is of polynomial complexity, but not
yet as practical as the Miller–Rabin test. The fast probabilistic but deterministic primality test using elliptic
curves of Goldwasser and Kilian [7] is used in practice to certify primality.

10The question of what ‘random’ means, even in this limited context, turns out to be a very deep one, so
far solved only from a practical standpoint.
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high probability of being primes. For example, taking 𝑘 = 20 we have a primality test on

numbers with at most 1000 digits which is correct better than 99.9999997% of the times. For

practical use, quality control is there!

In my opinion, another mind boggling contribution of computer science to the nature of

proof, and thus indirectly to the notion of truth, is probabilistic proof checking.

In my first encounter with algebra I read how fallacious arguments (usually based on division

by 0) could ‘prove’ that 0 + 1 = 0. The remarkable thing is that this single statement, if

assumed true, can be used to prove quickly that all numbers are equal to 0. In a sense, the

property of a proposition being false spreads out, like a malignant growth, to invade the entire

domain to which it has access. Thus truth needs to be preserved carefully, uncontaminated

by the vicinity of untruth. In real life, lies work in the same way and, more often than not,

they are unmasked because of their consequences. Lies have long-lasting negative effects on

society and individuals.

So one may ask what is the long term effect of a false proposition or axiom in mathematics.

This is a question which very recently has attracted the attention of computer scientists and

they have come up with a result which, in my opinion, is truly extraordinary. This is the

probabilistic checkable proof, or PCP. A technical discussion of PCP is beyond the scope of

this article, so I will limit myself to a cursory description of it.

Classical proof checking is done by mathematicians in various ways. The most convincing

method (for the working mathematician) consists of several steps:

• Looking first at the basic idea of the proof, in other words breaking the proof into a

small number of smaller coherent pieces.

• Assuming that each piece is a true theorem, checking the validity of the proof of the

main result.

• Analyzing the validity of each piece by the same method.

A proof amenable to this type of break-up has many advantages. Conceptual errors emerge

early. Complex statements are broken into simpler statements of easier verification. Local

errors can be detected and fixed. The propagation of non-local errors can be followed clearly,

making it easier to correct faulty arguments, if possible at all.

Checking a computational proof cannot be brought so easily to the above format and in the

worst case it needs the dreaded procedure of ‘line-by-line checking’. Its complexity is at least

proportional to the length, or size, of the proof. In complexity theory, this type of proof

checking is in the class NP.
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The experienced mathematician often is able to take shortcuts in line-by-line checking since,

at a glance, he can often guess where it is most likely to make mistakes. For example, in a

hand-written manuscript, transcribing a complex formula from the end of one page to the

top of the next page is a well-known cause of trivial errors: a minus sign becomes a plus

sign, a variable is omitted somewhere in a complex formula, and so on. However, while these

shortcuts may show quickly that a supposed proof is incorrect, by no means do they work all

the time. Line-by-line checking has no redeeming features: It does not look for guiding ideas

and if an error is found the paper is only good for the wastebasket. It is also time consuming.

The discovery of PCP is due to the work of several mathematicians and computer scientists.

In naive terms, PCP says that any mathematical proof can be reformulated in such a way

that a small random sampling of a few lines suffices for checking the truth or falsity of the

proof, with probability as near to 1 as we wish. The PCP theorem is formally stated as

NP = PCP(𝑂(log 𝑛), 𝑂(1)).

The 𝑂(log 𝑛) refers to the minimum number of random bits needed by PCP to do the random

sampling, the 𝑂(1) refers to the number of bits one actually reads from the proof; in fact one

can take the 𝑂(1) to be 3, which is optimal, to get a probability of a correct checking near

to 50%, after only one sampling.

This is a deep theorem whose proof draws from logic, complexity theory, probability, and error

correcting codes. A new, simpler proof of the PCP theorem has been very recently obtained

by Irit Dinur and we refer to Radhakrishnan and Sudan [13] for a thorough exposition and

proof of the theorem, together with an updated bibliography.

Intuitively, the PCP can be described as follows. The proof to be checked is rewritten in a

slightly larger redundant form, which is done quickly (i.e. in polynomial time), for example

by a certain software program. The crux of the matter is that this is done in such a way

that any false statement in 𝑃 propagates almost everywhere inside the rewritten proof 𝑄.

Error correcting codes are the prototypes of the method: By trasmitting a message a certain

number of times with an appropriate scrambling (as determined by an error correcting code),

a certain number of faulty bits can be restored correctly. As with error correcting codes, the

upshot is that a random line-by-line checking of a small sample of the rewritten proof has a

fixed positive probability of detecting an error.

Bernard Chazelle [3] gives a down-to-earth non-technical description as follows. A proof 𝑃

of size 𝑛 admits a new proof 𝑄, where 𝑄 has two remarkable properties. The proof 𝑄 is

derived from 𝑃 by means of simple steps; the size of 𝑄 will be only 𝑂(𝑛(log 𝑛)𝑐) (I. Dinur).

The proof 𝑄 is written as a conjunction of three bits clauses on a set of logical variables 𝒳 ;

the actual proof is 𝑄 together with a value of 𝒳 for which the logical value of 𝑄 is 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒.
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Now pick such a clause in 𝑄 at random; this means choosing the location 𝑖 of the clause,

which is done in 𝑂(log 𝑛) steps, by assigning at random the 𝑂(log 𝑛) digits of 𝑖. Next, read

the values of the 𝑂(1) logical bits (in our case, only 3 bits) of the variables in 𝑆 and evaluate

𝑆. If 𝑃 is true, the test will give the answer 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒. If 𝑃 is false, the test will detect 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒

with at least 49.999999% probability and this will be a proof that 𝑃 is false. By repeating

this random checking say 20 times, we see that if we obtain 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 each time then it means

that 𝑃 is true with probability at least 99.9999%.

Does all this prove that 𝑃 is true? No, but it also tells us something more. It shows

(again with very high probability) that any error in 𝑃 , if present at all, must be ‘local’, thus

indicating a robustness of the supposed proof. If 𝑃 is false but PCP says that 𝑃 should be

true, then the proof 𝑃 should still be ‘fixable’ to a clad-iron proof.

As an example of how the PCP works, consider a supposed proof 𝑄 consisting of the con-

junction of two logical clauses

𝑄 = 𝑆1 ∧ 𝑆2 = ((¬𝑥1 ∧ 𝑥2) ∧ 𝑥3) ∧ (𝑥1 ∧ (𝑥2 ∨ 𝑥3))

with the assignment 𝒳 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3) = (𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒) and let us pick up one clause

𝑆. Now let us toss a coin and pick up the first clause if we get heads and the second one

if we get tails. If we pick up the first clause 𝑆1, the value of the clause turns out to be

𝑆1 = ((¬𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒∧𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒)∧𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒) = 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒, so the supposed proof 𝑄 will indeed be shown to be

fallacious, while if we pick the second one 𝑆2 we have the value 𝑆2 = (𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒∧(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒∨𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒)) =

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 and we have a “false positive” testing. The probability of such a random “false positive

testing” is only 50%, so if we repeat the test independently 20 times the probability of

obtaining a sequence of 20 “false positive” tests is less than one in a million.

From the point of view of complexity theory, the PCP theorem is a statement that the

probabilistic verification of a purported proof of a theorem is always ‘very easy’, even if

finding a proof may be exceedingly ‘hard’. In fact, the question whether finding a proof is

always ‘easy’ is equivalent to the celebrated question of computer science whether P = NP

or not.

To put this in perspective with the classical way of proof checking, a proof 𝑄 consists of a

conjunction of 𝑛 clauses, each one involving three variables: so, altogether not more than

3𝑛 variables, together with an assignment 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒, of each variable, yielding the value

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 for 𝑄. Since the total number of possible assignments can be exponentially large in

𝑛, finding a proof by trying out all assignments is hopelessly complex. On the other hand,

checking a given assignment requires not more than𝑂(𝑛) operations, so it has only polynomial

complexity in 𝑛, so ‘proof checking’ is ‘easy’ in this sense. However, PCP is probabilistically

extraordinarily efficient, requiring at each stage only 𝑂(log 𝑛) bits for selecting a location

for testing, followed by testing the value of the selected clause. With 𝑂(1) tests, each one
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requiring only 𝑂(log 𝑛) random bits (to select a random location in 𝑄 for testing), one can

obtain an ‘almost certain’ verification of the validity of the proof. Thus we may call this type

of ‘practical verification’ to be ‘very easy’, because 𝑂(1) is much smaller than 𝑂(𝑛). (By

what we have said, both algorithms require 𝑂(log 𝑛) space, which is quite small.)

Perhaps some day we will see pre-proofs 𝑃 that will be automatically encoded in a new

form 𝑄 and then checked by PCP. If 𝑄 fails the test, 𝑃 will be automatically incorrect.

If instead 𝑄 passes the test, then 𝑃 will be considered worth of serious consideration and

only then mathematicians will make the serious effort of embarking in the task of checking

whether 𝑃 is a formal proof or not. Alternatively, the random checking of 𝑄 will be done

not 20, but instead 20000 times. Then 𝑃 must be accepted as a ‘human proof’ in the human

mathematical world!

9. Conclusion

In my view, history of mathematics shows that all these different views of mathematics may

illuminate parts of it, but are grossly insufficient to give by themselves a clear picture of what

mathematics really is.

Mathematicians, at times, compare their work to the work of an artist. Notwithstanding the

rigidity of mathematical rules of inference, they believe that mathematics is a very creative

science. They talk all the time of beauty, elegance, strength, and depth of a new concept

or of a proof. Now beauty, elegance, strength, depth, are undeniably strongly influenced

by culture and are far from being ‘absolute’. So what gives to mathematics its monolithic

structure?

Here is a personal experience which I find quite instructive. In 1973 I became interested

in the problem of classification of compact complex surfaces. After the pioneering work of

Kodaira around 1960, there remained some open questions and in particular the existence

and classification of complex surfaces without complex curves. This was a particularly tricky

problem because the methods used in classification began by looking at the complex curves

sitting inside the surface, so new methods were needed. I had started thinking on the problem

of the classification of surfaces without curves when I was informed by Michael Atiyah, in a

casual conversation at a meeting in Paris, that Kodaira had just constructed such surfaces

although he did not remember how it was done. In a couple of weeks I found not only a

construction, but also proved that the new examples so found were the only ones possible,

under certain natural hypotheses. The starting point of my work was Kodaira’s third paper

on the subject, which I had studied earlier very well, but it needed adding several entirely

new ideas. Since I was aware that Kodaira had obtained something similar, I wrote to

Kodaira informing him of my conversation with Atiyah, including a copy of my rather long

manuscript. About two weeks later I received Kodaira’s answer. It informed me that his
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student Inoue had been working on the problem for some time and had also obtained a little

earlier the same result, and included Inoue’s long manuscript. I was at first surprised to

see that the two manuscripts were almost identical, including the new notation introduced

in them, but the true reason for this was that there was only one logical way to attack the

problem. Only at the most delicate point of the proof the two manuscripts were essentially

different. Since Inoue had clear priority about the result and since my own paper more or

less followed the same proof, I felt that there was no point in publishing my own version of

the solution and I informed Kodaira of this. Very kindly, Inoue added a note in his final

published paper acknowledging my independent solution.

I find it striking that two mathematicians, working independently on the same problem, ended

up with writing almost identical papers, with almost exactly the same logical sequences of

formulas. Some may view this as a proof of the strength of cultural influence, in this case

Kodaira’s work. To me, this is one more example that some parts of mathematics are very

rigidly set up and that there is some ineluctability in the way mathematics evolves. The

unity of language in today’s mathematics is certainly a cultural phenomenon, but its very

existence is, in my opinion, a reflection of the inner unity of mathematics. Mathematics has

determined its own language, and not viceversa.

Mathematical concepts are not arbitrary. Here is a simple example. We could do Euclidean

geometry without the concepts of triangle and polygons and talk instead about finite sets

of points assembled in a circular ordering (this allows polygons with self-intersecting sides).

What is gained with the primitive notion of triangle is that polygons with non-intersecting

sides (an interesting class by itself, for example they have an intuitive notion of area) are all

decomposable in triangles. In order to study general polygons, we may study first the simplest

subclass, namely triangles, and then study how polygons are assembled from triangles. Since

this method proved to be successful, the concept of triangle remains even today as a useful

primitive concept of geometry.

My conclusion is that mathematics follows a kind of Darwinian evolution, where complicated

concepts are eventually abandoned in favor of simpler ones and new concepts are introduced

with the purpose of unifying and simplifying existing ones. The “Ockham razor” philosophy

is relevant to mathematics. Some mathematical theories and models survive in harmony

with each other, while others die for lack of interest, or because of their unnecessary extreme

complication, or simply because they are absorbed within better and ampler theories. At

times, we may even see different “mathematical species” appear in the mathematical world.

All this is consistent with the view that mathematics is a theory of relations and patterns.

Truth in mathematics is not absolute and is directly related to language or, better, to a larger

metalanguage where the meaning of truth is close to common sense. Therefore, mathematical

truth is not irrelevant, nor tautological; it is the glue that holds the fabric of mathematics
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together. It is up to us to work to maintain the integrity of mathematics, its intellectual

attraction, as well as its connections with other sciences and all other aspects of human

endeavor.
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